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I. Introduction and Summary of Public Comments
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District’s (District) Coastal Annexation Area
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) was published on June 13, 2002, and was prepared in
conformance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), as amended. Copies of the
EIR and a notice were sent to the State Clearinghouse for distribution to state agencies. Public
notice of availability of the DEIR was provided in accordance with CEQA. Responsible and
trustee agencies were also notified. The 45-day public comment period ended on August 2, and
was extended to August 28, 2002.
Prior to preparing the DEIR, the District held three public scoping meetings to receive public
comment on the environmental issues, mitigation measures, and alternatives to be addressed in
the DEIR: 1) Half Moon Bay on June 20, 2000; 2) Pescadero on June 22, 2000; and 3) at the
District’s Los Altos offices on June 27, 2000. After preparation of the DEIR, the District held
three public meetings to take comments during the review period: 1) Pescadero on July 9,
2002; 2) Half Moon Bay on July 17, 2002; and 3) at the District’s Los Altos offices on July 31,
2002. The public meeting at the District offices had all District Board members in attendance.
Over 250 verbal comments and 320 written comments were received during the public comment
period, in the form of 62 verbal commenters, 5 Agency letters, 17 letters from Organizations,
and 75 letters from members of the public.
When responding to comments, lead agencies evaluate and respond to significant
environmental issues raised. Some comments on the San Mateo Coastal Annexation DEIR
may have generally expressed either opposition to or support for the project. Although no
response is required for such comments, this FEIR responds to all comments addressing the
adequacy of the DEIR. Where changes to the DEIR text are required, the indicated text from
the DEIR is quoted, with the original text in strikeout, and the corrected text in underline. All text
changes can be found in Chapter VII of this Final EIR document.
Chapter II of this document contains General Responses. Chapter III contains a list of all verbal
commenters and comment letters that were received during the public review period Chapter IV
contains the Verbal Comments and Responses; Chapter V contains the Written Comments and
Responses, and Chapter VI contains the text changes that will be incorporated into the DEIR.
Chapter VII contains the Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Plan.
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General Responses

Many of the comments on the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR) address similar issues; for example, questions regarding agricultural-related
issues are raised in a number of written and verbal comments. To avoid duplication and for
ease of reference, this section of the Final EIR presents general responses to comments that
were raised on similar issues by several commenters (see “General Responses” below). Where
appropriate, specific responses to the comments in sections IV and V of this document will refer
the reader to these general responses.
The General Responses to Comments listed here are in the same order as the DEIR, as
applicable. The notation of “General Response” or “No General Response” as listed below
describes the DEIR Chapters discussed in this Section.
I) Introduction – No general response
II) Project Description -- General Responses 1-5
IV-A) Land Use -- General Responses 6-7
IV-B) Agriculture -- General Response 8
IV-C) Public Services -- General Responses 9-12
IV-D) Hazards and Hazardous Materials -- General Response 13
IV-E) Noise -- No general response
IV-F) Air Quality -- No general response
IV-G) Aesthetics -- No general response
IV-H) Hydrology -- No general response
IV-I) Biology -- General Responses 14-15
IV-J) Cultural Resources -- No general response
IV-K) Geology -- No general response
V- Alternatives -- General Response 16
VI- CEQA and Cumulative Issues -- No general response
II. Project Description
GENERAL COMMENT 1: Eminent Domain Use in the Coastal Annexation Area
Some commenters requested information about the District’s intention to establish a policy
prohibiting the use of eminent domain for land acquisition in the Coastal Annexation Area
(CAA). Some commenters requested an explanation of this policy, how this policy would insure
that a future Board would not use the power of eminent domain, and what remedies exist in the
event a future District Board were to attempt to rescind or to violate this policy.
General Response 1:
In response to comments from residents of the Coastal Annexation Area (hereinafter known in
this chapter as the CAA) who desired that the District make a commitment to prohibit the use of
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eminent domain to acquire land within the CAA, the District Board of Directors required that the
Draft Service Plan contain an Eminent Domain Policy (Permanent Policy P.1) and
Implementation Actions (Implementation Actions P.1.A, P.1.B, P.1.C and P.1.D), which will
apply to the District’s activities in the CAA. This Policy and Implementation Actions will be an
integral part of the Draft Service Plan to be submitted to San Mateo County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo), and which will govern the District’s activities in the CAA if an
annexation is approved. This Policy and Implementation Actions are listed in the DEIR at p. II10 and are listed below for clarity:
Permanent Policy P.1
Within the Coastal Annexation Area, the District shall only
acquire lands or interests in lands from willing sellers.
The power of eminent domain will not be exercised by
the District within the Coastal Annexation Area. This policy
is a Basic Policy for the Coastal Annexation Area.
Implementation Action P.1.A.(i)
This policy within the defined Coastal Annexation Area
shall be a permanent policy of the District adopted by
ordinance of the District Board of Directors.
Implementation Action P.1.B.(i)
This policy is a basic component of the District’s
application to the San Mateo Local Agency Formation
Commission. It will be a basic component of the Service
Plan to be approved by LAFCo. The District will request
that this policy be made a Finding by the San Mateo
LAFCo in its decision.
Implementation Action P.1.C.(i)
This policy will be adopted by the District as an ordinance,
and through the District Board of Directors’ certification
of the Coastal Annexation Area Environmental Impact Report,
will serve as an agricultural impact mitigation measure
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Implementation Action P.1.D.(i)
This policy will be referenced in every governing document
and proposal by the District in connection with the Coastal
Annexation Area.
There are specific Government Codes that the an agency such as the District must abide by
when considering an annexation proposal. Most of these are listed on page 1 in the Draft
Service Plan, under the heading “Cortese-Knox Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization
Act of 2000.” In addition, per Government Code Section 56653, when an agency submits a
resolution of application to LAFCo for annexation, it must submit a Draft Service Plan, which
describes the nature of services to be provided, and other conditions the agency would impose
in the area to be annexed. The District will include its Eminent Domain Policy in its LAFCo Draft
Service Plan in the description of services to be provided and as a condition that the District
would impose within the affected territory. The Policy will also be included in any Resolution of
Application.
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Therefore, if the Draft Service Plan is adopted and annexation approved, this Policy will apply to
all decision-making and District programs in the CAA and will be a formal part of the annexation
proposal submitted to LAFCo. County Counsel has issued an opinion that the District may
include this Policy in any proposal and service plan it submits to LAFCo and in any Resolution
of Application for the annexation project (Letter from Thomas Casey, County Counsel, Dec.2,
1999). Several commenters observed that integrating the Eminent Domain Policy into the
LAFCo process would be an appropriate and secure manner of prohibiting the use of eminent
domain.
The District has also included its Eminent Domain Policy as a Mitigation Measure in the Draft
EIR (see Mitigation Measure AGR-1c at p. IV-B-8).
Finally, the District has prepared a draft Ordinance to be adopted as part of the proposed
project. This Ordinance would formally readopt the policies of the Draft Service Plan in
legislation by declaring that:
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District shall not
exercise the power of eminent domain to acquire any real
property or any interest in real property within any territory
annexed to the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
pursuant to said Resolution of Application for Annexation.
By taking these steps, the District will insure that its Eminent Domain Policy is an integral part of
all components of its LAFCo proposal and this Environmental Impact Report, in addition to its
status as a formal ordinance of the District.
A comment was made about a separate issue: what would happen if a future Board tried to
violate the Policy? In the event that that were to occur, the first remedy would be through the
public review process that applies to all District land acquisitions. Members of the public and
the affected property owner would have the opportunity to object to a proposed condemnation
as violating the Policy and Ordinance. If the Board disregarded these objections and the
condemnation was approved by the 4/5 vote required by state law, the next opportunity to
challenge the decision would be through the courts as the appropriate body to determine any
legal issue. In the event the District were to attempt to condemn property in violation of its own
adopted Ordinance, the property owner would be able to demonstrate that the District was
attempting to violate its own Policy and Ordinance. This would be a defense to such an attempt
to condemn and would also entitle the property owner to attorneys’ fees against the District if
either the owner shows that the District violated its own Ordinance or even if the District were to
dismiss the proceedings on its own. In addition, members of the public affected by the Board’s
decision would have the opportunity to seek a writ of mandate reversing the Board’s decision for
failure to comply with District Policy or Ordinance.
A commenter asked what would happen if a future Board tried to repeal this Policy. First, a
change in this Policy would be subject to review under the California Environmental Quality Act.
The District would be required to evaluate and disclose to the public any likely environmental
effects resulting from a change in policy. The public would be given an opportunity to comment
on the environmental evaluation. The District would also be required to hold a public meeting
with an opportunity for public comment on any change. Second, an interested person could
seek judicial review of this decision by a writ of mandate. This process focuses on whether an
agency has done something, which amounts to an abuse of discretion. Abuse of discretion is
generally shown where an agency does not proceed in a manner authorized by law. This
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includes a failure to follow its own ordinances or policies. Third, the District will request LAFCo
to adopt the Policy as a formal Finding or Condition of Approval.
In addition, the District will also be subject to other legal and statutory prohibitions against the
use of eminent domain when using grant funds to acquire land or easements in the CAA. Most
grant programs prohibit the acquisition of land or easements through the use of eminent
domain. These include the California Farmland Conservancy Program the Coastal Farmland
Preservation Program, the California Forest Legacy Program, grants funded by the Safe
Neighborhood Parks, Clean Water, Clean Air, and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2000
(Proposition 12), grants funded by the California Clean Water, Clean Air, Safe Neighborhood
Parks, and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2002 (Proposition 40), and other state open space
grant programs. In Years 1-5 of the proposed Annexation Project, grants and gifts are
anticipated to be a primary source of funding for acquisitions. 75% of fee title acquisitions and
90% of easement acquisitions will be funded by grants or gifts. Grants are typically a much
larger source of funding than gifts. After Year 5, all acquisitions are anticipated to be funded by
grants or gifts. Eminent domain could not be used in most of these grant-funded acquisitions,
and any attempt to repeal the Willing Sellers Ordinance could not affect these prohibitions. This
will provide further assurance that the use of eminent domain in the Annexation Program will be
permanently prohibited.
By making the Eminent Domain Policy an integral part of its Service Plan, EIR, Resolution of
Application to LAFCo, as well as an Ordinance, the District is making the Policy such an integral
and basic part of the Project that legal remedies would be available in the event some future
Board were to attempt to violate or repeal the Policy.
A commenter asked whether the District would be able to use another agency’s power of
eminent domain to acquire land. San Mateo County and the cities and special districts within
San Mateo County have the power of eminent domain. These are independent government
agencies. The District may not exercise the eminent domain power of another government
agency. A commenter asked whether the District would retain its power of eminent domain in
the current District boundaries. This power would be retained. The Permanent Policy for the
CAA arose out of the recommendations of the Coastal Advisory Committee to address the
specific circumstances of this annexation proposal, and does not address District operations
within its current boundaries. The District has adopted a variety of distinct policies applicable in
the CAA, recognizing the specific and different nature of its proposed program in the CAA.
GENERAL COMMENT 2: Land Acquisition Information
Several members of the public requested additional information regarding the specific lands that
would be acquired by the District as part of the project.
General Response 2:
The project evaluated in the DEIR is adoption of a proposed annexation application to the San
Mateo County Local Agency Formation Commission to expand the District’s sphere of influence
and extend its boundaries to include a portion of coastal San Mateo County. The DEIR notes
that lands to be acquired by the District if the annexation is approved have not been identified.
(DEIR, p. II-1.) The DEIR explains that acquisition depends on a number of factors. These
include (1) the availability of land from a willing seller (DEIR p. II-1); (2) the availability of funding
for the acquisition and subsequent management of the land (DEIR p. II-1); (3) evaluation of the
suitability of the acquisition in light of applicable Draft Service Plan policies through preparation
of a Preliminary Use and Management Plan (DEIR p. II-9); (4) evaluation of the environmental
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effects associated with the acquisition pursuant to CEQA (DEIR p. I-4 and II-1); and (5)
consideration of the proposed acquisition at a public meeting (DEIR p. II-9). In light of these
factors it is not possible to identify at this time the specific lands that will be acquired in the
event the project is approved. The variations over time in the availability of properties offered by
willing sellers and of funding for acquisitions alone make it difficult to ascertain the precise lands
that would be acquired over the DEIR’s 15 year planning horizon.
Because it is not possible to identify specific properties that would be acquired, the DEIR
considered the types of lands and resources that could possibly be acquired in the future if the
annexation were to be approved. For each impact area the DEIR describes existing conditions
in the Coastal Annexation Area as they relate to the attributes of the environment that could be
affected by the project and then analyzes the potential effects on those resources of
implementing the Draft Service Plan. (DEIR p. IV-1.) For example, the Biological Resources
chapter of the DEIR describes the range of biotic communities found in the CAA and then
describes how District ownership and management of land in those communities could affect
those resources. (DEIR pp. IV-I-1 et seq.) The impacts of specific acquisitions in the future
would be the subject of a separate site-specific environmental evaluation.
Because of the large geographic area under consideration and the relatively general nature of
the policy issues addressed in the Draft Service Plan, this EIR is what CEQA refers to as a
Program EIR. As described at pages I-3 through I-4 of the DEIR, the CEQA Guidelines
encourage preparation of a Program EIR when the project in question anticipates a series of
interrelated individual actions to be carried out over a period of time.
While it is not possible to identify the lands that will be acquired if the annexation is approved,
the District does have information on some parcels that may be considered for acquisition.
These are parcels for which the owner has indicated to the District an interest in selling the
property. These properties include the Driscoll Ranch property (approximately 3,690 acres)
adjacent to the District’s existing La Honda Creek Open Space Preserve; the Miramonte
Ridge/Gilcrest Ranch property (approximately 556 acres) adjacent to the District’s existing Mills
Creek Open Space Preserve; the Connor property (approximately 164 acres) adjacent to the
District’s existing Russian Ridge Open Space Preserve; the Ferenz property (approximately 157
acres) adjacent to the District’s existing Purisima Creek Redwoods Open Space Preserve; the
Tunitas Creek property (approximately 708 acres) between the District’s existing Purisima
Creek Redwoods and El Corte de Madera Creek Open Space Preserves; and the Peery
property (approximately 53 acres) adjacent to the District’s existing Purisima Creek Redwoods
Open Space Preserve.
As noted above, even assuming a willing seller, no decision to acquire these properties could be
made until the District and the seller agreed on price, and the District obtained funding for
acquisition and management, completed a preliminary Use And Management Plan, conducted
an acquisition-specific CEQA analysis, and held a public hearing before the District’s governing
Board. The District has conducted a preliminary review of information available concerning the
resources on these properties and how those resources could be affected if the lands were
acquired and opened to public access. This site review considers land use, agriculture, public
services, hazards and hazardous materials, noise, aesthetics, hydrology and water quality,
biological resources, cultural resources, and geology. Based on the analysis, the lands are
substantially similar to the lands evaluated in the DEIR and are examples of the type and
location of lands likely to be considered for potential acquisition as discussed in the Draft
Service Plan and DEIR. Accordingly, if these lands are acquired following the annexation, the
environmental effects of District ownership and management would be consistent with the
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potential effects described in the DEIR. (Memorandum, May 21, 2003, Preliminary Site
Assessments, Cathy Woodbury, Planning Director, MROSD).
GENERAL COMMENT 3: Relationship with Other Open Space Providers
Some commenters requested information on the relationship between the District and other
potential open space providers in the CAA.
General Response 3:
In its current boundaries, the District has worked with other public recreation and open space
providers, conservation agencies, and non-profit land trusts to acquire and manage open space.
The Project anticipates that the District will pursue similar partnership opportunities in the CAA.
The Draft Service Plan identifies several potential public and nonprofit partners that either have
been active in acquiring property in the CAA, or that may be potential partners in future projects
(see Draft Service Plan, “Partnerships”, p. 16). Specifically, Guideline G.8 provides that:
The District shall work with other public recreation and open
space providers, conservation agencies, non-profit land trusts,
and community organizations for the preservation and
management of open space resources that are regionally
significant. District participation, to the extent allowed by law,
could include: partial financing for land acquisition; temporary
receivership of property; coordination of technical planning and
legal services relating to open space issues; joint grant proposals;
co-sponsorship and participation in demonstration projects;
and joint open space resource management training.
Potential partners in the CAA include a wide variety of public agencies such as the California
Department of Parks and Recreation, California Department of Fish and Game, Coastal
Conservancy, San Mateo County Parks Department, City of Half Moon Bay, Midcoast
Community Council, the Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council, and the Resource Conservation
District. Non-profit land trusts and organizations include the Peninsula Open Space Trust
[POST], the Trust for Public Lands, Sempervirens Fund, the Audubon Society, Save the
Redwoods League and the San Mateo County Farm Bureau.
The mandate and capabilities of these partners is described in the DEIR on pages V-2 and V-3.
Partnership projects must fall within the mandate of the partner agency.
Opportunities to partner with other public agencies and with private organizations for land
acquisition or management by the District will depend on a number of factors, including the
availability of land from a willing seller, the availability of funding for the project, the evaluation of
the suitability of the project in light of the Draft Service Plan, and the preparation of a site
specific Use and Management Plan. These issues are discussed in General Response 2.
Some commenters requested additional information concerning the District’s potential projects
with POST. Due to the factors that will determine the District’s ability to acquire or manage
land, it is not possible to identify which properties in the CAA will be acquired or managed by the
District. POST partners with a wide variety of service providers in addition to the District. For
example, one commenter requested information concerning the potential for POST’s Rancho
Corral de Tierra property to be transferred to the District.
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There is no agreement between the District and POST, nor with any other potential service
provider or partner (whether governmental or private nonprofit), as to which if any of its
properties, including Rancho Corral de Tierra, the District may acquire or manage if the
Annexation Proposal is approved. Although it is likely the District will acquire some POST
property during the DEIR’s 15-year planning period, specific acquisitions can only be
determined after consideration of factors such as those discussed in General Response 2.
When and if such lands are acquired, whether and to what extent these lands will be opened to
public recreation will be determined during the Use and Management Planning Process and
evaluation of potential environmental impacts. The amount and nature of public access will also
be affected by the nature of the land acquisition. Conservation easements, agricultural
easements, and management of privately owned lands (e.g., POST) tend to provide fewer
opportunities for public access and recreation.
Some commenters requested information on whether the District would assume the
responsibility and liability of remediating any potential hazardous conditions on lands acquired
from or managed on behalf of POST or other third parties. Each potential acquisition will be
negotiated with a willing seller. The purchase agreement for such acquisition will normally set
out the responsibilities of the seller and purchaser to remediate any pre-existing hazardous
conditions that may exist on a parcel. The District will typically assume full responsibility and
liability for lands it owns, and may negotiate full or partial remediation of any potential hazards
with a seller.
Mitigation of potential hazards on lands to be acquired or managed by the District is discussed
in Chapter IV, Pages IV-D-4 and IV-D-5 of the DEIR. Mitigation Haz-1 provides that the District
will complete the equivalent of a Phase I real estate investigation prior to acquisition. If potential
hazards are identified in the Phase I assessment, a more detailed Phase II assessment will be
done. The District must comply with all applicable hazardous waste laws in the event it
undertakes a remediation project.
Absent acquisition or acceptance of liability in a formal land management agreement, the
District has no liability for the condition of lands owned by a private or public third party.
Some commenters requested information concerning the District’s potential liability for damage
or injuries on acquired or adjacent property. In order to encourage public and private
landowners to open their lands for recreational use without fear of liability for injury to
recreational users, the California Legislature has established strong legal immunities from
lawsuits due to such injuries. Private landowners are protected from liability by the provisions of
Government Code Section 846, which makes landowners immune from lawsuits from those who
enter private lands for recreational purposes. Government agencies like the District have
similar immunities (see Government Code Sections 831.4 and 831.7). These immunities apply
even where the use occurs without the property owner’s permission.
The potential for new trails or open space users to impact adjacent properties is addressed in
Chapter IV of the DEIR (see Page IV-A-9-10). Mitigation Measures LU-1a and LU-1b include
measures to avoid conflict with adjacent land uses by, among other things, the use of buffers,
fencing and signage.
GENERAL COMMENT 4: District's Resource Management Five Year Strategic Plan and
other Pertinent Plans not Mentioned in DEIR
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Several commenters raised questions about the District's Resource Management Five Year
Strategic Plan resource management plans and how they may apply in the Coastal Annexation
Area.
General Response 4:
Voluntary watershed planning efforts, including the Coordinated Resource Management
Planning (CRMP) process, are typically facilitated by representatives from state or federal
agencies that have signed a Memorandum of Understanding to engage in CRMP efforts, such
as the US Natural Resources Conservation Service or the California Department of Fish and
Game. If the Annexation Project is approved, the District will be eligible to participate in the
CRMP process or in the development of basin-wide or watershed-level plans. The CRMP
process is not required by CEQA. The DEIR has evaluated potential hydrological and watershed
impacts of the project (DEIR, IV-H-1 through 8) and appropriate integration measures are
proposed to avoid any significant impacts on watersheds and water resources.
Page II-2 of the DEIR discusses other specific management plans:
As stated in Chapter I, Introduction, if the Coastal Annexation Area project is approved, future
District actions will be subject to subsequent planning processes. Prior to making lands that it
acquires or manages open to public access, the District will prepare a Use and Management
Plan for these lands, and will prepare CEQA documentation for each use and management
plan.
Specific lands to be acquired by the District have not been identified. The District would focus its
preservation and management in part on lands that contain sensitive resources. These
sensitive resources include lands that are critical to protecting watershed integrity, water quality,
and special-status species such as steelhead. Some acquired lands would thus likely contain
sensitive natural communities, such as riparian habitat and wetlands.”
In 1994, the District Board adopted a comprehensive set of resource management policies to
serve as the foundation for the District’s resource management program by outlining a wide
range of goals and policies necessary to ensure the long-term protection of natural and cultural
resources on District preserves. (Resource Management Policies, adopted October 1994). The
District Board recently approved a Resource Management Strategic Plan that provides a
blueprint for implementing the high-priority resource management goals for the next five years.
(Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Resource Management Five-Year Strategic Plan,
approved January 29, 2003). This plan will be used to direct and focus District staff on resource
management activities. The Strategic Plan is a working document that is flexible and will
respond to emerging and immediate high priority resource management needs. If the Coastal
Annexation Project is approved, the resource management policies will be reviewed and, as a
part of the Use and Management Planning Process, a determination will be made whether the
policies will be applicable to the Coastal Annexation Area in their current form or with
appropriate modifications to respond to coast side characteristics and resource issues. The
Strategic Plan will be modified as appropriate to respond to high-priority resource management
goals for the CAA.
GENERAL COMMENT 5: Representation
Some commenters requested more information concerning the potential number of the District’s
elected officials and their corresponding wards in the event the annexation project were
approved, as well as how the CAA would be represented on the District’s Board. Although
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these comments do not address the environmental effects of the proposed project, they are
discussed here for informational purposes.
General Response 5:
The subject of representation is discussed in detail in the Draft Service Plan (see Draft Service
Plan, “Representation” on p. 13). This section is also referenced in the DEIR on page II-7. By
statute, the District is limited to seven elected Directors representing seven geographical wards
of approximately equal population. While no additional wards may be created if the annexation
is approved, there will be an opportunity for Coast residents to work with the District to develop
a redistricting plan that best reflects their desired ward configurations. The CAA could be
included in one or more wards, thus enabling one or more Coast residents the opportunity to run
for and serve on the District’s Board of Directors.
The Draft Service Plan proposes including the input of Coast residents and the input of local
elected officials, government agencies, and government-sponsored agencies in its planning and
decision-making. Annexation will also enable the District to conduct public Board meetings in
the CAA to provide opportunities for public participation in Board decisions. The effect of
representation will not have an impact on environmental conditions in the CAA.
IVA. Land Use
Some of the comments pertained to the housing supply in the Coastal Annexation Area, land
use policies and land use regulations.
GENERAL COMMENT 6: Housing Issues as a Result of Coastal Annexation
General Response 6:
As part of the scoping and Notice of Preparation (NOP) process, housing was determined not to
be a potentially significant impact of the CAA program (see DEIR-VI-2). The reasons for this
determination include the following: The project description states that the District’s main
acquisition interests will be large, undeveloped, or sparsely developed parcels (DEIR II-4). The
Environmental Assessment of Land Use Impacts further describes that, in the event structures
are acquired, such structures will be maintained and either made available for rental or will
continue to be occupied by existing residents through such mechanisms as life estates (DEIR
IV-A-12). Thus, the project will not displace substantial numbers of people or housing. Since
the purpose of the project is preservation and management of open space and agricultural land
of regional significance, open space lands typically purchased by the District have no, or very
limited, services and housing. However, when land purchases include housing, the District will
employ several methods to retain viable housing. These will include life estates for existing
residents and making the structures available for rental (DEIR II-9, 10 and IV-A-12). It should
be noted that dilapidated or dangerous structures and other hazardous structures not of historic
or scenic value would likely be demolished; this is not expected to affect a substantial amount of
housing. Please see General Response 8 for a discussion of farmworker housing.
GENERAL COMMENT 7: Land Use Policies and Regulations
Some of the comments on the Coastal Annexation Draft EIR pertained to land use policies and
land use regulations.
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General Response 7:
Several comments inquired as to the District’s obligations to obtain land use approvals from San
Mateo County and other regulatory agencies for the proposed project. The specific project
under review in the DEIR is the Draft Service Plan for the CAA and the proposed annexation of
the CAA. No permits or approvals are required for adoption of the Draft Service Plan. LAFCO
review and approval is required for the annexation. The review process is described in the
DEIR Introduction and in the Project Description (DEIR Chapters I and II).
As stated in the DEIR, if the annexation is approved, implementation of improvements and
public use of the land as discussed in the Draft Service Plan will require land use approvals
from San Mateo County and other regulatory agencies. The District has no land use regulatory
powers and must conform to all San Mateo County land use policies and regulations and
comply with all applicable environmental regulations. As discussed in connection with Impact
LU-2 (on p. IV-A-10 of the DEIR), the District is required to and will secure permits from
regulatory agencies to develop its facilities. Policy P.2 of the Draft Service Plan assures that the
District does not propose general plan or and zoning changes in the Coastal Zone and
mitigation measure LU-2 would expand this to apply to the entire CAA. Policy P.3 requires the
District to obtain all required permits for all District activities and further requires the District to
comply with all applicable County policies and regulations. Guideline G.7 further provides that
all District management and public access plans must be designed to comply with all applicable
local, state, and federal laws.
Specific land acquisitions and management plans will also require project-specific
environmental review. For reasons discussed in General Response 2, specific lands that will be
acquired in the CAA cannot be identified. As properties are identified and considered by the
Board for acquisition, the environmental effects of the acquisition will be reviewed pursuant to
CEQA. A similar review will be conducted prior to adopting a specific use and management
plan for lands acquired or managed by the District. This process is discussed throughout the
DEIR.
As stated in the DEIR on page II-10, the District’s main interest is in large, undeveloped parcels
of open space land. The smallest parcels likely to be acquired will be 40 acres; however, the
majority of parcels are anticipated to be 100 acres or more. It is most likely that lands acquired
or managed by the District in the Coastal Annexation Area will be in areas designated in the
San Mateo County General Plan as either General Open Space, Agriculture, Timber Production,
and Public Recreation, shown in Map 4 of the DEIR. Some of these lands may be adjacent to
established communities. The District will not seek to change the land use or zoning on any
property acquired and will work within the context of existing County and City land use and
zoning designations. Therefore, the project will not physically divide an established community.
IVB. Agriculture
GENERAL COMMENT 8: Agriculture. Definition of Agricultural Land, Agricultural
Conversion, Bioterrorism and Economic Viability
Some of the comments on the Draft EIR related to the definition of agricultural land,
compatibility of open space and agriculture, viability of agriculture in connection with the
proposed project, conversion of agricultural land, the agricultural community’s desire for specific
agricultural policies and guidelines, and the potential for bio-terrorism as a result of public
access. These and related issues are discussed below.
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General Response 8:
Preservation of economically viable agriculture on lands acquired by the District on the San
Mateo county coast is a major component of the District’s proposed annexation project. The
District’s mission for the Coastal Annexation Area as stated on page 9 of the Draft Service Plan
is:
To acquire and preserve in perpetuity open space land and agricultural land of regional
significance, protect and restore the natural environment, preserve rural character,
encourage viable agricultural use of land resources, and provide opportunities for
ecologically sensitive public enjoyment and education.
The DEIR lists the Draft Service Plan policies and guidelines that specifically relate to continuing
agricultural use on lands acquired in the CAA. These policies can be found in the Agricultural
Resources impact analysis beginning on page IV-B-1of the DEIR. New mitigation measures
that are recommended to further clarify this text and that of the mission, above, are added at the
end of this response. These mitigation measures do not mitigate any new impact not discussed
in the DEIR but serve to clarify and expand upon the measures in the DEIR.
Definition of Prime Agricultural Land
Several commenters requested clarification of the definition of “Prime Agricultural Land” in the
EIR and in the Draft Service Plan. As noted in the EIR, there are several different definitions of
Prime Agricultural Lands used under various legislative programs. Those definitions are
provided for informational purposes at the end of this response. The Draft EIR included two
maps of Prime Farmland, one based on the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
(“FMMP”) administered by the California Dept. of Conservation and one showing prime
farmlands as defined by the Williamson Act. No maps are available showing prime agricultural
lands as defined by the San Mateo County Local Coastal Plan. The Draft Service Plan includes
the two definitions of prime agricultural land most relevant to the proposed annexation, one
based on the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000 and one
based on the County Local Coastal Program. The DEIR explains that "Prime Farmland” under
the FMMP is land which the state has determined has the best combination of physical and
chemical features able to sustain long-term production of agricultural crops. This land has the
soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields. The
land must have been in production of irrigated crops at some time during the two updated cycles
prior to the mapping date.
Impact AGR-1 considers the potential for the project to directly convert Farmland to nonagricultural use. In that discussion, “Farmland” includes prime farmland, unique farmland, and
farmland of statewide importance as those farmland types are shown on Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency. While the Resources Agency
definition of prime farmland is somewhat narrower in some respects than that of the County
LCP’s definition of prime agricultural lands, the DEIR considered LCP prime agricultural lands
(and other lands) by also including unique farmlands and farmlands of statewide importance in
assessing the potential for farmland conversion. As noted, Map 12 in the DEIR shows the
Farmland in the project area.
In order to clarify the Draft Service Plan, it is recommended that the Draft Service Plan include a
single definition of “Prime Agricultural Land” based on the County Local Coastal Plan. This
would be consistent with Draft Service Plan policies requiring compliance with San Mateo
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County plans and ordinances. The Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg (“CKH”) definition remains relevant
for the District’s application to LAFCO.
The definitions of prime farmland used by the LCP, the CKH, and the Williamson Act are
presented at the end of this General Response. The differences between the CKH and the LCP
definitions are as follows:
a) The LCP definition includes all Class I and II lands as well as Class III lands that can
grow artichokes or brussel sprouts. The CKH definition includes only Class I and II
lands that are irrigated or capable of being irrigated.
b) The LCP definition requires that the carrying capacity of grazing land be calculated in
accordance with standards defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (“USDA”).
The CKH definition specifies the exact USDA definition to be used.
c) The LCP definition provides that certain lands will qualify if their production returns $200
per acre adjusted for inflation using 1965 as the base year. This is equivalent to
approximately $1125 per acre in 2002. The CKH definition relies on a flat rate of $400
per acre with no indexing for inflation.
In order to clarify the scope of the recommended mitigation in the DEIR, all references to prime
agricultural lands in the proposed mitigation should be revised to refer to prime agricultural
lands as defined in the Draft Service Plan as well as Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of
Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency.
Prime Agricultural Lands Not in Agricultural Use
Mitigation measure AGR-1a in the Draft EIR provides that new buildings and staging areas may
not be located on prime agricultural lands that are being used for agricultural purposes. Several
commenters requested that this measure be expanded to preclude buildings and staging areas
on prime agricultural lands that are not being used for agricultural production. This would help
further minimize the project’s effects on agriculture. To implement this recommendation the
mitigation measure is revised as shown at the end of this General Response.
Non-Prime Agricultural Lands Suitable for Farming
Several commenters requested that the EIR be revised to include protections for lands
designated as “Suitable for Agriculture” under the County’s Local Coastal Program. These
include lands on which existing or potential agricultural use is feasible, including dry farming,
animal grazing, and timber harvesting. As discussed under Impact AGR-2 in the Draft EIR,
lands designated as “Agriculture” under the County’s LCP include both prime agricultural lands
and lands designated by the County as suitable for agriculture. The County requires a
conditional use permit for conversion of any land with the Agriculture designation to a
recreational use. The Draft EIR sets forth various County policies applicable to conversions of
Land Suitable for Agriculture including the following:
*5.10 Conversion of Land Suitable for Agriculture Designated as Agriculture
a. Prohibit the conversion of lands suitable for agriculture within a parcel to
conditionally permitted uses unless all of the following can be demonstrated:
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(1) All agriculturally unsuitable lands on the parcel have been
developed or determined to be undevelopable;
(2) Continued or renewed agricultural use of the soils is not feasible as
defined by Section 30108 of the Coastal Act;
(3) Clearly defined buffer areas are developed between agricultural and
non-agricultural uses;
(4) The productivity of any adjacent agricultural lands is not diminished;
(5) Public service and facility expansions and permitted uses do not
impair agricultural viability, including by increased assessment costs
or degraded air and water quality.
b. For parcels adjacent to urban areas, permit conversion if the viability of
agricultural uses is severely limited by conflicts with urban uses, the
conversion of land would complete a logical and viable neighborhood and
contribute to the establishment of a stable limit to urban development, and
conditions (3), (4) and (5) in subsection a. are satisfied.
Similar requirements apply outside the Coastal Zone pursuant to the County’s Planned
Agricultural District zoning regulations. These may be found in section 6355.F of the San Mateo
County Zoning Regulations.
Policy P.3 of the Draft Service Plan requires the District to comply with all applicable County
land use policies and regulations and Policy P.2 provides that the District will not initiate any
activities within the Coastal Zone that would require a General Plan amendment or zoning
change. Mitigation AGR-2 proposes revising Policy P.2 to provide that the District will not seek
General Plan amendments or zone changes anywhere in the Annexation Area. Taken together,
these policies and the mitigation measure will ensure that any District activities on lands suitable
for agriculture comply with the standards listed above and other County policies and regulations
in the LCP, General Plan, and zoning ordinance. These requirements together with the other
Draft Service Plan policies and recommended mitigation measures are sufficient to ensure that
the project will not directly or indirectly convert a substantial amount of Farmland or other
agricultural lands to non-agricultural use.
Trail and Facility Siting Criteria
To ensure that trails and other facilities would have a minimal effect on agriculture in the CAA,
Mitigation Measure AGL-3a proposed adding the underlined text below to the Draft Service
Plan:
Mitigation AGL-3a: Guideline 3.2 in the Draft Service Plan should be modified to state:
“Improvements or public uses located upon open space lands other than
agriculture...shall be located away from existing prime agricultural lands toward areas
containing non-prime agricultural lands, unless such location would not promote the
planned, orderly, efficient use of an area. To the extent feasible, all trails and other
public facilities should be located so as not to fragment agricultural operations. While
trails that bisect grazing lands would not be likely to fragment grazing operations, trails
that bisect cultivated crops could adversely affect the vitality of agricultural operations
and should be avoided where feasible. If trails must traverse cultivated lands then
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adequate buffers, signs, and other measures necessary to ensure that trail use does not
interfere with the agricultural operations shall be implemented.”
Some commenters suggested that the trail siting requirement proposed by this measure allowed
too much discretion to site trails in a manner that could adversely affect agriculture. The intent
of the mitigation measure was to ensure that trails be allowed to traverse cultivated lands only
when there was no other feasible alternative. Based on the District’s past experience in trail
design there are generally numerous trail design alternatives and there would be very few
circumstances in which no feasible alternative would be available. In the unlikely event that no
alternative was available, the mitigation measure would allow a trail to traverse the land only if
buffers and other tools are implemented in a manner sufficient to ensure that trail use does not
interfere with agricultural operations. The measure is clarified to reflect this intent at the end of
this General Response. The measure is also revised to recommend deleting wording in the first
sentence that could have had the effect of allowing interference with agricultural operations in
limited circumstances. These requirements will be effective to ensure that the District
operations in the CAA do not have a significant impact on agricultural resources in the CAA.
Compatibility with Adjacent Agricultural Uses
A number of comments raised questions concerning the effect of recreational uses on
agricultural land uses adjoining District lands. This issue is addressed in the discussion of
Impact AGR-3 in the DEIR. The DEIR notes that future public recreation at new preserves
within the Coastal Annexation Area may conflict with existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails and other recreation areas are not designed and managed
in a manner that avoids such conflicts and explains that such conflicts could indirectly cause
indirect conversion of agricultural uses (see DEIR p. IV-B-12).
The DEIR recommends six mitigation measures to avoid this impact. Several of these
measures would require the district to adequately protect adjacent agricultural uses through the
use of buffers. The performance standards for the buffers are set forth in the mitigation
measures:
a) Measure AGL-3a requires that trails traversing cultivated agricultural lands be designed
with buffers and other measures sufficient to “ensure that trail use does not interfere”
with agricultural operations.
b) Measure AGL-3c provides that “agricultural activities and the agricultural potential of
traversed lands shall be protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of
distance, physical barriers (i.e., sturdy fences) or other non-disruptive methods.”
c) With respect to lands adjacent to trail uses, mitigation measure AGL-3d provides that
lands between trails and adjoining uses shall be sufficiently wide “so as to not preclude
the viability of those uses.”
These measures would be made a part of the Draft Service Plan. Under these policies, the
District would not be permitted to develop a trail if it would either interfere with agricultural
operations on lands crossed by a trail or preclude the viability of agricultural uses adjoining a
trail. This requires that all trails be designed in a manner that avoids interference with
agricultural operations.
The Draft Service Plan contains several policies and guidelines to ensure that the District
receives adequate input from land owners and other members of the public in siting trails and
related buffers:
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a) Guideline G.6.3 states that site-specific resource management and public access plans
will include opportunities for public involvement.
b) Implementation Action G.6.A(i) requires public hearings which “shall address, at a
minimum, the following topics: public participation; resource management; public
access; recreational use; public safety; cultural resources; agriculture and timber
production; inter-agency relationships; and public information.”
c) Implementation Action G.6.C(i) states that “a District staff liaison will be assigned to the
Coastal Annexation Area to work with local residents, property owners, government, and
interest groups in developing recommendations to the District Board of Directors.”
The District can also obtain valuable assistance from the San Mateo County
Environmental Services Agency (ESA). The ESA has staff familiar with agricultural
production and the relationship between agricultural and non-agricultural land uses in
the coastal area. The Office of the County Agricultural Commissioner is also a part of
the ESA. In order to take advantage of this expertise the District should consult with the
ESA in preparing use and management plans for District lands in the annexation area.
The District will be required to use the procedures identified above in developing trails plans
including the portions of those plans that address providing sufficient buffers for agriculture. In
addition, mitigation measure AGL-3c would specifically require the District to consult with
operators of adjoining agricultural operations. Some commenters noted that there may be
circumstances where an active operator is not available. Accordingly, this measure is revised
as indicated at the end of this General Response to require consultation with the owner or
operator.
In addition to being required to comply with its own policies, the District is required to comply
with San Mateo County ordinances and policies. As discussed above, all lands opened to
public recreational use in the coastal zone or other planned agricultural district would be
required to obtain county approval pursuant to the LCP and/or the County zoning ordinance.
This approval can be granted only where the District demonstrates that (1) there are clearly
defined buffer areas between agricultural and non-agricultural uses and (2) the productivity of
any adjacent agricultural land will not be diminished (see LCP Policy 5.8 and San Mateo County
Zoning Code section 6355D). This finding must be made by the County Planning Commission
after public notice and hearing and is subject to final consideration by the County Board of
Supervisors.
Several commenters requested that the District develop more specific policies regarding buffers
between recreational and agricultural land uses and adopt a specific minimum buffer. Several
studies have investigated the issues that should be addressed in an effective buffering policy:
Great Valley Center (2003), British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture (2002), Handl (1994), and
Coppock (1990). These studies conclude that siting trails and the extent of setbacks or buffer
areas needed to protect adjoining farm uses from recreational uses and other can only be
effectively determined on a site-by-site basis. For that reason, the DEIR recommended
mitigation measures to ensure that such protection will be provided. The Draft Service Plan
includes guidelines for applying the policies and defines a process by which site-specific
planning will occur.
Factors affecting the size and management of the buffer can include:
a) The nature of the proposed public access (e.g., a staging area may require a different
type of buffer than a remote trail).
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b) The nature of the adjoining land use and potential land uses (e.g., grazing land requires
a different buffering strategy than would row crops which in turn could require a different
sort of buffer than greenhouses).
c) The topography and other physical characteristics of the buffer area (e.g., land that is
substantially higher in elevation than an adjoining agricultural use would require a
different buffer than land that is lower; similarly, land that is separated by a ravine or
solid fence will require a different buffer than land where the uses have no physical
separation).
d) Biological site conditions (e.g. to reduce potential spread of non-native invasive species
or pathogens onto adjacent agricultural lands).
e) Likelihood and extent of potential pesticide drift.
Recreational use and agricultural uses successfully operate on adjacent lands and, in some
cases, on the same parcel. Local examples of these uses include numerous lands in the East
Bay Regional Park District and the Pt. Reyes National Seashore.
In order to enhance the buffer policies proposed in the EIR, the mitigation measures should be
revised to clarify the following:
a) All buffers must be developed to address the circumstances unique to each site based
on consideration of the factors discussed above.
b) All buffers must be of sufficient width to allow agricultural use of adjoining agricultural
lands including application of pesticides and other agricultural chemicals on all lands
needing treatment.
c) All lands used for buffers should be on land or interests in land owned by the District;
adjoining landowners shall not be required to provide land for buffers.
d) The District shall be responsible for the management and maintenance of all lands used
as buffers.
e) If a specific buffer fails to resolve conflicts between a recreational use and adjacent
agricultural uses the recreational use shall be moved to a different location.
f) All buffers shall be developed in consultation with the owners and operators of adjoining
agricultural lands.
The revised mitigation measures are presented at the end of this section. Note too that
because the District is required to comply with County ordinances and policies the District would
be required to comply with any buffer policies adopted by the County.
Management of Agricultural Lands Acquired by the District
Some commenters requested additional information regarding the manner in which the District
would manage acquired lands for agricultural use. The nature of management will depend on
the resources available on specific parcels acquired. The Draft Service Plan establishes a
number of guidelines requiring management to support agricultural uses. The DEIR notes that
Implementation Actions G.3.A(i) and B(i) will guide development of management plans. Those
actions provide as follows:
In acquiring lands and preparing site assessments, the District
shall recognize that agriculture in the marketplace is dynamic
and that agricultural use practices must be evaluated on a
case-by-case basis, relative to current marketplace conditions.
On a case- by-case basis, the District shall determine how best
to continue agricultural uses consistent with protection of rare,
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threatened and endangered plant and animal species and their
habitat.
The Draft Service Plan requires broad consultation in preparing site assessments and access
plans for District lands. This consultation will include local agricultural interests such as the San
Mateo County Agricultural Advisory Committee, the Resource Conservation District, and the
local Farm Bureau in addition to other public review.
Neither of the implementation actions noted above includes a specific requirement for an
agricultural assessment and management plan for parcels acquired in the Coastal Annexation
Area. In order to ensure that agricultural land management issues are considered as an integral
component of site planning, a new mitigation measure is proposed at the end of this General
Response to revise Guideline G.6.3 (concerning preparation of resource management plans) to
include specific references to agricultural resources and to require an agricultural management
plan. This will ensure that full consideration is given to the optimal approach to managing
agricultural resources whether as lands are acquired in fee or via an agricultural easement or
lease.
Sale and Leaseback of District Lands
The Draft Service Plan contemplates that the District may acquire agricultural lands and then
lease those lands for agricultural production or sell the lands for agricultural use after retiring the
development rights. Several commenters requested inclusion of a policy specifying a timeline
for such leasebacks and sales following acquisition to ensure that agricultural lands in
agricultural use at the time of acquisition by the District would not be removed from agricultural
production for an extended period. The following policy addresses this concern:
When acquiring lands in agricultural use, the acquisition shall be
subject to continued use by the owner or operator until such time as it
is sold or leased pursuant to the use and management plan adopted
for the property. All agricultural land which is not needed for
recreation or for the protection and vital functioning of a sensitive
habitat will be permanently protected for agriculture and, whenever
legally feasible, the District will offer for sale or lease the maximum
amount of agricultural land to active farm operators on terms
compatible with the recreational and habitat use. Lands that do not
have significant recreation or sensitive habitat values and which can
clearly support productive agricultural operations will generally be
offered for sale while other agricultural lands will generally be offered
for lease.
This policy would ensure that existing operators of agricultural lands acquired by the District are
not displaced by the acquisition and can continue to operate while the District completes a use
and management plan for the property. The plan would be subject to all the requirements of the
Draft Service Plan and any other plans or policies in effect at the time of the acquisition. Based
on the planning process the District would determine whether to retain an agricultural easement
and sell the property or to instead retain fee ownership and lease the property. Because there
are numerous variables that affect the time required to prepare a use and management plan it is
not feasible to specify that all sales or leasebacks will take place within a specified time as
requested by some commenters. This policy will ensure the continued agricultural use of such
lands, however, by allowing existing uses to be maintained until the property is offered for sale
or lease pursuant to the use and management plan.
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Conditions in Agricultural Easements and Leases
Several commenters noted that conditions imposed by the District in agricultural easements or
leases could be so restrictive as to limit the economic integrity of a parcel in agricultural use.
The Draft Service Plan proposes leases and agricultural easements as tools to help maintain
agricultural use. According to the American Farmland Trust, agricultural easements offer
numerous benefits to farmers and ranchers:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

·Farmland is permanently protected while keeping the land in private ownership
·Revenue is provided to continue agricultural operation
·Can provide tax benefits including income, estate and property tax reductions
·Helps farmers and ranchers transfer their operations to the next generation
·Continued eligibility for state and federal farm programs

The DEIR noted that because the District’s management objectives include recreational access
and habitat protection there could be potential for incompatibilities with agriculture. Mitigation
measure AGR-1b addressed this issue by providing: “Trails and habitat preservation areas shall
either be located to avoid prime agricultural lands or traverse such lands in a manner that does
not result in interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the agricultural
potential of those lands.” This measure protects the economic integrity of agricultural lands by
requiring the District to design recreation and habitat protection programs in such a way that the
potential of land is not substantially reduced. This measure would apply to all methods of
implementing recreation and habitat protection programs, including conditions imposed in
agricultural easements and leases. Similarly, measure AGL-3c would require the District to
consult with operators of agricultural uses on District lands to ensure that trail plans (including
lease and easement restrictions to accommodate trails) do not interfere with agricultural
operations.
As noted above, the District will also be subject to County policies and ordinances. Policy 5.8(b)
of the Local Coastal Program provides that where public agencies seek approval of recreational
facilities on prime agricultural lands, the agency will be required:
a) To execute a recordable agreement with the County that all prime agricultural land and
other land suitable for agriculture which is not needed for recreational development or for
the protection and vital functioning of a sensitive habitat will be permanently protected
for agriculture, and
b) Whenever legally feasible, to agree to lease the maximum amount of agricultural land to
active farm operators on terms compatible with the primary recreational and habitat use.
These requirements will apply to the District.
The process of developing easements and lease conditions can be streamlined by a policy
specifically addressing leases and agricultural easements. This policy should provide as
follows:
The District shall actively pursue opportunities to enter agricultural easements and
leases with interested farmers and ranchers. All agricultural easements and agricultural
leases in the Coastal Annexation Area shall:
a) Be tailored to meet individual farmers and ranchers needs while respecting the
unique characteristics of the property;
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b) Specify uses that are unconditionally permitted pursuant to the easement or
lease to provide certainty to the farmer or rancher entering the lease or easement
with the District;
c) Include terms that allow farmers and ranchers to adapt and expand their
operations and farming practices to adjust to changing economic conditions;
d) Include terms that ensure farmers or ranchers may provide farm labor housing as
defined and approved by San Mateo County;
e) Ensure compatibility of resource protection and management, low-intensity public
recreation and viable agricultural operations; and
f) In the case of leases, be for a sufficient period of time to gain a return on the
investment in the agricultural operation.
Agricultural conservation easements have proven to be effective tools to protect agriculture
together with important open space areas in many parts of the Bay Area and elsewhere in the
state and nation.
Agricultural Grant Programs
Several commenters suggested that the District partner with agricultural operators to obtain
grants to support agricultural preservation. The Legislature has established several grant
programs for the preservation of agriculture through the purchase of agricultural easements and
the provision of grant funds for other agricultural projects. The District is a public agency eligible
to participate in these programs. This can include contribution of any required matching funds.
The California Farmland Conservancy Program administered by the Department of
Conservation provides funds for acquisition of agricultural easements, fee title, land
improvement projects, and other assistance. Fee title projects must be either placed under a
Department approved agricultural easement or sold within three years to a private agricultural
operator. The Rangeland, Grazing Land, and Grassland Protection Act established a program to
provide grant funds for the acquisition of agricultural easements to protect and restore grazing
lands. The District, as an open space and park district, is expressly eligible to seek such grant
funds under both of these programs.
To ensure that the District takes advantage of programs of this kind, a mitigation measure is
recommended at the end of this General Response proposing a Draft Service Plan policy
amendment that the District to work actively with agricultural operators on District lands to
obtain grant funding for agricultural preservation. Some of these grant programs require the sale
or lease back of lands acquired by these funds. The Draft Service Plan policies will facilitate
this.
Farmworker Housing
Some commenters expressed concern that land acquisition by the District could result in the
removal of farmworker housing. The County has guidelines that allow farm worker housing
based on identifiable needs and necessary support infrastructure. Land under District
ownership leased for agriculture or under an agricultural easement would be subject to the
same guidelines. Nothing in the Draft Service Plan would require removal of farmworker
housing; the District’s current operations generally retain existing housing on District lands
wherever possible. District staff, with its knowledge and experience in land use permit
processing, might offer assistance to farmers leasing District-owned land in preparing
applications and related materials to develop additional farm worker housing.
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It is possible that housing that is dangerous or dilapidated could be removed. In such event the
District would work with the operator to facilitate replacement of the housing. In addition, where
expanded housing is important to support agricultural operations on District lands the District
would work with operators to allow such expansion consistent with County regulations and other
legal requirements.
District’s Ability to Manage Agricultural Lands
Several commenters requested additional information regarding the District’s expertise in
managing agricultural lands. The District has general agricultural land stewardship experience
from its current operations on the bayside include the following: the District leases a 70-acre
Christmas tree farm at Monte Bello and Skyline Open Space Preserves; the recently acquired
770-acre Big Dipper Ranch is leased by the District for grazing; the District leases 3-acre
Picchetti Ranch Winery, including vineyards; and, until recently, a 2-acre chestnut orchard at
Skyline Open Space Preserve was leased to the family who originally owned the property. In
addition, the District is currently working with Ridge Vineyards to acquire conservation
easements over vineyards at Monte Bello Open Space Preserve.
The District also recognizes that agriculture in the CAA differs from that in its current service
area. Accordingly, the Draft Service Plan states that the District will retain additional personnel
to assist in land management in the CAA if the project is approved. The first staff to be hired will
be a planner responsible for working with local residents to develop basic policies for the project
area. In addition, in light of the extensive agricultural lands in the CAA, the District would seek
qualified staff with the necessary expertise in agricultural operations and management. It is also
possible that, in lieu of employees, the District may retain expert consultants to assist in
managing particular types of resources including agriculture. Different management skills are
generally needed for different types of agriculture. Draft Service Plan Guideline G.2 provides as
follows:
Prior to making any lands available to public access for
low-intensity recreation in the Coastal Annexation Area, the
District shall have personnel and equipment available to
manage public access such that: there would be no significant
negative impact on existing services; and adequate stewardship
to protect natural resources will be provided.
Because agricultural lands are among the resources that the District is seeking to protect
pursuant to the Draft Service Plan, this policy would require the District to ensure that it has the
personnel available to properly manage those lands. A mitigation measure to clarify this
policy’s applicability to agricultural resources is presented at the end of this General Response.
Timberland Issues
Several commenters raised a concern that District acquisitions could remove timberland from
production, thus adversely affecting the local timber industry. This concern would be warranted
if the District buys a significant amount of current productive timberlands and also eliminates
them from production. However, the Draft Service Plan for the Coastal Annexation Area does
not preclude harvesting timber on District-owned land. Although the District is not in the
commercial forestry business, consistent with General Plan Policy 9.36(c), the Draft Service
Plan recognizes that in limited circumstances the removal of trees is in the best interest of
managing the ecological health and public safety conditions of the site. The Draft Service Plan
provides specific guidelines for commercially harvesting timber.
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The District has acquired properties within its existing boundaries that have been logged under
a Timber Harvest Plan (THP). The District has also acquired properties that were the subject of
an on-going timber harvest operation, as was the case with the acquisition of the Bear Creek
Redwoods Open Space Preserve in Santa Clara County, and Purisima Creek Redwoods and El
Corte de Madera Creek Open Space Preserves in San Mateo County. In such circumstances,
the District works collaboratively with the landowner and the timber operator to successfully
complete the harvest consistent with the District’s resource management goals. District staff
also works very closely with the timber operator to ensure public safety. These sites remain
closed to the public until the operation and public access planning are completed. In view of this
successful experience, the Draft Service Plan provides that the District may purchase property
with approved timber harvest plans. The intent of Guideline 6.4.2 is to enable the District to
have the flexibility to consider these acquisitions and to determine whether in the particular case
to implement all or a portion of the THP.
There are management techniques that can allow timber harvesting to proceed in a manner that
is compatible with recreational uses and with preservation of natural qualities. The Quincy
Library Group (http://www.qlg.org/) has developed guidelines for dual-use that are now being
applied to 2.4 million acres in Lassen, Plumas and Tahoe National Forest areas. These
guidelines were adopted by Congress in 1997 (see HR 858 and S 1028).
The Hungry Creek Project is an example of the Quincy Library Group approach and is
described in some detail at: http://www.qlg.org/pub/act_acp/fhp/Projects/hungry/hungry.htm.
The project was developed by Michael De Lasaux, Natural Resources Advisor for Plumas and
Sierra Counties U.C. Cooperative Extension, this project demonstrated a combination of
harvesting and restoration designed to: reduce cumulative watershed impacts; decrease
impacts on wildlife; reduce fire risk; and protect scenic qualities. This project demonstrates the
feasibility of developing site-specific plans to allow regulated harvesting on timberlands
considered for District acquisition.
It should also be noted that programs to acquire conservation easements over forest lands on
the federal and state level have been found to be valuable in conserving timberlands threatened
with conversion. Population growth and development create significant pressure for
development conversion of forest lands, and successor owners often find it necessary to
harvest prematurely to pay taxes or other costs. Conservation easement programs can
conserve timberlands for future generations. One model is the federal and the California Forest
Legacy Program. The California program establishes a collaborative program administered by
the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection working with the Wildlife Conservation Board to
seek funds for acquisition of such timber easements. The District would be eligible to
participate in this program.
Terrorism Risks to Agriculture
Some commenters requested an analysis of the potential that the proposed project would
adversely affect agriculture by facilitating terrorist acts against agricultural operations. The
possibility that San Mateo Coast agricultural lands would be a target of bio-terrorism is very
small. The “Database of Incidents Involving Sub-National Actors and Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, or Nuclear Materials,” maintained by the Center for Nonproliferation Studies at the
Monterey Institute of International Studies (Vogel (2001)), lists all terrorist incidents in the last
century. Most of these 21 incidents were unsophisticated and ineffective, lacking significant
impact. Only five occurred in the United States, and almost all attacks were very small scale.
Five attacks were criminal rather than political in nature, and several of the others were purely
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personal (motivated mainly by revenge). The majority of these incidents might more
appropriately be described as product tampering rather than agricultural terrorism.
The risks are higher now than in the past century. However, anyone planning for high-impact
bio-terrorism would be much more likely to seek a concentrated target, for example food
processing or distribution centers, rather than the diffuse and localized impact of farmlands. In
addition to the remote nature of the general risk, the proposed project would have little effect on
the risk. The database contains no evidence to indicate that increased recreational
opportunities in agricultural areas such as the San Mateo County coast will increase the risk of
terrorist action.
In August 2002, the County of San Mateo Board of Supervisors accepted a report from the
County’s Health Officer regarding Public Health Preparedness for Biological or Chemical
Terrorist Events and authorized an agreement with the State Department of Health Services
Emergency Preparedness Office to address emergency response to local bioterrorism activities.
The Board of Supervisors also authorized funding for bioterrorism preparation and defense
planning, and approved additional staffing for the County Health Services Agency as required
for the State agreement for bioterrorism activities. The agreement between the County and the
State, and the bioterrorism preparation and defense planning do not involve the District.
However, to the extent that a Mutual Aid Agreement between the County and the District
provides for the District’s assistance in responding to bioterrorist events, the District will fulfill its
obligation.
Recommended Additions and Revisions to Proposed Mitigation Measures
(Revisions to original text are shown in strikeout and added text in underline.)
The Mitigation Measures in the DEIR are added to and revised as follows:
New Measure AGR-1d
Mitigation AGR-1d: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following:
The term “prime agricultural land” as used in this Plan means:
a) All land which qualifies for rating as Class I or Class II in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service Land Use Capability Classification, as well as
all Class III lands capable of growing artichokes or Brussels sprouts.
b) All land which qualifies for rating 80-100 in the Storie Index Rating.
c) Land which supports livestock for the production of food and fiber and which has an
annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
d) Land planted with fruit or nut bearing trees, vines, bushes, or crops which have a
non-bearing period of less than five years and which normally return during the
commercial bearing period, on an annual basis, from the
production of unprocessed agricultural plant production not less than $200 per acre.
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e) Land which has returned from the production of an unprocessed agricultural plant
product an annual value that is not less than $200 per acre within three of the five
previous years.
The $200 per acre amount in subsections d) and e) shall be adjusted regularly for inflation,
using 1965 as the base year, according to a recognized consumer price index.
Revised Measure AGR-1a
Mitigation AGR-1a: No new buildings or staging areas shall be located on prime
agricultural lands or on Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown
on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency that are
being used for agricultural purposes. To implement this Mitigation Measure, In order to
avoid conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use, the Draft Service Plan should be
revised to provide that the ranger office/maintenance facility and the staging areas may not
be located on prime agricultural lands or on Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide
Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency Farmland in agricultural use.
Revised Measure AGR-1b
Mitigation AGR-1b: Trails and habitat preservation areas shall either be located to avoid
prime agricultural lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as
shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency
or traverse such lands in a manner that does not result in interference with agricultural
activities or substantially reduce the agricultural potential of those lands. Owners and
operators of active agricultural activities lands shall be consulted to identify appropriate
routes on those lands they cultivate. The agricultural activities and the agricultural potential
of traversed lands shall be protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of
distance, physical barriers (i.e., sturdy fences), or other non-disruptive methods.
Revised Measure AGL-3a
Mitigation AGL-3a: Guideline 3.2 in the Draft Service Plan should be modified to state:
“Improvements or public uses located upon open space lands other than agriculture...shall
be located away from existing prime agricultural lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands
of Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency toward areas containing non-prime agricultural lands, unless
such location would not promote the planned, orderly, efficient use of an area. To the extent
feasible, all All trails and other public facilities should be located so as not to fragment
agricultural operations unless no feasible alternative is available. While trails that bisect
grazing lands would not be likely to fragment grazing operations, trails that bisect cultivated
crops could adversely affect the vitality of agricultural operations and should be avoided
where feasible. If trails must traverse cultivated lands then they shall be permitted only if
adequate buffers, signs, and other measures necessary to ensure that trail use does not
interfere with the agricultural operations shall be are implemented.”
Revised Measure AGL-3c
Mitigation AGL-3c: Trails shall either be located to avoid prime agricultural lands and
Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping
and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency or traverse such lands in a
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manner that does not result in interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce
the agricultural potential of those lands. Operators of active agricultural activities on lands
owned by or under easement to the District shall be consulted to identify appropriate routes
on lands they cultivate. Owners and operators of active agricultural activities on lands
adjacent to District lands used for non-agricultural purposes shall be consulted to identify
routes that will avoid adverse effects on agricultural operations. The agricultural activities
and the agricultural potential of traversed lands shall be protected and buffered from trail
user impacts by means of distance, physical barriers (i.e., sturdy fences), or other nondisruptive methods.
Revised Measure AGL-3d
Mitigation AGL-3d: The District lands or easements that comprise the trail setting upon
which trails are sited shall provide width sufficient for management and/or buffer space from
adjacent uses so as not to preclude the viability of those uses. Buffers established to
separate recreation and other open space uses from agricultural operations shall be
designed and managed in accordance with the following standards:
a) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the nature of the of the adjoining land use and
potential land uses proposed public access;
b) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the topography and other physical
characteristics of the buffer area;
c) Buffers shall be designed with consideration of biological, soil, and other site
conditions in order to limit the potential spread of non-native invasive species or
pathogens onto agricultural lands;
d) Buffers shall be of sufficient width to allow agricultural use of adjoining agricultural
lands including application of pesticides and other agricultural chemicals on all lands
needing treatment, taking into account the likelihood and extent of potential pesticide
drift;
e) All lands used for buffers should be on land or interests in land owned by the District;
adjoining landowners shall not be required to provide land for buffers.
f) The District shall be responsible for the management and maintenance of all lands
used as buffers.
g) If a specific buffer fails to resolve conflicts between a recreational use and adjacent
agricultural uses the recreational use shall be moved to a different location.
h) All buffers shall be developed in consultation with the owners and operators of
adjoining agricultural lands.
In addition, implementation of Mitigation LU-2 will ensure that the proposed project and
subsequent actions will not preclude the reliability of adjacent uses.
New Mitigation AGR-3g
Mitigation Measure AGR-3g: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
When acquiring lands in agricultural use, the acquisition shall be subject to continued use by
the owner or operator until such time as it is sold or leased pursuant to the use and
management plan adopted for the property. All agricultural land which is not needed for
recreation or for the protection and vital functioning of a sensitive habitat will be permanently
protected for agriculture and, whenever legally feasible, the District will offer for sale or lease
the maximum amount of agricultural land to active farm operators on terms compatible with
the recreational and habitat use. Lands that do not have significant recreation or sensitive
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habitat values and which can clearly support productive agricultural operations will generally
be offered for sale while other agricultural lands will generally be offered for lease.
New Mitigation AGR-3h
Mitigation Measure AGR-3h: Revise Draft Service Plan Guideline G.6.3 as follows:
GUIDELINE G.6.3
Inherent in the preservation of open space resources in the Coastal Annexation Area is the
protection of: rare, threatened and endangered plant and animal species; ecological
systems; agricultural resources, water quality; visual resources; unique biological resources,
including heritage and significant trees; and the unique cultural resources in the Coastal
Annexation Area, including historic, archaeological and paleontological resources.
Therefore, prior to making any lands available to low-intensity public recreational access,
the District shall prepare and adopt a use and management plan, which, includes sitespecific resource management and public access components plan for any lands acquired
by the District or managed through contract for other public or private non-profit property
owners. All lands acquired by the District within the Coastal Annexation Area will be
inventoried to identify and prioritize resource management issues. Where there are critical
issues, such as the presence of non-native invasive species which threaten the habitat of
endangered species or the economic viability of an adjacent agricultural operation, resource
management plans will be prepared for these areas even if they remain closed to the public.
The use and management plan shall include an agricultural production plan for Districtowned agricultural lands or District lands adjacent to agricultural lands. For district-owned
lands, the plan shall describe the crop and/or livestock potential for the property together
with the management actions required to protect existing agricultural production (e.g.,
growing seasons, water requirements, pesticide, manure, and waste management) and the
agricultural potential of the land. The plan shall consider the following factors:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Availability of labor, including farm labor housing;
Availability of farm support services and goods;
Necessary capital improvements (e.g. water storage, fencing, land leveling)
Farm operations, including erosion control, the season(s) and times of pesticide or
herbicide usage, manure and waste management;
e) Water use and availability;
f) Access to transportation and markets; and
g) Promoting agricultural production on District-owned land.

In the case of District lands adjacent to agricultural production, the agricultural production
plan shall develop site-specific measures to prevent activities on District lands from
interfering with adjacent agricultural production.
The development of use and management plans will include consultation with the current
owner or operator of any agricultural operations on the land, adjoining landowners, the San
Mateo County Environmental Services Agency in addition to other include opportunities for
public involvement.
New Mitigation AGR-3i
Mitigation Measure AGR-3i: Amend Draft Service Plan Guideline G.2 as follows:
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Prior to making any lands available to public access for low-intensity recreation in the
Coastal Annexation Area, the District shall have personnel and equipment available to
manage public access such that: there would be no significant negative impact on
existing services; and adequate stewardship to protect natural and agricultural resources
will be provided.
New Mitigation AGR-3j
Mitigation Measure AGR-3j: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
The District shall actively work with lessees of District lands and with the owners of land in
which the District has an agricultural easement interest to:
a) Facilitate the provision of farm worker housing on District-owned lands by providing
technical assistance in obtaining permits for such housing from the County of San
Mateo.
b) Seek grant funding for the continuation or establishment of viable agriculture through
the California Farmland Conservancy Program and other agriculture grant programs.
c) Provide technical assistance to secure water rights for the continuation or
establishment of viable agriculture consistent with protection of sensitive habitats.
New Mitigation AGR-3k
Mitigation Measure AGR-3k: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
The District shall actively pursue opportunities to enter agricultural easements and
leases with interested farmers and ranchers. All agricultural easements and agricultural
leases in the Coastal Annexation Area shall:
a) be tailored to meet individual farmers and ranchers needs while respecting the
unique characteristics of the property;
b) specify uses that are unconditionally permitted pursuant to the easement or lease
to provide certainty to the farmer or rancher entering the lease or easement with
the District;
c) include terms that allow farmers and ranchers to adapt and expand their
operations and farming practices to adjust to changing economic conditions;
d) include terms that ensure farmers or ranchers may provide farm labor housing as
defined and approved by San Mateo County;
e) ensure compatibility of resource protection and management, low-intensity public
recreation and viable agricultural operations; and
f) in the case of leases, be for a sufficient period of time to gain a return on the
investment in the agricultural operation.
Definitions of “Prime Agricultural Lands”
Williamson Act Definition:
California Government Code section 51201(c) provides that
“Prime agricultural land” means any of the following:
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1) All land that qualifies for rating as class I or class II in the Natural Resource
Conservation Service land use capability classifications.
2) Land that qualifies for rating 80 through 100 in the Storie Index Rating.
3) Land that supports livestock used for the production of food and fiber and which has
an annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined
by the United States Department of Agriculture.
4) Land planted with fruit- or nut-bearing trees, vines, bushes or crops which have a
nonbearing period of less than five years and which will normally return during the
commercial bearing period on an annual basis from the production of unprocessed
agricultural plant production not less than two hundred dollars ($200) per acre.
5) Land that has returned from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant
products an annual gross value of not less than two hundred dollars ($200) per acre
for three of the previous five years.
Cortese-Knox Hertzberg Act Definition:
California Government Code section 56064 provides that
“Prime agricultural land” means an area of land, whether a single parcel or contiguous
parcels, that has not been developed for a use other than an agricultural use and that meets
any of the following qualifications:
1) Land that qualifies, if irrigated, for rating as class I or class II in the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service land use capability classification, whether or not
land is actually irrigated, provided that irrigation is feasible.
2) Land that qualifies for rating 80 through 100 Storie Index Rating.
3) Land that supports livestock used for the production of food and fiber and that has an
annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by
the United States Department of Agriculture in the National Handbook on Range and
Related Grazing Lands, July, 1967, developed pursuant to Public Law 46, December
1935.
4) Land planted with fruit or nut-bearing trees, vines, bushes, or crops that have a
nonbearing period of less than five years and that will return during the commercial
bearing period on an annual basis from the production of unprocessed agricultural
plant production not less than four hundred dollars ($400) per acre.
5) Land that has returned from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant
products an annual gross value of not less than four hundred dollars ($400) per acre
for three of the previous five calendar years.
San Mateo County Local Coastal Plan Definition:
5.1 Definition of Prime Agricultural Lands
Define prime agricultural lands as:
1) All land which qualifies for rating as Class I or Class II in the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service Land Use Capability Classification, as well as
all Class III lands capable of growing artichokes or Brussels sprouts.
2) All land which qualifies for rating 80-100 in the Storie Index Rating.
3) Land which supports livestock for the production of food and fiber and which has an
annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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4) Land planted with fruit or nut bearing trees, vines, bushes, or crops which have a
non-bearing period of less than five years and which normally return during the
commercial bearing period, on an annual basis, from the production of unprocessed
agricultural plant production not less than $200 per acre.
5) Land which has returned from the production of an unprocessed agricultural plant
product an annual value that is not less than $200 per acre within three of the five
previous years. The $200 per acre amount in subsections d. and e. shall be adjusted
regularly for inflation, using 1965 as the base year, according to a recognized
consumer price index.
IVC. Public Services
GENERAL COMMENT 9: Fire Risk and provision of Public Services in the Coastal
Annexation Area
A number of comments were received regarding the potential fire risk in the Coastal Annexation
Area, and public services available for wildland fire suppression and emergency medical
services (see also General Response 13 Hazards and Hazardous Materials).
General Response 9:
The Public Services and Infrastructure section, beginning on page IV-C-1 of the DEIR,
discusses the cooperative relationship between the District, the California Department of
Forestry (CDF), San Mateo County, other agencies and volunteer fire companies and how the
agencies and organizations work closely to respond to fire incidents and medical emergencies.
Additional information and discussion about the risk of fire in the Coastal Annexation Area and
the District’s capabilities to supplement and assist other public service providers is included
below. New mitigation measures that will clarify the DEIR discussion and this text will be added
at the end of this response. These mitigation measures do not mitigate a new impact, but serve
to make clear the District’s practices to reduce fire risk and respond to emergencies and fire
incidents
Loss of Fire Protection Tax Revenue
The potential fiscal impact of the project on the tax revenue to the County and the methodology
used is evaluated in the Fiscal Impact Analysis, prepared by Economic Research Associates,
May 2003.
Escalated Wildfire Threat
The Fire Hazard and Ignition Risk Appraisal, prepared for the District by Moritz Arboricultural
Consulting and Landscape FIRES, May 2003, (“Moritz”) concluded that increased hiking and
other non-fire related recreational activities do not substantially increase wildland fire ignitions.
Moritz cited the Sonoma County study, Sonoma County Regional Parks Fire Incident History,
which validates the experiences found by other regional parks and open space providers
throughout Northern California. That study stated that recreational usage such as, overnight
camping with camp or warming fires, and motorcycle or off-road vehicle use are the leading
causes of fire associated with open space recreational use.
District lands are closed to motorcycle and off-road vehicle use, and overnight camping is
currently limited to one designated site for backpackers. Camping is not a recreational use
planned as part of the Coastal Annexation project. Therefore, fire risk due to motorcycles, offroad vehicles and campfires will not be an issue. Open fires and smoking are prohibited on
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District lands, which are regularly patrolled by District rangers. Fire prevention information is
posted at each trailhead and seasonal fire hazard warnings are posted where appropriate.
These policies and practices will also be implemented in the CAA.
Richard Montague of Firewise 2000, Inc., assisted the District in evaluating the environmental
issues regarding wildland fire and emergency response. Montague, former Fire Chief to
Regional Director for Fire and Aviation Management for all National Forest lands within the
Pacific Southwest (California) Region, is an experienced wildland firefighter, engine captain and
helitack manager. Expert Opinions and Wildland Fire Analysis, prepared by Firewise 2000, Inc.,
May 2003, “Firewise 2000”, concurred with Moritz that increased recreational use within the San
Mateo Coastal Annexation Area will not create a significant increase in fire ignitions.
Additional Resources
San Mateo County and the La Honda Fire Brigade stated they would be negatively impacted as
a result of the Coastal Annexation. Firewise 2000 analyzed the potential impact on services
and the mitigation recommended by the County and Fire Brigade, and noted that the comments
did not take into consideration the amount of personnel, fire, and other emergency apparatus
the District currently has available to supplement the existing County and Fire Brigade
resources. Guideline G.2 of the Draft Service Plan requires that additional facilities and
equipment be available within the annexation area as lands are acquired and opened for public
use and the Fiscal Impact Analysis takes into account these additional resources.
Fire suppression and prevention on District lands is a responsibility of all District rangers and
therefore, the District includes detailed procedures in the Ranger Field Operations Manual,
dated May 3, 2000, that outline the role of District staff in fighting fires. As an active member of
the San Mateo County Fire Safe Committee the District cooperates with and encourages
cooperation between governmental agencies, community organizations, and individuals in
developing effective fire prevention practices. District staff participates in joint training in
wildland fire suppression with the County and CDF, which is often conducted on the District
open grasslands. All District rangers complete the 32-hour wildlands certified training program
and annually attend a refresher class on fire behavior and equipment operations.
In addition to fire prevention and suppression activities on District lands, District rangers may
also assist another agency on the scene of a neighboring wildfire when personnel resources
available at the scene are not sufficient and a quick response will significantly lessen damage or
prevent the fire from spreading to District land.
The District fire and emergency staff and equipment are currently sited at two field facilities: the
Foothills Ranger Office, located at Rancho San Antonio Open Space Preserve, serves the
foothills area on the east side of the Santa Cruz Mountains, and the Skyline Ranger Office,
located on Skyline Boulevard at Alpine Road, serves the mountain areas on both sides of the
ridge. Further, District rangers reside in housing throughout District lands so that they can
respond quickly to emergency situations 24 hours a day. Although the District does not record
statistics on the District staff’s response time, the field offices and employee residences are
strategically located to serve their geographic areas in an efficient and timely manner.
Sixteen District ranger vehicles are equipped with brush patrol units during the fire season.
Both the Skyline and Foothills Field Offices have four new model brush patrol units with foam
capability and equipment to qualify as brush patrols within the state and federal Incident
Command System (ICS). Each field office is scheduled to acquire two additional brush patrol
units with foam capability by summer of 2003.
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The District is also planning to purchase a 1,500 to 2,000-gallon water tender for road and trail
maintenance. This water tender would be a valuable water source for any fire emergency on
District lands or as a Mutual Aid Fire Resource. The road system maintained by District staff
throughout its lands provides fire and emergency vehicle access and he District provides
detailed maps of all roads and trails, staging areas, access points and helicopter landing sites to
public emergency service providers.
The District has in the past and does intend to share in the responsibility to mutually assist in
providing emergency services personnel and equipment for the protection of their users and
neighboring communities. The District staff’s knowledge of the topography, vegetation and other
characteristics of the land enable them to assist the designated fire agency in planning and
organizing wildland fire suppression activities.
It is anticipated that the Skyline Ranger Office would serve the Coastal Annexation Area initially.
As District land holdings on the coastside increase, staff will be added to meet the
corresponding land management needs (see Draft Service Plan, page 19.) In the near term,
additional field staff would be located in temporary facilities provided in existing buildings on
lands acquired by the District in the Coastal Annexation Area. Firewise 2000 concluded that:
Due to the low wildland fire risk, as well as existing and anticipated
District staff and equipment, there will be no significant impact on the
resources of the fire service agencies in the Coastal Annexation Area.
The District will be providing additional equipment and staff sufficient
to mitigate the low wildland fire risk.
Although not needed to address a significant impact, revised Mitigation Measure HAZ-2a,
providing for the availability of a District–owned water tender for use by other fire service
providers, is included below. In addition, Mitigation Measure HAZ-2c on page IV-D-6 of the
DEIR requiring the District to formalize mutual aid and cooperative efforts will enhance the
ability of all affected agencies to respond to fire and Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
incidents.
Communications Facilities
The District’s field personnel are trained observers equipped with a radio system to
communicate with other agencies. The District’s two-way radio system includes 24-hour
emergency dispatch services, provided under contract by the City of Mountain View. Each
District vehicle is equipped with a two-way radio and all patrol staff carry hand-held radios.
Vehicle and hand-held radios have two-way capabilities on 40 different channels, linking District
staff to the San Mateo County Public Communications Center, CDF, local fire jurisdictions, and
other emergency service providers. The Radio and Remote Repeater System is designed
specifically to meet the District’s needs in a mountainous area, providing two-way radio service
to approximately 95% of District lands. This system will be extended to the CAA. Firewise 2000
determined that:
The District’s Radio and Remote Repeater System together with
ranger patrols and staff on call 24-hours per day will provide effective
communication for prompt notification to emergency service providers
in the event of a wildland fire or EMS call.
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Fuels Management Plan
The District recognizes that pre-fire activities are necessary before wildfire occurs to reduce the
potential spread of fire and threat to people and property. Therefore, the District’s fuel
management program includes effective fuel management practices. District staff maintains
disk lines around the perimeter of preserves with highly flammable grassland vegetation and
provide a defensible space and fire safe zone around structures. The District uses prescribed
burns to reduce fuel load and manage invasive plants in grasslands when environmental
conditions allow. In addition, goat and cattle grazing have been used as a resource
management tool and for fuel load reduction on an experimental basis.
Grazing. According to Firewise 2000, historic grazing has played a major role in reducing fuel
volumes within the CAA. The District intends to continue animal grazing on lands acquired in the
CAA and various forms of grazing can be strategically placed to provide fire protection. For
example, cattle, horse and sheep grazing can be most effective in reducing fuel loading in
grassland areas. In addition to traditional grazing, strategic grazing areas can be predetermined and permits or leases issued for the purpose of fuel reduction and cost effective
meat production. The permitee(s) can use selective fencing, salt placement and water storage
to contain the animals only to the strategic grazing areas.
Prescribed Fire. Firewise 2000 noted that the District has demonstrated their ability to use
prescribed fire as a management tool in fuel reduction. Most of the District’s prescribed fires
have centered on reducing thatch in grasslands. A combination of prescribed fire and strategic
grazing can be used to form a low fuel volume buffer between District lands and adjacent
property.
Discing and Brushing. The District works with fire agencies to identify critical areas where disc
lines will be most effective. District staff regularly maintains disc lines around the perimeter of
the lands with highly flammable grassland vegetation, and clears fire safe zones around all
structures to provide a defensible space.
In Firewise 2000’s expert opinion:
The District’s current fuel management practices are adequate. The
effectiveness in fuel reduction could be enhanced by coordination with
other fire service providers such as, County Fire and CDF. It is
recommended that mitigation measures in the EIR reflect the
importance of this coordination.
As part of any land acquisition, the District prepares a Use and Management Plan, which
contains a site assessment that includes natural resources. This plan will address where fuel
treatments are needed to prevent overall natural resource damage from wildland fire and to
form a buffer between highly flammable vegetation and the urban intermix communities.
Prescribed fire, traditional and selective grazing, and discing and brushing are viable forms of
fuel management that the District will consider, along with practices recommended by CDF, in
development of the fuels management component of Use and Management Plans for District
lands in the Coastal Annexation Area.
Although not needed to address a significant impact, adoption of a mitigation measure to
formalize coordination with County Fire and CDF in preparing a fuels management component
for each Use and Management Plan in is listed in HAZ-2d below.
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Additional Water Supplies
Water supply has previously been addressed in “Additional Resources” above. The District’s
staff and equipment will ensure availability of water supplies for wildland fire suppression. In
view of the Moritz conclusions that there is no potential significant increased fire risk from the
coastal annexation project, the project will not create a need for additional water supply.
Nonetheless, the District notes that although not required for the project, other forms of remote
area water supplies can be developed on lands acquired by the District in the CAA by
constructing dry hydrants. Firewise 2000, Inc. describes dry hydrants as follows:
Dry hydrants are defined as water sources where engines can draft
water from a standpipe connected to a pond, tank, or other forms of
water storage. These can be stock watering holes, diverted water
storage from creeks and water storage from active wells. The intent is
to establish underground plumbing between the water storage and to
a drivable area where the engine can back up to and draft water to fill
its tank. The plumbing is usually a 2 ½-inch or 4-inch line connected
to a 2 ½-inch standpipe that is placed above ground like a typical fire
hydrant.
These water sources can also be used as quail guzzlers and other
wildlife drinking facilities. These sources should not be used in a case
where groundwater supply would be affected.
Dry hydrants should only be constructed when they do not adversely impact riparian habitats
and water rights. Although not needed to address a significant impact, adoption of a mitigation
measure to provide these additional water resources on lands acquired by the District would
enhance the available water supply in the Coastal Annexation Area. This mitigation measure is
listed in HAZ-2a below.
Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
Increased recreation will increase the number of EMS responses. To determine the potential
increase in EMS calls that may result from the project, Firewise 2000 reviewed the District’s
Annual Activity Reports of EMS incidents on District lands for the last five years. Over the fiveyear period, an average of 56 accidents occurred annually on approximately 45,000 acres of
District land. This count included both accidents and illnesses that required a response by
another EMS provider, as well as incidents where no EMS response by another service provider
was needed. District rangers responded and provided treatment for minor injuries. Firewise
2000 concluded that:
Based on this data, a conservative projection is that an EMS response
rate of one incident per year per 800 acres may occur as a result of
the annexation. Given a projection of 11,800 acres of lands that may
be acquired, this would result in an annual call volume of 15 calls, or a
little more than one per month. In addition, given the relative distance
of the annexation area to urbanized areas, as well as limited trail
development, accident rates should be well below those on existing
District lands.
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District rangers are trained to aid victims of accident or illness occurring on District land, and
lead or participate in search and rescue operations according to the procedures outlined in the
District’s Ranger Field Operations Manual. These rangers actively patrol District property so
they are often first on the scene of District EMS incidents in addition to incidents on nearby
public roads and highways. District staff are trained and equipped to meet the Basic Life
Support incidents until the County Fire Advanced Life Support Unit arrives. All District rangers
are required to maintain minimum First Responder and CPR Certificates. The District’s
maintenance staff is required to possess Basic First Aid and CPR Certificates. A number of
rangers maintain higher Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) certification, which the District
supports. Incident Command System (ICS)-trained staff have been integrated into the
leadership structure of wildland fire and search and rescue operations.
As District land holdings on the coastside increase, staff will be added to meet the
corresponding land management needs (see Draft Service Plan, page 19). Firewise 2000
concluded that:
If annexation does take place, given the District’s trained staff and
equipment, the District will have a positive impact on the County and
La Honda Fire Brigade EMS and Rescue workload, and on EMS
resources in general.
The project will not significantly increase wildland fire risk and will not
significantly affect EMS service provider resources. In addition, no
new or increased public services facilities will be needed as a result of
the Coastal Annexation project.
Recommended Revisions to Proposed Mitigation Measures
The Mitigation Measures in the DEIR are revised as follows:
New Measure HAZ-2d:
Mitigation HAZ-2d In addition to continuing its current fuel management practices, as new
lands are acquired, the District shall consult with the San Mateo County Fire Department
and the California Department of Forestry in developing site-specific fuel modification and
management programs for specific lands acquired, as part of its Use and Management
planning process.
Revised Measure HAZ-2a:
Mitigation HAZ-2a During preparation of plans for specific facilities, the District shall:
a) Review, in conjunction with the local fire protection services, available water
resources. In consultation with the County of San Mateo Environmental Services
Department and the California Department of Forestry, the District shall determine
whether the construction of dry hydrants on specific lands acquired is feasible in
order to provide additional remote area water supplies for fire suppression activities.
The District shall purchase 1,500 - 2,000-gallon maintenance -style water truck. The
District-owned water truck shall be available for mutual aid calls during fire
suppression activities.
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b) Select indigenous plant materials and/or seed mixes utilized at staging areas or
along trails for their low maintenance and drought and fire resistant characteristics to
minimize additional fuel available to wildland fires to the extent feasible.
GENERAL COMMENT 10: Traffic Impacts
General Response 10:
Comments on the DEIR raised questions concerning both the general methodology used in the
DEIR as well as the conclusions of the DEIR traffic study. Public comments concerning the
traffic analysis and potential traffic impacts associated with the proposed project were reviewed
by traffic consultant Hexagon Transportation Consultants. Table 1 presents more detailed
information concerning the project’s anticipated effects. The discussion below addresses
comments on the methodology as well as the projected impacts.
Methodology
The traffic analysis in the DEIR was based on the methodology prescribed by the San Mateo
County Congestion Management Program adopted in 2001 (CMP). The analysis evaluated the
project’s likely effects on roadway segments most likely to be affected by the proposed project.
All of the segments were classified as two-lane highways. A two-lane highway is defined as a
two-lane roadway having one lane for use by traffic in each direction. Passing of slower vehicles
requires the use of the opposing lane where sight distance and gaps in the opposing traffic
stream permit. As the volumes and/or geometric restrictions increase, the ability to pass
decreases, resulting in the formation of platoons in the traffic stream. Motorists in the platoons
are subject to delay because of inability to pass.
Traffic conditions on the subject highway segments were evaluated using the two-lane highway
level of service methodology set forth in the CMP. Level of service (LOS) is a qualitative
description of a roadways operating condition. Level of service is designated by a letter grade
ranging from A (free-flow conditions with little or no delays) to F (jammed conditions with
excessive delays). The LOS for two-lane highways is based on mobility, or the ability of
motorists to pass slower moving vehicles. Thus, terrain type, two-way traffic volume, and
percentage of the highway where passing is not permitted (percentage no-passing zones) are
critical parameters for determining two-lane highway LOS. As prescribed in the CMP, the level
of service for two-lane highway segments is determined by comparing the prevailing volume-tocapacity (V/C) ratio for the segment against calculated threshold maximum V/C ratios for LOS A
through LOS E operating conditions.
The CMP is designed to account for the specific characteristics of each roadway segement
under review. The prevailing V/C ratios are calculated by dividing the actual measured traffic
volume for the segment by the ideal capacity for a two-lane highway (2,800 vehicles per hour).
The San Mateo County CMP methodology is based on the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual
(HCM) methodology for two-lane highway level of service, which, as noted above, takes into
account other factors that affect LOS such as terrain type and percentage of no-passing zones.
The HCM methodology accounts for these factors by adjusting the ideal capacity of the segment
to arrive at a prevailing capacity for each segment. However, the CMP methodology accounts
for these factors by establishing separate V/C thresholds for different combinations of terrain
type and percent no-passing zones. Thus, the LOS analysis is carried out by calculating a V/C
ratio for each segment by dividing the traffic volume on the segment by the ideal capacity (2,800
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vph), then comparing the calculated V/C to the threshold V/C ratios in the CMP to determine the
LOS on the segment.
During the development of the 1991 CMP, the City/County Association of Governments of San
Mateo County (C/CAG) selected different LOS standards for different roadway segments in the
County based on the location of the segment and on existing (1990/91) and projected (year
2000) levels of service for each segment. The current LOS standard for each roadway segment
in the County are identified in the County’s Final Congestion Management Program for 2001.
The LOS standard for each of the study highway segments is summarized in Table 1.
Projected Traffic Impacts
Weekend traffic counts were obtained from Caltrans for each of the study highway segments.
Table 1 shows the Saturday peak hour traffic volumes, V/C ratios, and LOS under existing
conditions. All the highway segments currently operate within their respective LOS standard.
A background study scenario was identified to account for the residential growth in San Mateo
County that is projected for next the 15 years. The growth in “background” traffic was projected
based on the increase in San Mateo County households (ABAG Projections 2000) over a 15year period. An average annual growth factor of 0.7% per year was applied to the existing
volumes to obtain “background” traffic volumes. Table 1 shows that all of the highway segments
would continue to operate within their respective LOS standard with the addition of future
“background” traffic growth.
The potential increases in traffic associated with future preserves within the Coastal Annexation
Area was projected based on traffic counts collected at two of the District’s existing preserves:
Windy Hill (1,132 acres) and Purisima Creek (2,633 acres; see Table 1). These two preserves
were chosen because they are representative of the predominant land types and staging areas
that would be typical of the Coastal Annexation Area. This analytic approach is typical for
programmatic planning projects such as the proposed CAA annexation. The trip generation
estimates are based on traffic counts conducted at these two preserves on July 7 and 8, August
11 and 25, and September 9, 2001.
The 1,132 acre Windy Hill Open Space Preserve generated 34 total trips per peak hour (total
trips are equal to the sum of inbound and outbound trips), an average of roughly one trip per 33
acres. The 2,633-acre Purisima Creek Open Space Preserve generated 83 total trips per peak
hour, an average of roughly one trip per 31 acres of preserve space per peak hour.
Based on these data, the current trip generation for open space preserves was calculated to be
one trip per 32 acres of open space . The analysis assumed that the project would allow public
access to approximately 12,000 acres over a 15-year period. Therefore, the total trip generation
for the project would be approximately 383 trips per peak hour. This analysis assumes that the
project related trips would be distributed over the roadway system within the Coastal Annexation
Area in proportion to the existing traffic volumes on the roadway system.
Project trips were added to the background traffic volumes to obtain project traffic volumes. The
results of highway LOS analysis under project conditions are shown on Table 1. The results of
this analysis indicate that all of the study roadway segments would continue to operate within
their respective LOS standard with the addition of project related traffic. Therefore, the project
would not cause any significant impacts to the study roadways.
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Existing +
Background

Existing

Road

Rte 1
Rte 35

Rte 84

Rte 92

Location

Max.
Allowable
LOS
Standard
% No
V/C Ratio Traffic
V/C
Passing
/b/
Volume Ratio
/a/

Route 84 - Tunitas Crk Rd
Main St-Half Moon Bay Rd
Alpine Road - Woodside Dr
Kings Mountain Rd - SR 92
SR 92-I-280
Skyline Blvd - Woodside
Woodside -Portola Road
Kings Mtn Rd - Whiskey Hill Rd
Whiskey Hill Rd - I-280
Rte 1- Half Moon Bay
Half Moon Bay - Skyline Blvd
Skyline Blvd - I-280

D
E
E
B
B
C
E
E
E
E
E
E

30%
90%
60%
60%
50%
100%
40%
40%
40%
30%
20%
50%

0.54
0.90
0.91
0.17
0.18
0.28
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.91

1002
1297
191
180
443
469
387
794
2108
1677
1995
1591

0.36
0.46
0.07
0.06
0.16
0.17
0.14
0.28
0.75
0.60
0.71
0.57

LOS

C
E
B
B
B
C
B
C
E
E
E
E

Traffic
Projected Volume V/C
Growth
Ratio
/c/

105
136
20
19
47
49
41
83
221
176
209
167

1113
1440
212
200
492
521
430
882
2341
1862
2215
1766

0.40
0.51
0.08
0.07
0.18
0.19
0.15
0.31
0.84
0.66
0.79
0.63

Existing + Background +
Project

LOS

Project
Trips

Traffic
Volume

V/C
Ratio

LOS

D
E
B
B
B
C
B
C
E
E
E
E

32
41
6
6
14
15
12
25
66
53
63
50

1145
1481
218
206
506
536
442
907
2407
1915
2278
1816

0.41
0.53
0.08
0.07
0.18
0.19
0.16
0.32
0.86
0.68
0.81
0.65

D
E
B
B
B
C
B
C
E
E
E
E
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Notes:
/a/ Level of Service (LOS) standard is based on San Mateo County Congestion Management Program (CMP) level of service standards for CMP Roadway
Segments as
documented in City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County Final Congestion Management Program for 1999.
/b/ Maximum allowable Volume-to-Capacity (V/C) ratios are based on V/C threshold values for LOS A through LOS E operating conditions on two-lane highway
segments as
reported on Table B-3 of the San Mateo County's Final Congestion Management Program for 1999.
/c/ Background traffic volumes were calculated by applying a growth factor to existing traffic volumes to account for 15 years of growth at an annual rate of 0.7% per
year.
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GENERAL COMMENT 11: Service Provider and MROSD Staffing Resources/Visitor
Services for Coastal Annexation Area
Some commenters raised concerns about visitor services impacts in the Coastal Annexation
Area.
General Response 11:
The impacts of annexing the area are contained in the DEIR. Because no specific parcels are
proposed to be acquired at this time, the DEIR states on page II-9 that:
Before District Board approval of any proposed acquisition in the
Coastal Annexation Area, District staff will prepare a Preliminary Use
and Management Plan, which contains an initial site assessment
describing in general the natural resources, potential trail connections,
and other features which support the recommendation for acquisition.
All District approvals for lands to be acquired in the Coastal
Annexation Area will be presented to the Board for consideration at a
public meeting.
Such acquisitions will require CEQA review to determine if there are any environmental impacts.
The destinations for most of the current visitors to the CAA are the coastal beaches and parks,
which are owned and managed by other public agencies such as, Pescadero Creek County
Park, James V. Fitzgerald Marine Reserve and San Gregorio State Beach. The public beaches
and other publicly-owned parks in the CAA provide parking and restroom facilities for their
visitors. Local visitor-serving commercial establishments also provide facilities for their guests,
as required by County regulations. The District will provide the public services needed for its
own visitors including parking and restrooms on District lands in the CAA that are open for
public access. The DEIR discusses the provision for vault toilets at pages IV-C-10 and 11, and
visitor parking at page IV-C-9. Further, the traffic analysis described in General Response 10
and in the DEIR at pages IV-C-7-9, concluded that the Coastal Annexation project is not
expected to generate a significant number of trips. Therefore, the Coastal Annexation project
will not have a significant impact on visitor-serving facilities in the CAA.
GENERAL COMMENT 12: Service Providers and Fiscal Impact Methodology
Some commenters raised specific concerns about potential impacts on schools in the Coastal
Annexation Area and fiscal impact methodology.
General Response 12:
The proposed project will not have a significant impact on schools as discussed on page IV-C-7
of the Draft EIR. In addition, a component of the District’s mission for the Coastal Annexation
Area is to provide opportunities for scientific research, resource conservation demonstration
projects, outdoor environmental education programs, and interpretive programs. The District
currently offers Spaces and Species, an environmental science educational program, to
students in grades 3-6. There are additional opportunities for school groups, including teens, to
participate in field projects through the District’s Preserve Partner program, or individually as a
Special Project Volunteer. Spaces and Species would continue to be available to the entire
community. The field programs would be extended to lands acquired in the Coastal Annexation
Area.
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The District offers seasonal employment for those 18 years of age an older. Seasonal Open
Space Technicians work with District maintenance and construction staff on a variety of
resource management projects and on many small construction projects such as, new trails,
fences and signs. College students who are studying environmental science, parks
management or recreation often seek these job opportunities to gain hands-on experience.
The Coastal Annexation project would not result in the need to construct any new facilities in
that it will not have a significant impact on schools, and the District will provide opportunities on
lands it acquires for scientific research, resource conservation demonstration projects, and
outdoor environmental education and interpretive programs that will enhance those currently
offered by schools in the CAA.
The potential fiscal impact of the project on schools and the methodology used is evaluated in
the Fiscal Impact Analysis, prepared by Economic Research Associates, May 2003 (see also
Fiscal Impact Analysis, Response to DEIR Comments).
IVD. Hazards and Hazardous Materials.
GENERAL COMMENT 13. Fire Hazards in the Coastal Annexation Area
Some commenters stated concerns about a potential increase in wildland fire hazard in the CAA
as a result of the project.
General Response 13:
The District consulted with Moritz Arboricultural Consulting and Landscape FIRES to provide
supplemental information on the proposed Coastal Annexation program relative to the wildland
fire hazard and the potential ignition risk resulting from recreational use. Ray Moritz is a
Certified Urban Forester and fire ecologist with over 24 years of experience consulting with
public agencies on fire hazard in California. (Also refer to General Response 9 Fire Risk and
Provision of Public Services in the Coastal Annexation Area). In the Fire Hazard and Ignition
Risk Appraisal for MROSD San Mateo Coastal Annexation, Moritz states that:
The level of Fire hazard is based on weather, topography and fuels. Ignition risk is
based on the type and level of use. The annexation area is in the “Coastal Zone” and is
dominated by a maritime climate. This climatic zone is not conducive to severe wildland
fire behavior except under extreme, “Santa Ana” type weather conditions.
Moritz describes ignition risk as a critical factor in assessing fire hazard. The level of ignition
risk and hazard are relative and affected by land use practices, changes in vegetation, fire
prevention activities, and fire suppression capabilities. Moritz states:
The risk of ignition and fire hazard attached to a given public access
area not only depends on the type and level of use of the property but
on the type and level of use of adjacent properties in the area. The
use of the adjacent properties and the general area for ranching and
farming historically had a significant level of ignition risk and fire
hazard. As urban development increases, the risk of ignition will
increase. Also, to some extent the fuel hazard may increase because
the extent and intensity of grazing could be expected to decline due to
development. To the extent the annexation reduces future
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development, future increase in ignition risk will be reduced. The
known causes of ignition: construction, equipment operation, vehicle
use, power lines, children playing, etc. will be dampened to the extent
that future increases in these activities are reduced by annexation.
Moritz observed that public access and visitor use on lands acquired by the District in the CAA
will increase ignition to some extent. However, developing and managing the access points, as
set out in Mitigation HAZ-2b at page IV-D-6 of the DEIR and Moritz’s report, can mitigate that
increase to an insignificant level. Moritz cited the study conducted by Sonoma County of the
relationship between trail use and fire risk, Sonoma County Regional Parks Fire Incident
History, which found that increased public use of open space for hiking is not significantly
related to wildland fire ignitions. The experience of Sonoma County Parks revealed that by
limiting the use of trails to hiking, bicycling, horseback riding and other low-intensity recreation,
the risk of ignition was reduced to an insignificant level. The District’s program for the CAA
provides for low-intensity recreation, which will limit public use of District lands to hiking,
horseback riding and bicycling. According to Moritz:
The most comprehensive study of the relationship between trail use
and ignition risk had concluded that fire occurrence in regional parks
is not significantly related to public use of open space for hiking. The
increased risk of ignition connected with the proposed annexation can
be mitigated to an insignificant level.
In the Moritz report, staging and trailhead design features and management programs are
recommended to further ensure that the risk of wildland fire and the potential ignition risk from
the project will not be significant. These design features and management programs are
included as mitigation measures below.
Summary of Recommended Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measures are added to the DEIR as follows:
New Measure HAZ-2e
Mitigation HAZ-2e The District shall limit trail use to low-intensity hiking, bird watching,
bicycling, equestrian use, environmental education and other similar low hazard uses, an
prohibit smoking, camping, picnicking, fireworks and off-road vehicle use.
New Measure HAZ-2f
Mitigation HAZ-2f The District shall develop and maintain staging areas and trail heads to
incorporate:
a) Fenced parking areas paved with gravel or asphalt in a narrow configuration to
discourage irresponsible vehicle use.
b) Entrance and road shoulders designed to discourage parking and to facilitate
emergency access.
c) Gates that are at least 12 feet wide constructed of heavy materials with a protected
locking system for District and fire service access.
d) 10-foot radiuses paved with gravel around trailheads.
e) Signage that describes prohibited uses and warns against fire hazards.
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f)

Low ignition fuels, such as grasses, planted adjacent to trail heads and staging areas
that shall be mowed annually as soon as 30 per cent of the light ground fuel is cured.
g) Close trail access points on all predicted high fire response level days (Burn Index of
41, or higher) and post such closures on the District website.
h) Periodic patrols by District staff.

IVI. Biology
GENERAL COMMENT 14: Resource Protection on Smaller Parcels than 100 Acres or
within Half Moon Bay City Limits
A number of comments were received encouraging the District to consider acquisition of and
resource protection for parcels within Half Moon Bay City limits regardless of their size.
General Response 14:
The DEIR lists the rationale for acquisition of lands typically outside of Half Moon Bay and lists
the District’s goals for land acquisition within the Coastal Annexation Area. The 2nd paragraph
on page II-10 of the DEIR states:
The Draft Service Plan states that “parcels of 40 or more acres will
typically be considered for purchase, however some smaller parcels
may be sought for acquisition. The District’s acquisition interests will
typically be large, undeveloped or sparsely developed parcels of land.
These may include parcels that are key habitat, trail routes,
inholdings, or parcels needed for service access.” The Draft Service
Plan also states that ”District land acquisition will tend to emphasize
properties that are contiguous with District lands along and west of
Skyline Ridge. The land acquisition program of the District will be
limited by the District’s fiscal capability to manage lands.”
Therefore, while acquisition of parcels smaller than 40 acres is not foreclosed by the project,
these would be smaller than lands generally anticipated to be acquired. It is anticipated that the
smallest parcels acquired will typically be 40 acres and the majority will be 100 acres or more.
GENERAL COMMENT 15: Biology. Invasive species, pathogens
A number of comments were received concerning the potential spread of invasive pathogens
and species from District lands onto adjacent properties within the Coastal Annexation Area.
General Response 15:
Additional documentation has been prepared as a result of these comments regarding invasive
non-native animal and plant species, and pathogens such as Sudden Oak Death. The data is
as follows:
Non-Native Invasive Plant Species
Control of non-native invasive plants is a major component of the District's Resource
Management Program. In 1998 and again in 2002, all roads and trails on District lands were
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inventoried to identify and prioritize populations of non-native invasive plant species. High
priority areas were targeted for weed eradication and restoration. As of March 2003, District
field staff devoted approximately four days per month to these on-the-ground stewardship
activities. During these events, District crews were often supplemented by volunteers, the
California Conservation Corps, the California Youth Authority, or other groups to eradicate nonnative species and to restore sites with native vegetation.
Weed control will remain a priority for the District’s Resource Management Program, as new
lands acquired by the District typically suffer from the presence of non-native invasive plant
species. Control of non-native invasive plant species is a major component of the District’s 5Year Resource Management Strategic Plan. To begin addressing this issue on a regional
scale, in early 2003 the District co-sponsored two workshops, one devoted to control of Yellow
Star Thistle, and the other to mapping and monitoring weed populations using Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Geographic Information System (GIS) technology.
The Draft Service Plan addresses protection of natural and cultural resources within the Coastal
Annexation Area through development of site-specific resource management plans (see Policy
Guideline G.6.3). Under this Guideline, these plans are tied to public access. This Guideline
should be revised to clarify that all lands acquired by the District within the Coastal Annexation
Area will be inventoried to identify and prioritize resource management issues. Where there are
critical issues, such as the presence of non-native invasive species which threaten the habitat of
endangered species or the economic viability of an adjacent agricultural operation, resource
management plans will be prepared for these areas even if they remain closed to the public
See also Agricultural Mitigation Measure AGL 3d, which addresses buffer areas as a land
management tool to prevent recreational impacts to adjacent properties.
Feral Pigs
Feral pigs are known to occur throughout the Santa Cruz Mountains and the Coastal
Annexation Area. While annexation alone will not increase their numbers, feral pigs could be
present on lands acquired by the District as they travel across the landscape in search of
forage. The District recognizes the importance of controlling their numbers to minimize
resource damage to District lands and neighboring properties.
In response to increasing rooting damage to grassland, oak woodland, and aquatic/wetland
resources from feral pigs, occurring in wide areas of San Mateo County, the District entered into
a formal Memorandum of Understanding with the California Department of Fish and Game to
initiate a feral pig control program. The District's feral pig control program began in September
2000. Components of this program include coordination with other agencies, neighbors, and
large landowners in the region, and utilization of a professional trapper. By March 2003, 271
pigs were trapped on District lands. In April 2003, the District contracted for additional feral pig
trapping services in the amount of $30,100.00.
District staff annually monitors open space preserves for signs of new or recurrent rooting.
Since the trapping program began, there has been a marked decrease in the amount of rooting
observed on District lands. Staff from other agencies and landowners in the area also report a
substantial reduction in the number of pigs observed since the program began. The District
plans to continue the program in the future and anticipates extending trapping efforts to new
acquisitions in the Coastal Annexation Area where natural resources are at risk from pig rooting.
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Sudden Oak Death Syndrome
The District contracted with Ray Moritz, a statewide expert and a consulting ecologist who
serves on the Board of Directors of the California Oak Mortality Task Force, to address
concerns that annexation could increase the spread of Sudden Oak Death (SODS) into the
Coastal Annexation Area. His findings on the distribution and spread of SODS are summarized
below.
SODS was first identified as a distinct syndrome by Ken Bovero of Marin County Arborists, in
1994. At that time the syndrome appeared to be limited to a small area in Kent Woodlands and
Larkspur. In 1995, the syndrome was identified in Corte Madera and Mill Valley (to the south),
well into the Marin Municipal Water District lands (to the west), farther north into Kent
Woodlands, and into the developed hills of Larkspur. By the year 2002, SODS had spread
throughout Marin County, to Sonoma, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, and five other
Counties. In Spring of 2000 the University of California Berkeley CAMFER program began
monitoring the spread of this syndrome.
SODS is now found in eleven counties of California, in southwest Oregon and in Europe on
nursery plants, principally Rhododendron and Vaccinium. Symptomatic trees were found
throughout the coastal zone of the Bay Area. It appears that less than one percent of the trees
have died and also display SODS symptoms. There are numerous cases of SODS in both
eastern and western portions of San Mateo County.
The mode of spread and the possible vectors of this fungus remain unknown. It has been
hypothesized by several recent observers and researchers that this fungus may be spread by
human travel and mechanical devices. These conclusions are based on analogies drawn from
the mode of spread of other species of Phytophthora. There is no direct evidence or data to
support these conclusions with respect to SODS. In fact, repeated sampling of the roots of
infected trees, have failed to isolate the fungus. The fungus has been found on shoes of hikers,
in rain water and the surrounding soil and/or the duff layer.
Concern about short distance spread by humans and mechanical equipment is not supported by
the pattern of infection of the trees or spread of the syndrome. Also, inspections have revealed
no evidence that the use of arborist equipment has spread this disease. No primary infections
of this fungus have been identified as initiating at trimming wounds.
If SODS proves to be spread in wood materials or contaminated soil, long distance
spread may be successfully limited by the institution of quarantines and sanitation of equipment.
However, local spread cannot be effectively contained by such methods because of the large
number of potential vectors.
If the Phytophthora ramorum fungus proves to be dispersed by wind there is little chance of
controlling its spread throughout the County and annexed lands. If SODS is spread by water
there is little chance of control. The steep terrain and therefore the movement of surface runoff
is extensive over the annexation area. If it is demonstrated to be vectored principally by an
insect, control of the insect may mitigate the spread of the disease. The distribution of
symptomatic trees does not support the conclusion that SODS is spread largely by water or
insects. Most likely it is spread by more than one means.
Several researchers have suggested limiting human use of wildlands as a means of limiting the
spread of this syndrome. However, there is no direct evidence of human spread and such a
conclusion ignores the large and more significant transport of soil particles by other species
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such as, birds, reptiles, deer, rodents, squirrels, raccoons, skunks, and feral pigs. Heavy
mammalian use and soil disturbance is apparent throughout the Coastal Annexation Area.
Foraging and excavation by feral pigs is evident in some areas. The pigs do much of their
foraging and excavation under or around oak canopies. If mammalian activity were proven to
spread SODS, feral pigs would be an important potential vector. A feral pig control program
would be an effective management approach. However, foraging and excavation by the many
species of wild mammals and birds is simply unavoidable.
Concern about short distance spread by humans is not supported by the pattern of infection in
the hosts or spread pattern of the syndrome. If SODS proves to be spread in wood materials or
contaminated soil, long distance spread may be successfully limited by the institution of
quarantines and sanitation practices. However, local spread cannot be effectively contained by
such methods because of the large number of potential animal vectors. Because SODS is
already established in the Coastal Annexation Area, even if it were demonstrated that SODS
were spread by animal vectors, the potential human contribution would be insignificant and
would pale in comparison with the potential of other animal vectors.
The District is committed to protecting the preserves' resources from SODS to the extent
feasible. District staff have been trained in monitoring protocols established by the California
Oak Mortality Task Force and regularly send samples to the Plant Pest Diagnostics Center in
Sacramento to confirm suspected cases of SODS on District lands. Confirmed sites and areas
of high risk are mapped with GPS and entered into the District's GIS to facilitate monitoring
efforts.
District staff works closely with representatives from the California Oak Mortality Task Force to
stay abreast of the latest science and news regarding the spread and control of SODS. To be
prudent, the District follows "clean practices" recommended by the California Oak Mortality Task
Force. When working in high-risk areas, District crews and contractors clean tools and
equipment to prevent the potential spread of SODS into new areas. In accordance with
guidelines established by the Task Force and the California Department of Forestry, dead oak
trees are left on site to prevent spread into new areas. As noted previously, the District plans to
continue its feral pig control program in the future on new lands acquired in the Coastal
Annexation Area where natural resources are at risk from pig rooting. In the event that feral
pigs are identified as a vector for the spread of SODS, the District believes this will be an
effective management tool. In addition, District Open Space Preserves with high-risk areas
have been posted with educational materials and signage encouraging visitors to stay on trails
and to clean their boots before leaving the preserves to prevent the spread of SODS.
GENERAL COMMENT 16: Alternatives
Some commenters raised concerns about project alternatives, and the no project alternative.
General Response 16:
The Alternatives analysis for the Coastal Annexation program is found in Chapter V of the DEIR.
It is not deferred. A wide range of alternatives is analyzed, including two no-project alternatives
as well as alternate geographic areas and other project alternatives.
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List of all Verbal and Written Comments

Three public hearings were held to receive verbal testimony, on July 9, July 17, and July
31, 2002. The listing of the 62 commenters that gave verbal testimony is contained below. For
each hearing, speakers are listed in alphabetical order. Speakers are assigned a code of VC(for Verbal Comment) and a number. Statements addressing the adequacy, accuracy, or
content of the DEIR or the Draft Service Plan are assigned a comment number. The responses
to these comments is found, with a complete listing of the comments, in Chapter IV of this
document.
As stated in Chapter I, Introduction and Summary of this document, 320 written
responses were received during the public review period. They are also listed below, and are
arranged by the date that the comment was written.
Verbal commenters usually identify their location of residence and sometimes an
organizational affiliation. This information is provided her if it was provided at the hearing and is
thus a part of the context for the testimony. However, organizational affiliation does not
necessarily mean that the speaker formally represents the organization.
A.

Verbal Comments from the Three Public Hearings

July 9, 2002 Hearing, Pescadero
VC1. Jeff Allen, Pescadero Municipal Advisory Committee (PMAC) member
VC2. Oscar Braun
VC3. B.J. Burns
VC4. Neal Curry
VC5. Meg Delano
VC6. John Donovan
VC7. Chuck Gust
VC8. Herb Hamor
VC9. Peter Marchi
VC10. Bob Mitton
VC11. Irma Mitton
VC12. Maeva Neale
VC13. Meredith Reynolds
VC14. Jim Rourke
VC15. Jim Schweickert
VC16. Frank Vento
July 17, 2002 Hearing, Half Moon Bay
VC17.
VC18.
VC19.
VC20.
VC21.
VC22.
VC23.

Jessica Agramonte
Andrea Braun
Meg Delano
John Donovan
John Dixon
Gael Erickson
Julie Lancelle
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VC24.
VC25.
VC26.
VC27.
VC28.
VC29.
VC30.
VC31.
VC32.
VC33.
VC34.
VC35.
VC36.
VC37.
VC38.
VC39.
VC40.
VC41.
VC42.
VC43.
VC44.
VC45.
VC46.

Peter Marchi
Jack McCarthy
Todd McGee
Irma Mitton
Maeva Neale
Catherine Peery
Nina Pellegrini
Mario Pellegrini
John Plock
Chris Powell
Meredith Reynolds
Lennie Roberts
Jim Rourke
Mr. Sehnal
Barbara Sehnal
Marta Sehnal
Bern Smith
Jay Snyder
Judith Staples
Jon Staples
April Vargas
Frank Vento
Leonard Woren

July 31, 2002 Hearing, District Headquarters, Los Altos
VC47.
VC48.
VC49.
VC50.
VC51.
VC52.
VC53.
VC54.
VC55.
VC56.
VC57.
VC58.
VC59.
VC60.
VC61.
VC62.

Jeff Allen
Rick Barnes
Oscar Braun
John Donovan
Terry Gossett
Harry Haeussler
Michael Murphy
Jack Olson
Mario Pellegrini
Nina Pellegrini
Bill Prince
Lennie Roberts
Jim Rourke
Barbara Sehnal
Carol Simon
Georgia Stigall

B.

Written Comments from Agencies

A1.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.

O'Neill Brian. GGNRA
Raines, Marcia. County of San Mateo Environmental Services Agency
Poyatos, Martha. San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission
Raabe, Gail. County of San Mateo Agricultural Commissioner
Noel, Dunia. Santa Clara County LAFCO
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C.

Written Comments from Organizations

O1. Lansing, Kevin J. Half Moon Bay Open Space Trust
O2. Woodbury, John. Bay Area Open Space Council
O3. Crealock, Anne. Greenbelt Alliance
O4. San Mateo County Resource Conservation Dist.
O5. Wilson, John. La Honda-Pescadero School District
O6. Braun, Oscar. Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation
O7. POST (Peninsula Open Space District)
O8. Wirth, Tim. The Trust for Public Land
O9. Whitney, Larry. La Honda Fire Brigade
O10. Smernoff, David. Acterra: Action for a Sustainable Planet
O11. Neale, Maeva. Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council
O12. Cattermole, George. Coastside Habitat Coalition
O13. Singer, Steve. Santa Cruz Mountain Bioregional Council
O14. Pantano, Dennis. San Mateo County Association of Realtors
O16. Braun, Oscar. Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation
O17. San Mateo County Farm Bureau
D.

Written Comments from the Public

P1. Burkhart, Tim
P2. Galiher, G
P3. Allen, Rod and Linda Cohen
P4. Waldhauer, Ruth
P5. Waldhauer, Ruth
P6. Simon, Carol
P7. Spilker, James
P8. Peery, Catherine
P9. Roberts, Raymond J. and Lynn H.
P10. Brancart, Christopher
P11. Barnes, Richard
P12. Vento, Frank
P13. Young, William
P14. Stigall, Georgia
P15. Wyant, Roger
P16. Allen, Geoff
P17. Hamor, Herb
P18. Maes, Jose
P19. Dryer, Dianne
P20. Haussler, Harry
P21. McCarthy, Jack
P22. Hamor, Herb
P23. Simon, Carol
P24. Smith, Larry
P25. Hamor, Herb
P26. Rosen, Jane
P27. Schorr, David
P28. Woods, Douglas
P29. Jaureguy, Phylis
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P30.
P31.
P32.
P33.
P34.
P35.
P36.
P37.
P38.
P39.
P40.
P41.
P42.
P43
P44.
P45.
P46.
P47.
P48.
P49.
P50.
P51.
P52.
P53.
P54.
P55.
P56.
P57.
P58.
P59.
P60.
P61.
P62.
P63.
P64.
P65.
P66.
P67.
P68.
P69.
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Domitilli, Bill
Graff, Mark
Irwin, R.E.
Armstrong, Tom
Trudeau, Richard
Hamor, Herb
Hamor, Herb
Hamor, Herb
Gossett, Terry
Oku, Steve
Powell, Christine
Pellegrini, Nina
Hamor, Herb
Halterman, Charles and Gwendolyn
Young, William
Prince, Bill
Krzaszczak, John
Marchi, Peter
Hamor, Herb
Gust, C
Montalvo, Alex
Marx, Bob
McCrary, Homer
Roberts, Lennie
Arraine, Jean
Domitilli, Bill
Wassall, Richard D and Alyce B
Dade, Denice
Sturgeon, Ron
Conner, Marianne
Allen, Geoff
Hamor, Petrea
Danzig, Toni
Hamor, Herb
Hamor, Herb
Krzaszczak, John
Stariha, Marina
Figone, Louis
Mitton, Bob
Curry, Neil & Alix
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IV.

Verbal Comments and Responses

The District received over 250 verbal comments on the DEIR over the course of three public
hearings held during the public review period. The verbal comments are summarized below
with their corresponding responses. Comments are organized first by hearing date and then by
the order in which the comments were presented.
Some comments expressed either support or opposition to the project. These comments are
noted as indicated below. Other comments addressed fiscal or policy issues that are not related
to the project’s potential environmental effects; and comments on these issues will be
addressed in the Fiscal Impact Analysis for the project or the staff report to the District Board of
Directors as appropriate. The responses below address those comments regarding the
adequacy of the DEIR. Where changes to the DEIR text are required, the indicated text from
the DEIR is quoted, with the original text in strikeout, and the corrected text in underline. All text
changes can be found in Chapter VI of this Final EIR document.

July 9, 2002 HEARING, PESCADERO
VERBAL COMMENT 1: Geoff Allen, Pescadero Municipal Advisory Committee (PMAC)
member
COMMENT VC1-1: Process has been slanted from the start.
Response to Comment VC1-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC1-2: Coastal Advisory Committee picked by the District was slanted.
Response to Comment VC1-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC1-3: South Coast won’t get to vote on the issue, because the District got new
funding and won’t need to ask for a tax advisory vote.
Response to Comment VC1-3: Comment noted. The commentor is correct that no tax
advisory vote will be required for the project. The District has not received new funding,
however. Existing resources would be used for land acquisition and management in the CAA.
Beginning on Page VI-3, the DEIR discusses the possibility that additional revenue sources
could be sought in the future.
COMMENT VC1-4: He doesn’t trust MROSD, especially regarding eminent domain.
Response to Comment VC1-4: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC1-5: There have been only 12 houses built on the south coast in the last several
years, there is no need for more protection.
Response to Comment VC1-5: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC1-6: There is nothing in this proposal for the south coast, only the impacts from
more visitors.
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Response to Comment VC1-6: Comment noted. See General Response 11 regarding the
effects of increased visitation to the Coast.
COMMENT VC1-7: Fire fuel load will grow from unmanaged properties that the District
acquires.
Response to Comment VC1-7: See General Response 9 and13.
COMMENT VC1-8: Geoff has counted the number of cars in existing open space preserves
along skyline and has noted that they are never full; there are more cars at places like Alice’s
Restaurant.
Response to Comment VC1- 8: Comment noted. The DEIR used conservative assumptions
to estimate expected usage levels. This is discussed in General Response 10.
VERBAL COMMENT VC2: Oscar Braun, Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC2-1: He handed out a copy of a petition which he stated could be found online
at petitiononline.com. It states that the Fire Safe Council’s preferred alternative is the no
annexation alternative.
Response to Comment VC2-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC2-2: He read from the petition regarding the Mid-peninsula Regional Open
Space District Draft Service Plan For San Mateo County Coastal Annexation Area:
“The act of annexation is a legal and administrative change to the District’s boundary and does
not itself produce an environmental effect. The District Board and staff chose to have an
Environmental Impact Report prepared to ensure a very thorough analysis of potential
environmental issues and public concerns raised during the scooping process. The annexation
of the San Mateo County coast, adoption of the Draft Service Plan, adoption of an annexation
policy for the Coastal Annexation Area, and an adoption of a willing sellers only ordinance is
the proposed project.”
“CEQA Requires Due Diligence Review of the Findings of Fact. The Mid-Peninsula Open
Space District, as quoted above, is proposing a legal annexation of the coastal area of San
Mateo County. They have drafted a “conceptual” Draft Service Plan that only describes the
“conceptual purposes and goals” of their coastal annexation proposal while listing the obvious
environmental risks and conceptual mitigation schemes. CEQA requires that MROSD must first
develop and adopt a real Coordinated Resource Management Plan aka CRMP for their San
Mateo County Coastal Annexation proposal before being reviewed under CEQA. The standard
of review under CEQA is that the “Preferred Alternative” is selected after a due diligence review
of the “Findings of Fact...”
“Each case must be evaluated on its facts, which in turn must be reviewed in light of statutory
purpose. Informed by that purpose, we here affirm the principle that an DEIR for any project
subject to CEQA review must consider a reasonable range of alternatives to the project or the
location of the project...”
Response to Comment VC2-2: Comment noted. The project description and issues
pertaining to adoption of a Coordinated Resource Management Plan are addressed in General
Response 4.
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COMMENT VC2-3: The DEIR is filled with policies from other agencies, and it doesn’t address
the District’s specific mitigation schemes. You have to have a real plan then investigate the
impacts to see which alternative provides the most protection of the environment. That is the
cornerstone of CEQA.
Response to Comment VC2-3: Specific mitigation measures are listed in Section IV of the
DEIR. The Draft Service Plan is presented in Appendix C to the DEIR. Alternatives analysis is
provided in the DEIR in Section V.
COMMENT VC2-4: He read from petition:
“Coastside Fire Safe Council Findings of Fact:
MROSD states in their 2001/2002 annual report that they spent 1% of their revenues for
resource management and annexation (approximately $280,000). MRSOD has NO adopted
CRMP for their current 46,000 acres holdings and all resource management is conducted under
adopted “policies”. NO CRMP for their Coastal Annexation Proposal. NO Experience in
managing Rural Lands Communities. No funding scheme or streams to support their
Annexation concept. No CEQA required standard of review adopted findings of fact for their
conceptual Draft Service Plan. The Board of Directors for the Half Moon Bay Coastside Fire
Safe Council have adopted the above findings of fact and has declared the No Annexation
Alternative as the most protective and least environmentally damaging to our coastal
communities. Please help Protect California Future by signing this petition...”
Response to Comment VC2-4: Comment noted. The CRMP process is discussed in General
Response 4. The DEIR compares the environmental effects of the alternatives in Chapter 5 and
in the DEIR Summary chapter. The DEIR concludes that mitigation measures are available for
all potentially significant impacts associated with the proposed project and that the No Project
alternative would likely diminish the long term protection of coastal environmental resources
(DEIR p. S-4).
COMMENT VC2-5: There is no adopted Coordinated Resource Management Plan (CRMP) for
the San Mateo County Coastal Annexation Area, CEQA requires that the District must adopt a
CRMP before being reviewed under CEQA.
Response to Comment VC2-5: See General Response 4.
COMMENT VC2-6. Because of small population or rural coast, they won’t have a voice (no
representation).
Response to Comment VC2-6: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC2-7: Writ of mandate will be sought if process not done properly (will seek
judicial review of adequacy of DEIR).
Response to Comment VC2-7: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC3: B.J. Burns, Farm Bureau. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC3-1: On behalf of the Farm Bureau, he asked that the DEIR comment period to
be postponed for 60 days because they just got the DEIR yesterday and need more time to
review and comment on it.
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Response to Comment VC3-1: As provided in the CEQA Guidelines (section 15105), the
DEIR Comment period was set at 45 days from June 13, 2002 through August 2, 2002. It was
later extended by 26 days to August 28, 2002.
COMMENT VC3-2: There are no agricultural activities going on at the McDonald Ranch where
the District restored the Red Barn.
Response to Comment VC3-2: Comment noted. The commentor is referring to an 1,100-acre
property within the District’s existing boundaries that was acquired in 1990. The property had
historically been used for agricultural activities including timber harvesting, grazing and a dairy
operation. The most recent owners grazed cattle on the property, and were allowed to continue
their operation. In 1995, the District executed a lease for cattle grazing and some time later the
former owners ceased their operation. The property has remained closed to the public pending
completion of a comprehensive Use and Management Plan, which is scheduled for completion
in 2005.
COMMENT VC3-3: Open space and agriculture is already protected by POST, the State, the
County and the Williamson Act and the local landowners. He’s not sure why the District needs
to come here. The area won’t be developed with all the existing protection.
Response to Comment VC3-3: Comment noted. Alternative A.2 in Chapter V of the DEIR
considers the option of no action by the District in the CAA with open space and agricultural
protection being offered by alternative service providers.
COMMENT VC3-4: Supports the idea of a local election on the issue.
Response to Comment VC3-4: Comment noted. An advisory vote was held in 1998 and 55%
of CAA residents voted in support of annexation.
VERBAL COMMENT VC4: Neal Curry, local farmer. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC4-1: The District says that they don't know about agriculture, but they will learn;
there is no evidence of District land stewardship. They have not demonstrated it elsewhere.
Response to Comment VC4-1: Comment noted. The District’s existing staff currently consults
with experts who are knowledgeable and experienced in agricultural land preservation and
management on an as-needed basis. The Draft Service Plan provides a discussion on staffing
levels when the annexation is completed (see Draft Service Plan, page 19). Initially, it is
anticipated that a planning staff person would be hired to work with local residents and
agricultural interests. In light of the extensive agricultural lands in the project area, the District
would seek a staff person with the necessary expertise in agricultural operations. It is also
possible that the District would retain consultants with expertise in planning and managing
particular types of agriculture to assist staff. Examples of District agricultural land stewardship
within current boundaries include the following: the District leases a 70-acre Christmas tree farm
at Monte Bello and Skyline Open Space Preserves; the recently acquired 770-acre Big Dipper
Ranch is leased by the District for grazing; the District leases 3-acre Picchetti Ranch Winery,
including vineyards; and, until recently, a 2-acre chestnut orchard at Skyline Open Space
Preserve was leased to the family who originally owned the property. In addition, the District is
currently working with Ridge Vineyards to acquire conservation easements over vineyards at
Monte Bello Open Space Preserve. Also see General Response 8.
COMMENT VC4-2: Agriculture is a secondary priority for the District, not the first priority.
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Response to Comment VC4-2: The Draft Service Plan does not place the value of protection
of agricultural land or open space lands either above or below the other. Because the Draft
Service Plan requires that any visitor serving open space uses not adversely affect agriculture
there is no need to set one as having priority over the other. The objective of the Draft Service
Plan is that these two uses co-exist successfully and compatibly by the use of appropriate
mitigation measures and land management practices.
VERBAL COMMENT VC5: Meg Delano, PMAC member. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC5-1: DEIR Map 15 is incorrect, it doesn’t show area around Loma Mar as
important agricultural land. It is not consistent with Maps 12 and 13 showing prime agricultural
land near Loma Mar. Those maps should be corrected or withdrawn.
Response to Comment VC5-1: Maps 15, 12 and 13 come from three different sources and
each has its own purpose. Map 15 is taken from data supplied by the California Gap Analysis
Project (4/26/2000] This Gap Analysis project is done at a scale of 1:100,000 and within each
mapped area, primary land cover is typically 60% or more, but may be as low as 30% where
multiple land cover or vegetation types are present. Therefore it is more of a broad brush map
that identifies the primary land cover in an area, which in this case is "Redwood Forest". It is
used for more broad analysis to look at the predominate land cover of an area. It doesn't
necessarily indicate other vegetation or agricultural land that occurs in area if they are not the
predominate type of land cover. Map 12 is from the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Program, California Department of Conservation (2001) and focuses on mapping agricultural
land. Map 13 is the Williamson Act Lands from San Mateo County Planning and Building
Division (1997) and focuses on mapping agricultural lands which are under Williamson Act
Contracts.
COMMENT VC5-2: DEIR can't say no impact on housing. POST takes over farm labor housing.
They have over 20 farm labor housing units on their land; there needs to be some assessment
on the impact of farm labor housing.
Response to Comment VC5-2: See General Response 6. See also Response to Comment
VC27-5.
COMMENT VC5-3: The DEIR says that buildings taken over by the District will not be
expanded for farm labor housing, this won't help support agriculture.
Response to Comment VC5-3: See General Response 6 and 8.
COMMENT VC5-4: Would like to see the District actively promote the economic vitality of this
community by supporting agriculture, there is a lack of addressing the needs of the farmers and
would like to see more input from the agricultural community in the planning process.
Response to Comment VC5-4: See General Response 8.
VERBAL COMMENT VC6: John Donovan, PMAC member. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC6-1: There will not be equal representation of the south coast because there
won’t be a ward representing just that area.
Response to Comment VC6-1: Comment noted. See General Response 5.
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COMMENT VC6-2: PMAC asked the Board of Supervisors to place a measure on the ballot
regarding the proposed annexation of the south coast by the District, the Board of Supervisors
said no, it was too expensive.
Response to Comment VC6-2: See Response to Comment VC3-4.
COMMENT VC6-3: He asked Martha Poyatos, (LAFCO staff) what would happen if the PMAC
came to LAFCO and said they don’t want the annexation. Martha Poyatos’s response was that
PMAC was just an advisory board. It’s that kind of attitude that has drawn the line in the sand.
Response to Comment VC6-3: LAFCO is legally obligated to consider the comments and
views of all agencies and members of the public that comment on a proposed annexation.
LAFCO is not authorized to defer to any specific agency or organization.
COMMENT VC6-4: If the coast is annexed, it will be legally designated as open space with all
the laws that go with it and there will not be representation of the south coast.
Response to Comment VC6-4: The project description does not include redesignation of any
permitted land uses. The power to legally designate land for open space or some other use
rests exclusively with cities and counties. As dicussed in chapter IV-A of the DEIR, the District
is required to comply with those land use designations. The effect of the annexation will be to
allow the District to play a more active role in protecting and managing open space and
agricultural resources in the CAA. As to the representation issue please see General Response
5.
COMMENT VC6-5: The DEIR notice of preparation said that there will be no impacts to
population/ housing, recreation and land use/planning. It’s not true. They will be affected.
Response to Comment VC6-5: The document that is referred to in this comment is the Notice
of Preparation and Initial Study Checklist prepared in June 2000. The Notice of Preparation
(NOP) and Initial Study Checklist was prepared for this project under CEQA Guidelines. The
purpose of the NOP is to invite agency and public comment on the scope and content of the
environmental review which is germane in connection with the proposed project. The DEIR is
then prepared on the basis of the Initial Study and any comments received during the scoping
process. It is possible that conclusions reached during the Initial Study phase could be altered
based on public input or any new information uncovered during the preparation of the DEIR.
The three areas indicated by the commentor were discussed in the Initial Study Checklist and
under preliminary review of the project were found to have no “Potentially Significant Impacts”.
For discussion of Population/Housing issues, please see General Response 6. Impacts on
recreation are discussed at page IV-A-12 of the DEIR. Impacts in the area of Land
Use/Planning are addressed throughout section IV-A of the DEIR, which finds that all potentially
significant Land Use impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels.
COMMENT VC6-6: The document says the District is not a land use regulatory agency. That’s
not true. The District has the power to tax without representation.
Response to Comment VC6-6: The project proposes only the addition of a specified
geographic area to the District’s boundary. As discussed in Response to Comment VC6-4, the
District has no power to regulate land use. There are currently no proposals to tax property
owners. It is possible that the District would seek additional revenue sources in the future, but
any taxes would require voter approval.
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VERBAL COMMENT VC7: Chuck Gust, Pescadero resident. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC7-1: Twenty- five years ago, the GGNRA made lots of promises about providing
access and trails to the Portola Discovery Site in Pacifica; maybe 5% of the promises have been
kept.
Response to Comment VC7-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC7-2: The existing landowners have been good stewards of the land and that is
why so many people visit the area.
Response to Comment VC7-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC7-3: He supports comments made by other commenters, including impacts to
farm labor housing, housing in general, lack of representation, and tax loss.
Response to Comment VC7-3: As to farm labor and other housing issues see General
Responses 6 and 8. As to representation see General Response 5. As to tax loss see the
fiscal analysis prepared for the annexation.
COMMENT VC7-4: He would like to postpone the DEIR process and have more time to look at
it.
Response to Comment VC7-4 Please see Response to Comment VC3-1 .
COMMENT VC7-5: Re: Trip generation numbers on local highways. Where is the demand for
recreation and open space? The trip numbers are too low.
Response to Comment VC7-5: See General Response 10.
COMMENT VC7-6: Develop a master plan with more emphasis placed on how to sustain
agriculture.
Response to Comment VC7-6: Comment noted. Page II-3 contains the general goals of the
Draft Service Plan for the Coastal Annexation Area and states that a central objective of the
project is to ””maintain long-term opportunities for economically viable agriculture” The Draft
Service Plan also states that preservation of agriculture is one of the guiding principles for the
project (see Draft Service Plan, pp. 11-12).
COMMENT VC7-7: He would like to know more about the recreational telephone survey cited
in the DEIR; it didn’t identify who was contacted. He owns hotel in Pacifica and said thousands
of people come stay overnight and enjoy getting something to eat ( none of these type of people
were contacted). The survey is slanted. He wants a breakdown of how many phone calls were
made and who was contacted.
Response to Comment VC7-7: The Draft Needs Analysis & Tax/Assessment Feasibility Study
(August 2001) for San Mateo County Parks and Recreation was conducted by an independent
firm, Strategy Research Institute, for San Mateo County. The Needs Analysis included a
survey of San Mateo County residents in general and also a focused survey of mid-coast
residents (Montara, Moss Beach, Princeton, Miramar, El Granada). The survey consisted of a
random telephone sample of 204 registered votes throughout San Mateo County, 202 residents
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contacted through random digit dialing, and 72 residents of the mid-coast communities for a
total of 478 completed surveys.
VERBAL COMMENT VC8: Herb Hamor, Pescadero resident. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC8-1: The south coast has been developed as a recreation area for the rest of
the County and the whole world, there is already enough recreation in this area
Response to Comment VC8-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC8-2: Where is the beginning of the impact yard stick in the DEIR, it doesn’t take
into account the existing recreational facilities. Has there been a study on whether this area has
already reached its limits for recreation?
Response to Comment VC8-2: Comment noted. Please see Response to Comment VC7-7,
above and General Response 11.
COMMENT VC8-3: Adding more vehicles will add more pollution such as road sediment.
Response to Comment VC8-3: General Response 10 describes the methodology used to
assess the increase in traffic. These increases are projected to be insignificant. Pollution
associated with increased vehicles is also projected to be insignificant. Roadway sediment
(caused by inadequacies in roadway drainage and erosion from roadcuts, especially on
unpaved roads) has not been identified as a pollution source of concern because no unpaved
vehicle use roads are proposed at this time. If such roads are to be proposed, they will be part
of a Use and Management Plan for specific properties, and as stated at page S-1 in the DEIR,
all subsequent Use and Management Plans will be subject to separate CEQA review.
COMMENT VC8-4: More animals will be killed by the increase in cars.
Response to Comment VC8-4: General Response 10 discusses the increase in traffic
associated with the project. While increased traffic may result in increased animal mortality,
there is no evidence to indicate that any candidate, special status, or sensitive species are at
increased risk due to increased traffic volumes.
COMMENT VC8-5: Should this area really see more people?
Response to Comment VC8-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC9: Peter Marchi, local farmer. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC9-1: He asked for a 60-day extension on the DEIR comment period to review it
responsibly.
Response to Comment VC9-1: Please see Response to Comment VC3-1.
COMMENT VC9-2: At the Coastal Advisory Committee, he asked a question about eminent
domain. If you say you won’t use eminent domain on a home, what would you do if a home on a
150 acre ranch? The District said they could put a trail through the property if they own land on
both sides or they could leave home on one acre and leave the rest.
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Response to Comment VC9-2: See General Response 1. The Draft Service Plan and
proposed ordinance would preclude use of eminent domain in the CAA under any
circumstances.
COMMENT VC9-3: The PMAC voted unanimously against eminent domain, one person voted
against the entire District annexation of the coast.
Response to Comment VC9-3: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC10: Bob Mitton, Pescadero resident. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC10-1:. He doesn’t see the problem that needs to be fixed.
Response to Comment VC10-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC10-2: There are red flags in the fiscal analysis: 80% of the land to be acquired
is already owned by POST which already removed from the tax rolls when it was purchased.
MROSD doesn’t take the hit of removing the land from the tax rolls, POST does.
Response to Comment VC10-2: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
COMMENT VC10-3: There will be a financial impact to those people who don’t sell their land
because land prices will be driven up; people won’t be able to afford to live there anymore.
Response to Comment VC10-3: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
COMMENT VC10-4: There is already major protection of land by existing land owners.
Response to Comment VC10-4: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC10-5: The District will have tenant farmers on the land. Will the District provide
housing for farmworkers and help sell products?
Response to Comment VC10-5: See General Response 6 and 8.
COMMENT VC10-6: Please prove that the District has done land stewardship (the District
doesn’t have experience in land stewardship).
Response to Comment VC10-6: See General Responses 4 and 7. Also see Response to
Comment VC4-1.
COMMENT VC10-7: The District will be creating parks and recreation for people who don’t live
here.
Response to Comment VC10-7: Page II-3 of the DEIR states the District’s overall goals: “The
District’s enabling legislation (California Public Resources Code sec. 5500) allows it to acquire
land rights and interests in land, and to operate and maintain a system of public ecological and
open space preserves, trails, and other facilities for the use, education, and enjoyment of all the
inhabitants of the District. “
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The annexation of the Coastal Area, will allow the District to operate within this area and to
create parks and recreation for residents of the area as well as others.
COMMENT VC10-8: There will be a loss in tax revenue; there are not enough services to be
provided to new users of the area.
Response to Comment VC10-8: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum, and General Response 9 regarding public services.
COMMENT VC10-9: Why is everything considered “minimal impact” in the DEIR summary?
Response to Comment VC10-9: Not everything is not considered a minimal impact in the
DEIR Summary. There are 21 impacts that were found to be potentially significant impacts
requiring mitigation. These are listed on pages S-5 - S-34 of the DEIR. However, the DEIR
concluded that if implemented mitigation measures would reduce all of these significant impacts
to a less than significant level.
VERBAL COMMENT: VC11 Irma Mitton, Pescadero resident. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC11-1: She supports previous comments about supporting the agricultural
industry in this area in order for it to remain a strong agricultural community. The District should
consider more programs to preserve agricultural sustainability in this area if the area is
annexed.
Response to Comment VC11-1: See Response to Comment VC4-1.
COMMENT VC11-2: Re: the fiscal analysis in the appendix of the DEIR. The revenue loss to
the County is not negligible and a more realistic number of assessed value per acre should be
used. It’s too low. The figure used is the average assessed value at $460/acre whereas the
current market value is $8000/acre. She would like to see a more realistic number somewhere
in between.
Response to Comment VC11-2: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
COMMENT VC11-3 The fiscal analysis is misleading when it states that all service providers
said “no significant impact” to services, but there will be an impact to service providers. For
example, more trash pick up due to more visitors. They currently struggle with existing services
like sidewalks and public restrooms.
Response to Comment VC11-3: See General Responses 9 and 11.
COMMENT VC11-4: The DEIR says that before opening up lands to the public, the District will
have a plan. If there is no plan in place the lands will remain gated off and in limbo, and there
won’t be any vegetation management which would be a fire hazard. Lands will be locked up for
many years while management plans are prepared.
Response to Comment VC11-4: See General Response 4.
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COMMENT VC11-5: She would like to see an analysis of what ratio of concentrated
development is required to support open space. How much more development in Pescadero
will be needed to make up for the loss of tax revenue by taking tracts of land of the tax roll?
Response to Comment VC11-5: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
VERBAL COMMENT VC12: Maeva Neale, PMAC member. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC12-1: What is the purpose of acquisition? Is it for recreation or wildlife
preservation? And what is the major purpose?
Response to Comment Vc12-1: If the project is approved, acquisitions and land management
agreements would be pursued to satisfy the project objectives set forth in the Draft Service Plan
in the manner and subject to the policies set forth in the Draft Service Plan. Project objectives
are set forth in section II.A of the DEIR.
COMMENT VC12-2: What are the impacts on flooding in Pescadero and marsh restoration?
Response to Comment VC12-2: Section IV-H, Hydrology of the DEIR contains analysis and
mitigation measures that address effects of flooding from future actions taken by the District if
the proposed Coastal Annexation Area project is approved. The following portions of that
section are presented here for clarity:
Page IV-H-1 of the DEIR states: “As stated in other sections in this Chapter, environmental
analysis in this section finds that the Coastal Annexation project by itself will not cause
significant environmental impacts. However, the annexation project has the potential to cause
indirect hydrological and water quality environmental impacts from future activities. These
impacts can be mitigated to less than significant levels with application of mitigation measures
listed in this section.”
Page IV-H-4 of the DEIR lists three standards of significance specifically related to flooding:
HYD-2 Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site or place within a 100year flood hazard area structures which would impede or redirect flood flows;
HYD-4 Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff;
HYD-5 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam;
Pages IV-H-5 through IV-H-7 contain the analysis related to these standards and presents
mitigation measures that, once implemented will avoid or reduce impacts to less than significant
levels. While it is not known whether the District would acquire or manage any lands with the
potential to affect flooding or marsh restoration in the Pescadero area, if lands were acquired or
managed, implementation of the referenced mitigation measures and other Draft Service Plan
policies would avoid any significant adverse effect on flooding or habitat. Further, as stated in
the DEIR, all future acquisitions will have Use and Management Plans and subsequent CEQA
review prepared.
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COMMENT VC12-3: He is concerned that once the land is sold, it will go out of agriculture or
habitat or housing which are all great necessities here.
Response to Comment VC12-3: The effects of the proposed project on agricultural lands are
discussed in section IV-B of the DEIR and General Response 8. The effects on habitat are
discussed in section II-I of the DEIR and General Response 15. Housing issues are discussed
in General Response 6.
COMMENT VC12-4: PMAC asked the Board of Supervisors for an advisory vote for the South
Coast, but Supervisor Rich Gordon said it was too expensive. If local people paid to put it on
the ballot and the local vote rejected the annexation, would the District still annex?
Response to Comment VC12-4: Comment noted. See response VC3-4.
VERBAL COMMENT VC13: Meredith Reynolds, PMAC member. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC13-1: The DEIR is not readily available. More should be available and they
should be cheaper, not everybody has access to the internet.
Response to Comment VC13-1: Review copies of the DEIR were available at the following
locations: the Half Moon Bay Public Library, Woodside Public Library, Los Altos Public Library,
Pescadero Bookmobile and the District’s administrative office in Los Altos. Printed copies of the
DEIR were available from Kinko’s in Mountain View and Ocean Shore Printing in Half Moon
Bay. The charge for printed copies equalled the cost of reproduction. Copies were also
available on CD-ROM at no charge.
COMMENT VC13-2: The PMAC members didn’t get copies. We’re not ready for this meeting
since PMAC didn’t receive the DEIR.
Response to Comment VC13-2: The District mailed public notices of the DEIR’s availability to
all individuals and organizations requesting notice, in addition to all responsible and trustee
agencies. The DEIR was available for review or purchase beginning on June 2, 2002. Copies of
the DEIR were delivered to the PMAC Chair for distribution to PMAC members.
COMMENT VC13-3: She feels disenfranchised since most people are in the north coast and
they have all the votes. Pescadero voted against it, but they would be providing most of the
land.
Response to Comment VC13-3: Comment noted. Because no specific acqusitions are
proposed as part of the project, it is not possible to predict whether acquisitions will be located
predominantly in one part of the CAA or another. The Draft Service Plan at pages18-19
describes the nature of services that would be extended to the CAA and states that “acquisition
will tend to emphasize properties that are contiguous with the District lands along and west of
Skyline Ridge.” (p. 19.) The alternatives analysis in chapter V of the DEIR considers
alternatives that would limit the annexed area to specified portions of the CAA.
Page II-1 of the DEIR states:
“Specific lands to be acquired by the District have not been identified. The District would focus
its preservation and management in part on lands that contain sensitive resources. These
sensitive resources include lands that are critical to protecting watershed integrity, water quality,
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and special-status species such as steelhead. Some acquired lands would thus likely contain
sensitive natural communities, such as riparian habitat and wetlands.”
Further, page II-10 of the DEIR states that
“The Draft Service Plan states that “parcels of 40 or more acres will typically be considered for
purchase, however some smaller parcels may be sought for acquisition. The District’s
acquisition interests will typically be large, undeveloped or sparsely developed parcels of land.
These may include parcels that are key habitat, trail routes, inholdings, or parcels needed for
service access.”
COMMENT VC13-4: Where is the second vote on the tax assessment? That vote won’t
happen until after the annexation. They were told they would vote before the annexation.
Response to Comment VC13-4: There is no proposal for a tax in the CAA. If a tax is
proposed, a vote would be required. As stated on page I-3 of the DEIR,
“Financing for services would be from existing District revenues augmented by other
government and private funding.”
Further, page I-1 of the DEIR states
“The Draft Service Plan is intended to be used as the ongoing District program for the Coastal
Annexation Area. After annexation approval by the San Mateo County LAFCo, the District will
conduct hearings in the Coastal Annexation Area to develop Basic Policies for the CAA
consistent with the Draft Service Plan. These hearings will address, at a minimum, the following
topics: public participation; resource management; public access; recreational use; public
safety; cultural resources; agriculture and timber production; inter-agency relationships; and
public information. These project characteristics of the Coastal Annexation are outlined in
Chapter II, Project Description and in the Draft Service Plan.”
COMMENT VC13-5: Until the DEIR is better circulated to the community, this is not a valid
public hearing in Pescadero.
Response to Comment VC13-5: Please see responses to comments VC13-1 and VC13-2.
VERBAL COMMENT VC14: Jim Rourke, Pescadero resident. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC14-1: He appreciates DEIR being prepared since it is a low impact issue.
Response to Comment VC14-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-2: The District would be managing land in a low intensity way compared to a
hotel or health spa which would have more impacts.
Response to Comment VC14-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-3: He appreciates the District’s willingness to accept criticism.
Response to Comment VC14-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-4: The farm bill will help some of the farmers in the area.
Response to Comment VC14-4: Comment noted.
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COMMENT VC14-5: Wildlife has been diminished in the area (people not following the rules).
Response to Comment VC14-5: Comment noted.. Impacts to biological resources are
discussed in chapter IV-I of the DEIR.
COMMENT VC14-6: “Willing sellers only and people don’t have to sell.” This issue is used as a
red herring to confuse the issues.
Response to Comment VC14-6: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-7: He hopes the District is successful with the annexation (gone about it in a
slow and methodical way and out in the open).
Response to Comment VC14-7: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-8: Local businesses depend on outside customers to support them as most
customers are not local.
Response to Comment VC14-8: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-9: The high land prices are being set by the real estate community.
Response to Comment VC14-9: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC14-10: The annexation has been known about for a long time. People don’t
need the additional 60 days to review the DEIR.
Response to Comment VC14-10: Comment noted. The DEIR review process is discussed in
Response to Comment VC3-1.
VERBAL COMMENT VC15: Jim Schweickert, PMAC former member. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC15-1: He’s concerned about local representation. There should be an 8th
district. The District says that it’s against the state law to have an additional district for the coast
because there isn’t enough population. We may need to change the state law to allow an
additional district.
Response to Comment VC15-1: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC15-2: All the votes are on the other side of the hill.
Response to Comment VC15-2: See General Response 5.
VERBAL COMMENT VC16: Frank Vento. 7/9/2002
COMMENT VC16-1: Pescadero Creek Park gets a lot of use (sees litter impacts and other
impacts of people).
Response to Comment VC16-1: Comment noted. Pescadero Creek Park is operated by San
Mateo County Parks and Recreation and provides more intense facilities than does the District.
In addition to the trail system, Pescadero Creek Park provides family and group campgrounds,
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family and group picnic areas, an amphitheater and camp store. The Draft Service Plan
specifies that recreational use of lands acquired or managed by the District would be lowintensity. The effects of the expected use levels are analyzied in each of the sections of the
DEIR. The Draft Service Plan also establishes other objectives, in addition to recreation, that
differ from the management objectives associated with Pescadero Creek County Park. The
project is not anticipated to significantly affect use of this park.
COMMENT VC16-2: Daly City won’t happen over here because there are too many
restrictions.
Response to Comment VC16-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC16-3: There will be more impact when you open up a ranch to visitors than one
rancher with cows.
Response to Comment VC16-3: The effects of visitor use are addressed throughout the
DEIR. The DEIR concludes that there are potentially significant impacts associated with the
proposed project and that those impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. The
relative impacts of public access and grazing programs depend to a large extent on the manner
in which the grazing and the public access are managed. The Servce Plan calls for the District
to pursue both recreational and agricultural objectives together with habitat protection. The
policies in the Draft Service Plan and the mitigation measures proposed in the DEIR together
would avoid significant effects from either recreational or agricultural use of District-managed
lands.
COMMENT VC16-4: How many people have been to Pescadero Creek Park?
Response to Comment VC16-4: Pescadero Creek Park is operated by San Mateo County
Parks and Recreation. It is not relevant to the proposed project because the objectives and
policies of the Draft Service Plan would not authorize management of this type of park, and the
project is not anticipated to significantly affect use of this park. See also Response to Comment
VC41-1.
COMMENT VC16-5: What are you saving the coastside from?
Response to Comment VC16-5: Comment noted. The project objectives are described in the
Draft Service Plan (at page 9).
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July 17, 2002 HEARING, HALF MOON BAY
VERBAL COMMENT VC17: Jessica Agramonte, Half Moon Bay resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC17-1: She is in favor of the District coming to the coast to protect open space
and agriculture.
Response to Comment VC17-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC17-2: She lived next to land owned by the District and had a very positive
experience. She could walk on the trails. There were no privacy issues and the staff was very
sensitive to the neighbor’s issues.
Response to Comment VC17-2: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC18: Andrea Braun, Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation (gave
handout). 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC18-1: She lives adjoining State Park and POST lands about 5-10 years ago and
there were fire trails from the Johnston Ranch to Skyline. She used to have them when
privately held, but now they are all grown over. The fire roads are gone.
Response to Comment VC18-1: Comment noted. The DEIR considers an alternative of no
annexation and deferring to management by other agencies and private organizations such as
POST in Chapter V. In that discussion the DEIR notes that these organizations may not have
the resources or expertise to manage lands for public access.
COMMENT VC18-2: When privately held, there were hunters there. They have been replaced
by methamphetime labs instead. Two men came on to their property. She prefers hunters to
methamphetime labs. There is no management of these lands going on.
Response to Comment VC18-2: Comment noted. The Draft Service Plan would require
regular patrols of all District owned or managed property even in advance of public access or
where such land is to be managed for agricultural or habitat preservation purposes. Illegal use
will also be discouraged by public access.
COMMENT VC18-3: No fire management and no fuel management available, who is
overseeing all this open space?
Response to Comment VC18-3: The Draft Service Plan and DEIR address this issue directly.
See General Response 9
COMMENT VC18-4: Comments from Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation: the District is
neither a competent resource manager of its current 46,000 acre biomass fuel depot nor are
they prepared to provide San Mateo County coastal residents with a watershed resource
management plan.
Response to Comment VC18-4: With respect to fire and fuels management please see
General Response 9. As to the role of a watershed resource management plan see General
Response 4.
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VERBAL COMMENT VC19: Meg Delano, PMAC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC19:-1 She asked Craig Britton and Tom Reid to clarify their earlier statements.
Re: management of POST land. POST has bought many ranches on the coast, which are
agricultural, but the District says it won’t take over agricultural land until agricultural policies are
developed.
Response to Comment VC19-1: See General Response 8 and Response to Comment O17-4.
COMMENT VC19-2: POST owns approximately 10-20% of farmworker and farmer housing.
Why has the DEIR not addressed impacts on housing if the anticipation that the District will be
taking over land purchased by POST?
Response to Comment VC19-2: See General Responses 3, 6 and 8, and Response to
Comment VC27-5.
COMMENT VC19-3: Quote from Economist article: “The knowledge that local people have
about local conditions, the best farming practices and the best forestry practices is much better
than absentee elites.”
Response to Comment VC19-3: Comment noted. Please see General Response 5.
COMMENT VC19-4: She wished POST and the District would think about why they are moving
away from private property rights for those who are farming and performing forestry in their local
areas.
Response to Comment VC19-4: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC20: John Donovan, PMAC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC20-1: PMAC voted unanimously against annexation.
Response to Comment VC20-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC20-2: He vehemently opposed to annexation of the south coast for three
reasons:
1) Because of lack of consent of those to be governed - PMAC against it and 2) south coast
residents voted against it by 56%.
Response to Comment VC20-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC20-3: Lack of representation.
Response to Comment VC20-3: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC20-4: Lack of fiscal responsibility - only 1% of funds will be delegated to
property management and annexation.
Response to Comment VC20-4: Guideline G.2 at page 11 in the Draft Service Plan, states
that “Prior to making any lands available to public access for low-intensity recreation in the
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Coastal Annexation area, the District shall have personnel and equipmnet available to manage
public access such that: there would be no significant negative impact on existing services; and
adequate stewarship to protect natural resources will be provided.” The Draft Service Plan
discusses how staffing levels would increaase after annexation at page 19. The Fiscal Impact
Analysis discusses the allocation of funds for management of current District lands and potential
land acquisitions in the CAA., and concludes that the available cash flow is more than adequate
to cover the projected expense of implementing the Basic Service Plan.
COMMENT VC20-5: DEIR says that there is no plan or project but only a concept, p. II-1
specific lands to be purchased have not been identified (can’t do an DEIR since the District is
not laying out what it wants to do).
Response to Comment VC20-5: See General Response 2.
COMMENT VC20-6: This is perversion of democratic process. They will not represented in the
LAFCO process and Board of Supervisors are elected at large. So there is no representation
there. The District is elected by people on the other side of the hill.
Response to Comment VC20-6: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC20-7: This is another regional body coming and wanting power of taxation
without representation.
Response to Comment VC20-7: Comment noted. There are currently no proposals to tax
property owners. It is possible that the District would seek additional revenue sources in the
future, but any taxes would require voter approval.
VERBAL COMMENT VC21: John Dixon, PMAC member, on San Mateo County Historical
Resources Board. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC21-1: Annexation without representation.
Response to Comment VC21-1: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC21-2: We already have enough recreation (no benefit to the South Coast).
Response to Comment VC21-2: Comment noted. See Response to Comments VC8-7 and
VC41-1.
COMMENT VC21-3: Development doesn’t pose a threat with the protection of the Local
Coastal Program and the California Coastal Commission.
Response to Comment VC21-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC21-4: Pescadero as a visitor serving center will be impacted.
Response to Comment VC21-4: See General Response 11.
VERBAL COMMENT VC22: Gael Erickson, El Granada resident. 7/17/2002
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COMMENT VC22-1: Appreciates the District in maintaining property sometimes better than the
County and the State and hopes annexation happens soon.
Response to Comment VC22-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC23: Julie Lancelle, Pacifica resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC23-1: It’s ironic in doing an DEIR on open space, since it’s normally done on
projects that impact the environment.
Response to Comment VC23-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-2: She enjoys open space on coast.
Response to Comment VC23-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-3: Farmlands in Santa Clara Valley are gone.
Response to Comment VC23-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-4: Bay area needs agriculture to remind what life is all about and to protect
for future generations.
Response to Comment VC23-4: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-5: Coast is a significant part of the Bay Area.
Response to Comment VC23-5: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-6: A tragedy to lose agricultural land lost to housing.
Response to Comment VC23-6: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC23-7: She supports the strategy of buying only from willing sellers.
Response to Comment VC23-7: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC24: Peter Marchi, local farmer. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC24-1: Requested 60-day extension of DEIR review period.
Response to Comment VC24-1: See Response to Comment VC3-1.
COMMENT VC24-2: The District will acquire 80% of POST property. POST pays taxes, the
District doesn't.
Response to Comment VC24-2: See General Response 2.
COMMENT VC24-3: The south coast voted against the annexation.
Response to Comment VC24-3: Comment noted.
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COMMENT VC24-4: He doesn't see how annexation can benefit farmers
Response to Comment VC24-4: See General Response 8.
VERBAL COMMENT VC25: Jack McCarthy, Half Moon Bay resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC25-1: He supports the initiative.
Response to Comment VC25-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC26: Todd McGee, Montara resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC26-1: Supporter of the District - built trails for the District.
Response to Comment VC26-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC26-2: He has sat in 200 meetings at the District - where there were 300 people
begging the District to not take an action, 4 people spoke in favor and the District approved it.
Response to Comment VC26-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC26-3: Reconsider having a representative from the Coast and give people a
voice.
Response to Comment VC26-3: See General Response 5.
VERBAL COMMENT VC27: Irma Mitton, PMAC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC27-1: DEIR proposes Alternatives, north coast alternative dismissed because
the south coast would not receive the potential benefits from the annexation. What are the
potential benefits to the south coast?
Response to Comment VC27-1: The benefits of annexation to the South Coast are described
in the Alternatives section of the DEIR.
Page V-6 of the DEIR states: "Reducing the annexation area would limit the overall
environmental benefit from the project. The Southern… geographic area [is] biologically and
agriculturally rich, but would not receive the potential benefits of the proposed open space
preservation program such as acquisition, management and preservation."
Page V-8 of the DEIR states: "Some of the planning characteristics for the Southern Watershed
are:
• There is development pressure/potential (i.e. density credits, large parcels already
subdivided on paper)
• There are opportunities to expand Cloverdale Ranch and Butano State Park and
connect with Big Basin Redwoods State Park
The area has important concentrations of rare species and anadromous fisheries
• The area has important viewsheds and scenic Highway 1."
The characteristics described above would not receive potential protection that the District can
provideif the Annexation Area is reduced.
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COMMENT VC27-2: DEIR or Draft Service Plan does not address the flooding problems such
as streams clogged with sediment and fighting 12 different agencies to come up with a stream
management plan. The District annexing the coast will add yet another agency to claim
responsibility to creaks and streams and not be able to solve the quagmire of bureaucracy that
prevents stream restoration.
Response to Comment VC27-2: Please see Response VC12-2, above. As a result of the
coastal stewardship conference held in 2002, the District is currently working with the Bay Area
Open Space Council, San Mateo County Farm Bureau, resource agencies and coastside
agricultural and environmental stakeholders on an off-stream impoundment project that will
provide water for agricultural operations while protecting salmonid habitat. The District recently
partnered with San Mateo County on a joint grant application to fund the San Mateo County
Coastal Watershed Sediment Reduction Project, which will result in a substantial reduction of
sediment into Pescadero, San Gregorio and San Francisquito Creeks.
COMMENT VC27-3: Infrastructure problems not addressed. DEIR says no impact on public
access to services when roads are already overcrowded on the weekend, no public restroom in
Pescadero, parking problems in Pescadero, very limited visitor serving services in Pescadero.
Response to Comment VC27-3: See General Responses 10 and 11.
COMMENT VC27-4: Fiscal Analysis says that Pescadero school district won’t be impacted by
loss of tax revenue because the State will pick up the gap. The State is under severe budget
constraints (it’s misleading).
Response to Comment VC27-4: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
COMMENT VC27-5: POST has already had a significant impact on agriculture, housing and
access (some lands closed to hiking now).
Response to Comment VC27-5: The effects of open space and agricultural land mangement
by private organizations such as POST are considered in the DEIR’s alternatives analysis in
Chapter V. The DEIR notes that access to such lands could be limited in comparison to lands
managed by the District and that land management efforts by such organizations would not be
subject to the requirements of the Draft Service Plan and mitigation measures proposed in the
DEIR. The DEIR’s cumulative impacts analysis discusses the cumulative environmental effects
of the project taken together with other expected future activities in the CAA, including continued
acquisitions by private land trusts. State and County park agencies have no significant
acquisition plans within the CAA.
POST’s mission in the Coastal Annexation Area includes the preservation of agriculture. POST
states that it protects agriculture by acquiring agricultural easements or by sale/leaseback
projects. POST states that it has preserved more than 2,000 acres of agricultural land and
more than 4,000 acres of grazing lands in San Mateo County since 1987. POST currently
leases land to nine farmers in the Coastal Annexation Area for row crop agriculture, dry farming,
and cattle grazing for a total of 1108 acres; holds conservation easements on 523 acres of land
in row crop cultivation; leases grazing land for a total of 4,087 acres; and has sold back 1197
acres of agricultural land for active farming. Where POST has bought lands in agricultural
production, it has not taken any of these lands out of agricultural production. Therefore, there
are no significant cumulative impacts on agriculture associated with POST programs in the
CAA.
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POST typically acquires large tracts of undeveloped or sparsely developed land. In a few
instances, POST has acquired lands with existing housing in the CAA. POST typically retains
acquired housing unless the structure is dangerous or dilapidated. POST’s usual practice is to
make the housing it acquires available for rental or continued occupancy. Therefore, there are
no significant cumulative impacts on housing associated with POST’s programs in the CAA
(Pers.Comm., Deirdre Holbrook, Director of Communications, POST, May 19, 2003).
COMMENT VC27-6: Why doesn’t the District think they can manage their own lands? They
are perfectly capable.
Response to Comment VC27-6: Comment noted. The District’s land management expertise is
discussed in the DEIR, Chapter II, pp. 10 and 11.
VERBAL COMMENT VC28: Maeva Neale, PMAC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC28-1: South coast rejected the annexation in the advisory vote (all 13 PMAC
members voted against the annexation).
Response to Comment VC28-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC28-2: No coastal representative of the District’s board.
Response to Comment VC28-2: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC28-3: PMAC asked Supervisor Gordon to put on Board of Supervisor agenda to
discuss an advisory vote. It will be on the agenda on Aug. 6th at 10 am and will invite people
from the south coast to attend the meeting and share their opinions.
Response to Comment VC28-3: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC29: Catherine Peery, Butano Canyon resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC29-1: Incorporated people are for the annexation and unincorporated areas are
against it.
Response to Comment VC29-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC29-2 She is opposed to the annexation.
Response to Comment VC29-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC29-3: Surrounded by State, County Parks, Pacific Land Trust - terrible fire
danger not being taken care of.
Response to Comment VC29-3: See General Responses 9 and 13.
COMMENT VC29-4: Flooding and fire danger will not be solved by the annexation.
Response to Comment VC29-4: The commentor is correct. Flooding and fires are difficult to
predict and difficult to control in natural open areas. The risk of these events occuring in the
Coastal Annexation Area will never be completely eradicated. The Draft Service Plan contains
policies, however, that would operate to reduce the risk of flooding and fire on lands managed
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by the District. In addition, the DEIR proposes mitigation measures that, if implemented, would
avoid or reduce flooding effects and fire danger from the acquisition and operation of new
preserves and easements in the Coastal Annexation Area to less than significant levels. The
risk of flooding is discussed in Response to Comment VC12-2. Fire risks are discussed in
General Responses 9 and 13.
VERBAL COMMENT VC30: Nina Pellegrini, Montara resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC30-1: She is concerned about the restricted signs on Rancho Corral de Tierra
and used to walking there but now there are no trespassing signs posted by POST. She thought
open space meant open space and people are upset that they can’t walk there anymore. Now
they need written permission.
Response to Comment VC30-1: This comment is referring to lands currently managed by
POST, another entity, and not MROSD. The effects of open space and agricultural land
mangement by private organizations such as POST are considered in the DEIR’s alternatives
analysis in Chapter V. The DEIR notes that access to such lands could be limited in
comparison to lands managed by the District and that land management efforts by such
organizations would not be subject to the requirements of the Draft Service Plan and mitigation
measures proposed in the DEIR. The DEIR notes that if MROSD were to purchase land
currently owned by POST, it could be opened to public access after a Use and Management
Plan and appropriate CEQA documentation have been prepared.
COMMENT VC30-2: There are enough regulations in the area now.
Response to Comment VC30-2: Comment noted. To clarify, the project would not involve
adoption of any regualtions governing private property. The Draft Service Plan notes at page 17
that the District is not a land use regulatory agency and that the District must comply with all
applicaple County and city land use regulations. The Draft Service Plan and subsequently
adopted use and management plans would apply to lands owned or otherwise managed by the
District.
VERBAL COMMENT VC31: Mario Pellegrini, Montara resident
COMMENT VC31-1: We have federal, state, county, municipal and coastal commission
regulating the area where they live, this is one of the most regulated areas of the County.
Response to Comment VC31-2: Comment noted. See Response to Comment VC30-2.
COMMENT VC31-2: Constitution of U.S. gives rights for private property.
Response to Comment VC31-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC31-3: He met all standards of the County , had 2 years of lawsuits ($70,000 of
professional fees), met all the standards of all the appeals to build a house; this process was
abused.
Response to Comment VC31-3:. Comment noted. See Response to Comment VC30-2.
COMMENT VC31-4: There are too many restrictions on building a house.
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Response to Comment VC31-4: Comment noted. See Response to Comment VC30-2.
COMMENT VC31-5: They should recognize the constitutional rights of private property owners.
Response to Comment VC31-5. Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC32: John Plock Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC32-1: There isn’t much in the DEIR about management plans. He is concerned
about peninsula land owners to implement fire protection systems (peninsula fires every 30,40,
50 years). See General Responses 4 and 9.
Response to Comment VC32-1: See General Response 4.
COMMENT VC32-2: The Foundation is opposed to the annexation (sees no need for it).
Response to Comment VC32-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC32-3: He’s speaking on own behalf (30% spent on management vs other
numbers say 1%).
Response to Comment VC32-3: Comment noted. See Response to Comment VC20-4 and
See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response Memorandum.
COMMENT VC32-4: He read from DEIR p.S-1:
“Management of lands acquired by the District and management of lands through contract with
other public and private property owners (e.g. Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST), State of
California) involving stewardship programs and visitor-serving low-intensity recreation access."
--has read the same statement on POST applications except they say that management will be
by Midpeninsula Open Space District
Response to Comment VC32-4: Comment noted. See General Response 3.
COMMENT VC32-5: State has funding problems and doesn’t want to take over management of
new lands.
Response to Comment VC32-5: Comment noted. The DEIR’s project description notes that
this is one of the factors contributing to the need for the proposed project. The DEIR’s
alternatives analysis in Chapter V considers the effects of an alternative with land management
provided by existing CAA service providers.
COMMENT VC32-6: He sees this as an outside agency to come over and expand their tax
base.
Response to Comment VC32-6: Comment noted. The proposed project includes no increase
in taxation. Beginning on Page VI-3, the DEIR discusses the possibility that additional revenue
sources could be sought from voters in the future
VERBAL COMMENT VC33: Chris Powell, El Granada resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC33-1: Thanks District for coming to the coast for the hearings.
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Response to Comment VC33-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC33-2: HMB Review article about funding for city parks is jeopardized
Response to Comment VC33-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC33-3: If annexation didn’t occur there are two possible outcomes: 1) Lessening
or end to acquisition of open space, 2) Open space that is acquired won’t receive the
stewardship that it needs.
Response to Comment VC33-3: Comment noted. These options are discussed as part of the
analysis of the No Project alternative in Chapter V of the DEIR.
COMMENT VC33-4: DEIR did address the coastal open space needs to manage differently
than properties on the bayside and that eminent domain would not be used.
Response to Comment VC33-4: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC34: Meredith Reynolds, PMAC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC34-1: Family owned agricultural land for 150 years. Previous commentators
don’t understand agriculture. It takes a long time to get to know land and takes a long time to
care for it. The responsibilities are greater than one imagines.
Response to Comment VC34-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC34-2: Half Moon Bay and Midcoast voted for the annexation. The District has
experience in dealing with open space next to urban and suburban areas and should respect
their vote.
Response to Comment VC34-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC34-3: The documents defined the South Coast as south of Pomponio. People
who voted against the annexation are south of Tunitas Creek.
Response to Comment VC34-3: The boundaries for the three different geographic regions in
the Alternatives section of the DEIR (Chapter V) are Northern Watersheds, Skyline Upper
Watersheds and Southern Watersheds, and were defined by the boundaries of physical
watersheds rather than political and voting boundaries.
COMMENT VC34-4: Skyline cannot be separated from the coast because that is where the
creeks are born. When you look at these areas, they cannot be separated.
Response to Comment VC34-4: Comment noted. Section B.2 of Chapter V considers the
envronmental effects of an alternative to the proposed project that would annex only the Skyline
Upper area. The Draft Service Plan policies of the proposed project and the proposed
mitigation measures described in the DEIR’s discussion of water quality impacts would apply
within this limited area and would serve to ensure that there would be no significant adverse
effects to water quality in streams within the annexation area and that the annexation and
projects pursued as a result also would not cause significant impacts to downstream water
quality.
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COMMENT VC34-5: South coast didn’t invite you to come. She asks that their vote against the
annexation be respected.
Response to Comment VC34-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC35: Lennie Roberts, Committee for Green Foothills. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC35-1: Thanked Board members for holding hearings on coastside even though
its not required.
Response to Comment VC35-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC35-2: Congratulated District and Thomas Reid Associates for doing DEIR. It’s
unusual to see one done on something that will help preserve open space.
Response to Comment VC35-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC35-3: The District has existing resource management policies such as restoring
sites, managing invasive species, feral pigs, pampas grass, broom
Response to Comment VC35-3: See General Responses 4 and 15.
COMMENT VC35-4: Coastal plan is a result of 40 public hearings and a lot of public input. The
District will help further the goals of the coastal plan.
Response to Comment VC35-4: Comment noted. The relationship between the proposed
project and the Local Coastal Plan and other local regulations is discussed in section IV-A of the
DEIR.
VERBAL COMMENT VC36: Jim Rourke. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC36-1: The District will have a positive impact and will repair past poor land
practices.
Response to Comment VC36-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC36-2: What are you saving and why are you saving it?
Response to Comment VC36-2: Comment noted. The project objectives are described in the
Draft Service Plan at page 9.
COMMENT VC36-3: There was only one real estate office in Pescadero in the 1960's. People
make a living on the real estate transactions.
Response to Comment VC36-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC36-4: He read from real estate section of HMB Review, it describes explosion of
number of real estate agents and properties for sale.
Response to Comment VC36-4: Comment noted.
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COMMENT VC36-5: What are we trying to save? We are trying to save our way of life.
Response to Comment VC36-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC37: Mr. Sehnal, La Honda resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC37-1: He would like to see a detailed financial statement to show how the
annexation will be paid for.
Response to Comment VC37-1: Funding for the project is described beginning at page II-9 of
the DEIR. Also see the Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response Memorandum.
COMMENT VC37-2 Will there be an annexation tax for every resident? How much will every
resident pay?
Response to Comment VC37-2: The DEIR explains that under the proposed project no lands
will be taxed or assessed (see p. II-9). There will be no annexation tax. Residents will pay
nothing. The DEIR notes that in the future it is possible that the District would seek approval of
a funding measure for operations in the CAA but that the specifics of such a measure cannot be
determined at this time.
COMMENT VC37-3: Re: the Alternatives Map. It’s not clear what sections are being annexed.
Response to Comment VC37-3: Page II-5 of the DEIR Project Description states the sections
proposed to be annexed by the project:
”**on the east by the existing District boundary and San Francisco watershed lands;
**on the west by the Pacific Ocean;
**on the north by the southern boundary of the City of Pacifica; and
**on the south by the San Mateo/Santa Cruz boundary"
Please also refer to Maps 1 and 2 of the DEIR which show the area proposed for annexation.
Map 17 shows the geographical subareas considered as possible alternative annexation areas
in Chapter V of the DEIR. As alternatives to annexing the entire CAA, the alternatives analysis
considered the options of anexing either (1) the Northern Watersheds only, (2) the Skyline
Upper Watersheds only, (3) the Skyline Upper and Northern Watersheds, or (4) the Skyline
Upper and Southern Watersheds.
COMMENT VC37-4: He would like to see what the legal impacts are for all property owners.
What will be the legal restrictions put on property owners? These should be detailed, for
example, what restrictions will be placed on trees?
Response to Comment VC37-4: The proposed project would not involve adoption of any
regulations governing private property. The Draft Service Plan notes at page 17 that the District
is not a land use regulatory agency and that the District must comply with all applicaple County
and city land use regulations. The Draft Service Plan and subsequently adopted use and
management plans would apply only to lands owned or otherwise managed by the District.
Property owners would have the opportunity to enter into agreements with the District for sale of
lands or easements in land. Any restrictions imposed by these agreements would be only with
the consent of the property owner and compensation in ana amount agreed to between the
property owner and the District.
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COMMENT VC37-5: He’s suspicious of the POST and the District when they’re coming from
both sides and it’s financed by the East Coast.
Response to Comment VC37-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC38: Barbara Sehnal, representing a group of La Honda residents.
7/17/2002
COMMENT VC38-1: What is the substantiation of the public need for open space tripling the
size of the District?
Response to Comment VC38-1: The DEIR addresses Project Objectives beginning on Page
II-2. Objectives are also discussed in the Draft Service Plan.
COMMENT VC38-2: There’s already a 40-acre minimum that make it very difficult to get a
building permit for a second house.
Response to Comment VC38-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC38-3: Re: eminent domain. She acknowledges that the District says that they
won’t exercise eminent domain; but it’s on the District’s website and in their documents, they
have the right to exercise eminent domain.
Response to Comment VC38-3: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC38-4: District exercised eminent domain on properties on Page Mill Rd. 20
years ago and also the issue with the nun convent that was taken to court.
Response to Comment VC38-4: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC38-5: How would the District deal with property surrounded by open space (or is
desirable because of scenic corridor or trails)?
Response to Comment VC38-5: Because the District is not a regulatory agency it can deal
with adjoining property owners only on a consensual basis. The District has no authority to
regulate adjoining land uses. The Draft Service Plan contains policies requring the District to
obtain land and easements from willing sellers only in the CAA. This is discussed further in
General Response 1.
COMMENT VC38-6: How will the annexation lands be exempted from eminent domain under
California law (e.g. timberlands)?
Response to Comment VC38-6: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC38-7: Lands in La Honda are not visible or easily accessible to urban areas.
Response to Comment VC38-7: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC38-8 Why is the District doing and approving its own DEIR? It should be done
by an outside agency.
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Response to Comment VC38-8: According to the CEQA Guidelines Section 15051, it is
appropriate for the District to be the Lead Agency on this project. Section 15051 "Criteria for
Identifying the Lead Agency" states that if project will be carried out by a public agency, that
agency shall be the Lead Agency even if the project would be located within the jurisdiction of
another public agency. Because the decisions as to whether to apply for annexation and what
policies to include in the Draft Service Plan for the annexation must be made by the District, the
District is the appropriate lead agency. This is consistent with the San Mateo County LAFCO
Guidelines which provide that public agencies applying for annexation are usually designated as
the lead agency for the project. (See San Mateo LAFCO Procedures for the Evaluation of
Proposals(2001), Section II(3)(E).)
VERBAL COMMENT VC39: Marta Sehnal. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC39-1: 3/4 of the land in California is owned by government. She lived half of her
life in communist country and doesn’t know where we are heading. If everything is owned by
government, it’s not easy.
Response to Comment VC39-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC39-2: Please make a park in the city for people from the country to use.
Response to Comment VC39-2: Please see Response to Comment VC12-1. The Draft
Service Plan notes that the District’s enabling legislation authorizes it to operate and maintain
public ecological and open space preserves. Typically project acquisitions are not anticipated to
be within the city of Half Moon Bay, but the Draft Service Plan would not preclude the District
from establishing such a preserve, if land meeting the objectives of the Draft Service Plan were
to become available from a willing seller.
VERBAL COMMENT VC40: Bern Smith, El Granada resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC40-1: He’s interested in the upcoming process especially in addressing
agricultural management. He’s happy to help out in the planning process. There are a lot of
people in the farming community who know their stuff.
Response to Comment VC40-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC40-2: He doesn’t see any reason why the District should be incompatible with
agricultural preservation.
Response to Comment VC40-2: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC41: Jay Snyder, La Honda resident. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC41-1: How much land does the District really need? There is a lot of recreation
area on the coast already.
Response to Comment VC41-1: Comment noted. A discussion of current land uses within the
CAA is discussed in Section IV-A of the DEIR. While land acquired by the District will serve
recreational interests, that is only one of several project objectives. The Draft Service Plan
notes that acquisitions and management agreements would be directed towards protecting
watersheds and sensitive resources, maintaining long term opportunities for economically viable
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agriculture, and opportunities for scientific research and education in addition to developing
trails and other forms of low-intensity recreation. A discussion of the recreation impacts from the
proposed project is discussed in the DEIR on page IV-A-12. It was determined that no impacts
to existing recreation facilities would occur, and instead the proposed project would be likely to
lessen the intensity of use in existing nearby parks in the Coastal Annexation Area by offering
additional hiking and equestrian opportunities. Because no impactsto existing recreation
facilities would occur from the proposed project, no mitigation measures are necessary.
Response to Comment VC41-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC41-3: When will people’s questions be answered?
Response to Comment VC41-3: This document responds to questions concerning the
environmental effects of the proposed projects. Other questions will be addressed in the fiscal
analysis and staff report for the project.
COMMENT VC41-4: District’s pamphlet says the preserves are open 7 days a week, but that is
not true.
Response to Comment VC41-4: Preserves are open 7 days a week from dawn until one halfhour after sunset. This is stated on all the District’s brochures, maps, newletters and website.
Preserves are closed on high fire hazard days and where necessary to avoid threats to public
health and safety.
COMMENT VC41-5: A lot of people haven’t heard about the meetings.
Response to Comment VC41-5: Comment noted. Notices of meetings were mailed to more
than 13,000 residents, were published in the San Mateo County Times and the Half Moon Bay
Review, posted on the District’s website, and listed in documents available in public libraries in
Woodside, Half Moon Bay, Los Altos and the Pescadero Bookmobile.
VERBAL COMMENT VC42: Judith Staples. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC42-1: She is vehemently opposed to this annexation.
Response to Comment VC42-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC43: Jon Staples. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC43-1: I am opposed to annexation
Response to Comment VC43-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC44: April Vargas, MCC member. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC44-1: 1997/1998 group of people discuss that things were changing fast and
asked what could be done. They decided that having the District’s presence on the coast would
be benefit a citizen driven project. They asked the District to come and passed by vote over
55%.
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Response to Comment VC44-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC44-2: While there are people opposed to the project, a very extensive citizen’s
advisory committee process took in the opinions of all the groups and as a result eminent
domain was abandoned.
Response to Comment VC44-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC44-3: DEIR discusses conflicts of recreational land and agricultural land.
Response to Comment VC44-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC44-4: District won’t purchase agricultural land until agricultural policies are
developed with input of the agricultural community on the coast.
Response to Comment VC44-4: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC44-5: Thanks District for trying hard to recognize what is at stake here.
Response to Comment VC44-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC45: Frank Vento. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC45-1: He reads from Appendix C, Draft Service Plan p.5: “State Open Meeting
Law that prohibits the District Board from conducting meetings outside its boundaries, which, in
turn, would not provide for local representation and would not encourage local participation in
District programs”. He asks that is this an illegal meeting?
Response to Comment VC45-1: The public meeting to accept comments from the public was
not a meeting of the MROSD Board of Directors and therefore was not subject to the State
Open Meeting Law. Meetings of the Board in the CAA would be allowed if the annexation were
approved.
COMMENT VC45-2: From p.7, it states “Opportunity for local residents to be elected to the
District Board of Directors would be provided.”
Response to Comment VC45-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC45-3: On p.13, it states “Maximum of seven wards, which represent roughly the
same number of people. The District is composed of seven wards with approximately 100,000
people in each...Since the population within the Coastal Annexation Area is below 100,000, a
separate ward for the San Mateo Coast is not anticipated.” This is back to the lack of
representation.
Response to Comment VC45-3: Comment noted. See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC45-4: We have enough entities with Federal, State and County government
imposing restrictions against building.
Response to Comment VC45-4: The proposed project would not involve adoption of any
regulations governing private property. The Draft Service Plan notes at page 17 that the District
is not a land use regulatory agency and that the District must comply with all applicaple County
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and city land use regulations. The Draft Service Plan and subsequently adopted use and
management plans would apply only to lands owned or otherwise managed by the District.
COMMENT VC45-5: We could better utilize the dollars to help with problems on the coast such
as cleaning up the creeks in Pescadero.
Response to Comment VC45-5: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC46: Leonard Woren. 7/17/2002
COMMENT VC46-1: He strongly supports annexation on original committee where they looked
at a dozen agencies and decided that the District was the appropriate agency. They invited the
District to come over to the coast.
Response to Comment VC46-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC46-2: Eminent domain issue is just paranoia.
Response to Comment VC46-2: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC46-3: We can’t have a plan if you don’t know what properties will be bought.
Response to Comment VC46-3: See General Response 2.
COMMENT VC46-4: He wants to know where all the people are and who have had a bad
experience with the District.
Response to Comment VC46-4: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC46-5: The District’s existing boundary is very large whereas the lands the
District actually owns are concentrated in a strip along the ridge line.
Response to Comment VC46-5: The commentor is correct that the District boundaries
indicate only the area within which the District may acquire and manage lands. The Draft
Service Plan will apply to guide the District in identifying properties for acquisition and then to
guide in management of those lands. It will not apply to lands not owned or managed by the
District. The DEIR estimates that the District would acquire and manage fewer than 12,000
acres of the 140,000 total acres in the CAA after 15 years.
COMMENT VC46-6: Rancho Corral de Tierra, Bolsa Point, and Cloverdale Ranches were
owned by absentee elite owners.
Response to Comment VC46-6: Comment noted.
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July 31, 2002 HEARING, LOS ALTOS
VERBAL COMMENT VC47: Geoff Allen, Pescadero resident, PMAC member . 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC47-1: The DEIR talks about 11,000 acres of acquisition over 15 years – this
won’t come from the area around Half Moon Bay where the voters are, it will come from the
southern area where there is little support for annexation.
Response to Comment VC47-1: Comment noted. Also see Response to Comment VC13-3.
COMMENT VC47-2: There may be unanticipated biological impacts of annexation: Nile virus,
mad cow disease, med flies, sudden oak death syndrome, all can be brought into the area by
visitors.
Response to Comment VC47-2: See General Response 15.
COMMENT VC47-3: Open space affects adjoining agriculture.
Response to Comment VC47-3: See General Response 8.
COMMENT VC47-4: Pescadero roads cannot handle the visitor traffic on weekends. One
million cars annually is 10,000 cars per week.
Response to Comment VC47-4: See General Response 10.
VERBAL COMMENT VC48: Rick Barnes, San Bruno. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC48-1: Supports annexation, financial strategy defines a range of possible
actions.
Response to Comment VC48-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC49: Oscar Braun, resident of rural lands above Half Moon Bay,
Coastside Fire Safe Council, Half Moon Bay Coast Foundation. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC49-1: Concerned about MROSD relationship to POST. DEIR is supposed to
inform before decisions are made, but MROSD has already entered into cooperative agreement
with POST.
Response to Comment VC49-1: See General Response 3.
COMMENT VC49-2: Will MROSD assume liability for all POST lands? How will it provide
riparian protection? How much will it spend to prevent flooding on Butano Creek? Will it restore
water rights taken by POST? Will it pay to clean up abandoned landfill on Johnson Ranch?
How much will it spend to protect Rancho Corral de Tierra from illegal OHV use and drug
cultivation?
Response to Comment VC49-2: See General Response 3.
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VERBAL COMMENT VC50: John Donovan, Loma Mar resident, PMAC member.
7/31/2002
COMMENT VC50-1: How can Coastside residents be adequately represented? Annexation
should not proceed without representation.
Response to Comment VC50-1: See General Response 5.
COMMENT VC50-2: Urban sprawl is not a threat to Coastside south of Half Moon Bay. See
small area of “urban” on Map 9 in DEIR, see other exhibits submitted (attached). In
unincorporated southern area, from 1981 to 1995, 57 new dwellings were built (4 per year), from
1996 to present, only 4 total have been built.
Response to Comment VC50-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC50-3: There is already plenty of public ownership in Coastside south of Half
Moon Bay.
Response to Comment VC50-3: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC51: Terry Gossett, Pescadero resident, PMAC member. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC51-1: MROSD has been a good neighbor, but thinks that there has been too
much public land acquisition. Personally had eminent domain used on him by MROSD.
Response to Comment VC51-1: Comment noted. Regarding eminent domain, see General
Response 1.
COMMENT VC51-2: Concerned over creek pollution. Coastal creeks are not safe, what
measure will MROSD use to show progress in protecting and improving creeks?
Response to Comment VC51-2: Section IV-H, Hydrology, of the DEIR contains specific
discussion of creek pollution and contains analysis to determine the extent of creek pollution
that may occur as a result of annexation. Mitigation measures HYD-1a, HYD-1b, HYD-1c, HYD1d and HYD-2 are presented on pages IV-H-5 though IV-H-7 that, once implemented, will avoid
or reduce significant impacts to less than significant levels.
Comment VC51-3: The DEIR needs to address scenarios for coastal area funding, local only
and district-wide.
Response to Comment VC51-3: Funding for the propsed project is described beginning on
page II-9 of the DEIR.
COMMENT VC51-4: Eminent domain is not the only way the District can oppress landowners.
Response to Comment VC51-4: Comment noted. Regarding eminent domain, see General
Response 1.
VERBAL COMMENT VC52: Harry Haeussler, Los Altos resident. 7/31/2002
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COMMENT VC52-1: Eminent domain is just as inappropriate for the District to use in its
existing Bayside service area as it is for the proposed Coastside area.
Response to Comment VC52-1: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC52-2: Use of existing revenues on coastal annexation is unfair to Bayside
taxpayers; nothing should be done on Coastside until Coastside voters tax themselves.
Response to Comment VC52-2: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC53: Michael Murphy, Half Moon Bay resident. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC53-1: This is already farming country, do not need MROSD to preserve
agriculture. POST is already having trouble with farm use of its properties.
Response to Comment VC53-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC53-2: Annexation will increase visitor travel and impact.
Response to Comment VC53-2: See General Response 10.
COMMENT VC53-3: Public access increases spread of disease.
Response to Comment VC53-3: See General Response 15.
COMMENT VC53-4: Among preservation entities on Coastside, MROSD has at least been
responsive to issues such as Eminent domain; POST and Golden Gate National Recreation
Area are more of concern.
Response to Comment VC53-4: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC54 Jack Olson, San Mateo Farm Bureau. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC54-1: Requests 30 day extension of time to comment.
Response to Comment VC54-1: See Response to Comment VC3-1.
COMMENT VC54-2: Sudden Oak Death (SOD) a threat to area agriculture because it means
restriction of certain agricultural exports to Canada. So far restriction is only 10 counties, don’t
want this to spread. MROSD lands harbor SOD.
Response to Comment VC54-2: See General Response 15.
COMMENT VC54-3: There are new guidelines for restricting access to agricultural properties in
response to bioterrorism concerns following September 11 for such things as hoof and mouth
disease.
Response to Comment VC54-3: See General Response 8.
VERBAL COMMENT VC55: Mario Pellegrini, Montara resident. 7/31/2002
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COMMENT VC55-1: Concerns as a property owner is complex overlay of federal, state, and
local authority over land use. Wants to avoid over-regulation and deprivation of private property
rights.
Response to Comment VC55-1: See Response to Comment VC45-4.
COMMENT VC55-2: Opponents to annexation also want clean air and water, these can be
obtained by mutual cooperation.
Response to Comment VC55-2: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC56: Nina Pellegrini, Montara resident. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC56-1: Questions whether the present voluntary exclusion of Eminent domain for
the Coastal annexation area will be reversed and in fact, MROSD might revert to eminent
domain.
Response to Comment VC56-1: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC56-2: Fiscal analysis of schools relies on State to fill gap in revenues. State is
short of money now, that may not happen.
Response to Comment VC56-2: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
VERBAL COMMENT VC57: Bill Prince, resident of headwaters of Pescadero. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC57-1: He lives next to a MROSD preserve, MROSD has been a good neighbor;
MROSD rangers have often been first to arrive for fire or enforcement.
Response to Comment VC57-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC57-2: Coastside has important differences, though; District will have to develop
expertise in dealing with agriculture.
Response to Comment VC57-2: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC58: Lennie Roberts, Portola Valley resident, Committee for Green
Foothills. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC58-1: Supports annexation, open space conservation on Coastside needed to
offset environmental effects of urbanization on Bayside.
Response to Comment VC58-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC58-2: MROSD already manages lands at the head of coastal watersheds that
flow into Coastal annexation area. That land management already provides benefits for
sediment and erosion (water quality) and control of feral pigs. Shows map of Skyline Ridge
area and existing MROSD preserves that protect west facing slopes of Coastal watersheds.
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Response to Comment VC58-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC58-3: Fears of annexation impact on property unfounded; MROSD has no land
use regulatory powers – it is itself subject to the regulatory authority of the County and Local
Coastal Programs.
Response to Comment VC58-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC58-4: MROSD DEIR unusual in analyzing policies in advance of adoption rather
than analyzing a development proposal.
Response to Comment VC58-4: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC59: Jim Rourke, Pescadero resident. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC59-1: Supports annexation, notes inconsistencies in arguments against
annexation.
Response to Comment VC59-1: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC60: Barbara Sehnal, La Honda resident. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC60-1: Annexation will lead to violation of private property rights; District
ordinance on eminent domain not durable enough.
Response to Comment VC60-1: See General Response 1.
COMMENT VC60-2: Threat of urbanization not significant on Coastside; project not needed.
Response to Comment VC60-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC60-3: Where will funding come from to repair some of rural roads affected by
MROSD preserves.
Response to Comment VC60-3: According to the section of the DEIR that discusses traffic
impacts of the project (pp.IV-C-7 - IV-C-9, ) the project will not be a major contributor to the
decay of rural roads and is therefore not responsible for funding their upkeep. Funding is the
responsibility of the appropriate jurisdiction (eg. Highway 84, 1 and 92 is the responsibility of
Caltrans and County maintained roads are the responsibility of the County)
COMMENT VC60-4: There is already too much public land ownership: three quarters of
California is public. Note that U.S. parks are actually governed by United Nations treaties.
Response to Comment VC60-4: Comment noted.
VERBAL COMMENT VC61: Carol Simon, Pescadero resident, PMAC member . 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC61-1: There is already enough agriculture and public open space to maintain
existing rural quality in Pescadero area.
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Response to Comment VC61-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC61-2: MROSD acquisition would remove land from active agricultural use and
eliminate housing.
Response to Comment VC61-2: See General Responses 8 and 6.
COMMENT VC61-3: MROSD acquisition would eliminate any housing present; housing is very
scarce in southern annexation area.
Response to Comment VC61-3: See General Response 6.
Comment VC61-4: DEIR needs to evaluate the effects of traffic on areas outside of preserve,
e.g. Pescadero. Trip generation not just a function of the preserve size, but also of facilities and
visitor attractions.
Response to Comment VC61-4: See General Response 10.
COMMENT VC61-5: Concerned that MROSD will not engage the local community; POST has
set a poor example of local sensitivity.
Response to Comment VC61-5: The DEIR contains several references to involving the local
communities in the Coastal Annexation Area in all of the processes of land planning and
resource management. Page II-6 of the DEIR, 1st paragraph under the “Planning” section,
states:
“To further ensure recommendations representing local involvement are considered in all
significant District planning and decision-making relating to the Coastal Annexation Area, the
District shall directly notify adjacent property owners, community-interest groups, non-profit land
trusts, elected officials, and other conservation-oriented organizations and interested parties.
Following annexation, no action regarding adoption of Coastal Annexation Area policies shall be
taken by the District without consultation with elected officials, government agencies, and
government-sponsored organizations within the Coastal Annexation Area.”
VERBAL COMMENT VC62: Georgia Stigall, Woodside/South Skyline resident. 7/31/2002
COMMENT VC62-1: Private landowners will benefit from MROSD annexation and conservation
through preservation of beauty and retention of property values.
Response to Comment VC62-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC62-2: MROSD has been a good neighbor to the South Skyline residents.
Response to Comment VC62-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT VC62-3: Agrees with comment on rights of private property owners (elimination of
eminent domain).
Response to Comment VC62-3: See General Response 1
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Responses to Written Comments

The comment letters received on the DEIR are included at the end of this document in Appendix
A. Each letter is coded according to the type of commenter (agency or organization or the
public), and each section of the letter identified as a discrete comment is shown with a number
in the left-hand margin. The responses here do not paraphrase or repeat the comment; the
reader should refer to the original comment letter and find the corresponding coded number in
the right hand margin of each letter. For example, A2-5 is the code for the 5th comment in
Agency letter 2. The response with that code number is the response to that portion of the
comment letter.
Some comments expressed either support or opposition to the project. These comments are
noted as indicated below. Other comments addressed fiscal or policy issues that are not related
to the project’s potential environmental effects; these issues comments will be addressed in the
fiscal analysis for the project or the staff report to the District Board of Directors as appropriate.
The responses below address those comments regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Where
changes to the EIR text are required, the indicated text from the DEIR is quoted, with the
original text in strikeout, and the corrected text in underline. All text changes can be found in
Chapter VI of this Final EIR document.

A. Responses to Written Comments from Agencies (Letters A1 through A5)
COMMENT LETTER A1: O'Neill Brian. GGNRA. 8/2/2002
Response to Comment A1-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER A2: Raines, Marcia. County of San Mateo Environmental Services
Agency. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment A2-1: Comment noted. This FEIR will reflect these text changes.
Response to Comment A2-2: Page IV-B-5 of the DEIR states that
Zoning Regulations section 6355 provides permit issuance criteria for conversion of
agricultural land. That same page also lists the LCP policies governing permitted uses
and conversion of Prime Agricultural Lands and Lands Suitable for Agriculture.
As noted by the commenter, any conversion requires that very specific findings be made. Since
the District is subject to all county regulations, any uses must comply with these regulations.
The commenter is correct that acquired lands would be used for open space, low-intensity
recreation, and agriculture and that these lands would likely include prime agricultural land and
land suitable for agriculture. The commenter does not explain why the statement on DEIR page
IV-B-7 regarding the continuation of agricultural production should be deleted. The District does
not propose to change the EIR to reflect this comment, as the District anticipates continuation of
agricultural production. The origin ofthe classification system discussed on DEIR page IV-B-1 –
IV-B-2 is noted. Zoning Regulations 6355, which addresses Prime Agriultural Lands and Lands
Suitable for Agriculture is discussed on page IV-B-5 –IV-B-6. Draft Service Plan Policy P.2
mandates that the District will not initiate any activities that would require a General Plan
amendment or zoning change. Any proposed improvements would need to comply with the
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strict LCP conversion restrictions (see LCP Policies 5.8 and 5.10), which apply to all prime
farmland or lands suitable for agriculture that are designated as agriculture.
Response to Comment A2-3: Comment noted. The Fiscal Analysis contained in the DEIR
examines the amount of potential tax loss as a result of annexation. Please see Fiscal Impact
Analysis and accompanying Response Memorandum.
Response to Comment A2-4: See General Responses 9 and 13.
Response to Comment A2-5: See General Response 8. In addition, Mitigation Measure
AGR-1a in the DEIR requires that the Draft Service Plan be revised to provide that the ranger
office/maintenance facility and staging areas may not be located on Farmland in agricultural
use. “Farmland” is not limited to prime agricultural land, but includes Farmland of Statewide
Importance, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Local Importance as discussed on pages IV-B1 – IV-B-2. AGR-1a would thus apply to all of these lands. It is recommended that this
mitigation measure be revised to include prime agricultural lands not being used for agricultural
production. The Draft Service Plan Policy P.2 mandates that the District will not initiate any
activities that would require a General Plan amendment or zoning change. Any proposed
improvements would need to comply with the strict LCP conversion restrictions (see LCP
Policies 5.8 and 5.10), which apply to all prime farmland or lands suitable for agriculture. The
definition of Lands Suitable for Agriculture (Policy 5.3) includes lands on which existing or
potential agricultural use is feasible. It also extends to lands suitable for dry farming, grazing,
and timber. These policies and the recommended mitigation measures are sufficient to insure
that the project will not directly or indirectly convert a substantial amount of farmland or other
agriculture lands to non-agricultural use.
COMMENT LETTER A3: Poyatos, Martha. San Mateo Local Agency Formation
Commission. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment A3-1: Comment noted. Page I-2, a new paragraph will be added after
to the fourth paragraph and will read:
Section 56430 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000 requires that in order to prepare and
update spheres of influences in accordance with Section 56425, LAFCo shall conduct a service
review of all agencies that provide identified service or services in the subject geographic area.
Therefore, this review has been conducted by preparing a Fiscal Analysis (Appendix D of the
EIR) which includes a detailed analysis of fiscal impacts to all of the affected agencies within the
Coastal Annexation area and this EIR which includes discussion of impacts to relevant service
providers in the Plan Consistency Chapter, Section III and the Public Services Section, Section
IV-C.
Response to Comment A3-2: Comment noted. Page V-9, fifth paragraph, a new second
sentence will be added and will read:
In accordance with Section 56133 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000, the District may
provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside its sphere of influence only
if it first requests and receives written approval from LAFCo.
Page V-10, a new eighth paragraph will be added and will read:
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In accordance with Section 56133 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000, the District may
provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside its sphere of influence only
if it first requests and receives written approval from LAFCo.
COMMENT LETTER A4: Raabe, Gail. San Mateo County Agricultural Commission.
Response to Comment A4-1: See General Response 8. In addition, it is recommended that
Mitigation AGR-1be revised to apply to prime agricultural lands as defined in the LCP as well as
to farmlands as defined by the Resources Agency. Mitigation AGR-1a extends the measure to
these other Farmlands, whether or not they are considered prime agricultural lands by the
County.
Response to Comment A4-2: See General Response 8. In addition, the commenter is
incorrect about the coverage of Mitigation AGR-1a. AGR-1a requires that the Draft Service Plan
be revised to provide that the ranger office/maintenance facility and staging areas may not be
located on Farmland in agricultural use. “Farmland” is not limited to prime agricultural land, but
includes Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Local
Importance as discussed on pages IV-B-1 – IV-B-2. AGR-1a would thus apply to all of these
lands. It is recommended that this mitigation measure be revised to include prime agricultural
lands not being used for agricultural production. Nonetheless, Draft Service Plan Policy P.2
mandates that the District will not initiate any activities that would require a General Plan
amendment or zoning change. Any proposed improvements would need to comply with the
strict LCP conversion restrictions (see LCP Policies 5.8 and 5.10), which apply to all prime
farmland or lands suitable for agriculture. The definition of Lands Suitable for Agriculture (Policy
5.3) includes lands on which existing or potential agricultural use is feasible. It also extends to
lands suitable for dry farming, grazing, and timber.
Response to Comment A4-3: Regarding the comment on the definition of prime agricultural
lands and impacts to Lands Suitable for Agriculture, please see General Response 8 and the
response to comment A-4-2. Preparation of a site’s Use and Management Plan would be in
conformance with LCP Policies 5.8 and 5.10, discussed in the response to comment A-4-2, and
with adopted mitigation measures. Trail route planning would be done in consultation with
owners and operators as well as public agencies, including the County Environmental Services
Agency in addition to the other public involvement described in recommended Guideline G.6.3.
Response to Comment A4-4: As discussed above, preparation of a site’s Use and
Management Plan would be in conformance with LCP policies 5.8 and 5.10 and with adopted
DEIR mitigation measures. The LCP policies require buffers, as appropriate, to ensure that the
productivity of any adjacent agricultural lands is not diminished. AGR-1b, 3a, 3c, and 3d are
recommended to be revised to clarify specific performance standards to insure buffers are
adequate and effective. Please also see General Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-5: See General Response 8. See also the Response to Comment
A4-4. Recommended buffer performance standards require trail design to avoid potential
invasive vegetation and pathogen impacts on agricultural land.
Response to Comment A4-6: See General Response 8. Mitigation AGR-3a is recommended
to be revised to address trail and facility siting to insure adverse impacts to agricultural land are
avoided.
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Response to Comment A4-7: Please see the response to comments A-4-3, 4, and 5, and
General Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-8: Please see the response to comment A-4-4 and General
Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-9: See General Response 8. The commenter is correct that
adequate buffers would be an important component of addressing potential hazards from
agricultural spraying. Please see the response to comment A-4-4 regarding minimum buffer
width.
Response to Comment A4-10: See General Response 8. Because this is a programmatic
EIR, specific parcels cannot be identified and specific board feet of timber to be acquired cannot
be calculated. Under Draft Service Plan Guideline G.4.3, the District may permit limited tree
removal if such actions are shown to be in the best interest of managing the ecological values,
protecting public safety, or controlling disease within the property or watershed. Thus the
District has the ability to protect forest health through harvest if necessary. In addition, the
District can and has acquired property with approved timber harvest plans and on which
commercial harvesting has occurred. Nonetheless, failure to manage timber resources on a
particular parcel could affect the economic integrity of that particular resource. As noted on
DEIR page IV-B-10 – IV-B-11, however, due to the small amount of timber resources likely
involved, the impact would not be significant. The higher cost of lands with approved timber
harvest plans in conjunction with the limited resources available for acquisition is one basis for
the conclusion that only a small amount of timber resources would be affected. This conclusion
is consistent with the requirement of AGR-3f that District land management practices must not
have an adverse significant impact on timberland preserves. As noted on DEIR page IV-B-10,
by the preventing residential encroachment, District acquisition would benefit agriculture and
timber production.
Response to Comment A4-11: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-12: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-13: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment A4-14: See General Response 8.
COMMENT LETTER A5: Noel, Dunia. Santa Clara County LAFCO. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment A5-1: Comment noted. Page S-1, first paragraph, sixth line, will be
revised to read:
The proposed annexation to the District is subject to Santa Clara County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) review/recommendation, and approval by the San Mateo
County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo).
Page II-1 of the DEIR, first paragraph, sixth line, will be revised to read:
The proposed annexation to the District is subject to Santa Clara County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) review/recommendation, and approval by the San Mateo
County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo).
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Response to Comment A5-2: Comment noted. Page III-1-III-2 of the DEIR (the entire section
entitled 1. San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) Policies) will be revised to
read:
1. San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission and Santa Clara (LAFCo) Policies
The San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) and Santa Clara LAFCo hasve
jurisdiction over boundary changes for local governmental agencies including cities and special
districts in their respective counties. Following a recommendation by Santa Clara LAFCO, the
District will need to gain approval from San Mateo LAFCo in order to amend its Sphere of
Influence and to annex the Coastal Annexation Area.1 San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCos
both hasve a sets of adopted standards, procedures and policies that govern boundary changes
such as the one proposed by the District. San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies were both
amended recently to take into account changes enacted by the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of
2000 (San Mateo LAFCo policies are already in effect and new Santa Clara LAFCo policies will
take effect January 2003). In addition to this EIR, three other documents that address the
relevant LAFCO policies, the Draft Service Plan, the Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying
Response Memorandum, and the LAFCo Application, will be submitted to the San Mateo and
Santa Clara LAFCos.
Some of the changes enacted by the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000 (Act) are relevant to
the District’s proposed annexation. These changes include strengthening LAFCo powers to
prevent sprawl and ensure the orderly extension of government services. The Act also
strengthened LAFCo policies to protect agriculture and open space lands. These changes were
incorporated into San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies.
A general summary of the LAFCo policies of both jurisdictions that are relevant to the project is
provided below. Since San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies are both based on the State
legislation, they are summarized together. The appropriate analysis is relevant to both
jurisdictions.
Analysis: LAFCo policies encourage planned, orderly, and efficient patterns of urban
development (Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San
Mateo LAFCo policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). While the project itself will not
result in urban development, it will promote orderly urban development by preserving open
space and agricultural lands outside urban areas.
LAFCo policies encourage the preservation of agriculture and open space (Cortese-KnoxHertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO policies, 2001,
Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). The project will promote the preservation of agriculture and
open space through purchase and management programs.
LAFCo policies particularly emphasize the importance of preserving prime agricultural land
(Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO
policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). The Draft Service Plan contains Guidelines
(G.3.1, G.3.2) and Implementation Actions (G.3.A.(I), G.3.B(I), and G.3.C.(I)) which address
agricultural use within lands acquired and managed by the District. They also address impacts
of District properties on adjacent agricultural lands. These Guidelines and Implementation
1

For an explanation of the LAFCo approval process, please see DEIR Section 1, Introduction.
The project will be referred to Santa Clara LAFCo for a recommendation on the project.
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Actions are designed to protect prime agricultural land, both those owned or managed by the
District, as well as prime agricultural lands contiguous to properties owned or managed by the
District.
LAFCo policies encourage the efficient provision of services (Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo
policies 2003). The Draft Service Plan and Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum conclude that the District is capable of providing the service of open space
preservation without significantly impacting existing services. LAFCo policies require LAFCo to
consider the consistency of the proposal with relevant City or County General or Specific Plans
(Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO
policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). Other parts of this Plan Consistency section
analyze the proposal’s conformity with relevant Plans. In general, the proposal is consistent with
the County of San Mateo General Plan and Local Coastal Program. It is also consistent with the
City of Half Moon Bay’s Local Coastal Program. The Coastal Annexation project is considered
consistent with relevant San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies.

B.

Responses to Written Comments from Organizations (Letters O1 through
O19)

COMMENT LETTER O1: Lansing, Kevin J. Half Moon Bay Open Space Trust. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment O1-1:

See General Response 14.

Response to Comment O1-2: . Section III of the DEIR, Plan Consistency, includes only
documents that have been officially adopted. As of this printing, the Open Space Element is a
draft document which has not been adopted by the City of Half Moon Bay. If and when it is
adopted, any actions taken by the District within Half Moon Bay must be consistent with the
Open Space Element.
Response to Comment O1-3: See General Response 14.
Response to Comment O1-4: See General Response 3.
COMMENT LETTER O2: Woodbury, John. Bay Area Open Space Council. 7/26/2002
Response to Comment O2-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O3: Crealock, Anne. Greenbelt Alliance. 7/26/2002
Response to Comment O3-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O4: San Mateo County Resource Conservation Dist.. 7/26/2002
Response to Comment O4-1: Comment noted. The Draft Service Plan encourages
partnership with local public partners such as the San Mateo County Resource Conservation
District. See General Comment 3.
COMMENT LETTER O5: Wilson, John. La Honda-Pescadero School District. 7/29/2002
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Response to Comment O5-1: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment O5-2: See General Response 6.The potential housing loss resulting
from property acquisitionis addressed in General Response 6. Because the District is a public
agency that acquires and manages open space preserves, no new housing on newly acquired
lands is proposed as part of this project. Potential availability of existing housing for
government employees is discussed in General Response 6.
Response to Comment O5-3: The District offers “Spaces and Species” an environmental
science educational program for students in grades 3-6, in which both La Honda and Pescadero
Elementary Schools have participated. There are additional opportunities for school groups,
including teens, to participate in field projects through the District’s Preserve Partner program,
or individually as a Special Project Volunteer.
The District also provides seasonal employment opportunities in the Operations Department for
those 18 years of age an older. Seasonal Open Space Technicians work with District
maintenance and construction staff on a variety of resource management projects and on many
small construction projects such as, new trails, fences and signs. College students who are
studying environmental science, parks management or recreation often seek these job
opportunities.
Response to Comment O5-4: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment O5-5: As provided in the CEQA Guidelines (section 15105), the EIR
Comment period was set at 45 days from June 13, 2002 through August 2, 2002. It was later
extended by 26 days to August 28, 2002.
COMMENT LETTER O6: Braun, Oscar. Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation. 7/31/2002
Response to Comment O6-1: The District would assume responsibility for any land aquired,
and may negotiate full or partial remediation of any potential hazards from the seller. As
discussed more fully in General Response 3, there is no agreement between the District and
POST as to which, if any of its properties the District may acquire or manage if the Annexation
Proposal is approved. If the District does acquire lands from POST or any other agency, the
process of cleaning up and restoring these lands will be done according to the protocol
described on page II-9 of the DEIR. As there is not yet any agreement between POST and the
District regarding specific property, the District cannot speculate as to the costs of management
or remediation of properties it has not yet reviewed.
Flooding issues are discussed in the Hydrology analysis in the DEIR,. Section IV-H. The District
will only acquire POST lands if they meet the District's criteria, as listed in the DEIR and Draft
Service Plan.
Response to Comment O6-2: See General Response 9, which discusses the mitigation of fire
risks. In response to the comment regarding fire liability insurance, the District is a member of
the California Joint Powers Insurance Authority with liability coverage limits of $50 million. As
part of the District’s program of controlled burns for training, resource management,and fuel
reduction, there have been approximately 308 acres of prescribed burns since 1997, and 154
additional acres anticipated in 2003.
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Response to Comment O6-3: In 1998, Godbe Research & Analysis polled voters within the
current District boundaries and concluded that there is widespread support to extend the
District’s boundaries to include the San Mateo County coast. The poll also revealed that a
majority of the same voters support a tax increase within the current District to purchase and
manage lands in the Coastal Annexation Area, which indicates a willingness to spend their tax
dollars on coastal land preservation without contributions from coastside residents. The poll did
not query voters on issues related to eminent domain. For a discussion of eminent domain, see
General Response 1.
Response to Comment O6-4: The question of District policy regarding Advisory Votes is not a
CEQA issue. For a discussion of the possible acquisition of individual POST properties as well
as the assumption of potential liability, see Response to Comment 06-1 above, General
Response 3, and DEIR Section IV-D, Hazards.
COMMENT LETTER O7: POST. 8/2/2002
Response to Comment O7-1: Comment noted. The Draft Service Plan encourages
partnership with private partners interested in land and resource conservation such as the
Peninsula Open Space Trust.
COMMENT LETTER O8: Wirth, Tim. The Trust for Public Land. 8/2/2002
Response to Comment O8-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O9: Whitney, Larry. La Honda Fire Brigade. 8/9/2002
Response to Comment O9-1: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment O9-2: See General Response 9.
Response to Comment O9-3: See General Response 9.
Response to Comment O9-4: See General Responses 6 and 9. Mitigation measure PSI-3a
(as listed in General Response 9) calls for the District to enter into a Master Mutual Aid
Agreement with the County of San Mateo to share in the responsibility to assist in providing fire
surpression and emergency services personnel and equipment for the protection of District
visitors and neighboring communities.
With regard to the Brigade’s second suggested mitigation measure, the DEIR lists Mitigation
Measure LU-7, which ensures that the proposed annexation will not displace existing housing,.
and that housing may be available for rental to others.Please also see General Response 6.
COMMENT LETTER O10: Smernoff, David. Acterra: Action for a Sustainable Planet.
8/12/2002
Response to Comment O10-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O11. Neale, Maeva. Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council.
8/26/2002
Response to Comment O11-1: Comment noted.
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Response to Comment O11-2: See General Response 5.
Response to Comment O11-3: See General Responses 2 and 11. The project’s impacts on
coastal communities is addressed in the DEIR in Section IV-A, Land Use. In accordance with
CEQA Guidelines, the EIR considered whether the project would divide existing communities.
Response to Comment O11-4: See General Response 6.
Response to Comment O11-5: See General Responses 8 and 9.
Response to Comment O11-6: See See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment O11-7: See General Response 9.
Response to Comment O11-8: As stated in the Draft Service Plan, Permanent Policy P.1
"Within the Coastal Annexation Area, the District shall only acquire lands or interests in lands
from willing sellers…" This means that no private landowners would be required to provide
access to newly purchased lands without their consent. Thus, this perceived negative impact
will not occur.
Response to Comment O11-9: See General Response 12.
Response to Comment O11-10: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O11-11: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment O11-12: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O11-13: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O11-14: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O11-15: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O11-16: Comment noted. The specifics of implementing the program
in the annexation area start on page II-9 of the DEIR, under the heading “3. Land Acquisition”.
The specifics of funding are listed in the DEIR on Pages II-8 and II-9, and are listed in the Draft
Service Plan (Appendix C of the DEIR) on page 20. These specifics are also detailed on page 8
of the Fiscal Analysis (Appendix D) which states:
“The Basic Draft Service Plan assumes that the District will fund its activities in the Coastal
Annexation Area only from existing revenue sources…[I]n years one through five, grants and
gifts are expected to fund at least 75 percent of the District’s coastal fee acquisitions and 90
percent of easements acquisitions.”
Response to Comment O11-17: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O12: Cattermole, George. Coastside Habitat Coalition. 8/27/2002
Response to Comment O12-1: Comment noted.
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Response to Comment O12-2: Impact Bio-1, referred to in this comment, is an impact
discussion, not a mitigation measure. In accordance with the suggested mtigation measure,
Mitigation BIO-1b states that the District shall protect sensitive habitat areas and other areas
where special-status species may be adversely affected. Possible protective measures include
trail relocation, closures, and fencing. In addition, Mitigation measure BIO-1c ensures
protection of special-status resources.
Response to Comment O12-3: As discussed in General Response 2, specific parcels for
acquisition have not been identified. It is conceivable that the most appropriate plan for a
particular site may involve some insignificant impact to sensitive habitats. The District has
determined the requirement that such impacts be avoided to “the maximum extent feasible,” in
conjunction with other mitigation measures, adequately ensures that significant impacts to
special-status species would not occur.
Response to Comment O12-4: See Response to Comment O12-3, above. Mitigation BIO-1b
requires impact avoidance to the maximum extent feasible when planning trails and other
facilities. If such avoidance is somehow infeasible, Mitigation BIO-1j requires revegetation and
enhancement to mitigate the impact.
Response to Comment O12-5: At least some equestrian (and mountain bike) trails would
likely need to cross streams that also provide salmonid habitat. Mitigation BIO-1h requires that
stream and drainage trail crossings shall be designed to minimize disturbance, whichever is
least environmentally damaging. The District does not agree that such crossings always require
bridges at all times of the year to avoid significant impacts to salmonids and other native fish.
However, this mitigation measure is clarified to ensure impacts are avoided. Thus, Mitigation
BIO1h on page IV-I-21 of the DEIR will be modified as follows:
Mitigation BIO-1h Trail crossings of streams and drainages shall be designed to
minimize disturbance through the use of bridges, fords, or culverts, whichever is least
environmentally damaging. Bridges and culverts shall be designed so that they visually
and functionally blend with the environment and do not substantially interfere with the
movement of native fish. Sufficient depth and velocity of water through the culvert shall
exist in fish-bearing streams for passage of native fish and other native aquatic species
during high and low flow conditions. All trail stream crossings shall be restricted at fishbearing streams during critical times, such as during spawning, unless bridges and
culverts are provided.
Response to Comment O12-6: Trails and other improvements should avoid directly impacting
wetlands and other jurisdictional waters. Nonetheless, installation of a proper culvert, for
example, which may be necessary to protect the aquatic resource, is a direct impact into a
jurisdictional water. The District thus determined that “where feasible” is necessary to allow for
appropriate management.
The District does not agree that 300- to 500-foot setbacks are necessary to avoid significant
impacts to special-status species, given the nature of the proposed use. For example, trails
have to have stream crossings, which would need to be within the setback. Other site
conditions may not allow for smaller setbacks while still avoiding significant impacts.
Nonetheless, the District recognizes that due to the sensitive nature of aquatic resources, a
larger setback should generally be recommended. Mitigation BIO1i on page IV-I-21 of the DEIR
will be modified as follows:
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Mitigation BIO-1i Trails and other improvements shall avoid wetlands and other
jurisdictional waters, including seasonal wetlands, seeps, springs, and farm ponds,
whenever possible. A wetlands biologist will conduct reconnaissance-level surveys of all
improvements in areas with potential wetlands. Any improvements adjacent to wetland
areas will be constructed so that fills avoid wetland impacts and minimum setbacks are
allowed. Where feasible, setbacks from wetlands and other jurisdictional waters shall be
a minimum of 2550 feet for trails and 50100 feet for staging areas and other
improvements. A formal wetland delineation will be required for any improvements that
may directly impact wetlands.
COMMENT LETTER O13: Singer, Steve. Santa Cruz Mountain Bioregional Council.
8/29/2002
Response to Comment O13-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O14: Pantano, Dennis. San Mateo County Association of Realtors.
8/29/2002
Response to Comment O14-1: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment O14-2: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment O14-3: See General Response 10.
COMMENT LETTER O15: Dixon, John. Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council.
8/30/2002
Response to Comment O15-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER O16: Braun, Oscar. Half Moon Bay Coastside Foundation. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment O16-1: See General Response 2.
Response to Comment O16-2: See General Response 2.
Response to Comment O16-3: See Response O6-1.
Response to Comment O16-4: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O16-5: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O16-6: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment O16-7: See Response O6-1.
Response to Comment O16-8: See General Response 9 and Response to Comment O6-2.
Response to Comment O16-9: See General Response 4.
COMMENT LETTER O17: San Mateo County Farm Bureau. 8/30/2002
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Response to Comment O17-1: An overlay of Maps 10 and 14 would not change the analysis
of potential impacts. Williamson Act contracts can expire or be cancelled pursuant to certain
requirements. Such lands are thus not considered to be permanently protected from
development. Regarding this last point, please also see the response to Comment O17-3. The
total acreage of Williamson Act Lands in San Mateo County as of 2001 is provided in the DEIR
on page IV-B-1.
Response to Comment O17-2: See General Response 8, which clarifies the definition of
“prime agricultural lands.
Response to Comment O17-3: See General Response 8 and Implementation Action G.3.A (i)
at page 12 in the Draft Service Plan. To provide additional information for the commenter, the
District consulted with Strong Associates, a firm that has conducted dozens of agricultural
economic studies throughout California, many of them specifically focused on coastal areas.
According to the firm’s analysis of the Agricultural Commissioner’s reports from 1989 through
2001, overall, agriculture is going toward higher value vegetable crops. Strong also observed
that farmers in San Mateo County face the same issues as farmers throughout the State
including: foreign competition, crop values not keeping pace with inflation, water availability,
urban or suburban encroachment, and rising land costs of farmlands.
Strong stated that a major beneficial side-effect of open space acquisition programs is removing
the economic pressure for urbanization from farm lands such as dedicating farmlands for
agricultural use in perpetuity, stopping urban or suburban encroachment that creates land use
conflicts with farm use, and eliminating speculative value that makes agricultural lands
unaffordable to farmers.
Strong concluded that the District’s acquisition plan can benefit agriculture with a policy of
willing sellers, offering agricultural leases and easements, and ensuring that recreational uses
are compatible with agriculture.
Response to Comment O17-4: See General Response 8. Feasibility will be addressed during
preparation of a site’s Use and Management Plan in consultation with County staff and
agricultural interests (see, e.g., Draft Service Plan Policy G.3.B(i) and Mitigation Measure AGL3b). The DEIR also states that land in agricultural production is anticipated to continue.
In addition, the recommended Draft Service Plan policies will involve the agricultural sector in
development of site-specific management plans, including any agricultural production plan
component. The Draft Service Plan, together with the policies and mitigation measures either
proposed in, or recommended for incorporation in, the Final Service Plan are adequate to insure
that adverse impacts on ariculture will not be significant. The recommended policies set
performance standards for trial and facility siting, buffers, and agricultural easements and leases
so that recreational uses are compatible with agricultural uses, and so that agricultural lands
can remain economically viable and productive.
In the event the annexation project is approved, it is the District’s stated intent to work with local
groups to develop more detailed policies to help imiplement these Draft Service Plan policies
and to address other concerns of the local and agaricultural community. For example,
implementing policies can address in more detail: procedures for effective public involvement in
review of use and management plans and agricultural production plans; development of models
of agricultural easements and leases which will successfully meet the desired Draft Service Plan
performance standards; development of more technical specifications for buffers to insure the
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Draft Service Plan’s performance standards are met; and development of guidelinles for
owner/operators of District lands to facilitate technical assistance where needed in issues such
as farmworker housing, collaborative grants, and water rights issues.
Response to Comment O17-5: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment O17-6: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment O17-7: See General Responses 3 and 8.
Response to Comment O17-8: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment O17-9: Comment noted.
Response to Comment O17-10: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment O17-11: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment O17-12: According to the San Mateo County Assessor’s data,
approximately 30,230 acres within the County are in the Timber Preserve Zone (TPZ). Not all of
the lands zoned TPZ are within the Coastal Annexation Area, thus the difference between the
23,000 acres listed in the DEIR and this 30,230-acre number from the County Assessor is not
considered significant. Also, see General Response 8.
Response to Comment O17-13: Comment noted. The Annexation Project is consistent with
the concepts of AB 3057, and annexation will enable the District to support those concepts.
Response to Comment O17-14: Page IV-I-3 of the DEIR states that areas subject to intensive
cultivation provide limited wildlife habitat value due to extensive and repetitive distrubance, use
of chemicals, and the monoculture that defines intensive cultivation. The DEIR further notes
that irrigated pasture and fallow fields can provide good quality wildlife habitat. In other words,
some agricultural lands provide better habitat than others, depending on the nature of the use.
Response to Comment O17-15: A full economic review of the potential loss to all service
providers was contained in the DEIR as Appendix D. See Fiscal Impact Analysis and
accompany Response Memorandum.
Response to Comment O17-16: See General Response 1.

C.

Responses to Written Comments from the Public (Letters P1 through P69)

COMMENT LETTER P1: Burkhart, Tim. 6/24/2002
Response to Comment P1-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P2: Galiher, G. 6/27/2002
Response to Comment P2-1: Comment noted.
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COMMENT LETTER P3: Allen, Rod and Cohen, Linda. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment P3-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P3-2: The project does not involve the rezoning or redesignation of
property. As discussed in General Response 7, the District does not have the power to rezone.
The DSP includes a policy that lands will be acquired only from willing sellers.
COMMENT LETTER P4: Waldhauer, Ruth. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment P4-1: See General Response 5.
COMMENT LETTER P5: Waldhauer, Ruth. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment P5-1: See General Response 8.
COMMENT LETTER P6: Simon, Carol. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment P6-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P6-2: The District may purchase lands anywhere within their
mandate, as long as these lands meet the District's criteria. Thus, the District may choose to
purchase lands in both the Skyline Area and the LCP area once annexation is approved.
Response to Comment P6-3: See General Response 6.
Response to Comment P6-4: See General Responses 9,10, and 11.
Response to Comment P6-5: See General Responses 9 and 10.
Response to Comment P6-6: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P7: Spilker, James. 7/18/2002
Response to Comment P7-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P8: Peery, Catherine. 7/19/2002
Response to Comment P8-1: The District is legally obligated for any lands owned or operated
by the District, and after annexation, operation of such lands must conform to the Draft Service
Plan. Therefore, any cooperative agreement with any other entity in the Coastal Annexation
Area regarding property must be consistent with the Draft Service Plan.
Response to Comment P8-2: See General Response 9.
Response to Comment P8-3: See Mitigation Measure HYD-1c in the DEIR.
Response to Comment P8-4: Specific timelines for trail closures cannot be estimated. All trail
closures are listed on the website and are updated as necessary. Trail maps are updated as
necessary when conditions have changed and it is appropriate to do so.
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Response to Comment P8-5: See General Comment 11. As stated on page II-13 of the
DEIR, visitor services, such as vault toilets, will be provided at staging areas. A typical vault
toilet is shown in the photograph on page II-13 of the DEIR.
Response to Comment P8-6: The alternatives of not acquiring land in Tunitas Creek are
considered in the DEIR as the "Skyline Upper Only" and "Southern Watersheds and Skyline
Upper" Alternatives.
COMMENT LETTER P9: Roberts, Raymond J. and Lynn H. 7/25/2002
Response to Comment P9-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P10: Brancart, Christopher. 7/29/2002
Response to Comment P10-1: See General Response 10.
COMMENT LETTER P11: Barnes, Richard: 7/31/2002
Response to Comment P11-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P11-2: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P12: Vento, Frank. 7/31/2002
Response to Comment P12-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P13: Young, William G. 7/31/2002
Response to Comment P13-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P14: Stigall, Georgia. 7/31/2002
Response to Comment P14-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P15: Wyant, Roger. 7/31/2002
Response to Comment P15-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P16: Allen, Geoff. 8/1/2002
Response to Comment P16-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P16-2: Three no annexation options are explored in the DEIR: No
Action; Public Agencies as service providers; and private non-profit land trust as an open space
conservation service provider.
Response to Comment P16-3: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment P16-4: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P16-5: See response to Comment O6-2. The mitigation of risks
posed by visitors is addressed in General Responses 9, 13, and 15.
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Response to Comment P16-6: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P16-7: The Draft Service Plan discusses how the District will provide
sufficient staff and funding for the project (see Draft Service Plan, pp. 19-20).
Response to Comment P16-8: See General Response 6.
COMMENT LETTER P17: Hamor, Herb. 8/1/2002
Response to Comment P17-1: See General Response 12.
Response to Comment P17-2: The Existing Setting section of DEIR describes existing
conditions in the proposed annexation area as they relate to the attributes of the environment
that may be affected by the Project. In addition, as stated in the DEIR and the General
Responses 4 and 7, all new acquisitions will be subject to a Use and Management Plan and
appropriate CEQA analysis. CEQA analysis for a specific acquisition will contain a thorough
discussion of the existing conditions of the site in question. References that form the basis for
this analysis are presented in Section VI of the DEIR. Because this is a Program EIR and no
specific property is being evaluated, the degree of specificity desired by commentator in an
evaluation of current conditions throughout the annexation area is infeasible.
Response to Comment P17-3: See Response P17-2. To determine effects of the proposed
project on county roads, it is necessary to determine the percentage of projected District users
of a new open space acquisition in relation to existing and projected population growth in the
annexation area. For this discussion, please See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P17-4: See Response P17-2 and General Responses 2, 4, and 7.
Response to Comment P17-5: See Response P17-2. See also General Responses 11 and
12.
Response to Comment P17-6: See Response P17-2. See also General Response 12.
Response to Comment P17-7: See Response P17-2. See General Responses 9 and 13.
Response to Comment P17-8: See Response P17-2. See General Response 15.
Response to Comment P17-9: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P18: Maes, Jose. 8/1/2002
Response to Comment P18-1: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P18-2: "Low intensity recreational facilities" is defined in the DEIR,
page II-13 in the fourth paragraph, last line as "limited visitor-serving facilities that would
generally be in the form of staging areas and unpaved trails."
Response to Comment P18-3: See General Response 4.
Response to Comment P18-4: See General Response 2.
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Response to Comment P18-5: The action of putting trails on a private property without an
owner’s consent would not be possible. See General Response 1.
COMMENT LETTER P19: Dryer, Dianne. 8/2/2002
Response to Comment P19-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P20: Haussler, Harry. 8/4/2002
Response to Comment P20-1: See Response O6-1. The District will assume full
responsibility for any parcels that it undertakes to purchase, but will not assume all liabilities for
all POST holdings, as POST is a separate entity and not part of the District. Thus, there is no
burden of responsibility for the District to assume responsibility for a separate organization.
Also see General Response 3.
Response to Comment P20-2: See Response O6-1.
Response to Comment P20-3: See General Response 9.
Response to Comment P20-4: Comment noted. All Coastside residents will continue to be
notified of all actions that the District undertakes in the Coastal Annexation Area. This fact is
noted in both the DEIR (page I-1) and in the Draft Service Plan. Also see Response O6-3.
COMMENT LETTER P21: McCarthy, Jack. 8/8/2002
Response to Comment P21-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P21-2: Comment noted. In general, it is District policy to purchase
lands outside of city limits, however the District may consider parcels within a city that meets
their criteria for purchase or management. See also General Response 14.
Response to Comment P21-3: Section III of the DEIR, Plan Consistency, includes only
documents that have been officially adopted. As of this printing, the Open Space Element is a
draft document which has not been adopted by the City of Half Moon Bay. See also Response
to Comment O1-2.
Response to Comment P21-4: See General Response 14.
Response to Comment P21-5: See General Response 3.
COMMENT LETTER P22: Hamor, Herb. 8/11/2002
Response to Comment P22-1: See General Response 10.
COMMENT LETTER P23: Simon, Carol. 8/16/2002
Response to Comment P23-1: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment P23-2: See General Response 15.
COMMENT LETTER P24: Smith, Larry. 8/15/2002
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Response to Comment P24-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P25: Hamor, Herb. 8/19/2002
Response to Comment P25-1: The commenter does not indicate which specific map to which
he is referring. There are at least two maps that indicate urban and rural areas: Maps 9 & 15.
Map 9, Existing Land Use, is based on data from the Associated Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) and shows existing land use patterns. Where there are land uses that are not
considered rural, such as residential or commercial uses then it is considered urban on this
map. Although it is not urban in the terms of being located inside of a city, it indicates some
level of man-made development.
Map 15, Vegetation, is from the California Gap Analysis Project and shows predominate
vegetation types in the area. Within each mapped area, primary land cover is typically 60% or
more, but may be as low as 30% where multiple land cover or vegetation types are present.
Therefore it is more of a broad-brush map that identifies the primary land cover in an area,
which in this case is either vegetated or urban. Although it is not urban in the terms of being
located inside of a city, it indicates some level of man-made development. This type of map is
used for more broad analysis to look at the predominated land cover of an area. It doesn't
necessarily indicate other land use types that occur in area if they are not the predominate type
of land cover.
COMMENT LETTER P26: Rosen, Jane. 8/20/2002
Response to Comment P26-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P27: Schorr, David. 8/20/2002
Response to Comment P27-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P28: Woods, Douglas. 8/20/2002
Response to Comment P28-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P29: Jaureguy, Phylis. 8/20/2002
Response to Comment P29-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P30: Domitilli, Bill. 8/21/2002
Response to Comment P30-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P31: Graff, Mark. 8/21/2002
Response to Comment P31-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P32: Irwin, R.E. 8/22/2002
Response to Comment P32-1: The process for determining significance is discussed in the
DEIR, Chapter IV. The comment seeking further discussion of the district’s liability for damages
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or injuries is noted. Also see Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P32-2: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P32-3: For a complete discussion of fiscal effects, please see the
Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response Memorandum. The DEIR uses the same
acreage number as that found in the Draft Service Plan, which is 40 acres. As stated in the first
full paragraph on page II-10 of the DEIR,
The Draft Service Plan states that ‘parcels of 40 or more acres will
typically be considered for purchase, however some smaller parcels may
be sought for acquisition. The District’s acquisition interests will typically
be large, undeveloped or sparsely developed parcels of land. These may
include parcels that are key habitat, trail routes, inholdings, or parcels
needed for service access.’
The use of a 40-acre parcel size for environmental analysis in the EIR is conservative and
recognizes that although the majority of parcels acquired will likely be larger than 40 acres, the
District may also acquire some smaller parcels. It is anticipated that the smallest parcels
acquired will typically be 40 acres in size and the majority will be 100 acres or more. Irrespective
of the size of the parcel there is no difference in the environmental impact analysis. Parcels
acquired will have the resource characteristics and anticipated uses analyzed in the DEIR so
that the environmental effects would not differ.
The Draft Service Plan also states that District land acquisition will tend to emphasize properties
that are contiguous with District lands along and west of Skyline Ridge. The 100-acre parcel
size is more representative of these properties. Further, the 100-acre parcels are more likely to
be of interest to the District. The rationale for the use of a 100 acre parcel size is more fully
discussed in the Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response Memorandum.
Response to Comment P32-4: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P32-5: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P33: Armstrong, Tom. 8/22/2002
Response to Comment P33-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P34: Trudeau, Richard. 8/23/2002
Response to Comment P34-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P35: Hamor, Herb. 8/23/2002
Response to Comment P35-1: Pesadero Marsh Natural Preserve is owned and operated by
the California Department of Parks and Recreation. Page III-11, first paragraph, fourth line, the
following sentence will be added:
Pesadero Marsh is a Natural Preserve also operated by State Parks.
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COMMENT LETTER P36: Hamor, Herb. 8/23/2002
Response to Comment P36-1: That is how the communities are described in the San Mateo
County General Plan (November 1986).
Response to Comment P36-2: That is how the service centers are described in the San
Mateo County General Plan (November 1986, see pages 9.6 and 9.8, Rural Land Use
Element).
Response to Comment P36-3: The source of the statement in the DEIR is from the San
Mateo County General Plan (November 1986).
Response to Comment P36-4: See Response P17-2.
COMMENT LETTER P37: Hamor, Herb. 8/23/2002
Response to Comment P37-1: In all of these cases, urban is defined as some level of manmade development, whether it’s a cluster of homes, a YMCA camp, or commercial development
(as in the case of La Honda or Pescadero).
COMMENT LETTER P38: Gossett, Terry. 8/24/2002
Response to Comment P38-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P38-2: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P38-3: The Midpeninsula Region Open Space District is not exempt
from any of San Mateo County’s zoning codes and general plan guideances. The DEIR is a
program-level document; therefore, all subsequent facilities will go through the typical planning
process.
Response to Comment P38-4: Comment noted. The District’s impact analysis is detailed in
the DEIR, Section IV. Potential impacts to housing and traffic are addressed in General
Responses 6 and 10 respectively. For impacts to tax revenue, see Fiscal Impact Analysis and
accompanying Response Memorandum.
Response to Comment P38-5: Comment noted. However, these concerns are beyond the
scope of the environmental review required by CEQA.
Response to Comment P38-6: See General Response 6.
Response to Comment P38-7: Housing concerns are addressed in General Response 6.
While the commentator’s query as to the project’s beneficiaries is noted, this comment does not
relate to the environmental impacts of the project.
Response to Comment P38-8: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-9: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
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Response to Comment P38-10: A thorough discussion of relevant agencies that have
jurisdiction over the project area and which regulate land use is found in Section III, Plan
Consistency, of the DEIR.
Response to Comment P38-11: Please refer to page I-2 of the DEIR for a description of the
LAFCo process. The project will be reviewed by San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCos. Santa
Cruz LAFCo has no jurisdiction over this project since it is located entirely within San Mateo
County. Public hearings will be held by the District and by both LAFCo’s giving the citizens of
Santa Clara and San Mateo Counties further opportunities to participate in the process.
Response to Comment P38-12: The passage of Proposition 12 (Safe Neighborhood Parks,
Clean Water, Clean Air, and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2000) and Proposition 40
(California Clean Water, Clean Air, Safe Neighborhood Parks, and Coastal Protection Bond Act
of 2002), provide increased opportunities for the District to acquire land and easements by gift
or grants. Proposition 12 provides $2.1 billion and Proposition 40 provides $2.6 billion
acquisition, development and restoration of parks, open space recreation areas and historical
resources and for land, air and water conservation and stewardship programs.
As described on page 8 of the Fiscal Impact Analysis, in years one through five of the program,
grants and gifts are expected to fund at least 75 percent of the District’s coastal fee acquisitions
and 90 percent of easement acquisitions. After year five all acquisitions will be made through
grants and gifts.
Response to Comment P38-13: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-14: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P38-15: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P38-16: A thorough discussion of the impacts of the proposed project
is found in Chapter IV of the DEIR, Environmental Issues.
Response to Comment P38-17: For a discussion of proposed alternatives, including no
project alternatives, see General Response 16 and DEIR Chapter V. Comments regarding
agency input are noted.
Response to Comment P38-18: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P38-19: As stated in the first paragraph of page III-3 of the DEIR,
“Section III of the DEIR evaulates the consistency of the District’s proposed Draft Service Plan
for the Coastal Annexation Area with the extablished plans and policies of the government
agencies regulating land use in the project area.” All of the other factors that are considered
under CEQA are included in this section, including traffic, tax revenues (as they relate to
physical environmental impacts), school districts and housing.
Response to Comment P38-20: Risks and liabilities associated with the acquisition of
property by the District are discussed in General Responses 3 and 9. While the District notes
the commentors’ suggestion regarding the District’s assumption of liabilty for actions involving
private land owners, this concern is not related to the environmental matters, which require
discussion under CEQA.
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Response to Comment P38-21: See Response to Comment P38-20.
Response to Comment P38-22: Comment noted. Hydrology and water quality issues are
discussed fully in the EIR in Section IV-H.
Response to Comment P38-23: Please refer to page I-2 of the EIR for a description of the
LAFCo process. The project will be reviewed by San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo’s. Santa
Cruz LAFCo has no jurisdiction over this project since it is located entirely within San Mateo
County. However any person or public body from Santa Cruz County is welcome to comment
on the EIR and to participate in the San Mateo and Santa Clara County LAFCo review process.
Public hearings will be held by the District and by both LAFCo’s giving the citizens of Santa
Clara and San Mateo Counties further opportunities to participate in the process.
Response to Comment P38-24: See General Response 3, Response to Comment P38-12.
Response to Comment P38-25: See General Response 3. The proposed extension of the
GGNRA boundaries is discussed in the DEIR, Section III-B-4. As with POST, there are no
agreements regarding the acquisition of specific property, funding, or easements.
Response to Comment P38-26: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-27: See General Response 3.
Response to Comment P38-28: See page I-3 of the DEIR for a listing of “Issues Found not to
have Potential Environmental Impacts.” “Mineral Resources” was not considered further after
the Notice of Preparation (6/00) because of 1) the exact location of properties to be acquired is
unknown a this time, and 2) the subsequent Use and Management Plans and site-specific
CEQA analysis will determine the specific impacts on mineral resources of any subsequently
acquired properties.
Response to Comment P38-29: See General Response 6. There will not be a significant
diminished amount of land available for housing as a result of this project. Housing growth is
anticipated to occur in the urban areas and the project description does not typically anticipate
purchasing lands in these areas.
Response to Comment P38-30: See General Responses 8 and Response to Comment
VC27-5.
Response to Comment P38-31: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-32: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-33: For a complete listing of impacts to scenic resources, please
see Section IV-G of the DEIR. Mitigation measures are found on pages IV-G-4 and IV-G-5.
Scenic roads are discussed under the heading “AES-1” under subsection 4. Impacts and
Mitigation Measures.
Response to Comment P38-34: See General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-35: If approved,The District will submit an application to LAFCo
for the proposed Coastal Annexation Area which will include the EIR, the Draft Service Plan and
the Fiscal Analysis. The entire LAFCo application will also be available for public review once it
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is submitted to LAFCo. There will be public hearings held by the District, San Mateo LAFCo
and Santa Clara LAFCo giving the public, and affected local agencies, further opportunities to
review these documents and comment on the project. Comments are submitted directly to
LAFCO and are one of several factors LAFCO considers when deciding whether to approve the
District’s annexation proposal..
Response to Comment P38-36: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment P38-37: See General Response 6.
Response to Comment P38-38: The Draft Service Plan was specifically prepared to
enumerate and describe the services to be extended to the affected territory (see Appendix C of
the DEIR). The issue of housing is addressed above in Response P38-37 and in General
Response 6. The issue of tax revenue loss is addressed in the Fiscal Analysis (see Appendix D
of the DEIR). The issue of impacts to agriculture is addressed in Section IV-B of the DEIR and
in General Response 8. The issue of traffic is addressed in General Response 10.
Response to Comment P38-39: Please see Responses P38-35 through P38-38 above. The
public already has had the opportunity to review these documents since they are attached to the
DEIR in the appendix. The entire LAFCo application will also be available for public review
once they are submitted to LAFCo.
Response to Comment P38-40: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P38-41: See General Response 1. The District’s relationship with
POST is discussed in General Response 3.
Response to Comment P38-42: Service impacts on San Mateo County agencies and districts
are discussed in Section IV of the Fiscal Impact Analysis.
Response to Comment P38-43: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
COMMENT LETTER P39: Oku, Steve. 8/24/2002
Response to Comment P39-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P40: Powell, Christine. 8/25/2002
Response to Comment P40-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P40-2: Comment noted. Mitigation measure AES-2 specifically
addresses new sources of light and glare, and can be found on page IV-G-5 of the DEIR.
COMMENT LETTER P41: Pellegrini, Nina. 8/26/2002
Response to Comment P41-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P41-2: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
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Response to Comment P41-3: See General Response 10 and General Response 6.
Response to Comment P41-4: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P41-5: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P42: Hamor, Herb. 8/27/2002
Response to Comment P42-1: These detention facilities are not relevant to the project.
Response to Comment P42-2: The camps the commentor refers to are represented in the
“urban” category on the maps and tables because they are man-made development and are
thus listed.
Response to Comment P42-3: The 1995, ABAG data is the most recent for the area. Land
use change on the coastside that has occurred would likely be indistinguishable on a map of
that scale.

COMMENT LETTER P43: Halterman, Charles and Gwendolyn. 8/27/2002
Response to Comment P43-1: The current project is an annexation of a geographic area in
order to include the area in the District’s boundary. There are currently no proposals to tax
property owners. It is possible that the District would seek a tax in the future, but that would
require a 2/3 approval of voters in the area proposed for a new tax.
Response to Comment P43-2: The cost for the District to propose the Coastal Annexation is
not a CEQA issue.
Response to Comment P43-3: The coastal population can express its views on both the EIR
and the annexation though the submission of verbal or written comments. See Response P3835.
COMMENT LETTER P44: Young, William. 8/27/2002
Response to Comment P44-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P45: Prince, Bill. 8/27/2002
Response to Comment P45-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P45-2: See General Response 5.
COMMENT LETTER P46: Krzaszczak, John. 8/28/2002
Response to Comment P46-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P46-2: See General Response 5.
Response to Comment P46-3: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P47: Marchi, Peter. 8/28/2002
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Response to Comment P47-1: See General Response 1. Issues raised in the letter attached
to this comment are also addressed in General Response 1.
COMMENT LETTER P48: Hamor, Herb. 8/28/2002
Response to Comment P48-1: The reason that Mitigation Measure LU-3 is considered “less
than significant impact” is listed on page IV-A-11 of the DEIR and included here for clarity:
As stated in the Project Description, if the Annexation project is approved,
subsequent District actions within the Coastal Annexation area will be
subject to the District’s Open Space Use and Management Planning
Process. Project-specific CEQA documentation will be prepared on each
easement acquisition and Use and Management Plan.
It is the District’s goal to purchase parcels typically greater than 40 acres
in size. The District’s main acquisition interests [is] in large,
underdeveloped or sparsely developed parcels of land. Therefore,
acquiring a large parcel of land for open space conservation and lowintensity recreation purposes in an area of mostly open spaces would not
physically divide an established community. No mitigation is necessary.
COMMENT LETTER P49: Gust, C. 8/28/2002
Response to Comment P49-1: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment P49-2: See General Response 5.
Response to Comment P49-3: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P49-4: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P49-5: As stated in the first row of the table on page II-8 of the DEIR,
If the annexation is successful, “the District’s existing Master Plan and Regional Open Space
Study will be expanded to include the Coastal Annexation Area.”
Response to Comment P49-6: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P49-7: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment P49-8: Comment noted. The District has no regulatory power over
how other individuals or agencies use or manage their property.
Response to Comment P49-9: Comment noted. The District’s Draft Service Plan estimates
that the District will acquire or manage approximately 12,000 acres in the Coastal Annexation
Area after a 15-year period. The entire Coastal Annexation area is approximately 140,000
acres. That amount does not constitute what is considered a continous greenbelt.
Response to Comment P49-10: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P50: Montalvo, Alex. 8/28/2002
Response to Comment P50-1: Comment noted.
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Response to Comment P50-2: The current project is an annexation of a geographic area in
order to include the area in the District’s boundary. There are currently no proposals to tax
property owners. It is possible that the District would seek a tax in the future, but that would
require a 2/3 approval of voters in the area proposed for a new tax.
Response to Comment P50-3: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P50-4: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P50-5: The District is organized under the State of California. In
accordance with those laws, it is considering filing an application with the State-recreated local
agency formation commission (LAFCO) to extend its boundaries in the manner described in the
project description. The relevant legal references are cited in the Draft Service Plan.
Response to Comment P50-6: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P50-7: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P51: Marx, Bob. 8/28/2002
Response to Comment P51-1: See General Response 1.
COMMENT LETTER P52: McCrary, Homer. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment P52-1: See General Responses 3, 8. The project description does
not contemplate acquiring all of POST's lands. The DEIR states, "Any restoration activities or
agricultural operations that might occur on District parcels would be conducted in accordance
with existing water rights." The proposed project would not require additional water
entitlements. The District's intent is promote agriculture and to support the farmers' historical
use of water in the CAA. The Draft Service Plan provides that land management activities shall
not adversely affect agriculture. The proposed project will be in conformance with all applicable
General Plan and LCP policies.
COMMENT LETTER P53: Roberts, Lennie. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment P53-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P53-2: Comment noted. The commenter is correct in noting that any
future easements and lands acquired as a result of the approval of the proposed annexation
project will not have activities that would involve large-scale timber harvesting, development of
houses which would involve land clearing, grading, and permanent installation of impervious
surfaces, and will not incur impacts from accelerated erosion, sedimentation and turbidity in the
Coastal Annexation Area’s critical coastal streams.
Response to Comment P53-3: See General Response 4.
Response to Comment P53-4: Page IV-B-2 of the DEIR notes the broader LCP definition of
prime farmland. This LCP definition is provided in the Draft Service Plan. LCP policies and
zoning regulations regarding conversion of agricultural land are discussed on DEIR
page IV-B-5. These definitions and policies were considered during preparation of the DEIR
analysis.
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Response to Comment P53-5: The last paragraph on page IV-D-4 of the DEIR addresses
when it would be necessary to perform more rigorous investigation processes (known as Phase
II reports). This paragraph states: "If present, further work would be done under Phases II
and/or III (mechanisms for development and implementation of a remediation plan that would
comply with applicable laws and policies). Implementation of Mitigation HAZ-1 would reduce
the potential significant adverse effects from hazardous materials to a less than significant level.
Response to Comment P53-6: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P54: Arraine, Jean. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment P54-1: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum, and General Response 10.
COMMENT LETTER P55: Domitilli, Bill. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment P55-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P56: Wassall, Richard D and Alyce B. 8/29/2002
Response to Comment P56-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P57: Dade, Denice. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P57-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P57-2: We agree that the cumulative effect on watersheds will
improve under the proposed project. As stated in the DEIR, the cumulative effects will be
beneficial. The DEIR also lists as the first objective on page II-3 is to "protect watersheds and
water quality."
Response to Comment P57-3: See General Response 4.
COMMENT LETTER P58: Sturgeon, Ron. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P58-1: Neither CEQA nor the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act require
that LAFCO be the Lead Agency for a District annexation. San Mateo LAFCO Procedures for
the Evaluation of Proposals recognizes that “If a city, the county, or a special district is the
proponent, it is usually the lead agency.” Here, MROSD, a special district, is the proponent for
the annexation. Thus, it is entirely appropriate that MROSD be the lead agency. CEQA
Guideline 15051 specifies that LAFCO is a responsible agency in cases of city annexation.
CEQA Guideline 15051 also states that, in the case where two or more public agencies are
involved in a project, “the agency which will act first on the project in question shall be the Lead
Agency.” Because MROSD acted first in initiating the Project, it should be the Lead Agency.
Response to Comment P58-2: See General Responses 4, 7.
Response to Comment P58-3: Cumulative effects are discussed in the DEIR in Section VI.
Alternatives are discussed in the DEIR in Section V.
Response to Comment P58-4: Cumulative effects are discussed in the DEIR in Section VI.
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Response to Comment P58-5: See General Response 2.
Response to Comment P58-6: Comment noted. See General Response 8. Commenter is
not specific in which way the mitigation measures AGL-3a through AGL-3f are inadequate.
Implementation of these 6 general mitigation measures, combined with the Draft Service Plan
Guidelines as listed on page IV-B-11 and 12, together with recommended revisions to the Draft
Service Plan and mitigation measures, will ensure that the proposed annexation project will not
result in significant impacts related to changes in the existing environment that could result in
the conversion of Farmland or other agricultural lands.
Further, because this is a Program EIR, as stated on page II-1 of the DEIR, “[I]f the Coastal
Annexation Area project is approved, future District actions will be subject to subsequent
planning processes. Prior to making lands that it acquires or manages open to public access,
the District will prepare a use and management plan for these lands, and will prepare CEQA
documentation for each use and management plan.”
Response to Comment P58-7: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment P58-8: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P58-9: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P58-10: See General Response 8. Regarding the impacts of adjacent
development on agriculture, please see the response to comment O17-3. The commenter’s
disagreement with the conclusions is noted.
Response to Comment P58-11: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P58-12: See General Response 16.
COMMENT LETTER P59: Conner, Marianne. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P59-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P59-2: See General Response 5.
Response to Comment P59-3: See General Response 6 and 8.
Response to Comment P59-4: See Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum.
Response to Comment P59-5: See General Responses 9 and 13,
Response to Comment P59-6: Draft Service Plan Policy P1 provides that the District may
acquire interest in land (e.g. easements) only from willing sellers. Therefore, public access could
not be required from private landowners.
Response to Comment P59-7: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P59-8: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P59-9: Comment noted.
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Response to Comment P59-10: See General Response 2 and the Draft Service Plan for
implementation and funding.
Response to Comment P59-11: See General Response 12.
COMMENT LETTER P60: Allen, Geoff. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P60-1: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P60-2: Existing hazards on lands that the District intends to purchase
within the Coastal Annexation Area are discussed in the DEIR in Chapter IV-D, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials. The impact discussion and mitigation measures listed in this section will
avoid or reduce all significant impacts to less than significant levels.
Response to Comment P60-3: See General Response 1.
Response to Comment P60-4: See General Response 2 and 16. The District has the
statutory authority to acquire lands outside its boundaries. See Chapter V of the DEIR,
Alternatives, at page V-8.
Response to Comment P60-5: See General Response 2.
Response to Comment P60-6: See General Response 10.
COMMENT LETTER P61: Hamor, Petrea. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P61-1: Comment noted.
COMMENT LETTER P62: Danzig, Toni. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P62-1: See General Response 4. See also Guideline G.6.3 of the
Draft Service Plan. Some areas may be deemed too sensitive to have low-intensity recreational
facilities.
COMMENT LETTER P63: Hamor, Herb. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P63-1: See General Response 9. Public services impacts, including
the 6 potential impacts listed in the comment, are addressed in various parts of this
FEIR/Responses to Comments document. Therefore, the 6 potential impacts will be listed here
with cross-referenced to applicable responses:
1. The commenter is correct. Map 11: CDF and Volunteer Firehouses are given the same
distinction in the Skyline and Southern watersheds because they are rated the same as
response facilities.
2. See General Response 9.
3. The details of the “contract of emergency services” between CDF and San Mateo
County are only relevant in the Coastal Annexation Area DEIR because of the proposed
annexation area program’s potential impact on provision of those services. Because the
DEIR and Fiscal Analysis did not find the Coastal Annexation Area program to have
significant impacts on the provision of existing emergency services, the details of this
contract are not relevant.
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4. See response to item 3, directly above.
5. See response to item 3, directly above.
COMMENT LETTER P64: Hamor, Herb. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P64-1: For a map of the area’s roads, please see pages 114-115 of
the Northern California Atlas & Gazetteer (1988) by Delorme Mapping Company.
Response to Comment P64-2: See General Response 11.
Response to Comment P64-3: The District has standards for District maintenance of roads
and trails. For those areas that are sensitive, patrols may be done on foot or bicycle. Mitigation
measures listed in the Hydrology section of the DEIR address concerns of use of roads and
trails and associated sedimentation. Implementation of these mitigation measures would
ensure that no significant hydrological effects would occur.
Response to Comment P64-4: As to housing and emergency response, see General
Responses 6 and 9. As stated in page IV-C-7, cited by commentor, the District may retain
existing housing on acquired property to house District staff. No new housing is proposed.
While the District may house a small number of personnel to manage open space preserves,
this is not a significant impact in light of the total population in the CAA. The proposed project
will not generate additional residents, since any housing used by District staff will be preexisting.
COMMENT LETTER P65: Krzaszczak, John. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P65-1: No comments were submitted by the Cuesta La Honda Guild.
Page IV-C-2, third paragraph, ninth line will be corrected as follows:
“…including the Cesta Cuesta La Honda Guild…”
Response to Comment P65-2: Comment noted. Information regarding Rural Service Centers
was based on the San Mateo County General Plan (November 1986) and the San Mateo
County Local Coastal Program (June 1998).
COMMENT LETTER P66: Stariha, Marina. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P66-1: See General Fiscal Responses.
Response to Comment P66-2: See DEIR Alternative—Alternative 1, which contemplates not
annexing the southern part of the area. For fire issues, see General Response 9.
COMMENT LETTER P67: Figone, Louis. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P67-1: According to records from Economic Research Associates,
preparers of the Fiscal Analysis, Louie Figone, who is the RCD Board President was
interviewed on October 13, 2000.
COMMENT LETTER P68: Mitton, Bob. 8/30/2002
Response to Comment P68-1: Comment noted.
Response to Comment P68-2: See General Responses 10 and 11.
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Response to Comment P68-3: See General Responses 6 and 8.
Response to Comment P68-4: See General Response 12.
Response to Comment P68-5: See General Response 3.
Response to Comment P68-6: See General Response 15.
Response to Comment P68-7: See General Responses 9 and 13.
Response to Comment P68-8: Comment noted. See Fiscal Impact Analysis and
accompanying Response Memorandum.
COMMENT LETTER P69: Curry, Neil & Alix. No date
Response to Comment P69-1: The benefits that the District offers to coastside residents and
visitors to the coast are described in Section II, Project Description, of the DEIR, starting on
page II-6, under “Project Characteristics.” Overall features of the MROSD to benefit the Coastal
Annexation Area are stated on page II-4 of the DEIR and repeated here:
“The District uses a substantial portion of its resources to acquire interest in parcels having high
open space values, and which might otherwise be developed if the District fails to preserve
these parcels. Examples of criteria that make an area one of high open space value include: a
parcel’s importance as scenic backdrop; importance for trail connections; a fragile ecosystem or
critical habitat for wildlife, particularly a “threatened” species; it fills a “gap” in an existing open
space preserve or corridor; or it improves public access to existing open space lands.
In addition, the District seeks acquisitions or easements that would extend the Bay Area
Ridge Trail, a network of trails that will eventually form a loop along the ridge tops surrounding
San Francisco Bay, already crosses over District lands and utilizes existing District trails
(Excerpt from the Land Acquisition Policies and Procedures, 1988.)
Most of the District’s land purchase transactions have been initiated by landowners who
were interested in selling their property. In some cases, the District has initiated contact when
previous acquisitions in a certain area have made the purchase of additional parcels desireable.
The District’s main acquisition interests are in large, undeveloped or sparesly developed parcels
of land.”
For a more definitive discussion of agricultural issues, see also General Response 8.
Response to Comment P69-2: The commenter does not indicate which specific map he
considers inaccurate. There are at least two maps that indicate “urban areas”: Maps 9 & 15.
Map 9, Existing Land Use, is based on data from the Associated Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) and shows existing land use patterns. Map 15, Vegetation, is from the California Gap
Analysis Project and shows predominate vegetation types in the area. Within each mapped
area, primary land cover is typically 60% or more, but may be as low as 30% where multiple
land cover or vegetation types are present. Therefore it is more of a broad-brush map that
identifies the primary land cover in an area, which in this case is "Urban". It is used for more
broad analysis to look at the predominate land cover of an area. It doesn't necessarily indicate
other land use types that occur in area if they are not the predominate type of land cover.
Response to Comment P69-3: See General Response 8.
Response to Comment P69-4: See General Response 15.
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Response to Comment P69-5: See General Response 11.
Response to Comment P69-6: When a Lead Agency (in this case the Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District) makes findings on significant effects identified in an EIR, an agency must
also adopt a program for monitoring mitigiation measures that will be adopted. Pub. Res. Code
sec. 21081.6 (a); [CEQA] Guidelines secs. 15091 (d), 15097. The monitoring program is
implemented to ensure that the mitigation measures and project revisions identified in the EIR
are implemented. (CEQA Deskbook [2000 supplement], page 117).
Therefore, a Mitigation Monitoring Plan will be part of this FEIR/Responses to Comments
document. This document will contain a listing of all mitigation measures as listed in the DEIR
and this FEIR/Responses to Comments document, who will be responsible for implmenting the
mitigation measures, who will be financially accountable for implementing the measures, who
will monitor the implementation of the measures, and who will report on the monitoring plan.
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Text Changes to the DEIR

This chapter contains all revisions to the Draft Environmental EIR, as stated in Section
15132 (a) of the CEQA Guidelines. As stated in Section I of this document, this FEIR responds
to all comments addressing the adequacy of the EIR. Where changes to the EIR text are
required, the indicated text from the Draft EIR is quoted, with the original text to be deleted in
strikeout, and the corrected text in underline.
Chapter S, Summary
Page S-1, first paragraph, sixth line, will be revised to read:
The proposed annexation to the District is subject to Santa Clara County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) review/recommendation, and approval by the San Mateo
County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo).
Chapter I, Introduction
Page I-2, a new paragraph will be added after the fourth paragraph and will read:
Section 56430 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000 requires that in order to prepare and
update spheres of influences in accordance with Section 56425, LAFCo shall conduct a service
review of all agencies that provide identified service or services in the subject geographic area.
Therefore, this review has been conducted by preparing a Fiscal Analysis (Appendix D of the
EIR) which includes a detailed analysis of fiscal impacts to all of the affected agencies within the
Coastal Annexation area and this EIR which includes discussion of impacts to relevant service
providers in the Plan Consistency Chapter, Section III and the Public Services Section, Section
IV-C.
Chapter II, Project Description
Page II-1 of the DEIR, first paragraph, sixth line, will be revised to read:
The proposed annexation to the District is subject to Santa Clara County Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) review/recommendation, and approval by the San Mateo
County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo).
Chapter III, Plan Consistency
Page III-1-III-2 of the DEIR (the entire section entitled 1. San Mateo Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCo) Policies) will be revised to read:
1. San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission and Santa Clara (LAFCo) Policies
The San Mateo Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) and Santa Clara LAFCo hasve
jurisdiction over boundary changes for local governmental agencies including cities and special
districts in their respective counties. Following a recommendation by Santa Clara LAFCO, the
District will need to gain approval from both San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCos in order to
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amend its Sphere of Influence and to annex the Coastal Annexation Area 1 . San Mateo and
Santa Clara LAFCos both hasve a sets of adopted standards, procedures and policies that
govern boundary changes such as the one proposed by the District. San Mateo and Santa
Clara LAFCo policies were both amended recently to take into account changes enacted by the
Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000 (San Mateo LAFCo policies are already in effect and new
Santa Clara LAFCo policies will take effect January 2003). In addition to this EIR, three other
documents that address the relevant LAFCO policies, the Draft Service Plan, the Fiscal Impact
Analysis and the LAFCo Application, will be submitted to the San Mateo and Santa Clara
LAFCos.
Some of the changes enacted by the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000 (Act) are relevant to
the District’s proposed annexation. These changes include strengthening LAFCo powers to
prevent sprawl and ensure the orderly extension of government services. The Act also
strengthened LAFCo policies to protect agriculture and open space lands. These changes were
incorporated into San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies.
A general summary of the LAFCo policies of both jurisdictions that are relevant to the project is
provided below. Since San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies are both based on the State
legislation, they are summarized together. The appropriate analysis is relevant to both
jurisdictions.
Analysis: LAFCo policies encourage planned, orderly, and efficient patterns of urban
development (Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San
Mateo LAFCo policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). While the project itself will not
result in urban development, it will promote orderly urban development by preserving open
space and agricultural lands outside urban areas.
LAFCo policies encourage the preservation of agriculture and open space (Cortese-KnoxHertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO policies, 2001,
Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). The project will promote the preservation of agriculture and
open space through purchase and management programs.
LAFCo policies particularly emphasize the importance of preserving prime agricultural land
(Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO
policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). The Draft Service Plan contains Guidelines
(G.3.1, G.3.2) and Implementation Actions (G.3.A.(I), G.3.B(I), and G.3.C.(I)) which address
agricultural use within lands acquired and managed by the District. They also address impacts
of District properties on adjacent agricultural lands. These Guidelines and Implementation
Actions are designed to protect prime agricultural land, both those owned or managed by the
District, as well as prime agricultural lands contiguous to properties owned or managed by the
District.
LAFCo policies encourage the efficient provision of services (Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo
policies 2003). The Draft Service Plan and Fiscal Impact Analysis and accompanying Response
Memorandum conclude that the District is capable of providing the service of open space
preservation without significantly impacting existing services. LAFCo policies require LAFCo to
consider the consistency of the proposal with relevant City or County General or Specific Plans
(Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, San Mateo LAFCO
policies, 2001, Santa Clara LAFCo policies 2003). Other parts of this Plan Consistency section
analyze the proposal’s conformity with relevant Plans. In general, the proposal is consistent with
1

For an explanation of the LAFCo approval process, please see DEIR Section 1, Introduction.
The project will be referred to Santa Clara LAFCo for a recommendation on the project.
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the County of San Mateo General Plan and Local Coastal Program. It is also consistent with the
City of Half Moon Bay’s Local Coastal Program. The Coastal Annexation project is considered
consistent with relevant San Mateo and Santa Clara LAFCo policies.
Page III-11, first paragraph, fourth line, the following sentence will be added:
Pesadero Marsh is a Natural Preserve also operated by State Parks.
Chapter IV-B, Agricultural Resources
Mitigation measures AGR-1a and AGR-1b on page IV-B-8 shall be changed as follows:
Mitigation AGR-1a: No new buildings or staging areas shall be located on prime agricultural
lands as defined in the Draft Service Plan or on Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide
Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency that are being used for agricultural purposes. To implement this Mitigation
Measure, In order to avoid conversion of Farmland to non-agricultural use, the draft service plan
should be revised to provide that the ranger office/maintenance facility and the staging areas
may not be located on prime agricultural lands as defined in the Draft Service Plan or on Unique
Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency Farmland in agricultural use.
Mitigation AGR-1b: Trails and habitat preservation areas shall either be located to avoid prime
agricultural lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown on
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency or traverse
such lands in a manner that does not result in interference with agricultural activities or
substantially reduce the agricultural potential of those lands. Owners and operators of active
agricultural activities lands shall be consulted to identify appropriate routes on those lands they
cultivate. The agricultural activities and the agricultural potential of traversed lands shall be
protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of distance, physical barriers (i.e.,
sturdy fences), or other non-disruptive methods.
Mitigation measures AGL-3a, AGR-3c, & AGR-3d on page IV-B-12 shall be changed as follows:
Mitigation AGL-3a: Guideline 3.2 in the Draft Service Plan should be modified to state:
“Improvements or public uses located upon open space lands other than agriculture...shall be
located away from existing prime agricultural lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of
Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California
Resources Agency toward areas containing non-prime agricultural lands, unless such location
would not promote the planned, orderly, efficient use of an area. To the extent feasible, all All
trails and other public facilities should be located so as not to fragment agricultural operations
unless no feasible alternative is available. While trails that bisect grazing lands would not be
likely to fragment grazing operations, trails that bisect cultivated crops could adversely affect the
vitality of agricultural operations and should be avoided where feasible. If trails must traverse
cultivated lands then they shall be permitted only if adequate buffers, signs, and other measures
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necessary to ensure that trail use does not interfere with the agricultural operations shall be are
implemented.”
Mitigation AGL-3c: Trails shall either be located to avoid prime agricultural lands and Unique
Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency or traverse such lands in a manner that
does not result in interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the agricultural
potential of those lands. Operators of active agricultural activities on lands owned by or under
easement to the District shall be consulted to identify appropriate routes on lands they cultivate.
Owners and operators of active agricultural activities on lands adjacent to District lands used for
non-agricultural purposes shall be consulted to identify routes that will avoid adverse effects on
agricultural operations. The agricultural activities and the agricultural potential of traversed lands
shall be protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of distance, physical barriers
(i.e., sturdy fences), or other non-disruptive methods.
Mitigation AGL-3d: The District lands or easements that comprise the trail setting upon which
trails are sited shall provide width sufficient for management and/or buffer space from adjacent
uses so as not to preclude the viability of those uses. Buffers established to separate recreation
and other open space uses from agricultural operations shall be designed and managed in
accordance with the following standards:
a) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the nature of the of the adjoining land use and
potential land uses proposed public access;
b) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the topography and other physical
characteristics of the buffer area;
c) Buffers shall be designed with consideration of biological, soil, and other site
conditions in order to limit the potential spread of non-native invasive species or
pathogens onto agricultural lands;
d) Buffers shall be of sufficient width to allow agricultural use of adjoining agricultural
lands including application of pesticides and other agricultural chemicals on all lands
needing treatment, taking into account the likelihood and extent of potential pesticide
drift;
e) All lands used for buffers should be on land or interests in land owned by the District;
adjoining landowners shall not be required to provide land for buffers.
f) The District shall be responsible for the management and maintenance of all lands
used as buffers.
g) If a specific buffer fails to resolve conflicts between a recreational use and adjacent
agricultural uses the recreational use shall be moved to a different location.
h) All buffers shall be developed in consultation with the owners and operators of
adjoining agricultural lands.
In addition, implementation of Mitigation LU-2 will ensure that the proposed project and
subsequent actions will not preclude the reliability of adjacent uses.
New mitigation measures AGR-3g, AGR-3h, AGR-3i, AGR-3j, & AGR-3k to be added at the end
of page IV-B-13.
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Mitigation Measure AGR-3g: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
When acquiring lands in agricultural use, the acquisition shall be subject to continued use by the
owner or operator until such time as it is sold or leased pursuant to the use and management
plan adopted for the property. All agricultural land which is not needed for recreation or for the
protection and vital functioning of a sensitive habitat will be permanently protected for
agriculture and, whenever legally feasible, the District will offer for sale or lease the maximum
amount of agricultural land to active farm operators on terms compatible with the recreational
and habitat use. Lands that do not have significant recreation or sensitive habitat values and
which can clearly support productive agricultural operations will generally be offered for sale
while other agricultural lands will generally be offered for lease.
Mitigation Measure AGR-3h: Revise Draft Service Plan Guideline G.6.3 as follows:
GUIDELINE G.6.3
Inherent in the preservation of open space resources in the Coastal Annexation Area is the
protection of: rare, threatened and endangered plant and animal species; ecological systems;
agricultural resources, water quality; visual resources; unique biological resources, including
heritage and significant trees; and the unique cultural resources in the Coastal Annexation Area,
including historic, archaeological and paleontological resources. Therefore, prior to making any
lands available to low-intensity public recreational access, the District shall prepare and adopt a
use and management plan, which, includes site-specific resource management and public
access components plan for any lands acquired by the District or managed through contract for
other public or private non-profit property owners. All lands acquired by the District within the
Coastal Annexation Area will be inventoried to identify and prioritize resource management
issues. Where there are critical issues, such as the presence of non-native invasive species
which threaten the habitat of endangered species or the economic viability of an adjacent
agricultural operation, resource management plans will be prepared for these areas even if they
remain closed to the public.
The use and management plan shall include an agricultural production plan for District-owned
agricultural lands or District lands adjacent to agricultural lands. For district-owned lands, the
plan shall describe the crop and/or livestock potential for the property together with the
management actions required to protect existing agricultural production (e.g., growing seasons,
water requirements, pesticide, manure, and waste management) and the agricultural potential of
the land. The plan shall consider the following factors:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Availability of labor, including farm labor housing;
Availability of farm support services and goods;
Necessary capital improvements (e.g. water storage, fencing, land leveling)
Farm operations, including erosion control, the season(s) and times of pesticide or
herbicide usage, manure and waste management;
e) Water use and availability;
f) Access to transportation and markets; and
g) Promoting agricultural production on District-owned land.

In the case of District lands adjacent to agricultural production, the agricultural production plan
shall develop site-specific measures to prevent activities on District lands from interfering with
adjacent agricultural production.
The development of use and management plans will include consultation with the current owner
or operator of any agricultural operations on the land, adjoining landowners, the San Mateo
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County Environmental Services Agency in addition to other include opportunities for public
involvement.
Mitigation Measure AGR-3i: Amend Draft Service Plan Guideline G.2 as follows:
Prior to making any lands available to public access for low-intensity recreation in the Coastal
Annexation Area, the District shall have personnel and equipment available to manage public
access such that: there would be no significant negative impact on existing services; and
adequate stewardship to protect natural and agricultural resources will be provided.
Mitigation Measure AGR-3j: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
The District shall actively work with lessees of District lands and with the owners of land in
which the District has an agricultural easement interest to:
a. Facilitate the provision of farm worker housing on District-owned lands by providing
technical assistance in obtaining permits for such housing from the County of San
Mateo.
b. Seek grant funding for the continuation or establishment of viable agriculture through
the California Farmland Conservancy Program and other agriculture grant programs.
c. Provide technical assistance to secure water rights for the continuation or
establishment of viable agriculture consistent with protection of sensitive habitats.
Mitigation Measure AGR-3k: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following policy:
The District shall actively pursue opportunities to enter agricultural easements and leases with
interested farmers and ranchers. All agricultural easements and agricultural leases in the
Coastal Annexation Area shall:
a) be tailored to meet individual farmers and ranchers needs while respecting the
unique characteristics of the property;
b) specify uses that are unconditionally permitted pursuant to the easement or lease to
provide certainty to the farmer or rancher entering the lease or easement with the
District;
c) include terms that allow farmers and ranchers to adapt and expand their operations
and farming practices to adjust to changing economic conditions;
d) include terms that ensure farmers or ranchers may provide farm labor housing as
defined and approved by San Mateo County;
e) ensure compatibility of resource protection and management, low-intensity public
recreation and viable agricultural operations; and in the case of leases, be for a
sufficient period of time to gain a return on the investment in the agricultural
operation.
Chapter IV-C, Public Services & Infrastructure
Page IV-C-2, third paragraph, ninth line will be corrected as follows:
“…including the Cesta Cuesta La Honda Guild…”
Page IV-C-6, the impact notation on PSI-3 shall be changed from “Less Than Significant
Impact” to “Less Than Significant Impact With Mitigation Incorporation”.
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Page IV-C-8: The second paragraph on page IV-C-8 shall be changed as follows:
“Generation of an additional 383 trips would not cause a substantial increase in traffic
such that the LOS would worsen at any intersection within the Coastal Annexation Area. The
project would not cause traffic volumes to exceed the LOS levels deemed acceptable by the
City of Half Moon Bay (LOS C except during the 2-hour commuting period and the 10-day
average peak recreational hour when LOS E is acceptable) and but background levels after 15
years along Highway 92 between Half Moon Bay and Skyline Boulevard and along Highway 84
from Whisky Hill Road to I-280 in the County are projected to be at LOS F which would exceed
LOS standards (LOS E during recreation peak periods) (See Table 1). However, based on
existing traffic volumes, the projected number of trips generated by land and easement
acquisition over the next 15 years in the Coastal Annexation Area, and the LOS standards set
by the City of Half Moon Bay and the County, the project would not cause an increase in traffic
that is substantial in relation to existing traffic loads and street capacity.
Chapter IV-D, Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Page IV-D-5, Mitigation measure HAZ-2a shall be changed as follows:
Mitigation HAZ-2a: During preparation of plans for specific facilities, the District shall:
a) Review, in conjunction with the local fire protection services, available water
resources. In consultation with the County of San Mateo Environmental Services
Department and the California Department of Forestry, the District shall determine
whether the construction of dry hydrants on specific lands acquired is feasible in
order to provide additional remote area water supplies for fire suppression activities.
The District shall purchase 1,500 - 2,000-gallon maintenance -style water truck. The
District-owned water truck shall be available for mutual aid calls during fire
suppression activities.
b) Select indigenous plant materials and/or seed mixes utilized at staging areas or
along trails for their low maintenance and drought and fire resistant characteristics to
minimize additional fuel available to wildland fires to the extent feasible.
Page IV-D-6, at the end of the third paragraph: new mitigation measures HAZ-2d, HAZ-2e,
HAZ-2f shall be added as follows:
Mitigation HAZ-2d: In addition to continuing its current fuel management practices, as new
lands are acquired, the District shall consult with the San Mateo County Fire Department and
the California Department of Forestry in developing site-specific fuel modification and
management programs for specific lands acquired, as part of its Use and Management planning
process.
Mitigation HAZ-2e; The District shall limit trail use to low-intensity hiking, bird watching,
bicycling, equestrian use, environmental education and other similar low hazard uses, an
prohibit smoking, camping, picnicking, fireworks and off-road vehicle use.
Mitigation HAZ-2f: The District shall develop and maintain staging areas and trail heads to
incorporate:
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a) Fenced parking areas paved with gravel or asphalt in a narrow configuration to
discourage irresponsible vehicle use.
b) Entrance and road shoulders designed to discourage parking and to facilitate
emergency access.
c) Gates that are at least 12 feet wide constructed of heavy materials with a protected
locking system for District and fire service access.
d) 10-foot radiuses paved with gravel around trailheads.
e) Signage that describes prohibited uses and warns against fire hazards.
f) Low ignition fuels, such as grasses, planted adjacent to trail heads and staging areas
that shall be mowed annually as soon as 30 per cent of the light ground fuel is cured.
g) Close trail access points on all predicted high fire response level days (Burn Index of
41, or higher) and post such closures on the District website.
h) Periodic patrols by District staff.
Chapter IV-I, Biological Resources
Page IV-I-21, Mitigation BIO1h shall be modified as follows:
Mitigation BIO-1h: Trail crossings of streams and drainages shall be designed to minimize
disturbance through the use of bridges, fords, or culverts, whichever is least environmentally
damaging. Bridges and culverts shall be designed so that they visually and functionally blend
with the environment and do not substantially interfere with the movement of native fish.
Sufficient depth and velocity of water through the culvert shall exist in fish-bearing streams for
passage of native fish and other native aquatic species during high and low flow conditions.
Equestrian trail access All trail stream crossings shall be restricted at fish-bearing streams
during critical times, such as during spawning, unless bridges and culverts are provided for
horse use.
Page IV-I-21, Mitigation BIO1i is will be modified as follows:
Mitigation BIO-1i: Trails and other improvements shall avoid wetlands and other jurisdictional
waters, including seasonal wetlands, seeps, springs, and farm ponds, whenever possible. A
wetlands biologist will conduct reconnaissance-level surveys of all improvements in areas with
potential wetlands. Any improvements adjacent to wetland areas will be constructed so that fills
avoid wetland impacts and minimum setbacks are allowed. Where feasible, setbacks from
wetlands and other jurisdictional waters shall be a minimum of 2550 feet for trails and 50100
feet for staging areas and other improvements. A formal wetland delineation will be required for
any improvements that may directly impact wetlands.
Chapter V, Alternatives:
Page V-9, fifth paragraph, a new second sentence will be added and will read:
In accordance with Section 56133 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000, the District may
provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside its sphere of influence only
if it first requests and receives written approval from LAFCo.
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Page V-10, a new eighth paragraph will be added and will read:
In accordance with Section 56133 of the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act of 2000, the District may
provide new or extended services by contract or agreement outside its sphere of influence only
if it first requests and receives written approval from LAFCo.
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Mitigation Monitoring Plan

In accordance with Section 15097(a) and (c) of the CEQA Guidelines, in order to ensure that the
mitigation measures and project revisions identified in the EIR are implemented, the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District shall adopt a program for monitoring or reporting on
the revisions which it has required in the project and the measures it has imposed to mitigate or
avoid significant environmental effects.
The District will monitor all mitigation measures contained in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan.
“Monitoring” is generally an ongoing or periodic process of project oversight. All mitigation
measures will be implemented by appropriate District personnel or Department. All mitigation
measures will be incorporated into the Final Service Plan.
The following table lists the Impacts, Mitigation Measures, Timing of the Mitigation Measure
(when the measure will be implemented), and the Department responsibility for ensuring that
the mitigation measure will be implemented. Changes to DEIR text is shown as either underline
where new or strikeout where deleted.
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Table V-1
Mitigation Monitoring Plan

Impact

Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

LAND USE
Impact LU-1: Land uses and users
Mitigation LU-1a: In areas where trails would pass potentially hazardous
adjacent to any property that the District adjacent land uses (e.g., timber operations), trail structures such as fences,
may acquire within the Coastal
barriers, and signs shall be used to deter trail users from leaving the trail and
Annexation Area could pose significant encountering unsafe conditions. Temporary trail closures shall be employed
health hazards to future preserve users. during intermittent operations, such as agricultural spraying, that would
For example, timber harvesting could
jeopardize the safety of an otherwise safe trail.
occur adjacent to future preserves,
thereby causing potential hazards from
falling trees, limbs and/or debris.

Prior to opening Operations
trails for public
access; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter.

Impact LU-1: Land uses and users
Mitigation LU-1b: The following measures will be included in every future Use
adjacent to any property that the District and Management Plan for parcels within the Coastal Annexation Area:
may acquire within the Coastal
Annexation Area could pose significant 1. In areas where trail routes are immediately adjacent to private property,
health hazards to future preserve users.
fencing shall be employed as necessary to deter users from leaving the
For example, timber harvesting could
trail. Specific fence, gate, and crossing designs will be determined in
occur adjacent to future preserves,
consultations with adjacent affected property owner(s) at the Use and
thereby causing potential hazards from
Management Plan stage.
falling trees, limbs and/or debris.
2. All new trails/facilities will be sited away from the edges of new preserves.
3. All new trails/facilities will be designed to preserve existing vegetation
within new preserves and at the property lines so that preserve users will
not be able to view land uses in adjacent properties.
4. Trail uses will be consolidated where safe within the same trail way,
depending on the steepness, available right-of-way, safety, user
frequencies, and other conditions. A type of use on a trail may be
prohibited for safety or environmental reasons, such as erosion and water
quality. Where a trail is restricted to a particular type of user, the trail shall
be clearly designated as such and shall be equipped with use signs and
appropriate barriers to discourage unauthorized use.
5. Trails shall be sited as far away from occupied dwellings as practical.
Trails not within planned road rights-of-way shall be set back a minimum
distance from occupied dwellings in accordance with Table IV-A-4 (below).

Trail design and
siting prior to
Board approval
of Use and
Management
Plan , and prior
to opening trails
for public access;
ongoing project
oversight
thereafter.
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Where setbacks specified in Table IV-A-4 are not feasible, potential noise
and privacy impacts must be evaluated for any subsequent District action
and shall be reduced by use of berms, fencing, landscaping, and other
feasible and compatible means, if necessary.
Table IV-A-4 Recommended trail setbacks from occupied dwellings
Land Use
Recommended Setback
Residential
50 feet
Agricultural
50 feet
Timber Production
50 feet
Impact LU-2: Permanent Policy 2 from Mitigation LU-2: Permanent Policy 2 in the Draft Service Plan shall be
Prior to Board
Planning
the Draft Service Plan contains
modified to state:
approval of Final
provisions for only the Coastal Area and
Service Plan
does not include the Skyline Area.
“Within the Coastal Annexation Area, Coastal Zone, the District will not initiate
any activities that would require a General Plan amendment or zoning
change.”
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

AGRICULTURE
Impact AGR-1: The Coastal
Annexation Area contains Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, and
Farmland of Statewide Importance.
Some parcels acquired by the District
would likely contain lands with one or
more of these designations.
Acquisition of these lands by the District
would not in and itself convert the lands
to non-agriculture use.

Mitigation AGR-1a: No new buildings or staging areas shall be located on
Planning
As to siting of
prime agricultural lands or on Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide
facilities, prior to
Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
Board approval
California Resources Agency that are being used for agricultural purposes. To of Use and
implement this Mitigation Measure, In order to avoid conversion of Farmland to Management
non-agricultural use, the Draft Service Plan should be revised to provide that Plan and prior to
the ranger office/maintenance facility and the staging areas may not be
preparation of
located on prime agricultural lands or on Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of
any project
Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
design.
Program of the California Resources Agency Farmland in agricultural use.
As to Service
Plan revision
prior to Board
approval of Final
Service Plan

Impact AGR-1: The Coastal
Mitigation AGR-1b: Trails and habitat preservation areas shall either be
Annexation Area contains Prime
located to avoid prime agricultural lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands
Farmland, Unique Farmland, and
of Statewide Importance as shown on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring
Farmland of Statewide Importance.
Program of the California Resources Agency or traverse such lands in a
Some parcels acquired by the District manner that does not result in interference with agricultural activities or
would likely contain lands with one or
substantially reduce the agricultural potential of those lands. Owners and
more of these designations.
operators of active agricultural activities lands shall be consulted to identify
Acquisition of these lands by the District appropriate routes on those lands they cultivate. The agricultural activities and
would not in and itself convert the lands the agricultural potential of traversed lands shall be protected and buffered
to non-agriculture use.
from trail user impacts by means of distance, physical barriers (i.e., sturdy
fences), or other non-disruptive methods.
Impact AGR-1: The Coastal
Annexation Area contains Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, and
Farmland of Statewide Importance.
Some parcels acquired by the District
would likely contain lands with one or

As to siting and Planning (siting
design prior to
and design)
Board approval
of Use and
Operations
Management
Plan and prior to (construction
opening any trails supervision and
to public access; ongoing
project oversight oversight)
thereafter

Mitigation AGR-1c: The District shall adopt Draft Service Plan Policy P.1 by Prior to Final
ordinance. This policy reads as follows: “Within the Coastal Annexation Area, Service Plan
the District shall only acquire lands or interests in lands from willing sellers.
approval
The power of eminent domain will not be exercised by the District within the
Coastal Annexation Area. This policy is a Basic Policy for the Coastal
Annexation Area.”

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Planning

Final EIR/Responses to Comments
May 2003
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

more of these designations.
Acquisition of these lands by the District
would not in and itself convert the lands
to non-agriculture use.
Impact AGR-1: The Coastal
Annexation Area contains Prime
Farmland, Unique Farmland, and
Farmland of Statewide Importance.
Some parcels acquired by the District
would likely contain lands with one or
more of these designations.

Mitigation AGR-1d: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the following:

Prior to Board
approval of the
Final Service
Plan

The term “prime agricultural land” as used in this Plan means:

Planning

a) All land which qualifies for rating as Class I or Class II in the U.S.

Acquisition of these lands by the District
would not in and itself convert the lands b)
c)
to non-agriculture use.

d)

e)

Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service Land Use Capability
Classification, as well as all Class III lands capable of growing artichokes
or Brussels sprouts.
All land which qualifies for rating 80-100 in the Storie Index Rating.
Land which supports livestock for the production of food and fiber and
which has an annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal
unit per acre as defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Land planted with fruit or nut bearing trees, vines, bushes, or crops which
have a non-bearing period of less than five years and which normally
return during the commercial bearing period, on an annual basis, from the
production of unprocessed agricultural plant production not less than $200
per acre.
Land which has returned from the production of an unprocessed
agricultural plant product an annual value that is not less than $200 per
acre within three of the five previous years.

The $200 per acre amount in subsections d) and e) shall be adjusted regularly
for inflation, using 1965 as the base year, according to a recognized consumer
price index.
The term “prime agricultural land” as used in this Plan shall also include
Unique Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance as shown on the
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency.
Impact AGR-2: Subsequent to
Mitigation AGR-2: See Mitigation LU-2
annexation, the District would likely
acquire some parcels subject to
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of
Service Plan
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May 2003
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Measure

Williamson Act contracts. Under the
Williamson Act, recreational and open
space uses are allowable uses on lands
subject to contract. District acquisition
of Williamson Act lands for such uses
would thus not conflict with the contract
or related agricultural preserve
designation.

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Service Plan

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3a:
Guideline 3.2 in the Draft Service Plan should be modified to state:
“Improvements or public uses located upon open space lands other than
agriculture...shall be located away from existing prime agricultural lands and
Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown on
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency toward areas containing non-prime agricultural lands, unless such
location would not promote the planned, orderly, efficient use of an area. To
the extent feasible, all All trails and other public facilities should be located so
as not to fragment agricultural operations unless no feasible alternative is
available. While trails that bisect grazing lands would not be likely to fragment
grazing operations, trails that bisect cultivated crops could adversely affect the
vitality of agricultural operations and should be avoided where feasible. If trails
must traverse cultivated lands then they shall be permitted only if adequate
buffers, signs, and other measures necessary to ensure that trail use does not
interfere with the agricultural operations shall be are implemented.”

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3b: The District shall provide private property signs where
1.
appropriate and provide trail users information regarding private property rights
to minimize public/private use conflicts and trespassing. The District shall
clearly sign trails adjacent to active agriculture and provide trail users with
information regarding property rights to minimize trespassing and conflicts with
agricultural users.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Prior to Board
approval of Final
Service Plan; as
to siting and
design, prior to
approval of Use
and Management
Plan; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter.

Planning (siting
and design)
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Install private Operations
property
signs
immediately
after
acquisition.

2. Install other
signs prior to
opening trails
for public
use.
Final EIR/Responses to Comments
May 2003

Responses to Comments and Final Environmental Impact Report
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Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Impact

Measure

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3c: Trails shall either be located to avoid prime agricultural
lands and Unique Farmlands or Farmlands of Statewide Importance as shown
on Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency or traverse such lands in a manner that does not result in interference
with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the agricultural potential of
those lands. Operators of active agricultural activities on lands owned by or
under easement to the District shall be consulted to identify appropriate routes
on lands they cultivate. Owners and operators of active agricultural activities
on lands adjacent to District lands used for non-agricultural purposes shall be
consulted to identify routes that will avoid adverse effects on agricultural
operations. The agricultural activities and the agricultural potential of traversed
lands shall be protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of
distance, physical barriers (i.e., sturdy fences), or other non-disruptive
methods.

Prior to Board
Planning (siting
approval of Use and design)
and Management
Plan, and prior to
opening any trails Operations
to public access (construction,
supervision, and
ongoing project
oversight)

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3d: The District lands or easements that comprise the trail
setting upon which trails are sited shall provide width sufficient for
management and/or buffer space from adjacent uses so as not to preclude the
viability of those uses. Buffers established to separate recreation and other
open space uses from agricultural operations shall be designed and managed
in accordance with the following standards:

Prior to Board
Planning (siting
approval of Use and design)
and Management
Plan, and prior to
opening any trails Operations
to public access (ongoing project
oversight)

a) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the nature of the of the adjoining
land use and potential land uses proposed public access;
b) Buffers shall be designed in relation to the topography and other physical
characteristics of the buffer area;
c) Buffers shall be designed with consideration of biological, soil, and other
site conditions in order to limit the potential spread of non-native invasive
species or pathogens onto agricultural lands;
d) Buffers shall be of sufficient width to allow agricultural use of adjoining
agricultural lands including application of pesticides and other agricultural
chemicals on all lands needing treatment taking into account the likelihood
and extent of potential pesticide drift;.
e) All lands used for buffers should be on land or interests in land owned by
the District; adjoining landowners shall not be required to provide land for
buffers.
f) The District shall be responsible for the management and maintenance of

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

all lands used as buffers.
g) If a specific buffer fails to resolve conflicts between a recreational use and
adjacent agricultural uses the recreational use shall be moved to a
different location.
All buffers shall be developed in consultation with the owners and operators of
adjoining agricultural lands.
Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3e: Where herbicides are used for vegetation control,
including control of noxious weeds, they must be handled, applied, and
disposed of in such a manner that they do not adversely affect adjacent
agriculture. Herbicide use shall be guided by label restrictions and any
advisories published by the California Department of Pesticide Regulation
(CDPR) or the County Agricultural Commission. These chemicals shall only
be applied by a person who is properly trained in their application.

Immediately
Operations
upon acquisition;
ongoing project
oversight
thereafter.

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Mitigation AGR-3f: The District shall conduct its land management practices
such that they do not have an adverse significant impact on the physical and
economic integrity of timberland preserves on or contiguous to properties
owned or managed by the District and so that the safety of visitors to District
preserves is not compromised by timber harvesting (e.g., establishing
appropriate buffers on District lands).

Upon acquisition; Planning (siting
ongoing project and design)
oversight
thereafter
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails

Mitigation AGR-3g: When acquiring lands in agricultural use, the acquisition
shall be subject to continued use by the owner or operator until such time as it
is sold or leased pursuant to the use and management plan adopted for the
property. All agricultural land which is not needed for recreation or for the
protection and vital functioning of a sensitive habitat will be permanently
protected for agriculture and, whenever legally feasible, the District will offer
for sale or lease the maximum amount of agricultural land to active farm

Include
Acquisition and
continuation of
Planning
agricultural use in
Preliminary Use
and Management
Plan; evaluate
agricultural and
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and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.
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Measure

Timing

operators on terms compatible with the recreational and habitat use. Lands
that do not have significant recreation or sensitive habitat values and which
can clearly support productive agricultural operations will generally be offered
for sale while other agricultural lands will generally be offered for lease.

recreational use
prior to Board
approval of Use
and Management
Plan; offer for
sale or lease
accordingly.
Upon Board
approval of Use
and Management
Plan

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
Mitigation Measure AGR-3h: Revise Draft Service Plan Guideline G.6.3 as Prior to Board
Planning
foregoing policies that are a part of the follows:
approval of Final
project, future public recreation at new
Service Plan.
preserves within the Coastal
GUIDELINE G.6.3
Annexation Area may conflict with
Inherent in the preservation of open space resources in the Coastal
existing agricultural and timber uses on
Annexation Area is the protection of: rare, threatened and endangered
and adjacent to District lands if trails
plant and animal species; ecological systems; agricultural resources,
and other recreation areas are not
water quality; visual resources; unique biological resources, including
designed and managed in a manner
heritage and significant trees; and the unique cultural resources in the
that avoids such conflicts whenever
Coastal Annexation Area, including historic, archaeological and
feasible.
paleontological resources. Therefore, prior to making any lands available
to low-intensity public recreational access, the District shall prepare and
adopt a use and management plan, which, includes site-specific resource
management and public access components plan for any lands acquired
by the District or managed through contract for other public or private nonprofit property owners. All lands acquired by the District within the Coastal
Annexation Area will be inventoried to identify and prioritize resource
management issues. Where there are critical issues, such as the
presence of non-native invasive species which threaten the habitat of
endangered species or the economic viability of an adjacent agricultural
operation, resource management plans will be prepared for these areas
even if they remain closed to the public.
The use and management plan shall include an agricultural production
plan for District-owned agricultural lands or District lands adjacent to
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

agricultural lands. For district-owned lands, the plan shall describe the
crop and/or livestock potential for the property together with the
management actions required to protect existing agricultural production
(e.g., growing seasons, water requirements, pesticide, manure, and waste
management) and the agricultural potential of the land. The plan shall
consider the following factors:
a) Availability of labor, including farm labor housing;
b) Availability of farm support services and goods;
c) Necessary capital improvements (e.g. water storage, fencing, land
leveling)
d) Farm operations, including erosion control, the season(s) and times of
pesticide or herbicide usage, manure and waste management;
e) Water use and availability;
f) Access to transportation and markets; and
g) Promoting agricultural production on District-owned land.
In the case of District lands adjacent to agricultural production, the
agricultural production plan shall develop site-specific measures to prevent
activities on District lands from interfering with adjacent agricultural
production.
The development of use and management plans will include consultation
with the current owner or operator of any agricultural operations on the
land, adjoining landowners, the San Mateo County Environmental
Services Agency in addition to other include opportunities for public
involvement.
Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
Prior to Board
Planning
Mitigation Measure AGR-3i: Amend Draft Service Plan Guideline G.2 as
foregoing policies that are a part of the follows:
approval of Final
project, future public recreation at new
Service Plan
preserves within the Coastal
Prior to making any lands available to public access for low-intensity recreation
Annexation Area may conflict with
in the Coastal Annexation Area, the District shall have personnel and
existing agricultural and timber uses on equipment available to manage public access such that: there would be no
and adjacent to District lands if trails
significant negative impact on existing services; and adequate stewardship to
and other recreation areas are not
protect natural and agricultural resources will be provided.
designed and managed in a manner
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Final EIR/Responses to Comments
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation
May 2003
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.
Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Impact AGR-3: Notwithstanding the
foregoing policies that are a part of the
project, future public recreation at new
preserves within the Coastal
Annexation Area may conflict with
existing agricultural and timber uses on
and adjacent to District lands if trails
and other recreation areas are not
designed and managed in a manner
that avoids such conflicts whenever
feasible.

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Final
Service Plan;
ongoing project
oversight
thereafter

Mitigation Measure AGR-3j: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the
following policy:
The District shall actively work with lessees of District lands and with the
owners of land in which the District has an agricultural easement interest to:
a. Facilitate the provision of farm worker housing on District-owned lands by
providing technical assistance in obtaining permits for such housing from
the County of San Mateo.
b. Seek grant funding for the continuation or establishment of viable
agriculture through the California Farmland Conservancy Program and
other agriculture grant programs.
c. Provide technical assistance to secure water rights for the continuation or
establishment of viable agriculture consistent with protection of sensitive
habitats.

Prior to Board
approval of Final
Service Plan;
The District shall actively pursue opportunities to enter agricultural easements ongoing project
and leases with interested farmers and ranchers. All agricultural easements oversight
and agricultural leases in the Coastal Annexation Area shall:
thereafter.
Mitigation Measure AGR-3k: Amend the Draft Service Plan to include the
following policy:

a. Be tailored to meet individual farmers and ranchers needs while respecting
the unique characteristics of the property;
b. Specify uses that are unconditionally permitted pursuant to the easement
or lease to provide certainty to the farmer or rancher entering the lease or
easement with the District;
c. Include terms that allow farmers and ranchers to adapt and expand their
operations and farming practices to adjust to changing economic
conditions;
d. Include terms that ensure farmers or ranchers may provide farm labor
housing as defined and approved by San Mateo County;
e. Ensure compatibility of resource protection and management, low-intensity
public recreation and viable agricultural operations; and

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Planning and
Acquisition
(development of
conforming
easements and
lease terms;
seeking
opportunities for
such
transactions)
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Measure
f.
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Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

In the case of leases, be for a sufficient period of time to gain a return on
the investment in the agricultural operation.
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

PUBLIC SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE
Impact PSI-1: Annexation and
Mitigation PSI-1a: The District will not permit access in places where the
subsequent acquisition of land, absent access would create a hazard due to a design feature such as a sharp curve
further land use changes, would not
or dangerous intersection.
affect traffic safety. Access to
preserves eventually acquired after
annexation could slightly increase use
of winding, steep roads that could
become hazardous depending on the
amount and type (trucks, cars,
motorcycles, etc.) of traffic.

Prior to opening
lands for public
access

Impact PSI-1: Significant hazards to
pedestrians and equestrians could
occur as a result of excessive speed of
cyclists on trails.

Mitigation PSI-1b: A maximum speed limit of 15 miles per hour shall be
Prior to opening
placed on all trails that permit cyclists and other trail users (e.g., pedestrian,
trails for public
equestrian). Signs shall be located at trail entrances that indicate that a speed access
limit is in effect.

Impact PSI-2: The lack of adequate
emergency access would be a
significant impact because it may
preclude adequate response time by
public safety agencies.

Mitigation PSI-2: The Implementation Action G.6.E(i) shall be added to the
Draft Service Plan to ensure adequate emergency access.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Planning

Operations

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Final (design),
Service Plan
Public Affairs
(maps),
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Mitigation HAZ-1: The District shall also review local, state, or federal
government hazardous sites lists prior to acquiring a property to determine if
the area is a hazardous materials site. The following resources and agencies
can be consulted:

Prior to Board
approval of
Preliminary Use
and Management
Plan

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Impact HAZ-1: Acquired lands may
contain hazardous materials, such as
leaking fuel storage tanks, agricultural
chemicals, asbestos, or abandoned oil
or gas wells. If such a site is not
properly remediated, the public,
including students at nearby schools,
and the environment could be exposed
to hazardous materials. Under certain
circumstances, this exposure would be
a significant impact.

Impact HAZ-2: When open space
areas are opened to the public, users
could potentially be exposed to the risk
of a wildland fire. There is also the
concern that allowing public recreation
access to an area carries an increased
likelihood of human caused fire and
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
in the area as a whole.

Impact HAZ-2: When open space
areas are opened to the public, users
could potentially be exposed to the risk
of a wildland fire. There is also the

•
•
•

Federal and state database information
Water Quality Control Board (San Francisco Bay Region)
San Mateo County Health Services Agency

If a parcel is found to contain a hazardous materials site, trails, staging areas,
or other facilities will not be constructed on the parcel until plans can be
developed and implemented to either remediate the hazard or ensure that the
public will not have access to hazardous areas.
Mitigation HAZ-2a: During preparation of plans for specific facilities, the
Prior to Board
District shall:
approval of Use
and Management
a) Review, in conjunction with the local fire protection services, available
Plan; ongoing
water resources. In consultation with the County of San Mateo
project oversight
Environmental Services Department and the California Department of
thereafter
Forestry, the District shall determine whether the construction of dry
hydrants on specific lands acquired is feasible in order to provide
additional remote area water supplies for fire suppression activities. The
District shall purchase 1,500 - 2,000-gallon maintenance -style water truck.
The District-owned water truck shall be available for mutual aid calls during
fire suppression activities.
b) Select indigenous plant materials and/or seed mixes utilized at staging
areas or along trails for their low maintenance and drought and fire
resistant characteristics to minimize additional fuel available to wildland
fires to the extent feasible.
Mitigation HAZ-2b: Where compatible with other trail characteristics,
planners shall locate trial alignments and access points to allow trails to also
serve as emergency access routes for patrol or emergency medical transport.
Where feasible for more remote areas, emergency helicopter landing sites

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Acquisition (preacquisition
assessment),
Planning
(remediation and
siting)

Planning
(design),
Operations
(equipment
purchase and
ongoing project
oversight)

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan
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Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

concern that allowing public recreation shall be provided.
access to an area carries an increased
likelihood of human caused fire and
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
in the area as a whole.
Mitigation HAZ-2c: The District shall coordinate with appropriate agencies,
Impact HAZ-2: When open space
areas are opened to the public, users such as the County and the California Department of Forestry to formalize
could potentially be exposed to the risk mutual aid agreements.
of a wildland fire. There is also the
concern that allowing public recreation
access to an area carries an increased
likelihood of human caused fire and
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
in the area as a whole.

Prior to opening
land to public
access

Administration
and Operations

Impact HAZ-2: When open space
areas are opened to the public, users
could potentially be exposed to the risk
of a wildland fire. There is also the
concern that allowing public recreation
access to an area carries an increased
likelihood of human caused fire and
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
in the area as a whole.

Mitigation HAZ-2d: In addition to continuing its current fuel management
practices, as new lands are acquired, the District shall consult with the San
Mateo County Fire Department and the California Department of Forestry in
developing site-specific fuel modification and management programs for
specific lands acquired, as part of its Use and Management planning process.

Prior to Board
approval of Use
and Management
Plan; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter.

Planning
(development of
Use and
Management
Plan),

Impact HAZ-2: When open space
areas are opened to the public, users
could potentially be exposed to the risk
of a wildland fire. There is also the
concern that allowing public recreation
access to an area carries an increased
likelihood of human caused fire and
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
in the area as a whole.

Mitigation HAZ-2e: The District shall limit trail use to low-intensity hiking, bird
watching, bicycling, equestrian use, environmental education and other similar
low hazard uses, and prohibit smoking, camping, picnicking, fireworks and offroad vehicle use.

Impact HAZ-2: When open space
Mitigation HAZ-2f: The District shall develop and maintain staging areas and
areas are opened to the public, users trail heads to incorporate:
could potentially be exposed to the risk a. Fenced parking areas paved with gravel or asphalt in a narrow
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Prior to opening Operations
trails to public
use; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter.

Prior to opening Planning (design,
facilities for
siting, and
public access;
construction),
Final EIR/Responses to Comments
May 2003
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Measure

Timing

ongoing
of a wildland fire. There is also the
configuration to discourage irresponsible vehicle use.
thereafter
concern that allowing public recreation b. Entrance and road shoulders designed to discourage parking during
access to an area carries an increased
closure and to facilitate emergency access.
likelihood of human caused fire and
c. Gates that are at least 12 feet wide constructed of heavy materials with a
hence increases the risk of wildland fire
protected locking system for District and fire access.
in the area as a whole.
d. 10-foot radiuses paved with gravel around trailheads.
e. Signage that describes prohibited uses and warns against fire hazards.
f. Low ignition fuels, such as grasses, will be planted adjacent to trail heads
and staging areas, and will be mowed annually as soon as 30 per cent of
the light ground fuel is cured.
g. Close trail access points on all predicted high fire response level days
(Burn Index of 41, or higher) and post such closures on the District
website.
h. Periodic patrols by District staff.

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department
construction),
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Impact HAZ-3: District acquisition or
management of land alone would not
increase public exposure to other
significant health or safety hazards.
However, use of future District facilities,
including trails, could adversely affect
trail users.

Mitigation HAZ-3a: The District shall routinely monitor trails and provide
regular maintenance to avoid public exposure to hazardous conditions. Trails
or other facilities shall be closed for construction or repair, or when another
hazardous condition exists (e.g. landslide during flooding or extremely wet
weather) that renders trail use especially hazardous, or where adjacent land
uses may present unsafe conditions that could affect open space users.
Where use limitations or closures are in place, the area shall be clearly
designated and shall be equipped with use signs and appropriate barriers to
discourage unauthorized use. Missing or damaged signs, gates, fences, and
barriers shall be shall be repaired or replaced as soon as possible. Closure
notices shall include the reason(s) for the closure, an estimate of how long the
facility will be closed, and a telephone number to call for further information.

Prior to opening Operations
trails to public
access; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter

Impact HAZ-3: District acquisition or
management of land alone would not
increase public exposure to other
significant health or safety hazards.
However, use of future District facilities,
including trails, could adversely affect
trail users.

Mitigation HAZ-3b: District preserve maps for the public shall be kept up-todate to the extent feasible. Trail maps shall also provide trail use rules,
emergency information, trail accessibility, other pertinent safety information
and shall be available at all staging areas.

Upon opening
lands for public
access; ongoing
thereafter

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Public Affairs
(map
preparation),
Operations
(placement of
maps and
ongoing project
oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

AIR QUALITY
Impact AIR-1: Any future project within Mitigation: AIR-1: The District shall insure that the following measures are
the Coastal Annexation Area could
included in all future construction contracts to control fugitive dust emissions:
produce significant localized air
emissions, both during project
• Water all active construction areas at least twice daily and more often
construction and operation. These
during windy periods. Active areas adjacent to existing land uses shall
projects could generate fugitive dust,
be kept damp at all times, of shall be treated with non-toxic stabilizers
including PM10.
or dust palliatives;
• Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand and other loose materials and/or
require all trucks to maintain at least two feet of freeboard;
• Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers
on all unpaved access roads, parking areas and staging areas for
construction sites;
• Sweep daily (preferably with water sweepers) all paved access roads,
parking areas and staging areas at construction sites;
• Sweep streets daily (preferably with water sweepers) if visible soil
material is carried onto adjacent public streets;
• Hydroseed or apply non-toxic soil stabilizers to inactive construction
areas;
• Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply non-toxic soil binders to any
exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.);
• Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 mph.;
• Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt
runoff to public roadways;
• Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible;
• Suspend excavation and grading activity whenever the wind is so high
that it results in visible dust plumes despite control efforts.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Prior to bid and
prior to start of
construction;
ongoing project
oversight
thereafter

Planning
(inclusion in
construction
documents),
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

AESTHETICS
Impact AES-1: Limited improvement of Mitigation AES-1a: Trail alignments and their associated facilities shall be
open space areas for recreational use sited and designed to be in harmony with surrounding natural and cultural
after the proposed annexation project is settings and to retain natural appearances and values.
approved could include trails, parking
areas, portable sanitary facilities,
fencing, signs, and access roads. The
District may also develop a field office
and maintenance facilities. These
developments could create a significant
effect on scenic vistas.
Impact AES-1: Limited improvement of
open space areas for recreational use
after the proposed annexation project is
approved could include trails, parking
areas, portable sanitary facilities,
fencing, signs, and access roads. The
District may also develop a field office
and maintenance facilities. These
developments could create a significant
effect on scenic vistas.

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan

Mitigation AES-1b: Trail alignments across the face of open hillsides and
Prior to Board
Planning
near the top of ridgelines shall be sited to avoid creating new, permanent,
approval of Use
noticeably visible lines on the existing landscape when viewed from points
and Management
looking up at or perpendicular to the trail. Conditions to be considered when Plan
siting trails include, but are not limited to, avoiding excessive cuts in slopes
that could not be effectively revegetated, and presence of native soil to support
revegetation.

Impact AES-1: Limited improvement of Mitigation AES-1c: Screening berms, perimeter planting, and parking area
open space areas for recreational use trees that provide a canopy shall be used at major staging areas to visually
after the proposed annexation project is buffer views into the staging area from sensitive view points.
approved could include trails, parking
areas, portable sanitary facilities,
fencing, signs, and access roads. The
District may also develop a field office
and maintenance facilities. These
developments could create a significant
effect on scenic vistas.

Prior to
Planning (design
completion of
and siting)
construction and
opening staging
area

Impact AES-1: Limited improvement of Mitigation AES-1d: All structures proposed that are located in scenic
Prior to
open space areas for recreational use corridors shall be screened using native landscaping with plants indigenous to completion of
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Planning
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Measure

after the proposed annexation project is the localized area.
approved could include trails, parking
areas, portable sanitary facilities,
fencing, signs, and access roads. The
District may also develop a field office
and maintenance facilities. These
developments could create a significant
effect on scenic vistas.

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

construction

Impact AES-1: Limited improvement of Mitigation AES-1e: Any utilities constructed within a State scenic corridor for Prior to
open space areas for recreational use District facilities shall be underground.
completion of
after the proposed annexation project is
construction
approved could include trails, parking
areas, portable sanitary facilities,
fencing, signs, and access roads. The
District may also develop a field office
and maintenance facilities. These
developments could create a significant
effect on scenic vistas.

Planning

Impact AES-2: The field office or
maintenance facilities may require
lighting for security or safety. Lights
from these facilities could affect
nighttime views in the area.

Planning

Mitigation AES-2: Any new lighting as part of the proposed project will have
light shields and other devices to ensure that no new light or glare will impact
sensitive receptors.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Prior to
completion of
construction
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

HYDROLOGY
Mitigation HYD-1a: Trails shall be sited to minimize potential water pollution Prior to Board
Impact HYD-1: The Santa Cruz
Mountains are known for intense rainfall and stream bank erosion. Equestrian trails shall not be sited parallel to “blue approval of Use
with large volume flows through creeks line” streams (as mapped on USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle maps) and major and Management
and drainage. The annexation area is drainages (determined during the preparation of individual trail design) within Plan; ongoing
windward of incoming storms and would 150 feet of the streambank in such watersheds. Where equestrian trails must project oversight
cross streams or major drainages in water supply watersheds, the trail shall be thereafter
receive intense rainfall capable of
eroding and destabilizing project area sited perpendicular to the stream (to the extent allowed by topography and
vegetation) through the 300-foot buffer zone (150 feet on each side).
trails. No effluent waste would be
Equestrian trails shall not be located within 150 feet of the high water line of a
discharged due to the proposed
drinking water reservoir. These measures may be modified on a case-by-case
annexation project. Future toilet
basis upon the advice of a qualified biologist or water quality specialist and the
facilities would be self-contained at
concurrence of the applicable water agency.
preserves, or connected to existing
sewer systems, as in the case of the
District developing a field office and
maintenance facilities in the Coastal
Annexation Area. Overall, the project
should be beneficial due to protection of
watersheds and associated water
quality.

Planning (design
and siting),

Mitigation HYD-1b: Storm water quality Best Management Practices (BMPs) Prior to and
Impact HYD-1: The Santa Cruz
Mountains are known for intense rainfall as listed in this section shall be implemented to reduce potential water quality during
construction and
with large volume flows through creeks impacts. BMPs include:
ongoing project
and drainage. The annexation area is
windward of incoming storms and would 1. Flow of runoff from drainage structures will be directed to vegetated areas, oversight
away from creeks and drainages as is practical.
thereafter
receive intense rainfall capable of
eroding and destabilizing project area 2. Conduct any trail maintenance work during low flow periods
3. Use erosion and sediment control measures to minimize water quality
trails. No effluent waste would be
impacts and ensure no sediment at heavily traveled trails flows into creeks.
discharged due to the proposed
These measures include:
annexation project. Future toilet
facilities would be self-contained at
• Silt Fences
preserves, or connected to existing
• Straw Bale Barriers
sewer systems, as in the case of the
• Brush or Rock Filters
District developing a field office and
• Storm Drain Inlet Protection

Planning (siting
and design),
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Operations
(ongoing project
management)

Operations
(ongoing
maintenance and
project oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

•
•
•
•

Sediment Traps
Sediment Basins
Erosion Control Blankets and Mats
The District shall prevent erosion on steep slopes by using erosion
control material according to manufacturer’s specifications.
4. If soil is to be stockpiled for any reason at creeksides, no run-off will be
allowed to flow back to the creek.

Mitigation HYD-1c: When acquiring new property, the District shall carefully Evaluation prior
Impact HYD-1: The Santa Cruz
to Board
Mountains are known for intense rainfall evaluate existing roads and trails before adopting a Preliminary Use and
with large volume flows through creeks Management Plan and opening them to the public to ensure that their design approval of
and drainage. The annexation area is is compatible with resource protection and recreational uses. In some cases, Preliminary Use
windward of incoming storms and would the District may close and restore poorly designed roads and trails to restore and Management
Plan; trail
the land to its natural conditions. Where roads exist in area of geologic
receive intense rainfall capable of
surfaces
eroding and destabilizing project area sensitivity (areas prone to landslides or earth movement), the District may
conduct a roads assessment to identify corrective actions necessary to reduce selection and
trails. No effluent waste would be
design prior to
sediment input into streams.
discharged due to the proposed
construction;
annexation project. Future toilet
Trail surfaces appropriate to intended use shall be selected so as to minimize ongoing project
facilities would be self-contained at
oversight
runoff and erosion problems. Trail designs shall conform to the County
preserves, or connected to existing
thereafter
Surface Runoff Management Plan, County Excavating, Grading, Filling, and
sewer systems, as in the case of the
Clearing Regulations Ordinance, and the County Topsoil Ordinance, as
District developing a field office and
defined in this chapter. Surface water shall be diverted from trails by out
maintenance facilities in the Coastal
Annexation Area. Overall, the project sloping the trail tread 3% where feasible. Where necessary, shallow ditches or
should be beneficial due to protection of water bars shall be used to divert water on running slopes greater than 5%.
Other trail drainage techniques may include rolling dips, culverts, or ditches on
watersheds and associated water
sides of trails. Erosion control plans shall comply with erosion control policies
quality.
in the County General Plan and Local Coastal Program.

Acquisition
(preparation of
Preliminary Use
and Management
Plan),

Impact HYD-1: The Santa Cruz
Mitigation HYD-1d: No large-scale grading shall be used for trail
Prepare grading
Mountains are known for intense rainfall construction. The degree of cut allowed on a slope depends on the soil type, plans or details
with large volume flows through creeks hardness, and surrounding natural resources. Ultimate cuts shall be
prior to bid and
and drainage. The annexation area is contoured to blend with the natural slope. Steep areas shall be handled by
construction;
windward of incoming storms and would limited terracing to avoid large-scale grading. Surface soil disturbance shall be implement
receive intense rainfall capable of
kept to a minimum to reduce erosion and maintenance problems. Only those grading practices
eroding and destabilizing project area rocks, stumps, and roots that interfere with safe passage shall be removed.
during
trails. No effluent waste would be
construction.
discharged due to the proposed

Planning (siting
and design),
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Operations
(ongoing project
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

annexation project. Future toilet
facilities would be self-contained at
preserves, or connected to existing
sewer systems, as in the case of the
District developing a field office and
maintenance facilities in the Coastal
Annexation Area. Overall, the project
should be beneficial due to protection of
watersheds and associated water
quality.
Impact HYD-2: The annexation project Mitigation HYD-2: Culverts shall be designed so that they do not limit the
would not substantially alter the existing ability of debris to pass. Structures over water courses shall be carefully
drainage pattern of the area.
placed to minimize disturbance and should be located 2 feet above the 100year flood elevation or 2 feet above the Flood Hazard Flood Insurance Rate
Map flood elevation. Maintenance of culverts and drainage structures shall be
performed as needed to ensure proper functioning.
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Prepare plans or
details prior to
bid and
construction;
Implement
installation
practices during
construction

Planning (design
and siting),
Operations
(maintenance
and ongoing
project oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

BIOLOGY
Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1a: Biological resource assessments shall be conducted
during preparation of Use and Management Plans. Assessments shall be
conducted by a qualified biologist and will include surveys for sensitive
habitats and special-status species in the appropriate seasons. These
assessments will include recommendations to align potential trails to avoid
impacts to sensitive habitats, special-status species, and heritage and
significant trees. If any trail alignment may affect such resources, the District
will consult with the appropriate agencies (e.g., CDFG, USFWS, NMFS) to
ensure that impacts will be avoided or mitigation is adequate.

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affects sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1b: The District shall protect sensitive habitat areas and other
areas where special-status species may be adversely affected when planning
trails and other facilities. To the maximum extent feasible, trail alignments and
other improvements shall avoid impacts to sensitive habitats, including
habitats for special-status plants and animals. All improvements shall be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis by a qualified biologist to identify impact
avoidance measures or mitigation measures for biotic impacts.

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan

Consideration shall be given to:
• Relocating trails or other improvements
• Periodic closures
• Revegetation prescriptions
• Buffer plantings
• Discrete barrier fencing that accommodates wildlife passage
• Other appropriate measures
Removal of native vegetation shall be avoided as much as possible. The
appropriate resource agencies shall be contacted regarding any trail
alignments or other improvements that may impact sensitive habitats, specialstatus species, or their habitat. Plant replacement shall be native to the area
and suitable for the site conditions.
Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are

Mitigation BIO-1c: In special-status species habitat areas, trail use levels
Determine trail
Planning
shall be limited as appropriate to ensure protection of resources. Techniques use level prior to (design),
for limiting use may include, but are not limited to:
Board approval

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Measure
•
•

currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Physical access controls
Seasonal or intermittent closures

Timing
of Use and
Management
Plan; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1d: Existing access routes shall be used wherever suitable to Prior to and
minimize impacts of new construction in special-status species habitats.
during
Realignments will be implemented where necessary to avoid adverse impacts construction
on resources.

Planning

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1e: Trail design shall include barriers to control trail use and
prevent environmental damage. Barriers may include fences, vegetation,
stiles, and/or fallen trees or branches.

Planning
(design),

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1f: A particular trail or other facility may need to be closed
Ongoing project
during seasonal periods critical to special-status species, where overuse
oversight
threatens resource values, or for other reasons to protect biological resources.
Where a trail or surrounding habitat warrants special notice limiting trail use,
the trail shall be clearly designated and should be equipped with use signs and
appropriate barriers to discourage unauthorized use. Missing or damaged
signs, gates, fences, and barriers shall be shall be repaired or replaced as
soon as possible. Closure notices shall include the reason(s) for the closure,
an estimate of how long the facility will be closed, and a telephone number to
call for further information.

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1g: When parallel to a stream or riparian zone, trails shall
generally be set back from the top of bank or from the outside edge of the
riparian zone, whichever is greater, except where topographic, resource
management, or other constraints or management objectives make such a
setback not feasible or undesirable. Riparian setbacks may be adjusted on a
case-by-case basis based upon advice of a qualified biologist and with the
concurrence of reviewing agencies, where applicable.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
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Prior to
construction

Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)
Planning
(assessment of
closure),
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Prior to Board
Planning (siting
approval of Use and design)
and Management
Plan
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1h: Trail crossings of streams and drainages shall be
designed to minimize disturbance through the use of bridges, fords, or
culverts, whichever is least environmentally damaging. Bridges and culverts
shall be designed so that they visually and functionally blend with the
environment and do not substantially interfere with the movement of native
fish. Sufficient depth and velocity of water through the culvert shall exist in
fish-bearing streams for passage of native fish and other native aquatic
species during high and low flow conditions. Trail access shall be restricted at
fish-bearing streams during critical times, such as during spawning, unless
bridges and culverts are provided for use.

Prior to
construction;
ongoing project
oversight
thereafter

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1i: Trails and other improvements shall avoid wetlands and
other jurisdictional waters, including seasonal wetlands, seeps, springs, and
farm ponds, wherever possible. A wetlands biologist will conduct
reconnaissance-level surveys of all improvements in areas with potential
wetlands. Any improvements adjacent to wetland areas will be constructed so
that fills avoid wetland impacts and minimum setbacks are allowed. Where
feasible, setbacks from wetlands and other jurisdictional waters shall be a
minimum of 25 feet for trails and 50 feet for staging areas and other
improvements. A formal wetland delineation will be required for any
improvements that may directly impact wetlands.

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Prior to
Mitigation BIO-1j: Revegetation and/or enhancement shall be undertaken
where any sensitive habitat or special-status species habitat will be disturbed construction;
or destroyed by facility construction. Revegetation work shall be implemented ongoing project
oversight
prior to or concurrently with the development. The design of an appropriate
thereafter
revegetation program shall fully compensate for the lost habitat, with no net
loss of habitat functions and values. Riparian and wetland habitat impacts will
typically be mitigated at a 3:1 ratio for high quality habitat areas and at lower
ratios where lower habitat quality justifies a lower ratio. A lower ratio may also
be justified if habitat mitigation is implemented and verified as successful prior
to the occurrence of impacts. Mitigation shall be based on in-kind replacement
of impacted habitat with habitat of equal or better biotic value. The
revegetation program shall be designed by a qualified biologist or ecologist
and submitted to the appropriate regulatory or trustee agency for approval. At
a minimum, the revegetation program shall include a description of project
impacts, mitigation calculations, the mitigation site, revegetation techniques,
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Planning
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

maintenance measures, a long-term monitoring program, and contingency
measures. Native plant materials suited to the site will be utilized in all
mitigation work.
Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1k: Periodic monitoring of known sensitive habitats adjacent Ongoing project
to trails or other facilities shall be conducted to determine if unacceptable soil oversight
compaction or other adverse impacts are occurring. If monitoring reveals that
undesirable soil compaction or impact to a sensitive habitat is occurring,
barriers or other appropriate measures (such as trail rerouting) shall be
employed as needed to discourage off-trail use. Brush or other aesthetically
acceptable barriers can be used to cover illegal trails, abandoned trails, or
shortcuts to discourage use until natural vegetation returns.

Planning
(monitoring),

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1l: Should sensitive habitat be impacted such that it
Ongoing project
necessitates permanently closing a trail or staging area, a management
oversight
program to rehabilitate the area will be developed. Such a program shall
include discing and replanting or other techniques appropriate to the habitat
type to return the site to a natural condition and sufficiently blocking the trail
with barriers to effectively prohibit use. Management shall include monitoring
the site to ensure that it returns to a natural condition without the intrusion of
invasive exotic plants. Management shall also include design elements,
maintenance, and monitoring to ensure that erosion is minimized.

Planning (design
of management
program),

Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Operations
(monitoring,
maintenance and
ongoing project
oversight)

Construction and maintenance of trails will require the trimming and/or removal
of vegetation along the trail route and staging areas.
Impact BIO-1: Constructing
improvements and introducing
recreational uses into areas that are
currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

Mitigation BIO-1m: Existing native vegetation shall only be removed as
Ongoing project
necessary to accommodate the trail clearing width. The minimum horizontal oversight
clearing width from physical obstructions varies based on the type of trail but
should be no less than two feet from the outer limits of the trail tread and shall
be determined on a case by case basis to protect special natural features.
Maximum vertical distance from overhanging branches shall be 12 feet on
trails open to equestrian or bicycle use. Maximum vertical distance from
overhanging branches shall be eight feet on hiking trails. Clearing shall be
determined on a case-by-case basis to protect special natural features.

Impact BIO-1: Constructing
Mitigation BIO-1n: Good pruning practices should be followed when
improvements and introducing
vegetation growth must be cleared. Ground cover plants and low shrubs
recreational uses into areas that are
should not be cleared beyond the original construction stand. The
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Area Annexation

Ongoing project
oversight

Operations

Operations
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Measure

currently closed to public use could
adversely affect sensitive species and
or/natural communities.

construction stand shall be defined as the trail tread width plus 1-2 feet from
each side of the edge of the trail tread. Noxious plants (e.g., yellow starthistle) shall be controlled along trails and the edges of staging areas in a
timely manner. Potential adverse impacts on biological resources would also
be mitigated by Hyd-1 through Hyd-2.

Impact BIO-2: The construction of new
fences on lands acquired or managed
by the District could restrict wildlife
movement within open space areas.

Mitigation BIO-2: The District shall minimize fragmentation of interior habitat,
reduce barriers to wildlife movement within preserves, identify and protect
established wildlife crossings to allow movement across existing roads,
remove unnecessary fences and barbed wire from preserves, and seek to
reduce barriers to wildlife movement on a more regional basis. The
construction of new fences constructed on District owned or managed lands
shall not restrict wildlife movement. Fence rails shall be designed with
openings large enough for native mammals to pass through.

Impact BIO-3: Construction of District Mitigation BIO-3: See Mitigation AGR-3(h)
improvements on open space lands
could result in the removal or trimming
of heritage and/or significant trees in
compliance with of the San Mateo
County Ordinance.
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Timing

Evaluation and
recommendations prior to
Board approval
of Use and
Management
Plan

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

Planning (siting
and design),
Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Final
Service Plan and
prior to opening
trails to public
access
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Mitigation CUL-1a: The protocol for determining if structures are of historic
Impact CUL-1: Specific lands to be
acquired by the District have not been value is as follows:
identified, but lands acquired may
1. The property and building types will be identified and evaluated by a
contain historical resources. Due to
qualified cultural consultant;
public safety concerns, historical
structures may need to be removed. At 2. The cultural consultant will determine if the structures in question are
currently included in a local register of historic resources, on the California
a minimum, treatment of a building
Register of Historic Resources or on the National Register of Historic
and/or structure to be affected should
Places;
provide for mitigation options and
procedures for both the building to be 3. If it is determined that the structures in question are not currently included
in a local register of historic resources, on the California Register of
affected by the project and any adjacent
Historic Resources or on the National Register of Historic Places, a DPR
buildings with the potential to be
523 form issued by the California Department of Parks and Recreation
affected by either direct or indirect
(DPR) will be completed by the cultural consultant and the structural and
impacts. Mitigation Measures CUL-1a
building data sent to a qualified architectural historian;
and 1b will mitigate all impacts to
4. If it is determined that the structures in question are currently on the
historic structures to less than
California Register of Historic Resources or if the building has been
significant levels.
determined to be of historic value, there are two options that would
mitigate any impact to the historic values:
a) Retain and rehabilitate the building according to the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings
(U.S. Department of Interior 1990). New construction near this building
should be consistent with its historic character; or

Prior to Board
Planning
approval of Use
and Management
Plan

b) Move the building to a different location on its current parcel or to a
different parcel appropriate to its historic character.
Impact CUL-1: Specific lands to be
acquired by the District have not been
identified, but lands acquired may
contain historical resources. Due to
public safety concerns, historical
structures may need to be removed. At
a minimum, treatment of a building
and/or structure to be affected should

Mitigation CUL-1b: Short-Term/Construction activities may impact nearby
Prior to and
historic properties. These impacts may include dust accumulation on building during
facades, and increased noise and vibration from construction equipment.
construction
Construction period impacts could be mitigated to a less-than-significant level
by implementing the following mitigation measures:
1. Project specifications should shall require the contractor(s) and any
subcontractors to conform to the County’s noise control requirements.
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

provide for mitigation options and
2.
procedures for both the building to be
affected by the project and any adjacent
buildings with the potential to be
affected by either direct or indirect
impacts. Mitigation Measures CUL-1a
and 1b will mitigate all impacts to
historic structures to less than
significant levels.
3.

Project specifications should shall require the general contractor and any
subcontractors to control dust and exhaust emissions of particulate
through water sprinkling during demolition and excavation activities;
covering of stockpiles of soil, sand and other such materials; covering
trucks hauling debris, soil, sand and other such materials; street sweeping
of the streets surrounding excavation and construction sites; equipment
maintenance to reduce emissions; and, prohibitions on idling engines
when not in use.
Cleaning of the adjacent historic buildings may be necessary after
construction activities to prevent long-term damage to the building fabric.
The need for cleaning shall be determined by a qualified Historic Architect,
shall follow the standards set by the Secretary of the Interior, and shall be
completed in consultation with the Historic Architect.
4. A structural engineer should inspect the buildings prior to construction to
determine if the noise and vibration anticipated during construction will
affect the buildings framework and fabric. The report, with any
recommendations and mitigation measures, should be reviewed by a
qualified Historic Architect.

Impact CUL-2: Removal or other
Mitigation CUL-2: Application of the Standard Protocol for Unexpected
substantial changes to not yet identified Discovery of Archaeological and Paleontological Cultural Materials will be
archaeological or paleontological
applied. See DEIR, page IV-J-12 for a complete description of this Plan.
resources may be significant.

Planning
(development of
Action
Plan)Operations
(construction
oversight)

Impact CUL-3: Ground excavation or Mitigation CUL-3: Application of the Native American Burial Plan (NABP) will Prior to and
other ground disturbance during
be applied. See DEIR, page IV-J-13-14 for a complete description of this Plan. during
development of improvements, such as
construction
trails, could disturb human remains,
including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries.

Planning
(implementation
of Plan)
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Operations
(construction
oversight)
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Measure

Timing

Monitoring
Responsibility—
District
Department

GEOLOGY
Impact GEO-1: Future District facilities Mitigation GEO-1a: Surveys shall be conducted as part of trail route site
such as a field office or maintenance
planning to identify the occurrence of any potentially hazardous geologic
building could be constructed in an area conditions such as unstable slopes in landslide areas. Such areas shall be
subject to geologic hazards such as
avoided or necessary construction design measures shall be incorporated into
seismic shaking or liquefaction. When the trail design to assure that:
open space areas are opened to the
• Users will not be exposed to the identified hazard
public, users could potentially be
• Trails would not contribute to increasing the degree or extent of instability
exposed to geologic hazards such as
• Drainage from the trail would be routed away from the instability
unstable slopes in landslide areas.
In no event shall a trail be routed across an instability that is actively supplying
sediment directly into a channel within a watershed known to support
anadromous fish species, unless the instability is stabilized.

Prior to Board
approval of Use
and Management
Plan; ongoing
project oversight
thereafter

Planning (siting
and design)

Impact GEO-1: Future District facilities Mitigation GEO-1b: The District shall routinely monitor trails and provide
such as a field office or maintenance
regular maintenance to avoid public exposure to hazardous conditions.
building could be constructed in an area
subject to geologic hazards such as
seismic shaking or liquefaction. When
open space areas are opened to the
public, users could potentially be
exposed to geologic hazards such as
unstable slopes in landslide areas.

Ongoing project
oversight

Operations

Impact GEO-1: Future District facilities Mitigation GEO-1c: Where structures are proposed, a geotechnical
Prior to bid and
such as a field office or maintenance
evaluation shall be conducted to identify engineering methods to reduce the
construction
building could be constructed in an area potential for structural failure due to geological hazards. All buildings shall be
subject to geologic hazards such as
designed in a manner that reflects the geologic hazards on the site, and shall
seismic shaking or liquefaction. When be consistent with local and Uniform Building Codes.
open space areas are opened to the
public, users could potentially be
exposed to geologic hazards such as
unstable slopes in landslide areas.
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Operations
(ongoing project
oversight)

Planning
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United States Department of the lnter~or
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
Fort Mason, San Francisco, California 94123

JN

ffl{GOGA-PLAN)

AUG - 2
Cathy Woodbury
Planning Manager
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los AJtos, CA 94022

Re:

1!Ji:.ateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dear

M( .~oodbury:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) and National Park Service (NPS) staff appreciate your presentation to the
park on July 17, 2002. The NPS supports the mission of the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District (District) and supports the expansion of the District into coastal San Mateo
County.
The NPS wants to continue to work in partnership with the District on preserving important open
space for future generations. As you know, the NPS is beginning a planning process to define
management of NPS managed lands in San Mateo County to ensure that resources are
protected and recreational opportunities are enhanced for the public. The NPS and District
must coordinate the identification, evaluation, and acquisition of appropriate open space where
our boundaries are adjacent or overlap. It is imperative that coordination between the NPS and
District staff is maintained as the District expands to the coast.
The NPS acknowledges the District's commitment to operational coordination as stated on Page
111-13 in the DEIR." If the District plans to purchase c;1djacent to GGNRA lands, it will consult
with the National Park Service during the planning process for that particular property to ensure
that any future plans for the property are consistent with the operation of the adjacent GGNRA
property."
Thank you for working with the GGNRA on this important project. Please call Nancy Hornor on
my staff at (415) 561-4937 with any questions regarding this letter.
Sincerely,

~f7Lb
General SuperiLdent
cc:

GGNRA Advisory Commission

RECEIVED

I

l '"
MIDPENNSULA REGIONAL OPEN
SPACE OISTRiCT

A-1-1

A-2

A-2-1

A-2-2

A-2-2

A-2-3

A-2-4

A-2-4

A-2-5

A-2-5

A-2-5

A-3

A-3-1

A-3-2

San Mateo Coastal Armexation Draft E.I.R.
August

30~

2002
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On behalf of the Commission, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft E.I.R.
I believe that incorpo.ration of the above noted recommendations will assist staff and the
Commission in their consideration of the proposed annexation.
Sincerely,

~~
Martha Poyatos
Executive Officer

CC:

Members, Fonnation Commission
Carol Woodward, Deputy County Counsel
Marcia Raines, Director, Environme!ltal Services Agency
Neelima Palacherla, Executive Offic~r~ Santa Clara LAFCo

TOTAL P.02
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August 30, 2002

MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022
Attn: Cathy Woodbury

ENVIRONMENTAL

SERVICES
Re: San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

AGENCY
Agricultural
Commissioner/ Sealer of
Weights & Measures

I am forwarding my comments on the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Coastal Annexation
Project. As the San Mateo County Agricultural Commissioner, my review of the
Draft EIR focused specifically on potential impacts and mitigation measures
pertaining to agricultural resources in the Coastal Annexation Area.

In the "Envirorunental Assessment" Section of the EIR document, significant
potential impacts on agricultural resources are identified as outlined below.

Animal Control

Cooperative Exten,sion

A proJect could have a significant effect on agriculture resources if it
would:

AGR-1 Directly convert substantial fannland to nonpagricultural use.

A-4-1

AGRP3 Involve other project changes in the existing environment which,
due to their location or nature, could result in substantial conversion of
farmland or other agricultural lands to non-agricultural use.

Fire Protection

The Draft EIR concludes that there will be ''less than significant impact with
mitigation incorporation".

LAFCo

Library

Parks & Recreation

After reviewing the various mitigation measures and Draft Sel'vice Plan policies
and guidelines, I have concluded that the identified mitigation measures for the
significant impacts identified above do not adequately address the potential loss
of crop, livestock and timber production. Land currently in agriculture, could in
fact be converted to non-agricultural use under the proposed Coastal Annexation

Project. My specific areas of concern are outlined below.

Planning & Building

AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER/SEALER OF WEIGHTS & MEASURES DIVISION
."

728 Heller Street• P.O. Box 999 •Redwood Cily, CA 94064-0999 •Phone (650) 363-4700 •FAX (650) 367-0 IJO
SZ:9T
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Mitigation AGR-la-The Draft EIR states that although current District policies •'would
discourage siting facilities on Farmland in agricultural use, they would not prohibit it". This
mitigation measure states that "No new buildings o:r staging areas shall be located on prime
agricultural lands. , . that are being used for agricultural purposes".
•

The Draft EIR is unclear With respect to which definition of ''prime agricultural lands'! the
document is referencing - the San Mateo County Local Coastal Plan(LCP) or the Calit:
Dept. of Conservation Important Farmlands Survey. As stated in· the Draft EIR, the LCP
''Prime Farmland" definition includes more agricultural land. Prime agricultural land, as it
pertains to the annexation project, should be clearly outlined in the EIR and should be
consistent with the LCP.

•

The mitigation measure provides no protection for LCP "Lands Suitable for Agriculture"
(which includes dry farming, animal grazing and timber harvesting).

•

As written, the mitigation measure only applies to lands that are currently beingused for
agricultural purposes. There should be similar protection for lands historically fanned but
currently not in production, and for lands suitable for future cultivation or grazing.

A-4-1

A-4-2

Mitigation AGR-1 b - The mitigation measure states that trails and habitat preservation areas
shall be located to "avoid prime agricultural lands" or "traverse such lands in a manner that does

not result in interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the agricultural
potential of those lands". Additionally, ''operators of active agricultural activities would be
consulted to identify appropriate routes on lands they cultivate". Agricultural activities "shall be
protected and buffered from trail user impacts by means of distance, physical barriers or other
non-disruptive methods"-

•

The definition of prime agricultural lands is unclear, and adverse impacts from trails on
'"Lands Suitable for Agriculture'' are not ~pecifically mitigated.

•

Agricultural land may not currently be in production. In the absence of an "operator", who

A-4-3

will determine trail route placement and buffers for protecting potential agricultural
activities?

•

A minimum buffer distance should be specified in the mitigation measure. A physical
barrier, such as a fence, may be inadequate to prevent significant interference with a grower's
ability to perform agricultural activities. For example, without an adequate trail buffer, or
mandatory trail closures, an agricultural leasee on District land could be severely restricted in
the use of pesticides, which could affect the economic viability of the farming operation.

A-4-4
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•

Construction of trails providing public access for hikers, bikers, and horses could introdu'ce
livestock or plant pathogens and spread noxious weed seeds into agricultural areas. The
mitigation measure does not address these potentially serious impacts to agriculture.

Mitigation AGR-3a - As stated in this measure, the protection of adjacent agricultural lands from
the impacts of public facilities and trails appears to be discretionary and therefore the impacts
may not be mitigated. Facilities would be sited away from prime agricultural lands Wlless such
64

location would not promote the planned, orderly. efficient use of an area". Trails and facilities

A-4-5

A-4-6

would be located so as not to fragment agricultural operations "to the extent feasible''. Again,
adverse impacts on Lands Suitable for Agriculture are not specifically mitigated.
Mitigation AGR-3c-See comments on Mitigation AGR-1 b.

I A-4-7

Mitigation AGR-3d - Minimum buffer distances should be specified to ensure mitigation of
impacts from trails adjacent to agricultural lands.

I A-4-8

Mitigation LU-la-Although this mitigation measure is under "Land Use''., it has implications
for agricultural operations adjacent to District lands. Specifically, this mitigation measure states
that" in areas where trails would pass potentially hazardous adjacent land uses ...... temporary

trail closures shall be employed during intermittent operations, such as agricultural spraying, that
would jeopardize.the safety of an otherwise safe trail".
•

In order to implement the trail closure mitigation measure, the District would need advance

notice that a pesticide application was scheduled for an adj_acent property. With the
exception of certain soil fumigants, neighbor notification of pesticide applications is not
required by law or regulation. The ,adjacent agricultural operation could provide notification
yoluntarily to the District, but this transfers the burden and responsibHity for mitigation onto
the neighboring operator. There can also be logistical problems since scheduled applications
to crops may be cancelled at the last minute or perfonned on short notice due to changes in
weather. Additionally, the application of certain pesticides requires a regulatory buffer zone
to mitigate safety concerns. If a trail is too close to an adjacent property, portions of a field
would have to remain untreated to accommodate the 'buffer zone requirement. Again, the
most effective mitigation measure is a minimum trail setback from the adjacent agricultural
operation.

A-4-9

Mitigation AGR-3f -This mitigation measure states: '"The District shall conduct its land
management practices such that they do not have an adverse significant impact on the physical or
economic integrity of timberland preserves on or contiguous to properties owned or managed by
the District. _."

A-4-10
•

On page IV-B-10, the Draft EIR states: •'Lands acquired by the District would not be
proposed for commercial timber production. District acquisition of timberland thus

9c:91
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could result in some of these lands being removed from production, but this amoWlt would
not be substantial". These statements are inconsistent with the language in mitigation
measure AOR-3f above.
•

The San Mateo County LCP includes timber harvesting under the definition of "Lands
Suitable for Agriculture". San Mateo County timber harvest in 2001 generated 4,151,000
board feet at a value of $2,742,000. District acquisition of lands currently wider a
sustainable timber harvest plan could result in significant adverse impacts to this industry.
The environmental assessment should provide factual data and analysis to support the stated
conclusion that the amount of land removed from production "would not be substantial".

A-4-10

Proiect Description
The Draft EIR lists the activities that will be introduced into the Coastal Annexation Area as a
result of the proposed.expansion of District boundaries. Included is the following:
Potential sale or lease of District owned lands for 1) agricultural uses after cons~rvation or public
access easements or conditions are applied to the property based on site specifi~ resource
characteristics of the property.

•

•

CEQA and the County Local Coastal Plan both include agriculture as a resourG~ to be
protected. There is no language in the Draft BIR document or the Draft Service Plan stating
that the District shall sell or lease agricultural land to ensure the continuance of agricultural
production. The sale or lease of agricultural· farmland by the District is entirely discretionary
and there is no specified time frame following land acquisition within which sale or lease
actions must take place. The absence of a definitive District policy for the Coastal
Annexation Area directing the sale or lease of agricultural land represents a significant
P,nvironmental impact that has not been addressed.

A-4-11

Additionally, information on conservation easements and associated conditions should be
clearly outlined and analyzed in the environmental assessment. A conservation easement
A-4-12
could be very basic such as the purchase and retirement of a density credit, from an
agricultural parcel, or there could be irrigation, crop, or operational conditions placed on the
parcel that are so restrictive, the economic integrity of the agricultural land is effectively lost.

Consultation With Interested Parties
The Draft Service Plan contains a number of statements, specific guidelines, and implementation
· actions that reference District consultation with coastal annexation residents, government
agencies, local agricultural interests, the Agricultural Advisory Committee, etc. on the
development of agricultural policies, preparation of site assessments and access plans. The Draft; A-4-13
Service Plan and EIR do not definitively state that the District is obligated or required to secure ,
approval from any outside advisory committees or government agencies prior to agricultural land.

90"d ltf101
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acquisition, or the development of agricultural polices, site plans or easement conditions.
District implementation_ofrecommendcd actions from interested parties is entirely discretionary.
For this reason, the current environmental review process should include the fonnulation.
review, and analysis of detailed District policies and procedures that will be utilized by the
District in the acquisition, development, sale or lease of agricultural lands. Specific District
policies and procedures can in fact have a significant effect on agricultural resources, and
disclosure of this information should be part of the CEQA process prior to annexation.

A-4-13

Project Objectives

The Draft Service Plan states the following: The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District is a
public agency that acquires and manages open space resources.
Agriculture is not open space. Agriculture is business; it is the production of food and fiber,
employment for agricultural workers, and represents over $600 million dollars to the economy of
San Mateo Oounty. Although farms, dairies and ranches were once located throughout San
Mateo Countt~ the only remaining agricultural district producing locally grown agricultural
products is on the coastside, in the proposed Coastal Annexation Area.

A-4-14

As a public agency, the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District should establish clear,
detailed District agricultural policies and directives, and perform a thorough environmental
assessment prior to annexation, in order to ensure that the Coastal Annexation Project will result
in no adverse impact to agricultural production in the County.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report for
the Coastal Annexation Project. I can be reached at (650) 363-4700 if you have any questions
regarding my comments.

Si1~f~
Gail M. Raabe
Agricultural Commissioner/Sealer
cc: Marcia Raines, ·san Mateo County Environmental Services Agency
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POLICIES RELATIVE TO ANNEXATION/REORGANIZATIONS FOR CITIES

AND SPECIAL DISTRICTS

A.

GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. The Commission will encourage city processing of annexations and
reorganizations within Urban Service Areas without LAFCO review,
pursuant to Government Code Section 56826.
2. Urban development should take place in cities rather than in
unincorporated territory
3. Whenever possible, cities should pursue development of vacant
incorporated land before annexation of fringe areas.

4. Annexations and reorganizations should result in logical and
reasonable expansions for cities and special districts.
5. Cities are encouraged to pursue annexation of unincorporated islands.
6. Cities are encouraged to exchange territory between them to improve
illogical boundary or service situations.

7. The Corrunission encourages local agencies to seek means for
increasing governmental efficiency and reducing overlaps of service
provisions. Specifically:
a. Annexation to an existing agency is favored over creation of a new

agency.
b. 'creation of subsidiary districts, and mergers or consolidation of
special districts, are encouraged whenever possible.
B.

ANNEXATION/REORGANIZATION POLICIES

1. LAFCO will strongly discourage city annexations of land outside
Urban Service Areas until inclusion into the Urban Service Area is
appropriate. However, the Commission recognizes that in some
circumstances, city annexations outside Urban Service Areas will help
promote preservation of agriculture, open space, and/or greenbelts.
Such cases will be considered on their merits on a case-by-case basis.
LAFCO will reconsider allowance of exceptions if it appears a pattern
of such requests is developing.

ll
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2. Where development outside Urban Service Areas will necessitate
annexations to special districts, LAFCO will consider city general
plans, joint city I county plans, and land use studies, such as the South
County Plan and Preservation 2020, in reviewing proposals.
3. Proponents must clearly dell":onstrate that the city or special district is
capable of meeting the need for services.
4. Boundaries of proposals must be definite and certain, and split lines of
assessment must be avoided wherever possible.
5. The boundaries of a proposed annexation or reorganization must not
create or result in ~reas that are difficult to serve.
6. Pre-zoning is a requirement for city annexation, unless it can be clearly
demonstrated by the applicant that pre...zoning is unnecessary. Where
territory is prezoned agricultural, but has an urban use designation on
the city's general plan, the applicant will be required to demonstrate
why such an annexation is not in violation of the Cortese-Knox Local
Government Reorganization Act, which requires LAFCO to:

a. Steer growth away from agricultural areasi and
b. Determine that annexation and development of land for nonagricultural purposes is not premature.
7. For annexations for residential development of five acres or more, a
copy of the application shall be sent to the appropriate school
district(s) for the purpose of ascertaining the impact the proposal may
have on the district's ability to provide educational services.
8. All applications for annexations where prezoning indicates that land
development could cause the number of vehicle trips per day to exceed
2,000, shall be sent by. the LAFCO Executive Officer to the County
Transportation Agency for comment as to impact on regional
transportation facilities and services.
9. Where service providers other than the reorganizing agencies may be
substantively impacted by a proposed reorganization, LAFCO shall
request conunents on the proposal from the affecte<:l service providers.
Comments received will be a factor considered in reviewing the
proposal.
10. Concurrent detachment of territory from special districts which will no
longer provide service is a required condition of city annexation.

12
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11. Special district annexations which result in duplication of authority to
perform similar functions must be clearly justified. Reasonable
justifications shall include, but not be limited to:
a. Health-related needs for services outside city boundaries, such as
sewer services to replace a failing septic system for existing
development.
b. Safety-related needs for services outside city boundaries such as
provision of fire protection service to unincorporated development.
C.

STREET ANNEXATION POLICIES

1. Cities will be required to annex entire street sections whenever
possible.
2. When streets are used as a boundary for an annexation, the annexation
proposal shall be designed to include a continuous section of roadway
sufficient in length to allow maintenance and policing of the street by a
single jurisdiction. Annexation of full-wid!h sections normally shall be
make in increments of not less than one thousand feet, or the distance
between two consecutive intersections, where 50 percent or more of
the frontage on both sides of the street in said increment has been or is
to be included in the city. This policy shall not supercede other
provisions in State law.
3. Annexation of existing short segments of county road to provide
single-agency jurisdiction of a full-width section of the road or to
provide continuity of city limits shall be accomplished in the most
practical manner.
4. 'When a street is the boundary line between two cities, the centerline of
the street may be used as the boundary. Such street annexations shall
occur in increments as described in Policy 2, above.
5. Half-street annexations will not be approved except as provided in
Policies 3 and 4, above, unless otherwise provided by State law.

13
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I SPHERE OF INFLUENCE POLICIES
A.

General Guidelines
1. Pursuant to Government Code Section 56425, LAFCO must adopt a
Sphere of Influence for each local governmental agency. Once
established, a Sphere of Influence shall be uses as a guide to LAFCO in
the determination of any proposal concerning cities or special districts
and territory adjacent thereto.
2. LAFCO may include areas of planning concern in city Spheres of
Influence. Inclusion of territory within a Sphere of Influence should
not necessarily be seen as an indication that the city will either annex
or develop to urban levels such territory. The Urban Service Area
boundary will serve as LAFCO's primary means of indicating a city's
intention of development and provision of urban services.
3. The Commission may periodically review and update the Spheres of
Influence developed and determined by it, either at the request of a
local government agency or at its own discretion.

B.

Adoption and Amendment Policies for City Spheres of Influence
1. LAFCO will require consistency with city general plans in adopting or
amending a Sphere of Influence. Joint City /County Specific Plans and
factors such as density policies, development standards, geology, and
future use will be considered by the Commission when establishing
Spheres of Influence.
"

2. Pursuant to Government Code Section 56425, LAFCO will consider
and make a written finding regarding the following, in adopting or
amending a Sphere of Influence:
a. The present and planned land uses in the area, including
agricultural and open space lands;
b. The present and p~obable need for public facilities and adequacy of
public facilities and services in the area;
c. The present capacity of public facilities and adequacy of public
services which the agency provides or is authorized to providei

d. The existence of any social or economic comm.unities of interest in
the area if the Commission determines that they are relevant to the

agency.
5
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3. LAFCO will consider fiscal impacts of proposed Sphere amendments.
VVhere such amendments may have negative fiscal impacts upon the
County of other local agencies, LAFCO may require mitigations
thereof from the city proposing the amendment.
4. LAFCO will consider city annexation proposals outside the Urban
Service Areas, but within Spheres of Influence, only if such
annexations will promote LAFCO's mandate to preserve open space
areas, including agricultural open space and greenbelts.

5. LAFCO shall amend the Sphere of Influence of an affected agency in
the event a change of organization is approved whic,h does not
conform to the adopted Sphere of Influence.
6. Spheres of Influence for cities and special districts may overlap when
both agencies expect to provide service to the area.

7. In the case of Palo Alto, the following policies apply:
a. The Sphere of Influence includes all lands within the Palo Alto
Boundary Agreement Area except thos~ Stanford lands outside the
Palo Alto Urban Service Area which are reserved for academic use.
b. It is acknowledged that the establishment of these boundaries is not
meant to imply that it would be appropriate to allow new
governmental formations within the territory that is excluded from
the Palo Alto Sphere of Influence merely because such territory is
being excluded therefrom at this time.
c. The Palo Alto Sphere of Influence boundary should be reviewed in
the future if:

1

There is any amendment of the County General Plan or the
University's Land Use Plan that changes an academic land use
designation to non-academic, or the reverse; or

2

Santa Clara County adopts any other policy that might alter the
likelihood or annexation of any areas of Stanford.

C.
Adoption and Amendment Policies for Special District Spheres Qf
Influence

1. Adoption or amendment proposals for special district Spheres of
Influencewill be reviewed for conformity with the County General
Plan and the general plans of the cities served by the district. Spheres

6
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of Influence for districts which provide urban services will generally
be tied to city growth plans.
2. LAFCO will discourage duplications in service provision in reviewing
new or amended Sphere proposals. Where a special district is
coterminous with, or lies substantially within, the boundary or Sphere
of .Influence of a city which is capable of providing the service, the
special district may be given a zero sphere of influence which
encompasses no territory.
3. LAFCO will consider fiscal impacts of district growth upon the
County, affected cities, and other special districts.

7
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Member, City of HMB Open Space Element Steering Committee

Submit = Send
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STEERING COMMITTEE
STEVE ABBORS
East Bay Municipal Utility District
CRAIG ANDERSON
Land Paths
TINA BATT
Muir Heritage Land Trust
ROBERT BERNER
Marin Agricultural Land Trust
FRANCES BRIGMANN
County of Marin. Open Space District
CRAIG BRITTON
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
CRAIG BRONZAN
City of Brentwood, Parks and Recreation Department
RON BROWN
Save Mount Diablo
HARRIET BURGESS
American Land Conservancy
MARY BURNS
County of San Mateo, Parks and Recreation
Department
RICH BURNS
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Ukiah Field Office

ci~~N~ti~rCr~ek
JANET COBB
California Oak Foundation
LAURA COHEN
Rails lo Trails Conservancy
KENNETH CRAIG
Uvermort! Area Recreation and Park District
BOB DOYLE
East Bay Regional Park District
HARRY ENGLEBRIGHT
Tri-City and County Cooperative Planning Group
NADINE HITCHCOCK
California State Coastal Conservancy
JOHN HOFFNAGLE
Land Trust of Napa County
BETH HUNING
San Francisco Bay Joint Venture
DAVlD KATZ
Sonoma Land Trust
LISA KILLOUGH
County of Santa Clara, Parks and Recreation
Department
TOM KRUSE
Greater Vallejo Recreation District
ANDREA MACKENZIE
County of Son'b~~h A~;~~u~t'6i~~frJtservation and
JEREMY MADSEN
Greenbelt Alliance
MOLLY MATULL
Presidio Trust
JANET MCBRIDE
San Francisco Bay Trail Project
DAVID MITCHELL

Ci~ii~~g~r~~~~·[;~~~e~b<;:~:~~nen~nd
BRIAN O'NEILL
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
NANCY RICHARDSON
Land Trust for Santa Clara County
AUDREY RUST
Peninsula Open Space Trust
PHILIP SALES
County of Sonoma, Regional Parks Department
BARBARA SALZMAN
Marin Audubon Society
SUSAN SMARTT
California State Parks Foundation
FRED SMITH
City of Brisbane
MIKE STALLINGS
City of Daly City, Parks and Recreation Department
BRIAN STEEN
Sempervirens Fund
HOLLY VAN HOUTEN
Bay Area Ridge Trail Council
LLOYD WAGSTAFF
Santa Clara County Open Space Authority
DAN WILLIAMS
City of Palo Alto, Recreation, Open Space, and
Sciences
TIM WIRTH
Trust for Public Land
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Solano land Trust
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
South Livermore Valley Agrrcultural Land Trust

RE:

Proposed annexation of coastal San Mateo

Dear Ms. Woodbury:
Coastal San Mateo contains a wealth of natural resources, important
habitats and species, and unique farmlands. This incredible array of open
space and agricultural resources, just minutes from a metropolitan region
of over six million people, also provides valuable outdoor recreational and
educational opportunities.
The Bay Area Open Space Council formed to help the Bay Area protect
and steward regionally-significant open space resources, and to assist
public agencies and non-profit land trusts achieve their locally-adopted
goals. The Council, which includes representatives from over 50 public
agencies and land trusts with responsibilities in the BayArea, recognizes
that our region's quality of life is tied to the quality of our environment,
and that the quality of our environment depends on each part of the region
identifying local resources and goals, and successfully achieving
O-2-1
protection and stewardship of those resources. As a result, one of the
purposes of the Council is to support sufficient organizational and
institutional capacity for all parts of the nine-county region to implement
their adopted open space and farmland protection goals.
Much of coastal San Mateo lacks sufficient public agency capacity to
protect and adequately steward the resources identified as important in
numerous adopted plans and public policies. Annexation of the area into
the jurisdiction of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District, and
tailoring the District's policies and tools to fit the unique circumstances
found on the coast, would help close this critical gap in institutional
capacity.
Sincerely,

.,,(~ W_..lL...... )
John Woodbury

BAY AREA OPEN SPACE COUNCIL
John Woodbury, Director
246 John Street, Oakland, CA, 94611 •tel: 510-654-6591 •fax: 510-654-5673 •
www.openspacecouncil.org

d~ohnw@ix.netcom.com
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625 Miramontes St., Ste. 103
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-1942
Phone (650) 712-7765 • Fax 726-0494

July 26, 2002
Midpeuinsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022
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RE: June, 2002, Draft Environmental Impact Report
Dear MROSD Directors:
The San Mateo County Resource Conservation District (SMC RCD) has not taken a position on the
proposed MROSD San Mateo Coastal Annexation Area issue. As a neutral entity, the SMC RCD has
chosen not to comment on the Draft EIR. The SMC RCD does agree, however, with the inclusion of the
RCD under Implementation Action G.3.B(i) and Partnerships of the MROSD Draft Service Plan. In the
spirit of partnerships, the SMC RCD offers the following infonnation about our organization and our
statutorily assigned powers and pmposes in hopes that they may help guid~ decisions and actions by the
MROSD Board in the coming months and years ahead resulting in cooperative efforts between the two
districts for the benefit of the Coastside community. The majority of SMC RCD activities are based on
voluntary partnerships with both private and public land owners in our District.
The SMC RCD encompasses 157, 119 acres of coastal San Mateo County that includes nearly the entire
140,000 acres to be annexed under the MROSD proposal. The SMC RCD is a Special District organized
under Division 9 of the California Public Resources Code. The purpose of an RCD is to help secure
adoption of state conservation practices including farm, range, open space, urban development, wildlife,
recreation, watershed, water quality, and woodland, best adapted to save the basic resource, soil, water,
and air of the state from unreasonable and economically preventable waste and destruction. RCDs ensure
consistency with authorities and policies of the United States, the state, local government, other RCDs,
persons, associations, and corporations. RCDs facilitate coordinated resource management efforts for
watershed restoration and enhancement and may construct necessary works for erosion control,
stabilization and prevention. RCDs may use public funds to implement these works on public and private
lands.
The SMC RCD was initially formed for the control ofnmoff, the prevention or control of soil erosion, the
development and distribution of water, and the improvement of land capabilities.
The California
Legislature expanded the duties of RCDs to meet all local resource conservation needs mentioned above
including fish and wildlife, riparian areas, watersheds, and public education on conservation issues.
Conservation education may include both adult and youth programs.
RCDs are empowered to conduct surveys, investigations and research relating to conservation of
resources and the preventive and control measures and works of improvement needed. The RCD may
unde1iake demonstration projects as a means of disseminating information on conservation practices.
Watershed planning, interagency cooperation, resource coordination, and public outreach are all
important functions of RCDs. RCDs network both regionally and statewide to coordinate activities and
share information. The California Department of Conservation serves as an overall coordinating
mechanism and information source for all RCDs in the state.
J>artnerint:? to InqJ!ernent (~on,'»ervation F)ractices ancf J->ron:ote f~nvironrnenta/ Str;1i:ard'ihip on Public and
Private Landi Since 1939
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Lands included within an RCD initially staited out as those generally of value for agricultural purposes.
However, the Legislature revised the law to be more inclusive of other lands necessary for fully
accomplishing the purposes for which the district is formed. These include both publicly and privately
owned lands. RCDs may own land, lease land, manage property and purchase conservation easements
and prepai·e management plans for easements consistent with state conservation plan goals. Private
landowners participate with the RCD on a voluntary or consent basis and may receive technical
assistance, material assistance, loaning of equipment, and help with obtaining financial assistance in
implementing a conservation plan or practice. The Legislature has determined that use of public funds for
these activities constitutes expenditure for the general public benefit. Operations and improvements on
public lands may be made in cooperation with the administrating agency having jurisdiction over the land.
The SMC RCD believes in promoting conservation of natural resources while maintaining the economic
vitality of our region through the development of sound land stewardship ethics that result in long tenn
sustainability of our rich and diverse natural resource heritage. During the past 63 years the SMC RCD
has engaged in nearly all the activities listed above throughout the Coastside on a case by case basis when
a need was identified by constituents and/or boai·d members. In recent years the SMC RCD, in addition to
helping landowners develop conservation plans and implement soil and water conservation practices, has
undertaken watershed planning, research and coordination activities including instream and riparian
restoration projects. One major issue that has emerged for the RCD to address is the facilitation of a
balanced water allocation process that can help meet the needs of fish and wildlife, farmers, and people.
The SMC RCD has maintained a special relationship over the years with the agricultural industry and
with state and federal agricultural programs providing assistance to farmers. Many RCD Directors over
the years have made their living from agriculture furthering this special relationship and understanding of
farmers and their needs. The SMC RCD is presently working in pat1nership with landowners, coastal
RCDs, and state and federal agencies in implementation of the Agriculture and Rural Lands plan, a
proactive and voluntary process that is coordinated by the Monterrey Bay National Marine Sanctuaiy.
With the recent signing of the 2002 Farm Bill, a number of new conservation opportunities and
partnerships will be emerging between farmers and the SMC RCD, some that will help implement the
Agriculture and Rural Lands plan. A portion of these Fann Bill programs will expand existing and offer
new fannland protection programs designed to help preserve American agriculture and the rural way of
life. The exact nature of these programs and relationships, however, are awaiting the issuance of new
federal regulations that are anticipated to be published in the next 45 to 60 days. These new regulations
and accompanying programs will have a profound impact on agriculture in San Mateo County as well as
throughout the state and nation over the next seven years and beyond.
The SMC RCD would like to extend an invitation to the MROSD Board and staff to continue to work
with us in seeking new pat1nerships that address both agriculture and resource conservation needs in
coastal San Mateo County. The SMC RCD will keep MROSD staff appraised of our activities and work
that occurs within the Resource Conservation District boundaries. I have enclosed a copy of our Annual
Work Plai1, 2002-2003, for your reference. Please feel free to contact me or any of my Board members to
see how the SMC RCD can be of assistance to MROSD.
Sincerely,

L(1 - ~·~J;._!' ~,~.

1

Mike Ednoff
Executive Director

CC: SMC RCD Board
enclosure
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San Mateo County Resource Conservation District
Annual Work Plan, 2002-2003
Introduction

The 2002-2003 San Mateo County Resource Conservation District (RCD) Annual Work Plan
describes the resource conservation problems and concerns of the constituents and Jurisdictions
within the RCD's boundaries. During the coming year the RCD will pursue priority action items
and projects to be addressed and/or facilitated by RCD staff in partnership with community
members, landowners, government agencies, and other organizations
Resource conservation is of fundamental importance to the prosperity, welfare, and quality of
life of people living in the Stat~ o• C.:.lifornia, San Mako County, and the iocal Coastside.
Conservation traditionally includes the protection and efficient use of soil and water, control of
runoff, prevention and control of soil erosion, and erosion stabilization. Conservation practices
are used selectively in open space areas, agricultural areas, urban neighborhoods, areas
supporting wildlife, and recreational lands. Practices are applied to watershed planning and
management, the protection of water quality and water reclamation, the development of storage
and distribution of water, and in the treatment of each acre of land according to its needs. The
RCD promotes conservation by working cooperatively with all stakeholders including public and
private landowners, government agencies, community organizations, and individuals.
The RCD has been serving the public through partnerships with landowners since 1939.
Historically the RCD served a unique role as a local entity that bridged federal techmcal
assistance and funding with farmers to implement soil and water conservation practices on their
land. Over the years the partnership expanded to include all landowners, public and private,
within the RCD and now addresses all resource conservation issues. The RCD now looks at
resource conservation from a broad perspective, considering ecological interactions of land,
water and species. Individual projects are viewed within the context of an entire watershed where
conservation measures are assessed based on their cumulative benefits to the environment.
Today the expanded role of the RCD includes outreach, education, training, technical assistance,
fisheries enhancement, riparian restoration, assisting in the protection of endangered species,
watershed coordination, and facilitating soiutions to conservation problems through information
exchange, advisory committees and by directly assisting lando'>'ners.
Mission Statement

The mission of the San Mateo County Resource Conservation District is to promote the
conservation of natural resources while maintaining the economic vitality of our region through
the development of land stewardship ethics that result in long term sustainability of the state's
nch and diverse natural resource heritage. The mission is achieved by working in partnership
with land owners and managers, project funders, techmcal advisory sources, area jurisdictions,
government agencies, and other groups and individuals.
The RCD is a special district organized under California law and authonzed by the state to "save
basic resources- soil, water, and air - from unreasonable and economically preventable waste and
destruction". The RCD encompasses the western portion of San Mateo County from Skyline
- I -
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Boulevard on the east to the Pacific Ocean on the west, and from the Santa Cruz County line on
the south through parts of South San Francisco, San Bruno, Pacifica and Daly City on the
northern boundary. The RCD is a public resource agency and has no enforcement nor regulatory
functions or authority. Landowners, be they public or pnvate, partner with the RCD on a
voluntary basis. The RCD is managed by five non-salaried directors, appointed for staggered
tenns by the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors. Operating funds are derived from a local
tax base, contracts and grants and fundraising activities. The RCD may receive tax deductible
donations under Internal Revenue Service Code Section 170 (b) and (c) ( 1).

RCD Objectives and Activities
Provide assistance to private and public land owners with
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land stewardship plans
Habitat preservation and rehabilitation including wildlife, riparian corridors along
streams, and instream habitat restoration
Management of exotic invasive plants
Control of erosion and sedimentation
Water conservation including reuse, multiple use and recycling of nutrients
Developing water supplies and water distribution
Watershed restoration including preservation and enhancement of a clean water supply

These goals will be implemented through:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Outreach, education, and communication with all residents of the District
Developing relationships and seeking input from fanners, ranchers, and landowners
Training and technical assistance, including sponsoring workshops and special activities
Leadership, facilitation, and coordination activities, including linking of all projects to
assess cumulative impacts and benefits to the entire watershed
Serving as a repository of information and technical reports, and providing brochures and
other publications to interested constituents
Coordination with County, State and federal agencies and other organizations, especially
those dealing with natural resources, watersheds, and agriculture.
Demonstrations of suitable practices, land use alternatives, water conservation
techniques, waste reduction, and other land and water management practices
Continuing to issue properly reviewed and approved road grading exemptions
Support of state and federal legislation that benefits conservation and natural resource
objectives
Keeping government officials infonned of RCD activities, projects and programs, along
with benefits ofRCD funding
Developmg grant support and cost share fundmg to implement conservation practices on
private and public lands

Continuation of Existing RCD Projects in 2002-2003
I. Pilarcitos Creek Restoration Plan
• Prepare final report and presentation on projects completed and monies expended by the
Pilarcitos Restoration Fund.
-) -
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•
•
•
•

Initiate Apanolio Creek Restoration project: Apply for permits, seek grant and private
funding for final project component, and develop contracts for restoration work
tentatively scheduled for late summer, 2003.
Finish sediment assessment and repair catalog and organize all data analyzed to date for
the Pilarcitos Creek watershed.
Seek new funding for: continued watershed coordination, resumption of volunteer water
monitoring with high school students and others; and stream care workshops.
Continue to work with Pilarcitos Creek Advisory Committee in developing new projects
and funding within the watershed, including revisiting the Arroyo Leon Steelhead
Enhancement and Farm lmgation Project, and increasing water flows from Stone Dam
into the watershed for steelhead enhancement and public water supplies.

2. Ai,rricultural Plan implementation
• Refine planning and coordination objectives into a written outline delineating roles and
responsibilities for further implementation of strategies within San Mateo County
contained in the Agriculture and Rural Land Plan.
• Compile and distribute technical information on agricultural and conservation practices
• Hold workshops and determine further information that is needed for improving the
agricultural community's knowledge and access to funding sources.
• Seek input and develop strong relationships with farmers, ranchers and landowners
• Facilitate coordinated permitting for agriculture practices, especially off stream water
storage impoundments
3. Horse Boarding
• Seek funding for Phase l!l of the project: Off-site manure management
• Continue to implement Phase II: On-site manure management including establishing a
demonstration site and holding public workshops
• Seek cost share funds for stable owners
• Examine opportunities for commercial and practical uses of recycled horse manure
4. [nitiate and complete the Oral History study in the Pescadero - Butano watershed
New concepts imd proj1..cts proposed for consideration in 2002-03
Agriculture:
• Promotion of local farmers' market and other alternative markets for farmers
• Sustainable agriculture methods and practices
• Reduction in the use of pesticides and herbicides throughout Coastside
• Alternative commercial crops, including organic production, niche crops, specialized
enterprises, and permaculture
• Coalition of organic farmers and/or other marketing organizations
• Water issues including off-stream storage, water supply and distribution, permitting
facilitation, and water conservation practices.
• Managing invasive exotic plants on farms and rangelands
• Educational resource conservation programs involving young people
• Outreach into the Spanish-speaking community

'
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•

Coordination with San Mateo County Cooperative Extension (UCCE) and Farm Bureau

2. Community
•
•
•
•
•

Coastside water issues fish, farmers and folks
Flooding and flood prevention
Continued coordination and interaction with community groups and organizations
Participation in outreach programs including environmental and resource conservation
education.
Produce materials and investigate holding a workshop on gully formation, control and
repair and prevention.

3. Watersheds
The RCD will continue to address factors such as stream blockage, barriers, debris, nonpoint
source pollution, land uses and land use practices, erosion, gullies, water quality, dumping, rural
roads, riparian corridors, sediment loads, and other factors, and then look for specific issues,
problems of solutions to facilitate or pursue in each watershed. Each watershed listed below
includes brief comments and suspected issues. Each watershed will be addressed in the RCD five
year strategic plan, however, some issues under a given watershed may be addressed during
2002-2003 if community interest and landowner participation are high and funding becomes
available.
Pilarcitos (see continuation of RCD projects)
Pescadero-Butano - The largest watershed and marsh in San Mateo County encompassing 84
square miles, draining the crest of the Santa Cruz Mountains to the Pacific Ocean.

•
•

•

Coordinate with the Monterey Bay Sanctuary on the watershed/sediment assessment and
provide assistance as requested. Use results to help set future course of action.
Seek funding support from various sources and work with the members of the community
and applicable government agencies to develop a process on how to work together to
identify issues that would lead to a new effort for !l resto"lltion p!im for the marsh and
watershed. The effort should not be driven by regulatory pressures, but rather by the
needs identified by the residents. The anticipated outcome would be a process that unites
people from the community and agencies to work together in developing a "plan".
Coordinate with San Mateo County Parks with their plans to reduce sedimentation caused
by rural roads and provide assistance as requested.

Frenchman's Creek - A 4.5-square-mile watershed originating west of Scarper Peak and
entering the Pacific at Venice Beach. Issues identified include non-point source pollution from
agriculture and storm water, a perched culvert, culvert maintenance on public roads (Ca!Trans),
invasive plants, and encroachment into riparian corridors
San Vicente Creek - A 5.5-square-mile watershed originating on Montara Mountain and
entering the Pacific at Fitzgerald Marine Reserve. Issues include invasive, exotic plants, a
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damaged culvert at the mouth of the stream and water containing high colifonn counts from nonpoint sources entering the reserve.
Purissima Creek - A 9-square-mile watershed draining the canyon south of the Pilarcitos
watershed and entering the Pacific at Eel Rock. Issues identified mclude invasive plants,
encroachment into riparian corridors and non-point source pollution from agriculture, stonn
water and roads.
Tunitas Creek- A 12-square-mile watershed draining Kings Mountain and entering the Pacific
at Tunitas Beach. Non-point source pollution from agriculture, stonn water and roads. Cattle
grazing instream and exotic invasive plants.
San Gregorio Creek. - A 53-square-mile watershed draining the area from Kings Mountain
south to MacDonald County Park and entering the Pacific at San Gregorio Beach. Non-point
source pollution from agriculture, stonn water and roads. Cattle grazing instream, municipal and
rural road maintenance problems, erosion problems, riparian corridor encroachment, invasive
plants, and water diversion structures. The RCD will coordinate with other projects in this
watershed.
Pomponio Creek - A 7.2-square-mtle watershed between San Gregorio and Pescadero
watersheds that meets the Pacific at Pomponio State Beach. Non-point source pollution from
agriculture, stonn water and roads. Cattle grazing instream, erosion and gullying along stream,
invasive plants, and encroachment into riparian corridors.
Gazos Creek - An 11.2-square-mile narrow canyon watershed that enters the Pacific 1.5 miles
south of Pidgeon Point. Storm water runoff, invasive plants, road maintenance problems and
agricultural water supply issues. The RCD will c.oordinate with other projects in this watershed.
Whitehouse Creek - A 5-square-mile watershed that drains the north edge of Big Basin State
Park. Fish migration barriers, invasive plants and agricultural water issues.

General RCD Activities for 2002-2003
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update written policies covering fiscal management of state and federal grants, fiscal
management of RCD contracts, human resources, purchasing and other internal practices
in need of review or updating.
Develop a five year strategic plan
Develop a long tenn funding strategy
Continue professional development of staff and directors
Develop and propose a competitive benefit package for RCD employees
Expand the capabilities of the RCD through volunteers
Provide infonnation on the purpose, projects and successes of the RCD to the community
Support the activities of regional area, state and national conservation districts
Staff perfonn all administrative duties for the RCD including Board members and
meetings and manage all projects, contracts and grants.
Other issues, programs and projects as may be identified by the RCD Board

'
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SAN MA TEO COUNTY RESOURCE CONSERVATION DISTRICT
2002DIRECTORSANDSTAFF
Directors:

Telephone

Louie Figone, President
Barbara Kossy, Vice-President
Chuck Gust, Treasurer
Jim Rourke, Director
Toni Danzig, Director

650-726-5833
650-728-8720
650-359-3900
650-879-0368
650-879-1232

louiemtb@aoLcom
bkossy@igc.org
cgsstageranch@aoLcom

650-321-5812
650-726-4485
650-879-3244

julia@supportparks.org
smcfuhmb@aoLcom
jwsavsland@aol .com

650-712-7765
650-712-7765
650-712-7765

execsmcrcd@earthlink.net
smcrcd@earthlink net

83 l-475-1967
831-595-4861

richard.casale@ca.usda.gov
kelli.camara@ca.usda.gov

tonid@southcoast net

Associate Directors:
Julia Bott
Jack Olsen
John Wade
RCD Staff
Mike Ednoff, Executive Director
Vacant, Program Manager
Renee Moldovan, Fiscal Manager
National Resource Conservation Staff
Richard Casale, District Conservationist
Kelli Camara, Soil Scientist

The San Mateo County Resource Conservation District is located at:
625 Miramontes Street, Suite l 03
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
650-712-7765
650-726-0494 fax
smcrcd@earthlink.net
Regular meetings of the Board of Directors of the San Mateo County Resource Conservation
District are held at the RCD office on the first Thursday of each month at 6:00 PM. The public is
invited to attend and participate in all meetings.
The San Mateo County Resource Conservation District Board of Directors authorized adop!Ion
of this Annual Work Plan at a regular meeting held July 8, 2002.

Partnermg to Implement Conservation Practices and Promote Environmental Stewardship on Pubifc and
Private Lands Since 1939
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LA HONDA-PESCADERO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
P.O. Box 189 • 620 North Street, Pescadero, CA 94060
650-879-0286 • FAX 650-879-0816

A tl5111hou"" Diftrict

___,

John Wilson,

Superintendent

____.:_;_:::_::_:::.:
RECEIVED

July 29, 2002
Cathy Woodbury, Planning Manager
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404
Dear Ms. Woodbury:
This letter is in response to the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report. I would like to thank you and
Mr. Britton, MROSD General Manager, for attending the special meeting of the La Honda-Pescadero Unified School District
Board of Trustees Thursday evening, July 25''. As you know, the purpose of the meeting was to provide the Board an opportunity
to discuss the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report and its implications for LHPUSD operations.
Your presentation of information and response to questions from members of the Board and general public served to clarify many
of the issues and concerns raised by your District's proposed annexation of the San Mateo coast.
At the meeting, the La Honda-Pescadero Board of Trustees identified the following questions and comments for consideration
and inclusion in the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)

What might be the impact to LHPUSD caused by property acquired by MROSD not being developed, e.g., indirect census
(enrollment) loss, loss of potential for increased tax base, etc.?
If properties within LHPUSD boundaries are not acquired and eventually developed, could the district potentially become
a basic aid district?
Has MROSD studied the potential housing loss resulting from property acquisition? The loss of even a few families for a
small school district can have a significant negative impact.
Has MROSD ever had an affordable housing component included in a plan?
Would MROSD be open to donating a piece of!and for use in developing affordable housing for LHPUSD teachers, local
fire fighters, MROSD staff, etc.?
Has MROSD committed to or be willing to commit to a 'no housing loss' or 'replacement of housing' policy to help
mitigate potential impact upon LHPUSD? Have any of your 'sister' organizations done this?
What opportunities might there be for cooperation and collaboration between LHPUSD and MROSD for the benefit ofl
local teens, e.g., summer jobs with MROSD; internships, environmental education instruction and/or curriculum, etc.?
One issue overlooked at the meeting, but which the LHPUSD Board would like included in the EIR, is the potential loss
of Developer Fee revenues. This could be in the millions of dollars long term, considering that in one POST acquisition
approximately 40+ density credits/developable sites were lost.
The LHPUSD Board of Trustees requests that the deadline for review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact
Report be extended beyond August 2, 2002.

I
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Once again, thank you for your efforts to clarify the potential impact of this complex annexation proposal upon our school
district's operations and for receiving comments from the LHPUSD Board for inclusion in the Draft Environmental Impact
Report.
Sincerely,

I ,.(_ ; i . ,___Q___
John Wilson
Superintendent

Board of Trustees
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Half N\oon Bay
Coastside Foundation
Coastside Fire Safe Council

"Change is inevitable...
Survival is not."

July 31, 2002
To: MROSD Board of Directors
From: Oscar Braun, Executive Director
Re: Comments and Questions Coastal Annexation Program: Key Facts & Draft EIR

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

CEQA purpose is to inform the public and its responsible officials of the environmental
consequences of their of their decisions before they are made. Thus the EIR protects not
only the environment but also informed self-government.
Why a Coastal Annexation Program? To provide open space and agricultural
preservation and management services . Coastal lands purchased by other organizations
(POST) need to be managed.
Will MROSD assume full responsibility and assume all liabilities for all of POST
holdings including their riparian maintenance agreements with the state?
How much is the District tax payers prepared to spend to abate the Butano Creek
flooding of Pescadero and restore it to a forty year flood level, as it was when POST
signed the stewardship contact with the State.
Will MROSD tax payers restore the Gusti family farm irrigation water rights from the
Arroyo Leon that was just taken away by POST after 90 years of continued use? Or will
the District pay the Gusti family not to farm the Johnston Ranch after over 50 years?
Will MROSD current tax payers provide the tens of millions of dollars to clean up the
POST owned 250 acre Johnston Ranch illegal landfill ?
How much will the District tax payers spend annually to protect POST's new 4200 acre
Rancho Corral de Tierra from destructive off road vehicles recreational use, poaching,
vegetative fuel management and illegal marijuana cultivation (80% found on public
lands)?
How much wildfire liability insurance does the District carry now in the event that one of
their Russian Ridge Open Space Preserves type bums gets out of control as in New
Mexico? $1 Billion? $3 Billion?
The Districts Wildland Urban Green Belt consists of 46,000 of vegetative fuel. .... how
many acres are under a "fire fuel management plan"? What is the total annual
expenditure by the District on watershed fire fuel management? How many acres had a
control bum?
Has the District informed their current tax paying members that MROSD will seek not
taxes from the annexation area and that the use of Eminent Domain only applies to only
the non-coastal areas?
Will the District seek an "Advisory Vote" from their current tax paying members before
they commit of acquiring all of POST' s environmental liabilities?
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LA HONDA FIRE BRIGADE
8945 Hwy 84 •P.O. Box 97 •La Honda• California• 94020
Business Phone (650) 747-0381 •Fax (650) 747-0763

August9,2002
Ms. Cathy Woodbury
Planning Manager
Midpeninsula Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404

RECEIVED

MIOP<NNSUlA REGIONAL Ol'fll
SPACE OIS1RICT

Re: San Mateo Coastal Annexation
Environmental Impact Report
Dear Ms. Woodbury:
Enclosed please find the La Honda Fire Brigade's comments concerning the
above referenced report. The La Honda Fire Brigade provides, as a part of the
San Mateo County Fire Department, emergency services to La Honda and the
surrounding area. As such, the Districts expansion to the San Mateo County
South Coast will have an effect on our organization, and the service we provide
to the public.
Our response is in accordance with a resolution of our board of directors
approving it's sending. We reserve the right to modify our response for any
reason should our board deem it appropriate, during the comment period.
After the District reviews our response, we will be pleased to answer any
questions that may come about. Communications on this matter should be
directed to the undersigned.
Thank you for the opportunity to make our thoughts known.

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

San Mateo
Coastal Annexation

Draft Environmental Impact Report

Response

August 1, 2002

La Honda Fire Brigade Inc.
8945 La Honda Rd. P.O. Box 97
La Honda CA 94020
650-747-0381. fax 650-691-0485
www.Lahondafire.org
Response to Midpeninsula Open Space District
Draft EIR by La Honda Fire Brigade Inc. August 1, 2002
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>Palo Alto, CA 94303-4303
> 650-962-9876 x 340
> 650-962-8234 fax
> DavidS@Acterra.org
> http://www.Acterra.org
>
> -------------------------------------------------------------

> Acterra: Action for a Sustainable Earth. We bring people together to
> shape sustainable communities and preserve natural resources through
> education, action and advocacy.

8/21 /2002
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Post Office Box 249

To:

Pescadero, California 94060

prnac@southcoas t. net

Board of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022 - 1404

From: The Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council
Date: August 26, 2002
Regarding: Reasons for South Coast opposition to annexation by MROSD

Dear Board Members,
I have enclosed a list of concerns about the annexation of the South Coast by MROSD.
These concerns were developed by the PMAC and the Land Use Committee.

As you know, the majority of voters in the South Coast area rejected the annexation
proposal. We hope that you will take this democratic vote into consideration when
drawing boundaries for the proposed annexation.
Thank you for your attention to our concerns.

Since1ely,

Maeva Neale, Chair
Plv1AC

RECEIVED

\
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.

.

MlDPENNSUlA REGIONAL OPEN
SPACE DISTRICT
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as seemingly innocuous as someone washing her hands in a stream can disrupt salmonids' sense
of smell. It is normal and natural for young children and uneducated adults to chase, capture and
sometimes accidentally "love to death" the wonderfully intriguing critters they have never seen
before, and, as a result of their innocent enthusiasm, may never see again.
Again and again, in MPOSD's Draft EIR guidelines are introduced to protect species
AFTER policies have been introduced that create the need for triaging their habitat. Instead of the
fulfillment of a Skyline to the Sea trail dream and the promise of "providing key links" to other
open spaces for OUR species(LU6), how about promising to purchase and provide corridors kept
safe and sound for the species that were here long before our species began wiping them out?
Providing functional connectivity for ALL the NON HUMAN threatened species should be an
explicitly stated concern that "trumps" the "need" for recreation. Must there always be a
recreational component introduced in every property purchased by MROSD? CHC hopes that
MROSD will place the highest priority on locating and protecting property containing endangered
species - a responsibility far more important than providing yet more recreation for our already too
numerous and too destructive species.

O-12-1

We also would hope that MROSD would develop policies more stringent than those of San
Mateo County, which are unfortunately dominated by a preoccupation with recreational
development at the expense of biodiversity. Scenic correctness, - we don't want to see the new
home or we want to see the beautiful view - is a concern that often steers development into and onto
endangered species habitat. (See, for example, Section 1.29 of the San Mateo General Plan)

*********************

MPOSD's Provosed EIR provisions relevant to endangered species
Over the past six years, studies done by CHC and Dan Holland, an expert on our aquatic
and semi-aquatic endangered species, have determined that the California Red Legged Frog is
present in all coastal watersheds, almost all ponds (both permanent and seasonal), most perennial
water courses, and many seasonal seeps and streams. Steel head trout have also been found in all
major coastal streams and many of their tributaries. It is therefore almost certain that MPOSD will
be acquiring actual or potential prime habitat for these species.
What few "objective" or quantifiable mitigating measures that are promised in the EIR are
inadequate and would in all probability fail to prevent and even contribute to the destruction of
endangered species and their habitat. Measures containing no specific and precise limits on
recreational development contain either "motherhood and apple pie" bromides or qualifications
that permit recreation at the expense of the species.

Impact BIO I : "Areas found to be vital wildlife or plant habitats may be designated as
refuge areas, and in these areas access will be severely restricted."

Comment
CHC is disappointed to find in this EIR no definitive commitment to acquire and manage

O-12-2
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BIO-lh: "Equestrian trail access shall be restricted at fish-bearing streams during critical
times ... unless bridges and culverts are provided for horses."

O-12-5

Comment and Recommendation
Horse trails (and bike trails) never belong in salmonid streams. Bridges should be
required.

Impact BIO - 1i "Trails and other improvements shall avoid wetlands and other jurisdictional
waters, including seasonal wetlands, seeps, springs, and farm ponds, whenever possible ....... Where
feasible, setbacks from wetlands and other jurisdictional waters shall be a minimum of 25 feet for
trails and 50 feet for staging areas and other improvements."

Comment
The qualification "Where feasible", for all practical purposes, vitiates what follows. And,
to add insult to almost certain injury to the species, what follows (setback requirements) is not
consistent with the letter and intent of the Federal Rule for Designation of Critical Habitat for the
CRLF.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife's Proposed Rule for Designation of Critical Habitat for the
(CRLF) defines critical habitat for the frog as including all area within 300 feet of the water
sources in which the species is found. (The original distance in the Proposed Ruling,
determined by scientific study of the species' needs, was 500 feet. After public process such as
this one, 500 feet was whittled down to 300 feet so that our species could have more room for
recreation and making money.) These determinations were based in large part on the fact that the
frog resides in ponds, seeps and streams and travels up to 1.25 miles following and traversing water
courses. The CFLF is prime prey for the San Francisco Garter Snake which can travel up to 2.25
miles and requires upland habitat to recreate. These needs, combined with salmonids need for a
sufficient amount of clean water, dictate that coastal ponds and watercourses be protected from
O-12-6
human degradation.
The Final Rule further identifies habitat loss and recreation (my emphasis) as threats to
the frog. Citing several studies showing negative effects of traffic and highways on the species, the
document states specifically that "... roads are an important human-caused landscaped component
hindering amphibian movement and thereby fragmenting amphibian populations" and identifies
"operation of vehicles within aquatic habitat" as "Activities that may destroy or adversely modify
critical habitat". (p. 54893). It is highly probable that bike trails in species habitat pose an even
greater threat than the likely increase in auto and truck traffic that would result from MROSD's
developments. Snakes like to bask in the sun and paths are often used for this purpose. The last
SFGS sited by CHC (outside the Ano Nuevo pond) was a dead one, killed by a bicycle.
In a letter dated June 6, 1995, Joel Medlin of USFWS wrote to the director of the San
Francisco airport, pointing out that the San Francisco Garter Snake was in "imminent threat of
extinction" and identified the "factors that may have led to the drastic decline" of the snake:
"... saltwater intrusion ... bullfrogs ... recreational use of the site ... vehicular use of access
roads ... and management activities such as ...... servicing of facilities". Since that time,
several SFGS's have been destroyed, and what was once the more numerous and vigorous
population of SFGS's is surrounded by intense development, freeways and BART.

Recommendation

I; . 1
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August 28, 2002
Board of Directors
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA. 94022-1404
ATTENTION: Ms. Cathy Woodbury
Dear Members of the Board,
The Santa Cruz Mountains Bioregional Council would like to comment on the District's
proposed San Mateo County Coast Annexation. The Bioregional Council strongly supports
the annexation of the full Coastal Annexation Area, including the area from Half Moon Bay
south to the San Mateo - Santa Cruz County line. We feel that this annexation provides the
best opportunity to conserve important biological resources of the region on District lands
while at the same time maintaining opportunities for sustainable economic development on
adjacent parcels.
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District has a good track record of protecting
important biological resources on its preserves and this annexation would allow the District
to protect biologically-sensitive habitats in the coastal area. We applaud the District's stated
management objectives - "to protect watershed integrity and water quality, to protect
sensitive resources such as habitats for special-status species, and to provide opportunities for
scientific research, resource conservation demonstration projects, outdoor environmental
O-13-1
education programs, and interpretive programs". The Bioregional Council looks forward to
working with the District to protect fragile ecosystems and critical wildlife habitat in the San
Mateo County Coast.
The Santa Cruz Mountains Bioregional Council is the biodiversity planning and conservation
group for the Santa Cruz Mountains area that includes Santa Cruz, San Mateo, San
Francisco, and part of Santa Clara counties. The Council is governed by a seven-member
steering committee of natural resource professionals from state and local governments,
private industry, academia, and conservation groups. A major goal of the Bioregional
Council is to encourage cooperative efforts between agencies, landowners, and conservation
groups through improved coordination, the exchange of scientific information, the
encouragement of collaborative efforts, and support of regional programs to conserve
biological diversity. Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

.

%-~~~r
Steven Singer
President

SazYvtateo County
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~sociation of REALTORS®
August 29, 2002
Board of Directors
Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404
Dear Directors:
The San Mateo County Association of REALTORS® wishes to express our concerns about the
Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District's (MPROSD) San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). We wish to comment on what we believe to be inadequacies
in the EIR with regard to the increased traffic congestion that the annexation will generate in the
proposed annexation area. In several respects, we think the study is flawed.
The issue of increased traffic is addressed in the Draft Environmental Impact Report, Page N-C-7.
We agree that the majority of preserve visitors would arrive via car predominantly on weekends
and holidays, but we suggest that using the traffic experience from MPROSD's current preserves
as a predictor for estimating the future traffic impact to the new acquisitions would not be
accurate. In Appendix B: Traffic and Parking Study of the San Mateo Coastal Annexation
Program Environmental Impact Report, four traffic counts were conducted at MPROSD's current
preserves of Windy Hill and Purisima Creek. We think that four counts are inadequate to
effectively assess the potential traffic impact on the San Mateo Coast, especially since the counts
were all conducted within the months of July and August of2001. We suggest that a more
comprehensive study over the better part of a year, including traffic counts from three seasons
(excluding Winter because of the colder weather), would be a better study of potential traffic
impact.
Additionally, the study failed to encompass the wide range of determinates influencing visitor
traffic to any given preserve on any given weekend, such as weather, proximity to potential
preserve visitors' homes, and other local events in the Bay Area that attract visitors who might
otherwise visit the preserves on those weekends studied. The proposed coastal annexation area is
much closer, and, therefore, much more accessible and convenient to San Francisco and northern
San Mateo County residents than are MPROSD's current preserves of Windy Hill and Purisima
Creek. Residents from these areas would constitute a whole new set of potential visitors to
MPROSD lands if the annexation were to occur. While some may argued that San Francisco
residents would be more attracted to the open space preserves in Marin County, we would counter
that the upcoming Golden Gate Bridge toll increase to $5 and the possibility of peak traffic pricing
would influence many to go south instead to the Coastside for open space with similar terrain.
According to Table IV-C-2, the capacity ofa typical two-lane, undivided road are 2800 cars. We
would suggest, however, that the highways leading to the proposed Coastal Annexation area are

850 Woodside Way • San Mateo. California 94401 • (650) 696-8200 • Fax (650) 342-7509 • www.samcar.org
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atypical due to the intersection of U.S. Highway 1 and U.S. Highway 92, whose logistics already
cause backups in the area in and around Half Moon Bay. Further, U.S. Highway 1 is already in
itself a destination for visitors to the Bay Area as well as the residents of the nine counties in the
San Francisco Bay Region.

The highways leading to the coast are described as operating below capacity, based on the
assumption that the capacity is 2800 cars for both lanes, an assumption that does not take into
account peak traffic. In the proposed Coastal Annexation area, most of the traffic flow is in one
direction in the early afternoon and the opposite direction in the early evening. Dividing the
capacity in half (2800 I 2), gives a capacity of 1400 per lane. Given the normal weekend traffic
scenario in the San Mateo Coastside, where at least 70% 1 of the traffic flow is inwards towards
Half Moon Bay, we wonld posit that the capacity has already been reached and surpassed during
these peak use periods. Below is a table of the proposed actual traffic flow and impact which
indicates that in some areas capacity has been reached, if not already surpassed. Any additional
traffic caused by visitors to the proposed annexation would only exacerbate this problem.

Road

Route I

Location

Route 84 - Tunitas Creek
Road
Main Street - Half Moon
Bay Road
Alpine Road - Woodside
Skyline
Boulevard Drive
Kings Mountain Road - SR
92
SR 92-I-280
Skyline Boulevard
Route 84
Woodside - Portola Road
Kings Mountain Road··
Whiskey Hill Road
Whiskev Hill Road - 1-280
Route 92
Route 1 - Half Moon Bav
Half Moon Bay - Skyline
Boulevard
Skyline Boulevard- I-280

1

Traffic Flow
towards Coastside
during peak traffic
hours (12 -3 PM)2

Capacity for One
Lane towards
Coastside3

701.4

1400

907.9

1400

133.7

1400

126

1400

310.1
328.3
270.9
555.8

1400
1400
1400
1400

1475.6.
1173.9
1396.5

1400
1400
1400

1113.7

1400

We believe this to be a conservative estimate of the one-way directional flow of traffic in the area on weekends.
This is calculated using an estimated 70% of Estimated Traffic Flow from Table 2 in Appendix B of the San Mateo
Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report.
3
This is calculated by dividing the Capacity from Table 2 in Appendix B of the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft
Environmental Impact Report in half to get the capacity for one lane.
4
We have balded the routes that are near or above capacity.
2
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Further, the estimate of a 1400 capacity per lane might need to be adjusted down to account for the
atypical nature of the road due to inadequate maintenance. Therefore, some of the other routes,
such as 'Route 1 -Half Moon Bay' and 'Skyline Boulevard- I-280' might also be above capacity
if the atypical nature of the routes were taken into account.
In conclusion, we would like to reaffirm our opposition to the current draft of the Mid-Peninsula
Regional Open Space District's San Mateo Coastal Annexation Environmental Impact Report.
We feel that before any decision of annexation can be made, a more comprehensive study and
analysis of the potentially negative impacts of increased traffic must be thoroughly addressed.
Thank you for your consideration of our views in this matter. Should you have any questions of
us, please feel free to call me or our Governmental Affairs Director, George Mozingo, at (650)
696-8214.

Sincerely,

Dennis J. Pantano
President, Board of Directors
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We endorse the W;; Qppo~e. th,;; t\nneJ<a1iQl1 of Jtii:: Sputh Goast Petition to The
San Mateo County Board of Supervisors, San Mateo and Santa Clara County
LAFCOs, MROSD Board of Directors.

Sign the We Oppose the Annexation of the South Coast Petition
Use the Reload button in your web browser to see new signatures

Name

Address, City, Zip Code

72. Steve Nichols

Comments

94060
P.O. Box 222, La
71. Lyn Belingheri
Honda, 94020
70. ninajudd
pescadero ca 94060
no annexation
. Lee Robert De 139 Wurr Road, Loma
69
Lapp
Mar, 94021
133 Redwood Drive,
68. Teresa Crispin
Loma Mar, CA 94021
49 Cedar Ave,
67. Lloyd Olsen
Pescadero
701 Madrone Ave,
66. David Pepper
Pescadero
PO Box680
65. Rob Jclmson
Pescadero
PO Box680
64. Lary Lawson
Pescadero CA
915 Dearborn Park
63. Jill York
Road, P.O. Box 797,
Pescadero, CA 94060
. B
tt P.O. Box 464,
62 · Debbie
enne Pescadero, CA 94060
61. Janet Periat
60

. Trageen
Baumgart

59. Petrea Hamor

660 Redwood Avenue,
Pescadero, 94060
PO Box 797
Pescadero, CA 94060
861 North Street,PO
Box 733,
Pescadero,CA 94060

58

Charles Allen
·Lowder

300 S. Ranch Rd.
Pesce · ·o, Ca. 940600248

we own a lot in Butano Canyon and believe that
annexation will harm with further regulation, rather
63 7
.
Arnold
C.
F
r~~e ~~'
than help. Sensitivity of coastal issues in this area is
57
94404 best dealt with by people who live there, not by further
Wong
oster ity,
layers of regulation and government.
Catherine
637 Crane Ave.,
56
·Raye-Wong
Foster City, CA 94404
. phylis Gandy Rt3 Box 107, La
55
Honda, ca. 94020
3aureguy
We have the Coastal Commission. We have lot
development restrictions. We can pass rules and
Todd and
P.O. Box 314,
regulations to control development that we, the
54
· Shirley Shirley Pescadero
community, want. We do not need another
organization that has authority over our communities.
Dean
56 Madrone Avenue
53
· Hodgkinson
Pescadero, CA 94060
James T.
PO Box 765
52
·Kinsella
Pescadero CA 94019
C

51

. dierd~e a.
gerac1

A

11340 Cabrillo
Highway (po box 743)

.ll. H All P.O. Box 2,
50 · Giian
· enpescadero, Ca. 94060
. 170 Creekside Drv.
49 · Jean W. Arram Half Moon Ca, 94019
48

Geoffrey H.
·Allen

47 Bryan
· Manternach
Douglas
46
·Hawkins
45. Carol Myers
44

Julie
· Krzaszczak

43 John
· Krzaszczak
Barbara and
42. Thomas
Grauke
41. Paul Willems
40

Marcia E.
·Robinson

William J.
39 . Dornitilli
38. Jerry Haddox

P.O. Box2,
Pescadero, Ca.94060
Boulder Creek, Ca,
Housing is in enough of a shortage, and far too much
95006
"open space" is not open to public recreation as it is.
I Serenity Valley
Drive
297 5 Cloverdale Rd.
Pescadero, Ca. 94060
P.0.Box 514 La
Honda , Ca 94020
P.O.Box 514 La
Honda , Ca 94020
P.O.Box 486 La
Honda, Ca. 94020
Box 833, Pescadero,
94060
655 North St.
Pescadero, CA 94060
305 Canyon View
Drive La Honda, CA
94020
332 Madrone,
Pescadero, CA 94060

Molly
· McCahon
Linda
36. Amezcua,
DVM
Dianna Killeen
35 . and John
Killeen

37

POB 56, Pescadero
CA" '60
752 North St. POB
216
PO Box 82 Pescadero and we are both registered voters, so please remember
that we are against annexeation
CA 94060

861 North St. PO Box ~t·~ t~e to audit San Mateo County. The South Coast
'
1s m3eopardy because of poor management.
M andat.mg ano ther 1ayer of governmen1 will dest roy
34. Herbert Hamor 733, Pescadero, Ca.
94060
the unigue history of the South Coast.
. h E p . P.O. Box 326
33 · Judit · enat Pescadero, CA 94060
Lois D.
5671 Cloverdale Rd.
· Korhonen
Pescadero, CA 94060
Willis K
5671 Cloverdale Rd.
31
· Korhonen
Pescadero, CA 94060
Andrew C Hall, 7691 Alpine Rd. La
30
· Jr.
Honda, Ca. 94020
32

29.K.SandraHall 7691 Alpine Rd.
LaHonda, Ca 94020
P.O. Box 407, 183
,., Gordon
Madrone Pescadero
8
"' · Kooyers
94060
P.O. Box407, 183
27. Nancy Kooyers Madrone, Pescadero
94060
26. Katherine Hall 7691 Alpine Road, La
Honda CA 94020
P.O. Box 375 La
25. Sylvie Paris
Honda 94020
127 Goulson Street,
.
1
24. Pete Congdon Pescadero, CA.
94060 Please Stop Mtd Pen Now.
8170 Pescadero Creek
.
Dennis
J
Rd Loma Mar, CA
23
Freeman
94021
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Name

Address, City, Zip
Code

22 JohnM
·Lindstrom

344 Redwood
Ave, Pescadero,
94060

Donna
21
·Richeson

3 800 Cloverdale
Road

P.O. Box 407, 183
Madrone,
Pescadero, 94060
PO Box 765
Antonette D
19
Pescadero CA
·Kinsella
94019
229 Redwood
Ave,
18 . Cathy.
Curmmng
Pescadero,94060
113 00 Cabrillo
Higway,
17 . Ray~ond
Lavme
Pescadero, Ca.
94060
PO Box39,
Kathleen D.
16
Pescadero, CA
·Skinner
94060
Charles R
Pescadero, CA
15
· Skiinner
94060
1039 Berkeley
. Curtis
14
Ave, Menlo Park,
Conroy
CA 94025
20

Comments

Pescadero is suffering from an imbalance of decision making
powers by well-intentioned people who do not have the
perspective of this community. Time to pause to establish
some balance.

Kathryn
·Marley

We are entitled to decide our fate as South Coast residents.
We choose to live here.

The Baord of Supervisors must always consider, before
Special Interests, the Community Interest, Public Policy, and
Private Interests
You can't get it together to stop our flooding so the least you
can do is respect our already voted position on this!
Please respect our position, at least once in your life!

Lillian
13. AILouise
Hawkins
Jon A.
12
·Staples
I I Judith K.
·Staples

P. 0. Box 176, I
Serenil' 'r alley
Drive
5 Pope Road, La
Honda, CA 94020
181 N. Balsamina
Way, Portola
Valley, CA 94028

IO. fohn W.
DIXon

P.O.Box 537
Pescadero, Cal
94060

Jennifer S.
9.
Domitilli

305 Canyon View
Dr., La Honda,
CA 94020

8.

Shannon
Webb

5600 Gazos Crk.
Rd./Pescadero,
CA 94060

MROSD will have a significant impact on the South Coast
and most importantly on the "Rural Service Center"
Pescadero. The South Coast is better served by diverse
stewardship. Stewardship that can share ideas and strategies
to preserve and protect the essence of the South Coast - its
diversity and sense of community. The uniformity of
stewardship that MROSD represents and presents , will
further detract focus from the important issues already faced
by the SouthCoast. I am and will remain adamantly against
the Annexation of the Coastside by MROSD.

Public Land has already been sold back to the private market,
which only proves we do not have the means to carry out the
stewardship and proper maintenance of any more lands at this
time. We should be directing our monies toward education,
and public services, and concern ourselves with maintaining
what we already have. Passing on more debt to the state,
because we have over spent or frivolously spent our local
buget is neglegent. This expense is superfluous to our current
needs. We need to be directing funds and attention to our
children, our future, for education, rather than spending it so
we can have more hiking trails in an area where the public
already has much recreational access. Ultimately annexation
of the Southcoast will result in higher taxation either in the
name of repleneshing used funds from another source
(namely education) or to fund maintenance of the properties.

1024 Cedar St.,
7. joan owens Montara, Ca
94037
5601 Pescadero
June K.
6.
Rd. Pescadero
Hurley
94060
Pamela
P. 0. Box 464, La
5.
McReynolds Honda, CA 94020
Eugene W. 3800 Cloverdale
4.
Richeson
Road
721 Madrone
Carol F.
Avenue,
3.
Simon
Pescadero CA
94060
Robert
PO Box 864,
2.
Annexation will significantly HARM our communities.
Pescadero 94060
Mitton

Annexation is unnecessary and an rrrespons1ble use or our tax
dollars.

1. Irma Mitton PO Box 864,
Pescade· 14060
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PETITION

In signing this petition below, I am expressing my
opinion that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors and The
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's
propQsed Coastal Annexation Area Program
(Plea.se print and sign your name)
NAME
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PETITION

In signing this petition below, I am expressing my
opinion that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors and The
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's
proposed Coastal Annexation Area Program
(Please print and sign your name)
NAME

ADDRESS
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PETITION
In signing this petition below, I am expressing my opinion that!
AM AGAINST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed

COASTAL ANNEXATION AREA PROGRAM
(Please print and sign your name)
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In signing this petition belovv, I am expressing my opinion
tha1 I .~M ~<\.GAlNST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The l\.1idpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation .Area Program:
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In signing this petition belovv, I an1expressing1ny opinion
th2t I AM AGAINST the San i\1ateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation i\rea Prograrn:
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In signing this petition below, l an1 expressing my opinion
th2t I i\M AG,.\INST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
A_nnexation .Area Program:
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In signing this petition beloYv, I ain expressing n1y opinion
that I i\l\.'t AG~,\INST the San I'vlateo County Board of Supervisors ;;nd
The :rvfidpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coast;:!
Annexation Area Pro2:rarr1:
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In signing this petition belo\v, I am expressing my opinion
that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors ind
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coast1l
Annexation Area Program:
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In signing this petition below, I am expressing my opinion
th1t I AM AG~t\INST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation Area Program:
please sign and print your name
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-PETITIOl~
In signing this petition belo\v, I am expressing my opinion
thlt I AM AGAINST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation Area Proe:ram:
~

please sign and print your name
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In signing
that I Al\l A(;AINST the San Ma,teq:County Board of Supervisors and
Ihe Mldpen1nsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexatit'in Area Program:

ADDRESS
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In signing this petition below, I am expressing my opinion
th lt I AM AGAINST the San Nlateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation Area Program:

NAME
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In signing this petition belovv, I arn expressing 1ny opinion
that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's proposed Coastal
Annexation Area Program:

NAME

ADDRESS

{please print name l" line, signature on next line)
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PETITION
In signing this petition below, I am expressing my
opinion' that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors and The
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's
proposed CQastal Annexation Area Program
(Please print and sign your name)
NAME

ADDRESS
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
1'hc undersigned San ~iatco (~ounty re.gist~red voter:~ strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescad;~ro, La Honda, Lorna lvlar and San Gregoric;J by the
l'v1idpenlnsula R;:!gional Open Spac~:: Di5tricL.
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San rvlateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District..
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District.
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District..
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WE OPPOSE TH!E ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST

The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District..
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo Coumy registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated South Coast (Pescadero. La Honda. Loma Mar and San Gregorio; by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District.
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WE OPPOSE TJHE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated.South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District..
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WE OPPOSE THE ANNEXATION OF THE SOUTH COAST
The undersigned San Mateo County registered voters strongly oppose annexation of the
unincorporated.South Coast (Pescadero, La Honda, Loma Mar and San Gregorio) by the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space Dist1ict..
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WE OPPOSE ANNEXATION OF Tl.. _, COAST
T:1e undersigned registered voters strongly oppose annexation of
It e San Mateo County coast by the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District (MROSD).
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WE OPPO._-,E ANNEXATION OF Ti.-~ COAST

rhe undersigned registered voters strongly oppose annexation of
the San Mateo County coast by the r...1idpeninsula Regional Open
~)pace District (MROSD).
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WE OPPOSE ANNEXATION OF Tt~L~ COAST
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WE OPPO~~ ANNEXATION OF Tl _COAST
Tne undersigned registered voters strongly oppose annexation of
the San l'vlateo County coast by the Midpeninsula Regional Open
S·Jace District CNlROSD).
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PETITION

In signing this petition below, I am expressing my

opinion that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors and The
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District's
proposed Coastal Annexation Area Program
(Please print and sign your name)
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PETITION

In signing this petition below, I am expressing my
opinion that I AM AGAINST the San Mateo
County Board of Supervisors and The
Mic1peqinsula Regional Open Space District's
proposed Coastal Annexation Area Program
(Please print and sign your name)
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O-16
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Cc:

Sent:
Subject:

Save Our Bay <Oscar@saveourbay.org>
Cathy Woodbury <cwoodbury@openspace.org>
Geoff Allen <fogline@southcoast.net>; Mario P. Pellegrini <info@vitaproductions.com>; Herb
Hamer <hph@neteze.com>; John Donovan <krishnajd@earthlink.net>; John Plock
<plck@pacbell.net>; PMAC <pmac@southcoast.net>; Pacific Legal Foundation
<hej@pacificlegal.org>
Friday, August 30, 2002 4:54 PM
Draft EIR Comments & Questions

Dear Kathy,
I received the MRO.SD mailer "Answers to Questions Regarding the
Proposed Coastal Annexation Program" ........ I have the following comments
and questions regarding the MROSD Annexation EIR draft being processed
under CEQA.
The District anticipates it could , with existing funds, purchase or manage
approximately 11,800 acres of land within the entire Coastal Annexation
Area. The District estimates that 80'Yo of the land to be cquired is likely to
be purchased from other agencies or organizations .

I

• Questions: Please identify all the lands that make up 11,800 within the
O-16-1
Coastal Annexation area that the District may acquire.
O-16-2
• Are any of these lands currently owned by POST?
• Does POST have an option to acquire any of these lands?
• Will the District assume All the liabilities for cleaning up and restoring
the polluted lands of POST?
• Will the District disclose to the public the environmental condition of
all lands BEFORE they acquire them?
• How much is the District prepared to spend in cleaning up the POST
O-16-3
current holdings from oil wells, toxic chemical dumpinig and other
landfi II pollution?
• Wil the District register the POST unlicensed landfills and comply with
Federal laws requiring monitoring wells and clean up?
• Will the District provide a complete GIS maping for all the hazardous
materials currently located on POST lands in the Coastal Annexation
area?

I
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Page 2 of3

• How much per year will the District invest in protecting the local
surface and ground water in the proposed annexation area?
• Does the District imform the public when they are acquiring pollution
lands?
• Will the District provide the public with a complete inventory of
environmental and biological resources located on proposed Coastal
Annexation lands?
• How is the District going to prevent the migration of "feral pigs" from
their current holdings to the Coastal Area? What is the current pig
population on MROSD lands? How many pigs are killed per year?
• How is the District going to STOP the spread of "sudden Oak death
syndrome" from their current open space lands to the proposed Coastal
annexation area?
• Will all the lands currently owned by POST and closed to the public be
open to public access and recreation if the District acquires POST
holdings? If so, which lands?
• Will the District restore the irrigation rights to the Giusti farm family
from the Arroyo Leon that POST took away after 150 years of
\ continues use?
• How much does the District anticipate that the two hundred arce
Johnston Ranch polluting unlicensed landfill cost?
• How much will the District tax payers spend annually to protect POST' s
new 4200 acre Rancho Corral de Tierra from destructive off road
vehicles recreational use, poaching, vegetative fuel management and
illegal marijuana cultivation?
• How much wildfire liebility nsurance does the District carry now in the
event that one of their Russian Ridge Open Space Preserves
prescription burnes gets out of control as in New Mexico?$ billion? $35 billion? How much?
• The District does not currently have a watershed fire fuel management
plan in place. What is the average fuel tonage per acrea in the proposed
annexation area? How much of the District budgets will be used in
implementing a vegetative fuel management plan? How many acres of
control burn currently does the District do annually? How much will
they spend in the new proposed annexation area? How will they protect
the Wildland Urban Interface of the proposed annexation area? What's

O-16-4

O-16-5

O-16-6

I

O-16-7

O-16-8

91312002
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their fuel managment plan?
• Will the District adopt a certified Natural Resource or Watershed
Management Plan for the Coastal annexation area BEFORE acquiring
Coastal Lands? If not, why not?
J

O-16-9

Thank you for providing the Coastside Fire Safe Council this opportunity to
ask questions and make comments regarding MROSD Draft EIR for their
proposed coastal annexation'
Regards, Oscar Braun

•
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E-MAIL CONTACT
1589 Higgins Canyon Road.

Half Moon Bay, California. 94019

Ph: 650.599.1954 Fax: 650.726.2799
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O-17
SAN MATEO COUNTY FARM BUREAU
765 MAIN STREET

HALF MOON BAY, CALIFORNIA 94019
PHONE (650) 726-4485

RECEIVED
August 30, 2002

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Board of Directors
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404
Re:

MIDPENNSUlA REG!ONAl. OPEii
SPACE DISTR!CT

San Mateo County Farm Bureau Comments on the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District's San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact
Report

Ladies and Gentlemen:
The following comments are made on behalf of the San Mateo County Farm
Bureau (Farm Bureau) on the draft Environmental Impact Report for the San Mateo
Coastal Annexation by the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (MROSD or
District).

As you no doubt are aware, Farm Bureau has been an active participant in the
administrative process leading up to this Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR).
Farm Bureau and its individual members have been active participants in the workshops
and public hearings over the years concerning this proposed annexation, and these
comments are certainly not the first written communication you have received from
Farm Bureau on the proposal.

Letter to Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Board of Directors
August 30, 2002
Page 2

As you know, Farm Bureau is a non-governmental, non-profit, voluntary
membership organization. It works under the umbrella of the statewide California Farm
Bureau Federation. The goal of both organizations is to work for the protection of
agriculture in the rural environment and to find solutions to the farm, the farm home, and
the rural community, both in San Mateo County (County) and the whole of California.
The statewide organization's membership consists of 53 individual county Farm
Bureaus, with a total statewide membership in excess of 95,000 from farming and
ranching communities throughout California. The statewide organization is the largest
agricultural organization in the state, representing approximately 80% of production
agriculture. That percentage is probably even greater in San Mateo County's farming
and ranching community. Farm Bureau's current membership in San Mateo County is
in excess of 1100 member families.

This comment letter discusses 14 issues of concern to Farm Bureau which have
been raised by the DEIR. We are of the opinion that each should be addressed in the
final EIR, and, if Farm Bureau's recommended resolution to any of the following issues
is adoption or implementation of a program, that recommendation should be
incorporated into the DEIR for certification by your board.

1.

Map #10 omits several parcels which are now in public or protected

I

O-17-1

ownership. These include the Driscoll Ranch holdings of POST, and Mirada

Letter to Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Board of Directors
August 30, 2002
Page 3

Surf, Cabrillo Unified School District, City and County of San Francisco, as
well as areas that are currently under conservation easements, including
Giusti, Bridge, Talbot, Marsh, McCracken and others. The result of these
omissions will be errors in the Tabular Analysis of Map 10. Overlays of Map
#1 O and Map #14 are needed to show that contracted Williamson Act lands

O-17-1

and Farmland Security Zone lands are already protected by enforceable
contracts, and thus will not require additional protection under the ambit of the
District's open space acquisition program. These already protected lands
need to be shown on a map of their own with an accompanying compilation of
acreage.

2.

The definition of "prime soils" needs to be clarified. The DEIR refers to both
the Local Coastal Plan (LCP) and state criteria; one must, however, also look
at the Williamson Act definition as well as at the Cortese-Knox Local
Government Reorganization Act, and other legislation enactments pertaining

O-17-2

to farmland protection. (See attached definitions from the California
Government Code)

3.

Unfortunately, the economic data in the DEIR relating to agricultural
production in the County is already over two years old. But even current data

O-17-3
standing alone is not enough. Data from several years should be developed
accompanied by a discussion of possible emerging trends and their

Letter to Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District Board of Directors
August 30, 2002
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implications in a district which has as among its stated goals the preservation
of a viable agricultural economy in the County. Changes in the relative
economic conditions of agriculture can be used to make assumptions for the

O-17-3

future. If the future dos not seem promising, what District policies might be
implemented to change that result?

4.

On page IV-B-7, the reader is advised agricultural activities will continue
except in circumstances where such is not feasible. Who is to make that
determination? What are to be the guidelines? It would be Farm Bureau's
expectation that the agricultural sector would be looked to in order to make
that determination. But regardless, one cannot determine if there are

O-17-4
significant impacts without first being advised of the proposed policies and
guidelines for activities in areas controlled by the District. Future likely
impacts on agriculture can only be determined following the development and
approval of a complete set of guidelines to be used to oversee agricultural
activities.

5. Sudden Oak Death Syndrome has already been identified as occurring on
some property in the annexation area. This has created a significant impact
on the economic viability of San Mateo County agriculture. The Federal
Register contains standards for a Phytophthora Ramorum quarantine
(Sudden Oak Death) and a proposed regulatory scheme to combat its spread.
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The DIER is silent on this issue as well as how other animal and plant pests
that could be introduced accidentally, naturally, or because of terrorist activity
might be controlled. Sudden Oak Death, as with the movement of any
disease organism, can occur through human interaction or vehicular contact.

O-17-5

The MROSD should review this issue in the DEIR and establish a program to
ensure the protection of the County's agricultural economy. (See attached
Federal Register Vol. 67, No. 31.)

6. San Mateo County LCP Policy #7.52, Public Agency Requirements, requires
public agencies, in so far as feasible, to remove invasive and undesirable
pampas grass and French, Scotch, and other invasive brooms from their
lands. This list of noxious weeds will probably be expanding in the near

O-17-6
future.

MROSD should review the extent of any such infestations on the land

proposed for acquisition. A plan of eradication should be put in place if the
results of that survey indicates it is warranted. The long-term cost and source
of funding for any such plan should also be addressed.

7. With the large number of public and private open space landowners (State
Parks, County Parks, POST, HOST, GGNRA, Audubon Society,
Sempervirens, San Mateo County Office of Education, City of Half Moon Bay, O-17-7
TPL) now present on the coast, how will priorities be established for who goes
first, and who will utilize the limited resources for stewardship activities?

O-17-7
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a misdemeanor. Will MROSD assist in the passage of this legislation? Will
MROSD be sensitive to the need to use on occasion agricultural chemicals by
their neighbors in order to keep agricultural production viable? Will the
District close its trails to allow adjoining agricultural operators to utilize

O-17-10

chemicals as part of a pest and herbicide control program? These are
policies which should be in place before the annexation goes forward.

1o. The economic analysis provided by Economics Research Associates uses
numbers which fail to reflect current land values. POST has spent an
average of $12,000 per acre over the last several years. (SAVING THE

ENDANGERED COAST, Peninsula Open Space Trust.) There must be a
more accurate assessment of the economic loss to local government with the
removal of open space properties from the tax rolls. In other areas of the
state, open space groups have voluntarily paid the property taxes, which
would otherwise be lost because of acquisitions, to assist local jurisdictions in
maintaining acceptable service levels. In many instances, these services are
required even after the lands' dedication to open space uses. MROSD
should institute such a policy. Otherwise, how will contributions be provided
to support lost revenues for service support to schools, fire, police, and public
works?
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11. On page IV-B-3, a reference is made to the views of Frank Newell with the
County Assessor's Office. Jn our opinion, the figure he gives as to acres in
timberland preserves is not entirely accurate. The County Planning
Department has a number of land use maps which should be able to provide
a complete listing and location of all areas that are currently zoned as Timber
Production Zones (TPZ). This information is essential to complete a thorough
review of this DEIR. Consideration should also be given to President Bush's

O-17-12

proposal made just this week intended to focus on restoring forest health by
reducing administrative and legal barriers to thinning forests: "Healthy
Forests: An Initiative for Wildfire Prevention and Stronger Communities." The
fire at Port Reyes National Seashore several years ago points out that some
management of coastal forest lands may be appropriate.

12. Consideration must be given to the goals of AB 3057. This bill provides for
agricultural land inventories with the goal and policy objectives of supporting
long-term conservation of agricultural land, and protecting the viability of the

O-17-13
agricultural economy. This legislation, if it becomes law, will be a factor for
consideration by MROSD. Even if it fails to pass, there is no reason why the
concept cannot be incorporated into the annexation program.

13. On page IV-1-3, Agricultural Land, references are made about a lack of "good
habitat" on agricultural land. This statement is debatable. Agricultural lands

l
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provide one of the greatest remaining land areas for habitat in this state.
Agriculture and species co-exist on a regular basis. If your claim is that
habitat and agriculture cannot co-exist, what is the District's scientific

O-17-14

evidence for that position?
The DEIR now denies statements previously made by several of the impacted
Special Districts. (San Mateo County RCD, San Mateo County Fire, La Honda
Fire) Please refer to Farm Bureau's issue 9. A full economic review should

O-17-15

be done of lost revenue to all service providers which could result from the
annexation. Full disclosure is required for the annexation process to
continue.

14. MROSD's decision to establish a primacy policy that eminent domain shall
not be used in its annexation area is appreciated. However, the path chosen
to implement this policy by way of a board resolution really lacks any degree
of permanence. Farm Bureau is seeking here a resolution of this issue on a
more permanent basis.

Farm Bureau appreciates having the opportunity to comment on this DEIR.
Agricultural production is a business and a way of life. It allows for the
production of food, flora, and fauna, and contributes in excess of $800,000,000 to
the economy of San Mateo County. This County was at one time the
breadbasket for San Francisco. But with the advent of modern transportation,
much of our County's agriculture has moved from the bay side to the Coasi of
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San Mateo County. This is the area to be annexed. It forms the land base for
the agricultural economy of the County. Much of San Mateo's LCP, zoning
requirements, and policy are intended to protect, enhance, and foster the longterm economic viability of the remaining agriculture on the coast. Without the
agricultural policies defined, one cannot truly assess or determine the effects of
annexation on agriculture in San Mateo County. We look forward to working
with your representatives to resolve all issues of concern raised in this letter, and
continuing our discussions toward the finalization of this process.

Stan Pastorino
President
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Paul· Kephart, a restoration ecologist from Carmel
Valley who is helping to implement the plan, said the
benefits of conServatioil grazing are many.
Not only do cattle mow down non-native grasses, he
said, but they also help reduce
fire hazards by keeping reestablished native grasses low.
Using controlled burns to
"It lets people manage
grasses is problematic
know ranchers because of air quality issues
are concerned and the danger of fires spreading, he said.
about their The plan has an added beneenvi ronmen t," fit for ranchers. Because
European, non-native grasses
grow annually, they only offer a
- Paul Kephart food source for cattle part of
the year. Hay must be trucked
in to supplement their diet. But
perennial native species can
feed cattle year-round, and their
deeper root structure helps prevent ~rosion.
Kephart likes the idea because it promotes stewardship
of the land and sound ecological practices.
"It lets people know ranchers are concerned about their
environment," he said.
Lennie Roberts, legislative advocate for the
Committee for Green Foothills, supports the plan as long
as it is carefully monitored and the cattle are kept out of
creeks .
"If you have a well-articulated plan .. .I think that's
fine."
For Driscoll, selling the land for public use fulfills his
late father's wishes. The elder Driscoll bought the land in
1968 with. the i\lea of one day turning it over to a land
trust for recreational use.
"This is what. my father wanted," he said.
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room, or by visiting http://
However, neither the presiding officer
comments.aphis.usda.gov. The reading ·nor ony other repNeentative of APHIS
•ppUcal)ll~y end legal afrecl, most of whleh
l"Oom is locata~ in room 1141 of the
will respond to communts at the
ere keyed to end codlfled In the Code ar
USDA South Building, 14th Stroot and
hearings, except to clarify or explain
Federal Reg:ulaliotls, which is publiaf'led under
Independence Avenue SW.,
provisions of the interim rulu.
50 biles pursuM! IO 44 u.s.c. 1510,
Washington, DC. Normal reading room
Tho public boarinsa will begin at 9
hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
The Coda of Fedora! Reguladona i$ sold by
a.m. 1111d are scheduled to end •14:30
through Friday, except holidays. To be
the Superintendent of Oocuments. PriQO:J of
p.m., local time. The presiding officer
new booliis are lisled in die finst FEDERAL
sure someone is there to help you,
may limit the time tor each presentation
REGISTER 1$eue cf each TNeGk,
please call (ZOZ) 691>-2417 before
so that all interested persons appuaring
comillg.
at each hearl"8 have an opportunlty to
APH!S documents published in the
perticipate. Each hearing may be
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Federal kegistor, and related
terminated at any time if all persons
information, including the nam98 of
Jlnlmal and Plan1 Health Inspection
organizations and individuals who have desiring to speak have been heard.
Service
Rogi•Uation for tho he"l'lnge may ho
commented on APHIS dockets, .,.,
accomplished by rogietaring with tho
available on the Internet at http'//
7 CFR Port 301
presiding officer betwaen 8:30 a.m. end
www.apll!s.uada.gov/ppd/mdl
webrepor.html.
g a.m. on the day of the hearing. Paroow
[Dockol No. 01--054-11
Public hearing regarding this rule will who wish to spaak at a hearing will be
Phytophthora Ramorum; Quarantine
be held al the following ]ocaliono:
asked to sign in with their ruune and
and Regulations
1. Petaluma. CA: Petaluma
organization to establish a record for the
Community Center. 3 20 N. McDowell
hearing. We osk lhllt anyone who reads
AGENCY; Animal and Plant Health
Blvd .. Petalume, CA.
a statement provide two copies to the
ln1p~tion Service, USDA.
2. Riverdolo. MD: USDA Contor at
presiding officer at the hearing. Thoso
ACTIDN: Interim rule and notice of public Riverside, 4700 River Road, Riverdale,
who wish to form a panel to present
heatings.
MD.
their views will be uked to provide the
SUMllA~Y: Wo""' quarantining 10
name of each member of the panal end
FOR FURTHER !NfOllMATION CONTACT: Mr.
counUos in tho State of California and
tho organizations the panel members
Jonathan Jones, Operatiow Officer,
a portion of 1 county in tho State of
Invasive Spec:ie& and Post Management. represent.
Oragon bec.euse of the presence of
PPQ, APffiS, 4700 Rivor Road Unit 134,
Peraons or panels wishi"8 tO speak at
Phytophtho,.. ramorum and regulating
Riverdale, MD 20737: (301) 734-8247.
one or both of the public hearinss may
the interstate movemant of rt:igulated
SUPPl.EMENTARY INFORMATION:
register in advance by phone or •·mall
aod restrlctod articles from the
Persons wishing to register by phone
Public Hearinga
quarantined area. This action is
should call the Regulatory Analytis and
necessary on an emergency bas.ts to
We are advising the public that wo ""' Development voice 11141) at (301) 734prevent lhe 9pread of P. romozvm to
hosting two public haaringo on this
4330- callers must leave a massage:
noninfe&ted areas of the United Statee.
Interim rule. The first public hearing
clearly slating (1) the location of tho
DATES: This interim rule is effective
w!ll be hem in Petaluma, GA, on
hearing tho registrant wishes to speak el,
February H, 2002. We will c=idor oil Wednesday, February 27, 2002. The
(2) Iha registrant's name and
COnlments we receive that are
socond pubHc hearing will be held in
organization, and. if registering for a
pcsbnarked, delivered, or e•mailed by
Riverdale. MD1 ori Wednesday. Merch
panel,
(3) tho nome of each member of
April 15, 2002. We will •ho consider
27, 2002.
the panel and tho organization each
commenta made at public hea.rhtgs to be
A representative of the Animal and
panel member represents. Paraon.s
held in l'Gtaluma, GA, on February 27,
Plant Health Inspection Service
2002: and in Riverdale, MD, on March
(APHIS), U.S. Depanmont of Agriculture wiehin,g to register by e-mail must send
an e-mail with the 'ame information
27, 2002.
(USDA or the Department). will preside
described above to
M)DR£SSE5: You may submit comments
at the public hearings. P,ny interested
ispm@aphis.usda.gov. Please write
by postal ma!Ucommorc!al delivery or
person may appear and be heard in
"Public Hearing Regiotration'" in the
electronically. If you use postal mail/
person, by otlomoy, or by other
subject line of your e-mail. Advance
commercial delivery, pleaae send four
reprasentatfve. Written statemants may
registration for tho Polal\lma, CA,
copie& (on original and thrne copies) to:
be submilted and will be made part of
h
.. rins must be received by 3 p.m. on
Docket No. 01-054-1, Rogulatory
the hearing record. A transcript of the
Monday, February 25. 2002. Advance
Analyei1 end Development, PPD.
public hoarings will be ploced in the
APHIS. Station 3C71, 4700 Rivor Road
rulomBkrng foc:ord and will be available ra9iatration for the Rivordale, MD,
bearing mu•t be received by 3 p.m, on
Unll l 18, Rivardalo, MD 20737-1238.
for public inspection.
Tuesday,
March 26, 2002.
T.b.o purpcse of tho hoarings is to give
Please atate that your comment refers to
interested pursons an opportunity for
If you niquire special
Docket No, Ol-054-1. To submit a
llCCOmmodatioJU, e:uch as a sign
cral presentation of data, views, and
comment electronically, please visit
arguments. Qu~stions abcut the content language inlorprarer, please contact the
http://commont.s.aphi•.u•da.gov.
You mey re•d any comments that wa of the interim rulo may be perl of the
person listed under FOR FURTHER
receho on this docket in our reading
INFORMATION CONTACT.
comrnentera' oral presentations.
This sadfon ol lhe FEDERAL REGISTER
cotdeins regulalory documents having general
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Parklllg and Security ProcedUJ8S at the

IJSO.A Center
Ploase note that a fee of SZ.25 is

te9uU.d to enter the parking lot at the
USDA Center. The machine accepts $1
bills ond quarters.
Upon entering the building, visitors
should inforrn security personnel that
they are attending the Phytophthoro
ramorum quarantine public hearing.
Identification is required. Security
personnel will direct visltora to the
registration tables located outside of
Conference Rooms C and D on the first
floor. Registration upon arrlval is
necessary for all participanis, including

Symptoms of infection in other hoste
include leaf spotting and stem canker
infections.
Since its initial di1JCOvery in Marin
County, CA, in 1995. P. ramorum h••

been confirmOO to exist in nine
additional counties alone: or near the
northern Colifornia coostline: Alameda,
Mendocino, Monterey, Napa, San
Mateo, Santa Cl8l'31 Santa Cruz, Solano,
and Sonoma. P. ramorum also hae bOQn
found in a portion of Curry County, OR.
P. ramotum. which has been i:::ommonly
rofarrod to as Sudden Oak Death or Oak
Mortality Syndrome, ho• caused Iha
death of thousands of mature oaks in
these counties, and thera ls presently no
those who have ~glstared to speak ln
known treatmont for infected plants that
advance. Visitor badges rnust be won1
kills the fungus but allows plaots to
throughout the day.
survive.
O.Ckgn,uud
Infected plant• aod plant products
that move lnterstate could serve as a
Phytophthoro ramorum is a harmful
pathway for th• introduction of P.
fungue that has b""n found in
arrowwood (Vibumum x bodnantonse), romarum to other areas of the United
States. It ts unclear how P . .mmorum
big loofmaple (Acor macrophy/Jum),
bled; oak (Querr:u• kelloggii1, California spreads, though available research
suggests U is spread by water, soil, and
bay laurel ( Umba//ularia caUfomica),
iQfected ~lant material. It is also
California buclceye CA.o•t"ulus
possible that P. ramorum spreads by ait
caltfornhica), California cotfaoborry
Regardless, the movement of infected
(Rhll11Ulue californica), California
honeysuckle (Lonicera hi11pidula), coast plants end plan! products of the P.
l!ve oak (Qu•.rr1>• CIQifo/ia), !iuckloborry ramorum hosts listed earlier in this
(Voccinium ovatum). madro11& (Arbutus document is believed to provide a
pathway for tho spraad of P. ramorum,
menziesiz1, manzanita (Arctostaphylo•
As explained below, the States of
spp.), rhododorulron (Rhododendron
California and Oregon have restricted
spp., including azalea). Shreve's oak
tha intrastate movement of certain
(Quercue parvula var, shrevezl, tanoak
articles from infested areas to prevent
(LJthocarpus dsnsiflrirus), and Toyon
the spread of P. ramorum within
(Hoteromeles orbutifo/ia).
California and Oragon. However,
According to available mseateh and
Federal regulations are necessary to
obst1IVations. similar aymptoma of
restrict the interstate movement of
infection with P. ro.morom have been
c:ertain e.rticles from the infested area to
identified 1n tanoak 1 coast live oak,
black oak and Sbreve's oak. Although
pi:event the spre11.d of P. romocum to
nonirJ!e1Jted ll'&BG of the United Status.
symprom11 are similar in these species,
their appearance, both chronologically
We are amending the "Domestic
and physically, varies somewhat. In
Q\le:rantine NoUces" in 7 CFR pert 301
tanoak, loaf symptoms are usuolly tho
by adding a new subpart. "Phy1ophthora
Ramorum" (§§ 301.9Z through 301.9Zfirst to appoar, .. new growth may
droop or llzrn yellow to brown. In coast 10, referred to below es the regulaliona).
live oak, black oak, end Shreve'• oak,
The regulations, which are da&cribed
the oarl\eot symptom is the appearance
below, quarentine portions of tile St.ate•
of a blooding canker; burgundy-red to
of California and Oregon becauee of P.
tar-black thick sap ooiea on Iha bark
romorum and restrict the interstate
surfqce. Similar bleeding, though less
movement of :regulated and restricted
viscous, hes been observed on tanoak.
articles from quarantined areas. Tho
although tanoak may not show the
interstate movement of regulated and
bleeding symptom at all. This bleedin&
reatricted articles from nonquarantined
is a respon:se to infection wlth P.
areas i& not restricted under this: interim
ramorum, and is typicBlly found from
rule.
the root crown (the area where the trunk
Section 301.92-Reotriction& on the
fans out to tile roots) to a heil!ht of 6
lnterstotu Movement Df Regulated
feet. Bltl6ding hae occasionally been
Articles
observed at groater heighlB. oaks
showing these eymptoms typiolily die
Section 301.BZ prohibits the interstate
within a few montlis of the appearance
movement of regulated and restricted
of symptom9. Other hosts •re not
articles fnim qull'antined are11s except
typically killed )Jy P. ramorurn.
ln accordance with the regulations.

Section 301.92-2-D•ftnition.
Section 301.92-1 contain• defuritions
of Iha following terms: Adminimutoc,
Animal and Plant Hoa/th ln•peclion
Sei-vico. bark chips, certificate,
compliance agreement, departmental
pennir, duff. firewood. forest stock,
inspector. interstate. log. moved (molltl,
movement)~

mulch, nursery stock,

pol'lon, Plan! ProtocUon and
Quo.rontine. quaronuned area, reguloted

article. relllricted orticle, soil, and Stars.
Section 30t.9Z-2-Regulatod and
Restrictod Articles
Certain articlea present a significant
nek of spreading P. ramorum if tlley are
moved from quarantined areas without
rastrictlono. We call these articles
regulatad and restricted articles.
Regulated articles may be moved
interstate from quarantined areas UDder
certificates ismed by an inspector in
accordance with§ 301.92-5. Restricted
articles, however, may only be moved
interatate by USDA under departmental
permits issued in accordance with
§ 301.92-4(8)(2).

Paragraph (a) of§ 301.92-Z liste soil
and nursery stock (except acorna and
seeds), unproceeeed wood and wood
product• including firewood, logo,
lumber, wreaths, garlands, and greenery
of the following species as regulated
anicles:
• Arrowwood (Viburnum x
bodnantensel;
• Big leaf maple (Acor

maerophyllum);
• Black ook (Quercu• kelloggii);
• Califomlo bay laurel ((lmbel/ularia
californico);
• California buckeye (Aesculus
californica);
• California coffeeberry (Rhamnus
colifornica);
• califamia honeyauckle (Lanicoro
hi•pidula);
• Coast live oak (Quorcus agrifallo);
• Huckleberry (Vocc/nium ovaturn);'
• Madrone (Albutus menziesizJ;
• Manzanita (Ait;tOBtaphylos
manzaniro);
• Rhododendron [Rhododendron
spp .. including azalea);
• Shreve'• oak (Quereus parvula var.·
shreve1);
• Tanoak (IJthocarpus den1if/orus];
and
• Toyon (HBte:romeles arbutifolia).
Paragraph (b) ofthe regulations lists
bark chipa, foteot stock, and mulch of
the species of planu listed above as
ra•trlcted articlaa. Again, restricted
articlea may only be moved interstate by
USDA under a departmental permit
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issued in accordance with §301.924(a)(2J.

The regulations in § 301.92-2 also

P. ramarum has not been found 1n any
othar araas of California or Oregon
besides those listed above, and
California end Oregon have adopted and
ara enforcing restrictions on the
intrastate movement of regulated and
re:rtrictod articles from those ere.. that

provide that any other product or article
that an Inspector determines to present
•risk of spreading P. ramorom can eloo
ho consldsred a regulated or rsrtl'\c1od
article iftha impactor notifies tho
are $Ubstantially the sa:nu as th0&e we
person in possession. or the product or
are imposing on tho interstate
article that it is subject to the
movement of le9ulated and restricted
restrictions in the regulations. Thia
article&.
provision Is necessary to ensure that
Thu Stata of California is not
J\PHIS is able to regulate tho movumont
attsmpting
to eradicate P. romorum
of ell articles, especially newly
from
the
State,
end has quarantined any
identified hosts of P_ ramorum net liated
county where P. ramorum has been
in the regulations, that pose a risk ol
sprollding P. romorum if moved without confirmed to exist, regardleBB of the
distribution of P. ran1orum within that
restriction.
county. APIDS is also using this
Section 301.92-3-Quarantined Area•
criterion in setting tho P. romorum
quarantine boundaries for the State of
Psragtaph (a) of§ 301.92-.1 provide•
tho criteria for the inclusion of States. or Califomia.
portions of States, in the list of
Oregon io attempting to eradicate P.
quarantined areas. Under these criteria,
ramorum from the area in Cuny County
any State or portion of a State in which
whore it has been dotectad. The
P. ramo,um is found by an inspector, or quarantined Brea covers 9 square miles
in which the Administrator ha5 reason
in the Brookings area of Curry County.
to believe that P. raznorum i:s pre&enl,
All boundaries of the quarantined area
will be listed. as a quarantined area.
are al least 1h to 1 mile from any P.
These criteria also provide thet an area
romorum d&tecllon site. APHIS believes
will be designated as • quarantined area that this distance is sufficient to ensure
when the Admioistrator considers it
thet P. ramon.un io not spread to areas
necessary due to tho area's
outside the quarantiDed area. Tho
insupurabil;ty for quarentlne
boundary linas may vary duo to factors
enforcement purposes from. localities in such aa the location of P. ramorum host
which P. ramorum bar bean found.
matecilll and the u111e of clearly
Paragraph [a) of§ JOl.92-3 alao
identifiable lines for tho boundaries.
provides thal we will designate less
The boundaries themselves are
than an entire State as a quarantined
described in Ille rule portion of this
eree only if we determine that the State
document.
has adopted and is enforcing restrictions
Paragraph (b) of§ 301.02-3 provides
on the intrastate ~ovament of ~lated
that we may temporarily dea:ignats any
articles that ue equival6llt to those
n.onquaranttued area in a State as a
imposed on the intararate movement of
quarantined areu whsn we determine
J&gulated articles and that the
that the nanquarantined area meets the
designation of leas than the entire State
criteria for designation as a quarantined
as a. quarantined area will prevent the
area described in §301.92-J(a). In such
.interstate spr 38.d of P. romorum. These
cases, we will give the owner or person
determinations would indicate that
in poeses,sion of the area a copy of the
infestations 111'8 confined to the
regulations along with written notice of
quarantined areas and eliminate tho
the area's temporary designation as a
need for deaignolilJ8 en entire State as
quarantined area, after which time the
e quarW1tined area.
intarstate movement af any regulatsd or
We have determined that It is not
relitliCtod article from the area will ba
nsceaeary to designate the entire States
of California and Oregon as que..rantinsd subject to the regulations. This
provision is nocassary to prevent thtt
atM&. Tha State of California has
spread of P. ramorum during the time
adopted restrictions on the intrastate
between the detection of the disease and
movement of regulated and restricted
articles from the following counties:
tho time a document quarunlining the
hlameda., Mmin, Mendocino, Monterey, area can be made effuctive and
Napa, Son Motoo, Santa Clara, Santa
published in the Federal Register. In tho
Cru.i, Solano, and Sonoma.
e\lent that an area's designation os a
temporary quarantined area is
Tho State of Oregon hos adop1od
terminated, we will provide written
restrictions on the intrast&te movement
of regulated ond reotrlctod articles from
notice of that termination to the owner
a. 9-square-mile area near the Brookings or person in passeision of the ares 88
aree of Curry County.
soon as ie practicable.
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Soction 301.9.2-4-Conditions

Governing tho Interslate MovemoJtl of
/logo lated and Il•stricted .ilrtic/es from
Quarantined .Are'18
This 1ection provides that regulated
articles may be moved interstate from
qlll1I'81ltined &?&M If they are
accompanied by a certtficeta lsaued in
accordance wl!h §§ JDl.92-5 and
301.92-8, and provided that they are
moved through tho quarantined eroa
without stopping except for rdJ.eling,
rest stops. emergency repairs. and for
traffic condition•, such•• traffic lights
or stop signt.
Additionally. this section provides
that restricted articles may be moved
intentate from quarantined areas by
APHJS or tho Department for
experimental or acisnttfic purposes.
such ortidos mu•t be moved in
accordance with a dapartmental permit
issued by the Administrator. under
conditions opecified on tho pormit to
prevent the spread of P. ramor11m.
Rogulatod or restricted orticleo that
are moved from outside quarantined
areas and that ate accompanied by a
waybill thut indicates th• point of origin
may be moved intersta10 through a
quarantined area without a certificate or
a deparbnantal permit. Tho article•
must elro be mo~ud from outside tho
quarantined area 1hrough tho
quarantined area without l!Opping
[uxcopl for refueling. re.I •tops,
emergency repairs, and for traffic
conditions eui:h .. trofflc lights and stop
signs), and the articles must not be
unpacl:ed or unloaded in the
quarant.hted 8J'8B.

Section 301.92-5--I11uo:nce and
Concellotion of Ccrtiflcotes
Cenlfi catea ore issued fnr regulated
articles when an inspector finds that,
becausa of certain conditions, there is
no diseese risk usociated with movi.ng
a regulated article from a quarantined
area. Regulated articles accompanied by
a certiliceto may be moved interstate
without further restriclione. Section
301.92-S[e) provides that a certificata
wlll be issuad by an inspoclot for the
movement of regulated 11rticles if the
inspector determines that any one of the
following conditions have boon mot:
• Tbs regulated articles have been
treated under the direc1ion of an
inspector in occordance with§ JOJ.92!D of this aubpart.
• 'rho regulated aniclus are wood
product• such .. firewood, logs, or
lumber that ore free of bark.
• Tho regulatod article is soil that hos
not been in direct physical contact with
any orticle infected with P. ramorum,
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and from which all duff• has been

Paragraph (b) of§ 301.92-5 allows any Section 301.92-7-A•aembly and
person wbo hu antered into and is
lnsp•clion of Regulated l\tticle•
• The regulated articles are articles of operating under a compliance
Section 301.92-7 provides that my
nunery stock that (1) are shipped from
~sreement to issue a certificate for the
parson (othur than a person authorized
a nursery or prentlses in a quarantined
interstate movement of n regulated
~ that i• inspected annually by an
article after an inapector has determined to issue cartificates under§ 301.92-S(b))
inspector far P. ramorum in accordance that the article is eligible for a certificate who desires a certificate to move
regulated article& must :request, at least
with tho inspocUon and sampling
under§ 301.QZ-li(a).
l4 days before the desired intorotate
Also, § 301.92-5(c) contains
protocol described in § 301.92-1 l(a),
movement. that an inspector issue a
aod that has been found free of P.
provisions for the withdrawal of a
certificate. The regulated articles: must
ramorum; (2) are pan of a shipment or
certificate by an inspector if the
be assembled in a place and manner
inspector determines that the holder of
?lllS"l'J'. •tock ~t has been inspected
dinicted by the inspector. Those
unmed1ately pnor to interstate
the certifica.te has not complied \Vith
provisions ere necessary to ensum that
movumant in accordance with § JOl.92- conditions: for the use of the document.
ll(b), and that has been found free of P. This section also contains pf0vi11ions for peraona desirinR inspection servJcea can
obtain them before the intended
ramort,1m; (3) have been kept separate
notifying the holder of the rea•ons for
movement date.
tha withdrawal and for holding a
from regulated llrtidoo not inspected
hearing if there is any conflict
between the time of the inspection and
Section 301.92-IJ.-Attochment and
the time of interstate niovemenlj and (4) concerning any matetial fact in the
Disposition of Certiftcatos
have not been grown in, or moved from, event that the person wishes to appeal
Section 301.92-8 requires tho
the cancellation.
other areu within a quarantined area
certificate
issued for movemant of tho
except nurseries or promises that have
Section 301.92--6--Complianc•
regulated articlo to be attached, during
been lnapoctod fol' P. ramorum in
Agreements and Concollation
the interstate movement. to the
accorda.nee with this auction; and that
regulated article, or to a container
. Section 301.92-6 pro\'ides for the
have been found free of P. rnmorum.
•ssuance and cancellation of compliance curying tho regulated llrtide, or to the
~e regulations in§ 301.92-5(•) also
accompanying waybill. Funher, lhe
agreements. P9f£ona who enter into
req~1re that ll'ltipectors may only issue
compliance agreements with APHIS are section requiru that the carriar must
certitlcat111a for the inturstatu movement
furnish the certificate to the consignee
allowed to &off-certify that carte in
of rugulated articles if the inspector
listed on the certificate upon arrival at
regulaood
articles
meet
APIIlS
determines that the regulated articles:
the location provided on the cerlllicate.
(1) Are to be moved ia compliance with .requiramenta for interstate movoment.
Compliance agroemants are provided in These provisions are necessary for
any additional emergency condition5
enforcement purposes.
order to facilitate the interstate
tho Administrator may impose under
movement of certain regu.lated article5
118Ction 4H of the Plont Protection Act
Soction 301.92-9-Costs and Chorg••
(7 U.S.C 7714)' to prevent the sprnad of while still minimizing the risk that P.
Section 301.92-9 explains the J\PHIS
romorum could spreBd in.terstatt1. A
P. romorom, and (2) are eligible for
policy that the services of an inspector
agreument
will
be
issued
compliance
unrestricted movement under all other
ihat are needed to comply with the
Federal domestic plant quarantines and when m inspector has detennined that
regulations are provided without coat
the person requesting the compliance
regulations applicable to the regulated
between 8 ~.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday
agreemont i& knowledgeable regarding
article.
through Friday, excopt holidays, to
the
requirements
of
the
regulations
and
We have included a footnote that
persona requiring thooe services, but
tho peroon.h.. agreed to comply with
provides an address for securing the
those requirements. Since movements of that we will not be responsible for any
addresses and telephone numbers of the
other costs or charges (such 4'tS overtime
?lllliery .stock are dependent on
local Plant Protection and Qulll'8Iltino
coots for inspections conducted at times
1nspec~on or testing by an inspector,
offices at which services of inspectors
other than between 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 1
c:omphance
agreements
will
not
be
may be ruquested. We have also
Mo!'day through Friday, except
issued to persons interested in moving
included a footnote that sxplains that
?-Ursery s ~ock interstate. Inspectors will hohdayo).
the Secretary of Agriculture can 1 under
usue cernficates for lhe interstate
Section so1.n-111--Treatments
tho. Plant Protection Act, take emergency
movement of regtilated articles of
actions to selu, quarantine, treat,
Section 301.92-10 lists 1rea1ment1
nursery stock after they inspect, and lf
destroy, or apply other remedial
that qualify aoil and cartatn regulated
nacesaery,
test regulated articles of
measure!! to articles that aru, or the.the
articles for interstllte movement with a
nursery stock end determine that they
ot she has reason to believe are, infested are
certificate, as provided in§ 301.92free of P, ramorum_
or infected by or contain plant pests.
5(a](l)(i).
Section 301.92-6 contains a footnote
Under paragraph (a), soil may be heat·
that explains how compliance
. z Dull JI deco.yin& plant malnth•I incl.udmg lClllf
treated to e temperature of at least 180
$irtJements
n1ay
be
arransed.
Section
liuor, green wnto. 1tam Dl4lorial. bark. and imy
301.92-6 also provides that au inspector ~F for JO minute& in the pre11ence of an
ol!m ploal mllll!l'la! lhiic. 11.pon vt.ua.l in5poc:tlon.
inspector.4
may cancel the compliance agreement
~txl>I no!. o.ppoor ICI havo complo1oly docomposod
Under parasraph (b). wreaths,
into 1011.
upon finding that a person who has
'SOc:~on• 414. 421, lllJd 434. of dio Plo.nl
entered into the agreement bee failed to garlands. and greenery of arrowwood
Pmtoc:llon .-\CL {7 V.S.C. 7714, 7731. lllld 7754)
comply with aoy of the provision& of tho (Viburnum x bodna11rense). big le•f
pnwlde Iha.~ l!\o Socruluy t>I .\iriclllllllo mny,
maple (,\c•r macrophyllum), black oak
tegulationo. Tho inspector will notify
under tOrtamcondlUorui. hold, aat~. qi.tWontino.
b-oat, 11pply othot rw11odlul maa&W"t1' ro deuroy ot
the holder of the compliance agreement (Quercus ke/Joggi11, California bay Jaure)
<1lhwwJ10 dUpa11;1 of o.ny p.lao.1. pl not J»•l. plArtt
of the reasons for c:11ncellation &nd offer (Umbellulario oolifornica), California
prod_vcl, o.rUclo. or mouu oC oinvoyllllCO tlW i 11
buckeye (llesculus oolifornica),
ao
opportunity for a heering to resolve
rnovuag, er ba~ movod l11to or through tho UnJtod
any conflicts of material fact in the
SIRIBI or il1IOS$llll0 If tho Socro1ary . . n;IQIJOQ to
4 Soil may 111.o bo fOO\'od. intrnWa wl,bo .. t ho..t
bollatu rhv llrtlclo It a plarn poll Ol ll l~fl:ld wllh
event that the person wishe&' to appeal
lrolltmant iC i( moois lb.a reqllirwnonl• In I :101.8211. plant pml 1>11h11 tJme o!. mavomoal.
the cancollation.
5(1.)(l)(iii) gi-(tvJ.

removed.
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Callfornlll caffaobeny (Jlhamnus
cali/omica), California honeysuckle
(Lcmlcera hispidula). coast live oak
(Quorcu• agrifalia), hucklobeny
(Vaccinlum ovcztum). madrone (Arbutus
menzi••l•l. manzanit• (An;ta1taphylos
•pp.). rhododendron (Jlhododondron
spp .. including ..aloe), Shreve·, oak
(Qusrcua parvula var. llhrevel), 1anoak
(Uthacarpu• den1"flarus). and Toyon
(Heteromele• arbuUfolia) may be dipped

for 1 hour in water that it held at a
tempuature of at least 160 °F.

Secrion 301.92-11-ln.pectian and
Sampling Protocol
Section 301.92-11 describes the

inspection and sarnpling protocol that
must be followed by nurseries movins;
regulated articles of nursery stock

lnsp•ctions of lndMdual lnlerstato
Shipments

For an inspection of a shipment of
regulated articles of nursury stock. an
inspector rnu11t visually h1Bpect tho
nuroory stock for oymptoms of P.
ramorum. If the shlptnent contains 100
or fewer regulated articles, ao Inspector
will inspect each regulated otticle. If tho
shipment containe more thao 100
regulaled articlo•, an Inspector will
inspect 100 regulated article• and at
least 2 percent of the number of

nursery, md
(2) lnopection of individual interstate
shipments of nursery stcick aod testing

ctf .symptomatic plants prior to interstate
movement of tha shipment from the
quarantined area
Annual Nnraery lnepections
For m flilD.ual nursmy inspection, an
inspector must visually inspect
ragu lated articles of nursery stock for
symptoms of P. ramorum. If the nursery
contain& 100 or fewer regulated articles,
an inspector will inspect each regulated
article. If the nursery contains more
than 100 regulated articles, an inspector
wUI inspect 100 regulated articles and at
least 2 percent of Iha number of
regulated articles contained in tho
nursery !hot exceeds 100. The regulated
articles to be inspected will be
randomly selected from throughout the
nursery.
If symptomatic plants are foUnd upon
inspection, the inspector will collect at

least ono sample per symptomatic plant.
If fawor than 40 11ymptomatic plants are

• Comments on the inspactlon and
sampling requitemonts for nurseries,
includirig comments providing a
scientific basis for a longer or •honer

inspection cycle, or an altumative
sampling protocol.

• Data related to the accuracy,
specificity, ease of use. and cost

effectiveness of tests thet can be usad to
detect P. ramorum on nursery .itock of
hast plants.
• Evidence demonstrating whether

certain treatments are effective in

regulated articles contained in the

eliminating P. ramorum infection in

shipment that exceodo 100. The
regulated articl.. to be inspected will he
ra11domly selected.
If oymptomatic plants are found upon

regulated articles.

inspection, the inspectol' must collect at
Jeast one sample per symptoniatic plant.

interstate from quarantined aruas. Under and one oample per regulated article of
nursery &tock that is in cloou proximity
the regulations, regulated articles of
to, or that has had physics! contact with
nurGGry stock. wilfbe subject to two

kinds of inspections: (1) Annue 1
inspeclion and samplill{! of ragulated
articles of nursery stock contained in, a

8831

e symptomatic plant. Semple• mull he
laboled and sent for tasting lo a
laboratory approved oy APH!S, and
must be found frMI of P. ramorum prior

to the interstate movement of any
regulated articles contained in the
shipment.
If any plants intended for interslate
movement are found to be infected with
P. ram arum, tha nursery from which
they originate will be prohibited from

Emergency Action
ThiB rulemaking is 11.ecessary on an
emergency basis to prevent P. ramorum
from spraading to noninfuoted areas of
tho United Slates. Under these

circumstances, the Administrator has
determined that prior notice and

opportunity for public comment are
conuary to the public interest and that
!hare ls good cause under 5 U.S.C. 553
for making this rule effective loss than
ao days after publication in tho Federal
Register.

We will consider comments we

iec.ive during the comment period for
this interim rule (see DATE& above).
Altar the comment period cloS08, we
will publlsh another document in tho
moving regulated articles interstate until Fedoral llegi&ler. Tha document will

such a11 time iilS an inspector can
determine that the nursery is free of P.
ramorum.

R.equ..1 for lnformotlou
Ar. stated eMliBr in this documen1,
there is much that is unknown about P.
ramorum. In this rule, APHIS has
endeavor11d to regulate the movan\ent of
articles that could cause P. ramorum to
apread to unaffected areas based on the
best scientific evidence available to us
at this time. We iI:lvite the public to
submit any information that supports or
contradicts our regulatory strategy,
including:

• Evidence demonstrating whether
contaminated soil provides a viable or
likely pothwey for the oproad of, Ot
Infection of natural ho•IB by, P.

found in a nuraeay during an inspection, mmorum.
the i.nfpet:tor must collect samples from
• Evidellce demonstrating whither
nonsymptomatic rogulaled articles of
debarked wood provides a viable or
nul'8ery stock ea that the total nurnber
likely pathway for the spreed of, or
of sampled plants is at least 40. Samples infaction ofnaturel basts by, P.
muat then be labeled and sent for testing romorum.
to a laboratory approved by APHIS.
• Evidence demonstrating whether
acorns, seeds, or fruits of host pl ents are
If any regulated articles within a
nursery oro found to ho infected with P. naturally infected by P. .ramorum or
mmorum, tho nursery will be prohibited carry P. ramorum, and whether Bcoms,
from. moving l'Ogulated acticlos interstate seeds, or fruits of host plant.. provide
until auch time a, an inspector can
vioble or likely pathweyo for the •J>l'Oad
of, or infection of natural hoots by, P.
deturmine that the nOititn'Y is free of P.
mmorum.
ramorum.

includa a discussion of any comments
we receive end any am1tndment1 we are
making to the rule •• a result of the

comments.
.Executive Onlor 12888 ll>ul Regulatory
Flexibility Acl
This rule haa been reviewed under
Executivo Order 1Z666. The rule has
been determined 10 be not significant for
the purposes of Executive Order H866

and, therefore, has not been reviewed by
the Office of~negemont end Budset.
In accordBOce wllh 5 u.s.c. 603, we
have performed an initial regulatory
flexibility analysis, which lo set out
below, regarding the economic effect• of

thi.s interim rule on small entities. Based
an the Information we have, there is no
basis to conclude that adoption of this
Interim rule would remit In any

t:ignificant econonllc effoct on a
aubotential number of small entities.

Howovor. we do not currently have all
of the dBta. necessary for a
comprehensive analysis of the effects of
lhla interim rule on small entilies.

The?efora. we are inviting comments an
potenli•l effects. In particular. we are
interested in determining the number
and kltid of small entitios that may

incur benefits or costs from the
implementation ot this intarl.m rule.
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The Plant Protection Act (7 U.S.C.

about 300 ppecies. The Unitud States
hu about 58 oak spacios of tree si;w and
Agriculture to prohibit or restrict the
10 .1:pecies that are clas5ified as shruba.
interstate movement of any plant, plant If other Quercus or Lithococpus spp. in
product, article, or mean& of conveyance the Eastern deciduous forests prove
if the Secr1tory determino• thet the
susceptible to the pathogen under
prohibition or restJ'iCtiOn is necegsety to natural environmental conditions, the,
economic impact could be significant.
prevent the dissemination of a plant
pest within the United States.
Tho commerciGI hardwood timber
As stated earlier in this document,
production in the United StalOe alone is
Phytophthoro mmorum is known to
worth over $30 billion. Should tho
infect am>wwood (Viburnum x
di•eeee become wldeeproad, some
bodnanlen.e), big laof lllllple (Acer
countries would likuly place restrictions
macrophyll•ml. bloclc: oak (Quercus
on U.S. exports of oak and other
ke/loggji], California bay laurel
hardwood products whic:h generated
(Umbe/Jularia califomica), California
nearly $3 billion in revenue in 2000.
The pathogen has also been isolated
bucl:eyo (;\esculus califorica), California
coffeeberry (Rhamnus <»lifornica),
from Rhododendron spp., arrowwood
California honeysuclde (Lonicero
(Viburnum x bodnantense). •nd in ·
huckleberry (Voccinium spp.), the genus
hispidula), coaot live oak (Quorcus
agrifolio), hucl:l1beny (Vacdnium
ofwh!c:h indudes the commercially
ovatum] 1 madronn (Arbutus menzieslk).
important bluebeITies and cranberrie.1:.
maozanita ( Arclostaphylos spp.}.
P. ramorum causes leaf spotting and
twig dieback on these species, and in
rhododendron (llhododendron spp ..
including azalea), Shreve's oak
.1:1&vere cases in huckleberry, can kill tho
(Quercua parvula var. 11hmve11. tanoak
plant. Nursery stock is a probable route
of long distance spread of the diseese
(Lilhocarpu• den•iflorus), and Toyon
since spores that give rise to P. ramr>.rum
(Heteromele• arbutifolia). P. romorum
hu been confirmed to exist in 10
can be dispersed by soil, or infected
c:ountiea along or near the northern
shoolS, and foliage. Federal restrictions
r.alifornia coastline: l\lan:ieda, Marin.
on nursery stock is necessary as
Mendocino. Monterey, Napa, San
Rhododendron spp. and viburnum are
Mateo, Senta Clara, Santa Cruz, Solano. importau,t component.$ of the
md Sonoma. P tamorum also has been otnamental nursery trade. Additionally,
found in a portion of Curry County. OR. two of the host speeiso of oak are sold
This interim role is issued to
as nur.1:ery etock and are used es
quarantine portions of the States of
ornumental5 in lllnd:i:caping. The
Cialiforn.ia and Otegon where P.
importaoce of the Federal quarantine
mmorum U confirmed. to exist, end
and rnatrictions is further underscoted
regulate the movement of certain hoe-t
by tho fact that there is currently no
articles to prevent tho risk. of spread of
known treatment for infected plants that
P. mmorum to other noninfested areas
kills the fungus but allows plants to
in the United States. California ls not
survive. Federal action is necessary to
attempting to eradicate P. ramorum
protect the U.S. nursery industry whoee
from the 10 counties In the State whore sale1 t111997 was estimated at almost
tha disease is confirmed to exist. Oregon $11 billion.
la attempting to m11dicate the disease
Impact of the Interim Rule
from an area in Curry County, tho only
Under the interim rulo, nursery stock
county whe:-e P. romorum l& known to
moving interstate from the quarantined
exbt in the State. Both States have
area must be accompanied by a
reatricted the Intrastate movement of
certificate stating that, amons other
certain articles from infe11ted areas to
things, th• stoek (1) originates from a
provODt the spruud or P. ra.morum
within California and Oregon. A Federal nurmy that has boon inspected for P.
romorum on an annueJ basis and thet
quarantine of the affected counties 1
has been found free, and (2) Is part of
comprising approximately 5 percent of
shipment of nl11'$ecy stock that "has been
the eree. of the Ste.te of CalifomiEt., and
inspecEed for P. ramoru.m prio~ to
e portion of ono county in Oregon is
inEeralate movement and that hart been
necesssry to protect oak forests and
found free. Tho Impact oflhG restriction
urbm tree resources across the United
Ste tee.
on interotate movement of nursery $lock
r. ramorum is apparently capable of would depend on !he amount of host
killing healthy, mature black oaks
products that are to be moved outatde
(Querc•• kellogg/r1. coast live oak
the quarantined area. The 1997 Censue
(Quercus ogrifolia), and tanoaks
of Agriculturs dote ohow that in that
(Uthocarpus densifiorus}. Quercu& •PP· year, there were some 1.214 nurseriff in
are considered th$ most imporlant and
tho 10 affected counties in callfornia
widttspread of the hardwood trees tn the which accounted for 24 percent of the
north temperata zone, consisting of
numbor ofnuraeries and 27 percent of

7701-7772) authorizes tho SectetOIY of

the value of nursery sal .. in California.
or ~-~ percent of total U.S. sales of
nursery stock in 1997. There were 7
nur11eries in Cuny County. OR, which
compri1ted less thm 0.Z percent of the ·
number of nursoriM, and 0.15 percent oI

sales. Not all of the 1.214 nurseries in
the 10 California counties, however, are
expected to he affected by this rule.

Some indication or the Impact may bo
•=!sed from the preliminary results of
a survey jointly conducted by the
C&lifornia Department of Food and
Agriculture and USDA/J\PHIS, between
January and March 2001. The
respond9llts to the survey were 517
wholesale and retail establishments in 6
counties in California (llD surv1y was
available far On!gon),
busine..e•
include faciliti.. that sold lumber,
Orewood curtet& and dealers, and
nuruerius involved In propagation and
sale of oaks, rhododendron•. aod other
host products.
ApprOJdmately 234, or 1:5 p,un:unt, of
tho businesses surveyed had contact
with host materials. Tbe total sale•
value of theeu bwinassee amounted to
some $7 million. A larga amount of the
aggregate receipt• (neorly 85 percant)
wum derived fiom the sale of aialeas
and rhododendron. The n1xt largest
category of sales ls from oek firewood
(12.7 percent), followed by oak nursery
stock (2 .5 percent!. and mulch and
chips from oek (Q.17 percant).
This interim rule may impact some of
the wholesale nur&mies who move
rhododendrons end oak nursery stock to
nurseries outside the Stat&. Nurseries

Th•••

that do not meet APHIS'e requirement&
must divert their products to markaUI
within the quarantined area. ar if a
market cannot be found, lose sales of
that commodity. Although some
information is avallablo lrom the eurvey
on the number of businesses who have
contact with hoot materials (234
eotablishmente), and the relatively large
amount of receipts earned from sale1 Of
Rhododendron spp. (including azaleas)
ls al110 known, tho amount of these hosts
that are lntended for lntetstate shipment
ta unknown. Thus, a conclusive
statement cannot be made about the
extunt of the impact due to the
movoment rvstriction. APHlS invites
comments from members of the public
who lllllY be impacted by the reetriction
on interstate movement of
Ilhododendron spp.
Besides rhododendrdns and 428.leas,
wholooale nurseries within the affected
erea that sell oak seedling• and trees to
nul"&eries outside the Stats would also
be affected by the rule. The proporUon
of the 234 establishments that would be
affectad by the mtrictions on
movement of oak seedltnga is unknown.
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However, trade of eeedlings ie primarily
on one type of host species, th8 CO&Bt
live oak, which is not believed to he
shippud int•rotate to a significant
degree. Wu therefore uxpect that tho

product manufacturers as small entities
if fewer than 500 people aro •mployed.
B(lliied on tha abOve criteria, tlie
majority of nurseries in the affected
counties of California and Oregon
would likely bu classified as small
restriction on the movement of oak
nursery stock to be small.
entities. The impsct of the rule on
Undur this rule, producers In the
businesses handling host matorials1
quarantined counties who wish to sell
whether small or large. would depend
wreaths. gerlands, or groenery outaide
on the amount of regulated nrt:ic:les
their counuo" ere required to treat these moved in. interstate commercB that
products with hot water. The cost of hot would have to moet APHIS'6
weter treatmt1nt is not known, end we
rvquiremanlS ea a condition of
invite public comments on treatment
movumunt. Some businesses muy incur
costs.
additional c:CJsts for hot water treatment
The uconomlc effects that could result or dobarkiog.
from the iequiremont that unproce,.ed
Preliminary rusults from a Gu(Vey of
wood or wood products (including
buainessos in 6 of tho 10 affected
firewood, logs, lum.ber, and other wood counties in California indicate that host
productal be debarked prior to interstate materials worth over $7 million tn
movement are unknown. We invite
annual sales may be potentially affected
public comments on any costs to
by the interim rule. Tho actual irnpact
affected enl!ties that m.ay reoult from the (that is, the number of effectod
duberking requiremonts of this rule.
establishments and the amount of
11ie businesses surveyed that are
additional caste er loases incurred) is
involved in firewood distribution. from
not known. The negative impact of this
cutters to wholesalers to retailers, are
inter.im rule could be smell as a majority
generally small entities who oell
of ho<! products is sold prilllllrily within
primarily intrastate. The economic
the regulated ccruntios in the States.
effects of tho rule on entities involved
Consequently, State regulations on
in tho firewood business iu expected to
intrastate movement would likely hove
be small as their sales are believed to be a letpr impact on businesses within tho
larguly to merk•t• within the
affected counties than APHJS's
quarantined area.
regulations on intei:state movement. The
The affects of this rule on persons
public is invited to submit informal!on
moving soil intel'stato from quarantined rogardini the percentage of salus of
areas, and persons who wish to move
regulated articles that moves intraforest stock (non-nursery grown trees,
county, inter-county, and interstate.
sbruba, etc.) interstate is also unknown
The economic effects of this rule a.re
at this time. We invite public comments expected to bo offset by large benefits to
on theGe potential effects.
the public in terms of pre~enting
In gonerul. tho economic effects of this disease spread 11nd harm to forest and
rule could be small bocauBB many host
urban resources in unaffected regions
products are sold primarily within the
across the country.
affeclBd States, often within quarantined
Executive Order 12372
areos. Consequently, State regulations
on intrastate movement would likaly
This program/activity is listed in tho
heve a larger impact on buaineas within c.atalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
tho affectud ~ounl!es then APHlS'o
undur No. 10.025 and is Sllbiect to
quaranUne and rsgulatiow on inte.a1tate .Executive Order 12312, which requires
movement.
intergovernmental Consultation with
State end local officials. (Seo 7 CFR part
Regulatory F/eicibility Anoly•is
3015, subpart V.)
Tho Rof!Ul•tory Flexib!llty Act
Executive Order 12988
requires that APHIS specifically
consider the economic impact of the
This rule has been reviewed under
interim rule on small entities. The Small Executive Order 12988, Civil justice
SusinoS< Administration (SBA) has
Reform. This rule: (1) Preempts all State
establishsd size criteria for determini"ll and local laws and regulations that are
which economic entities meet the
ineonsistent with this rule; (2) ha:t no
definition of a omoll firm. The small
retroactive effect·, and (3) does not
entity site stendard for nursery and troo require adminiotrative proceedings
production (NA!CS 111421) is $750,000 before parties may filo suit in court
or Iese in annual receipts; fQr foru11t
challenging this rulo.
nuraeria1 end gathoring of forest
products (NAICS 11n10) is S5.ooo.ooo Paperwo<i< Reduct!Dll Act
In accordanco with section 3507(j) of
or less in annual receipts. The SBA
cl,ssifies lossing operations (NAICS
the Paperwork Reduction Act of l995
113310), os well as •awmills, and wood (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). the information
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collection and reeOrdkoeping
requirements included in thi:11 interim
rule have been submitted for em"'llency
approval to tha Office of M:onqgement
md Budget (OMB). OMB hao esaignod
conlrol number 0579-0191 to the
information collection and
reconlkoeplng requimnonts.
We plan to roquest continuation of
that approval for 3 years. Please send
written comments on the 3-year
approval request to Iha followi"ll
addn>sses: (l) Offica oflnfonnatlonand
Regulatory Affairs, OMB, Attantlono
Desk Officer for APHIS, Washington, DC
20503; and (2) Docket No 01-054-1,
Regulatory Analysis and Development,
PPD. APHJS, Station 3C7t, 4700 River
Road Unit 118, Riverdale, Mtl 207371~38. Please state that your comments
refer to Docket No. 01-054-1 and send
your commanta within 60 deya of
publication of thia rule.
This interim rule quarantines portions
of th• States of California and Oregon
bac.au.se 0£ the presence of P. ramorum
and restricts the interstate movement of
tvgulatod articles from quarantined
·
areas. Its implementation will require us

to enga,ge in cenain information
collection activities, in thst regulated
uticles may not be moved interstate
from quarantined arou unless they are
accompanied by a certilicote. A
certificate moy be issued by an inspector
(i.e .. an APliJS employoe or other
person authorized by the APHIS
Administrator to enforce the
regulations) or by a person who has
entered into a written compliance
agreement with APHIS. We are
soliciting comments from tho public
concemlog our Information collection

and recordbeping requirements. These
comments will help us:
(1) Evaluate whether the information

collection is nucossery for the proper
porfonnance of our agency's functions,
including whother the information will
have practical utility:
Cal Evaluate the accuracy of our
estimate of tho burden of the
information collection, including the
validity of tho methodology and

assumptions uaed:
(J) Enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the Information lo bo
collected: and
(4) Minimize the burdun of the
information collection on thocie who are
to respond (such "' through the use of
appropriate automated, efectronic,
mscbanicel, or other technological
collection techniques or other forms of
informatlon technology. e.g., permitting
electronic submission of responeea).
Kstimare of burden' Public reporting
burden for this collection of informallon
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Imzpectlon and sampling

is estimated lo ava111go 0.07372 houu
pm response.

301.92-11

srowing, processing, hllndling, or
moving regulated. articles

Subpart-Phytophlhora Ramorum

Respondents; Parsons e~aged in
EstimatCd annual numbBr of

re1_pandents: 367.
B&timated onnual numbtr of
responaes per respondent: 43.002.
Estimated annual number of

respon.ses: 16,642.
Bstimoted total annuol burden on
respondents: t,227 houn;. (Due to
averaging, the total annual burden hours
may not aqual the product of the llDnual
number ofresponses multiplied by tho
reporting burden per response.)
Copies of this information collection
can be obtained from Mrs. Celeste
Siclcles, APHIS' Information Collection
Coordiwrtor, at (301) 734-7477.
LUI of Subject& in 7 CPR Port 301
Agricultural commodmes, Plant
diseases and pests, Quarantine.
Reporting and ,.conlkeeping
Nquln1ments. Transportation.
At:a>rdingly, we ere amending 1 CFR
part 301 as fullows'
PART 301-00MESTIC QUARANTINE
NOTICES

1. The authority ci1etion for part 301
continues to read aG follows:
AutluJrity: 7U.S.C. 1&6, 7711. 7712, 7114,
7

77~1. 7735, 7751, 7752, 77!53, end 7754;

CJ."R ,2.2:2, 2.80. and 371,3.
Section JOl.75-15 also ic,1.l&d under
Soc. 204, Title n, Pub. L. 106-113, 113
Stal. l501A-Z93; sections 301.75-15
and 301.75-16 01110 issued under Sec.
203, Tlllo U, Pub. L 106-224, 1 H Stat.
400 (7 u.s.c. 1421 note).
z. Pert 301 I& amended by adding a
new "Subpan-Phytophthore
Ramorum," §§ 301 92 through 301.9210. to read ae follows:
SuOpart-Phytophthota Ramorum
Sac_
,
301.92 Re&triclions on~ jnterslate
movement of reple.tod lllld restricted

Brticles.
JOt.92-1 Deflnltlom.
301.82-2 Regulated and rasuicted arUclt11i.
Quuanlined arou.
301,92-4 C:inditiom governing the
intlll'5tate mov&JOent of regulated end
~tricted articlel'ii &om quatantined

301 .92-3

areas.
301.92-5 Iasuance and canceUation of
corti!icales.
301.92~

Compliance agroon>.enll and
cancallttion.
301.i2-7 Asa11mbly and in&pectian oI
regulaiud iarticlea.
301-92-B Attachment !lnd di$pasitloo cf
certiRcetes.
301.92-e Co.cl.II and chatgos.
301.92-10 Troabnent.e:.

protocol.

1301.82 Raatrh::Uon• an th• lnter1tale
movam11nt of rwgulaled 111d rntrrdad
artlch•L

No person ma.y move interstate from
any quarantined area any regulated or
reetrictad article except in accordance
with this subpart. 1
§ 301.92-1

Daflnftiori1,

Administrator. The Admini•troror.
Animal and Plant Health lnspec:lion
Service, or any parson authorized to act
for tho Administrator.
Animal and Plant Health lnspoction
Service. The Animal and Plant Health
ln•pection Servico [APHIS) of the
IJni!ed States Department of
Agriculture.
Bark chips. Bark ~ents broken or
shredded from a log or tTee.
Certificat/I. A document in which an
in11puctor or person aparating under a
compliance agreement e.ffirJil5 that a
opecifi•d reguloted orticlo meets tho
1"8quiroments of§ 301.92-S(a) of this
&Ubject and may be moved interstate to
any destination.
Camplio11ce agceemsnf. A written
agreement between APHIS ond a person
ensa!!"d in growi"8, processing,
hpndling, or moving regulated articlt1&,
wherein the person agrees to comply
with thiii subpan.
Depolflnonlal permit. A document
issued by rho AdminisUQtOr in which ho
or she affirrne that interstate movement
of the regulated article identified on the
document is for scientific or
expedm.ental purposes and that the
regulated article is eligible for interstate
niovement in accordance with § 301.924(a)(2) of this subpart.
Duff Oocoying plant matter that
includes le.Qf litter, green waste, stem
motorial, bark, and any other plant
material that, upon visual inspection,
does not appelll' to have completely
decomposed into soil.
Firewood. wood that ha• been cut,
sawn, or chopped into a shape and size
commonly used for fuel.
Forest flack. All flowers, trees,
shrubs, vines, scions, budu, fruit pits. or
other seeds of fruit and ornomontal trees
or shrubs that ore wild-grown, backyard·
grown, or naturally occurring and do
not meet the definition of nursery stock,
and that are not located on .a nursery
premisQ's.
1 Any popady idonlUlod 1.aapuaOJ ii outhod.u>d
ltl ~op and lnapact f!Ol'lODI llD.d ~ 9f
ronvo)'llllctl and lo Uico, qwirandnti, lrcii;I, apply
othor romodlal moosuro5 10, dutroy, m othmwhe

dt&pcq otrogulatod or ru'lrlctod aruclclll ~
provtdod ill. 1octiau tU•• 4i1, nnd 43-t. afrh.,. Plonl
Vr'OlOCtiQn Act (7 U.6..C. 77t+. '7Jl. and 77fi4).

ln•pector. Any employao of APHIS,
rho IJ.S. Dapamnent of Agriculture, or
other person authorized by tho
Administraror to perform the duUos
required under !hie subpart.
Jnterstore. From any State into or
through ony other Stat•.
Log. Tho bolo of a tree: trimmod
tirnber that has not been &awn funher
than to Iorrn. cants.
Lumbor. Logs that have been sawn
into boards, planks. or structural
members such as beams.
Movod (move, moveme1't). Shipped,
offered for shipment, rocoivod for
transportaUon. transported, catrlod, or
allowed to be moved, shipped,
transported, or carried.
Mu/ch.Bark chips, wood chips, wood
.shavings, or so.wd111t, O"C' a mixturu
th•mof, that could ho used as a
protective or decorative ground covar.
Nursery st0<;/c. All greenhouse or
fleld"$'0WD florist's otock. trees, shrubs,
vinea. cuttings, grafts, scions, buds, fruit
pits, and other seeds of fruit ond
ornamental trees or shrubs, ond other
plants and plont products for
propagation, except field, vogeteble, and
flower seedo, bedding plants, and other
herbocoous plants, bulba, and roots.
Person. Any association, couipany.
corporation, finn, individual, joint stock
company, partnership. society, or other
entity.
Plant Protection and Quaronllno.
· Plant Protection end Quarantine,
Animal and Pl1111t Health bupectio11
Service, United States Deportment of
Agriculture.
. Quorontinod area. Any State. or any
portion oh State, listed in§ 301.92-J(c)
of this subpart or otherwise designated
1111 a quarantined area in llCCOtdance
with § 301.92-3(b) of this subpart
Regulated article. Any ort\clo listed in
§ J01.92-2(a) of this subpart.
Restricted article. Any article listed in
§ 301. 92-2(b) of thio subpart.
Soil. Any non-liquid combinatlon of
organic and/01' Inorganic moterlal in
which plants con F.w·
Stat•. Tho District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, tho Northam Mariana
IslandJl 1 or any State, territory, or
possession of tho United States.
1301.92-Z RaD\11.tud •nd rw•trlcted
artlclee,

(•)Tho following are regulated
articles, and m.lly be moved interstate
from a qua111Dtinod arso only if
accompanied by a certificate t.aauod in
accordance with the regulations in this
subpart:
(1) Nursery stock (except acorns ond
1eed1), unprocessed wood and wood
products, and plant products, including
firewood, logs, lumber. wreaths,
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garlands, and greenery of arrowwood
[Viburnum~ bodnontenso), big leaf
maple (Acer macrophyllum), black oak
(Quercus kelloggJ;), California bay laurel
(Umbellularia ao/ifomica), California
buckeye (Aescuiu• ca/ifomico).
California coffeeberry (Rhamnus
califomictx), California honeysuckle
(Lonicera hi•pidula), coeet live oak
(Quercus a[lrlfolia), huckleberry
[Vocclni"m ovatum) (except fruit),
madrone (Arbutu• menziesl/),
maiu:anita (All:tottaphyla• spp.),
rhododendron (Rhododendron spp.,
includ!na azalea), Shreve'• oak (Quercus
parvula var. shrevei), ranoek
(Lithocarpu• densljlorua), and Toyon

(Heteromole• arbutifo/ia).
(2) Soil.

116COSliary to qullilllltine because of its
inseparability for quarantinB
enforcement purposes from localititu: in
which Phytophthoro ramorom has been
found. Le98 lhan an entire Stete will be
designated as a quaranllnod ma only if
the Administrator detenninea that:
(1) The Stale has adopted and is
enforcing re9trictions on the intrastate
movement of lhia regulated articles that
are !iubtttantially the eame as those
imposed by thi1J subpart on the
interatate mavernent of regulated
articles: and
(2) The designation of less Ihm the

entire State ea a quarantined area will
prevenl the interstate spread of

PhytDphlhoro romorum.
(b) The Administrator or on inspector

(3) Any other product or article that
may temporerlly deslgnale any
an inspector determines lo present a risk nonquarantined area in a State as a
of spreading Phytophtllow ramorom, If quarentinod area. in accordance with
an inspector notifies the person in
paragreph [a) of this section. The
possession of the product or article that Administrator will give a Copy of this
it ia subject to the restrictions in the
regulation along with a written notice
reg:iJQtions.
for the temporary deuignation to the
(b) The following are restricted
owner or person in possesliion of the
articlBI, and rnay only be moved
nonque.re.n1inud area. Thereafter. the
Interstate from a quarantined area by the interstate movement of any regulated
U.S. Department of Agricultll?9 for
article from an area tempore.?fly
experimental Of ecientific purpor1t1s, and designated as a quarantined area will be
only in accordance with the regulations subject to chis subpart. As soon as
in§ 301.92-4(e)(2) of this subpart;
practicable, this area will be added to
(1) Bark chips, forest stock, or mulch
the list in paragreph (c) of this soction
of enowwood (Viburnum x
or the designation will be terminated by
bodnantense), bi9 leaf maple (Acer
the Adminiotntar er an inspector. The
macrophyllwn), black oak (Quereus
ownor or person in possession of an aroa
kelloggil1, Californie bay laurel
for which designation is terminated will
[Umbellu/oria californica), Californlo
be gi'Ven notice of the termination as
buckeye (J\o8culus callfornica),
soon as practicable.
California co!feeborry (Jlhamnus
(c) The following areoo ere designated
califomica). Caltfomia honeysuckle
e.s quarantined areas:
(Lonicero hispldu/a), coast live oak
California
(QuBrCU8 agrifolio), hucklebsrry
Alameda Cotlflty. 'I'he entire COWlty.
(Vaccinium ovatum), madrone (Arbutus
Marin County. Tho entire courny.
menzlssi1). manzanlta [All:to•lophy/OB
Mandoclno County. The entire counr:y.
opp.), rhododendron (Rhododendron
Monlcray Cowiry. The entire county.
•pp .. including azalea), Shreve's ollk
Napo County. The e11Uro COWlty.
(Quercus porvula ver. sht11vei1, tanoak
San Motsa County. The anlite county.
(Uthocorpus den•iflorus), and Toyon
Santa Clara County. The entire c:cunty.
Santa Cruz Cop1uy. The anti.re count}'.
(Hetoromeles orbutifolio).
Sol011r;i County. Tha unl1re county.
(2) Any other proauct or an!cle that
Sonomta County. The entire county.
an inspector detannines to prea1;tnl a risk
or spreading Phytophrhora romorum. if Oreaon
on inspector notifies the pen:on in
Cutl)'County. That portion oftba Ct'lunty
pOoaession of the product or article that bounded by a line i:Ir.wn as follows:
it ts a re11tricted article.

I 301.92-3

Qu1n1nt1ned

•reaa.

(e) Except 8i otherwise provided in
paragraph (0) of this section, the

Begiruili\a in the northwu&t a;irner of sec. 17,
T. 40 S., R. 13 W., then east a.lens •ac. l7 and
16. T. 40 S., R. 13 W,, to $8c. 16, T. 40 S.,
R. 13 W .. then south e.lona aec. 18, 21, 28,
and 33, T. GO
R. 13 w.. to sec. (13, T. 40
S., R. 13 W., then wut along MC. 33 md 32,
T. 40 S .. R. 13 W,, to oec. 32, T. 40 S., R. 19

s..

Administrator will liat e.e a quarantined
area itl per•graph [cl of thi& soction each
W.. than north alDng sec. 32 and 29, T. 40
State, or each portion of a State, ~n
S., R. 13 W.. tc the midway point of tho
which Phytophthoro romorum h88 been western
boundary of 1ii11c. 29, T. 40 S., R. 13
fQund by an inopoctor, in which lhe
Adm!nlstretor has reason to be[ievo lhat
Ph ytophthora ramorum in prosont. or

that the Adminiatrator conaidors

W., then we't to the c;entar ol sec. 30, T. 40
S .. R.. 13 W., than north throuRh ate. 30 and
19, T. 40 S., R_ 13 W., tc th11 centot of sec.
19, T. 40 S., R. 13 W., then east lD the
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wesLem boundary o! sac. 20, 1'. 40 s., R. 13
W.,lhonnorth along oec. ZO snd 17, T. 40
S., R. 13 W., to the point ofboginn!na.
§ 301.- Condlllon& governing Ille
h11lurwtllta movement or regul•t.d and

re•trfctad artlc:loa from quinnUnad •rua.
Regulated article• and restricted

e.rticlolf may be mo'll"ed interstate &run a
quarantined area :1 only if moved in
accordance with thi1J section. ·
(a) With a certificate or dopartmenta/
permit.
(1) Any rogulated ertlcleo may be
moved intmitate from a quarantined
area if accompanied by a certificate
issued und attached in accordanca with
§§ 301.92--5 and 301.92-4 of this
subpart, and providad that the regulated
article is moved through thu
quarantined are• without stopping
except for refueling, rest stops,
omorgoncy repllirll, and for traffic

conditions, such as traffic lights or atop
aigno.
(2) Any reatrictad article may be

moved interetata from a quarantined
area only if the article is moved:
Ci) By the United States Departnumt of
J\griculturo fur experimental or
seientific purposesj
(ii) Purauant to a deportmon!al permit
i•oued by the Adminlotrator for tho
articl•;
(iii) Under conditions specified on the
departmen1ol permit and found by the
Administrator to be adequate to prevent
the spread of Phytophthoro ramorum;
and
(iv) With a tag or label bearing the

number of the dopartmental permit
issued for the article attached to tho
outoide of the container holding tho
article, or attached to the artlcle Itself if

not io a container.
(b) Without a cBrt/ficate or
d•partmental permit.
(1) Tho regulated or reetlictod article

originated outsida the quarantined area
and tlut point of origin of the article is
indiceted on lhe waybUI of tho vohiclo
!lllnsporting the article; end
(2) The regulated or restricted article
is moved from outside the quarantined
area through tho quarantined erea
without stopping except for refueling or

for traffic conditions, such as traffic
light. or stop e!gn,, and lhe article ie not
unpaclted or unloaded in the
quarantined atea. (Approved by tho
Office of Management and Budget under
control number 0579-0191)
""Roq,WromOAt. uadtlr ll1I olhar CIJ'PIDhlo FQdoml
domu11C pion! qumantlnel Gad n:igu.l1tion1 mll9f
ahobomqt.

l-'.11
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§301.92-6 luuance and cancallalJon of
(3) Tho rogulated llrticle is oligible for
o.rtlfloall•.
unreatricted movement undar all other
(a) An inspector 3 may issue a ·
FodBl'Ol domestic plant quarantines and
cerlificQte tor the interstate movement of reguletions appliceblo to tho regulated
regulated articles if an inspector
article.
determines that:
(b) Certificates mey be issuod by eny
(l)(i) The regulated articles have been person engag11d in the businen of
tnlated under the direction of an
growing, procesBing. handling, or
inspector in acoordanc9 with§ 301.92moving regulated er-t:icles provided such
10 of this subpart; or
person has entered into and i1 operating
(li) The regulated articles are wood
under a compliance &greement. Any
products such as firewood. logs. or
such person may execute and \ssue a
Ium bet that are U... of bark: or
certificate for the interstate movement of
(iii) The regulated article is soil that
tesulatod •rticleo ii on inspector hu
has not bean in direct physical contact
previously m&.de the determination that
with any article infected with P.
the article is eligible for a certificate in
romorom, and from which all duff ha&
accordance with §301.92-S(a) of this
been removed.
sub pan.
(iv) The regulated articlee are articlas
(cl Any cartificate that has been

of nursery stocl:. that:
(A) Aru shipped from a nursery or
premises in a qu.ara11tinod area that ia
inspocred annually in accordance with
the inspection and sampling protocol
describod in§ 301.92-1 l(e) of this
aubpart. and that has been (OIU\d free of
Phytophthorc ramorum; and
[B) Are pan of a ohipment of nuroery
•tock that has been inspocted prior to
interstato movement in accordance with
§ 301.Gi-n(b) of this ouhpart. and that
has been found free of Phytophthoro
mmarum; and
(CJ H•VG beon kept ••parate from
regul11.tod articla11 not inGpectad between
the tllna of the inspection and tho time
of intorstate movement; and
(D) Havo not boon grown in, or moved
from, othar araas wtthin a quarantined
area except nurseries or premises that
aru annually inspected for Phytophthoro
ramorum in accordance with this
ooction, and that have been found free
of Ph;o!ophrhoro romorum.
[Z) The regulated article is to be
moved in compliance with any
additional emergency conditions the
Administrator may impose under
section 414 of the Plant Protection Act
(7 u.s C. 7714) •to prevent the sproad
of Phytophrhora romorum: and
.a BorviQl5 of 11D 1M~1ar may bo requo,.ti,d by
COllUc!iJll local oliicAJ of Pl.nt ProlOCli(l(l and
Quwuntino. which aru ll1t1td in ll'll0pltono
diroctod.Oil. 'Iho 11ddrol1011 Arni EGlvphOWt ll~~:s;
or IDC.41 o1?iic111 may Also ba obtnined lttim 1ho
AllJmAl ~ Plant Ho4llh tn.poctlon Sarvi(:o, Pliml
Prob'ICtlan iand ~iqo, lnvuh10 .S:poi:iOll ond
POfl Mm1111Dmmit.4700 Rlvor Kct.d Uoil 134,
Rivotdalo Mo 4.0'1'37-11!15. or 1bo J\PHlS lrt'Ob situ
II bUp;//-.a.phf11.Wkla..sov/1ravoUQl:\i.htm1.
4 SCICtiOZll 414. 42}. ClJJd 4$4. af tho Plant
Ptoh:llC1i~ll

Act {7 u.s.c. 111t, 77:J'l, 110d 775t)

provldtl thal tha Socn!litary of Agrtcultw-o mo.y.
lU1dor corloin cocdi1ion1. hold, lla.izq, q1WnntlM.
'roa.t, 1pp1y olhor rom1tdfo.l m46*\lrvt1 lo dOllltay iu
olhorwiie ditpoto of a.o.y l)lou1, plant po:l!ll, pl11in1
product, ~fi;Jo, or moazitr ot Q)Oveyanco diilt ii
moYina, or hnt mtiYDd Into or LbrouWi Iha United
.$W1oa or lntmtstci iftbo Socrotary bu MUM lo
bolhivo tho Artido 11 o plant P'l*' or- i1 lnfl1led wiH1
• phtnl petl ol t~ 1tmo of ~9nl.

issued lnBy be withdrawn, either orally
or in writing, by an inspector if he or
sho detannines that tho holder of the
certificate has not complied with all
conditions in thJ.8 subpart for the use of
the certificate. If the withdrawal le oral.
the withdrawal and tho 11l8JOns for tho
withdrawal will be conlirmod in writing
u p.rompt1y as circumstances allow.
Any person whose certificate has boon
withdrawn may appeal the decision in
writing to the Administrator within 10
days after receiving the written
notification of the withdrawal. Tho
appoal must otate all of tho facto Bnd
reasons upon which the person 1elie11 to
ohow that the certificate was wrongfully
withdrawn. As promptly as
circum11tances allow, tho Administrator
will graat or deny !ho appeal. in writing,
stating the reasons for the decision. A
hearing will be held to teoolve any
c:onflict as to any material fact Rules of
practice concerning a hearing will be
adopted by the Administrator.
(Approved by the Office oIManegement end
Budgat under control nu.mbtlr 0S79--0191J

an in.lpector whonovar the inepoctor
finds tbat the person who baa entered
into the compliance agreemenr haa
firllod to comply with thi.e subparL If the
cancellation is oral, tha cmceflation and
the reasons for the cancellation will be
confirmed in wr!Ung ea promptly ••
circumstances allow. Any per9on whose
compliance agreement hasDeen
canceled may appeal the decision, in
WTiting, within 10 deya aftor receiving
wrtnen notification of the cancellation.
The appeal must stale all of tho facta
and 1'11880'1• upon which the persoo
relies to show that the complianco
agreement was wrongfully canceled. As
promptly as citt:umslllncos allow, tho
Administrator will grant or deny tho
appaal, in writing. stating the reaaona
fo:r the decision. A bearing will be held
to resolve any conflict 89 to any material
fact. Rules of practice concerning a
he"1ing will be adopted by the
Administrator.

f 301.92-7

JIHembly and lnapactlon of
n91.1l•led artlc:lu.

(a) Any po..on (other then • peraon
authorimd to issue certificates under
§ 301.92-S(b) of Ihle subpart) who
desires to move a resulated article
interstate accompanied by a certificate
must notify an inspectors as far in
advance of the desired interstate .
movement as possible. but no less than
14 dayo befora the dealred lntorsteta
moveDlent.
[b) The rogulated article muet be
assembled et the placa and in the
manner the in&poctor designates
nacessary to comply with this subpart.

a•

t301.9W A!taol>ment and dl•po•1'on of
cerUflc11,u..

(a) A certificate required for the
interstate ino't'ement of a regulated
article must, at all time• during the
intorstate movement, be:
1301.82-6 Complianc;e agr1ement. •nd
(1) Attachod to tho outside of tho
Rncallauon.
container
containing tho regulated
(a) Any porson onsagod in growing.
article; or
proca511ing1 handling. or moving
(2) Attacbod to tho roguiatod article
regulated articles other than nursery
itself if not in a container: or
stock may enter into e. compliance
(3) Attached to the consignee's copy
agreement when an inspector
determines that the person understands of the accompanying waybill If tho
certificate is attached to the consignee's
rbia subpart, &gX'ees to comply with its
copy of the wayblll, the regulatad article
provisions, and agreea to comply with
must be sufficiently described on the
all the provisions containod in the
certificate and on the weybill to identify
compliance agreements
(b) Any compliance agreemvnt may be the regulated article.
(b) The cortifico.to ro. the interstate
canailed, e\thar orally or in writing, by
movement of a regulated article must be
furnishod by tho carrier to the consignee
~Com.pl~~ 118fOOrD;Blll CorDUI' vo evo.llablo
listed on the .,_ficate upon arrival at
....1tho11t ~110 Crom lho Aaimal nnd Plam HQ!lhh
.1nspt1¢Uon Son"ico. Plant ProtocUoa wui
the location provided 01> tho certificate.
QUOZ'llltino, JnvadVC) Spociot and 110$1 Manapmonl,
(Approvad by tho Offic• o! Manogemont "'d
4700 Rlvor Knild Unit 134, Kivw-dalo. MD Z0737 ..
Bud.gel under control number D67g...()101)
1238, 4nd. .From Iooltl officm of Ibo Plont l'tt1111ui11n
11nd QWU'Arltine, whi.ch am li,todin lolophono

dirocloriOJ.

•S«I footnolD 3 ollhtl 1uJ:i9V1.

r.l.~
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1301.92..a Collla 1nd chor8ff.

Tho sorvlcee of tho inspector during
normal business holll'S (8 a.m. ta 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday, except
holidays) will be furnished without
cost. The user will be respon&ible for all
costs and charges uiaing from
inspection end other services pi:ovidad
outside norm.al business hours.
§301.92-10 Troatmonta.

The following methods may be used
to trvat the regula18d orticla• lisl8d for
Phytophthora romorum;
(a) Soil must ho heated to a
temperature of at least 180 °F for 30
minutes 1n the presence of an inspector.
Cb) Wreaths, garlands. aod greenery of
arrowwood (Viburnum x bodnantenBe),
big le•f maple (Acor macrophyllum),
black oak (Quercu• ke//oggir1, California
bey laurel (Vmbe//ularia ca/ifornica),
California buckeye (J\OBculus
califo111ica). California coffeeberry
(Rhamnus californica), California
honeysuckle (Lonicero hlapidula), coast
live oak (Qw•rcu• agrifolia), hucldebeny
(Vaccinium ovotum), madrone (Arbutus
monziesii1, rnan24nita (Arctostophylos
spp.), rhododendron (Rhodod•ndron
species, including ozalea), Shreve's oak
(Quercus parvula var. shrevei), tanook
(uthocarpus densif/orus), aad Toyon
(Hetcrom•les arbuUfolio) must be
dippad for 1 hour in water that is held
at a temperature of at least 160 °F.
f301.92-11
prorocoL

l11411peaUon and a11mpllng

(a) Annual nwsezy inspection and
sampling. To meet the requirements of
§ 301.92-0(a)(l)(iv) of this subpart,
nurseries that •hip ragulated articles of
nursery stock intorstllt• must be
in.apected !or symptoms of
Phytophthoro romorom annually in
accordance with this section.
(1) lftho nursery contains 100 or
fewer regulated articles, an in&pector
will inspect oacb regulated article. If the
nursery contains more then 100
regulated articles, an inspector wi11
inspect 100 rugulated articles and at
leaat 2 percent of the number of
resula18d articles contained in tho
nursery that exceeds 100. The tegulated
articles to inspected will be randomly
selected from throughout tho nursery.
(2) If symptomatic plaats are found
upon inspection, the inspector must
collect at least one sample per
eymftomalic ]llant.
(3 If fewer than 40 symptomatic
plants are found in a nursery during an
annual inspection. the inspector must
collect samples from nonsymptomatic
regulated articles of nursery •tock so
!hat the totol number ol samplod plants
is at 1eut 40.

(4) Somples muet be labeled aod sent
fo~

6837
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testing to a laboretary approved by
Agrlcultural Merketln11 Service

APIUS.
(:;) If any rogul•ted articles within o
nw-sery are found to be infected with
Phytophthoro rctmorum, the nurGety
will be prohibited from moving
regulated articles interstate until iruch
time as an inspector can determine that
the nursery i• free of Phytaphthoro
romorum.
(b) Inspection and sampling of
individual shipm•nl8. To meet the
requimments of§ 301.92-li(a)(l)(iv) of
!hi• subpart, each •hipmont of regulated
article• of nursery stock intended for

interstate movement must be Inspected
for symptoms of Phytopht.hoca mmorum
in accordance with thta Stlciion.
(l) ll e ehipmont cantalns 100 or
fewer regulated articles, an inspactor
will inspect each regulated article. If a
shipment Cgntains more than 100
rsgulated articles, an inspector will
inspect 100 regulated article• end at
least 2 percent of the number of
regulated articles contained in the
shipment that exceedo 100. The
regulated articles to be inspected will be
randomly eelec:tod.
"(2) II symptomatic plants are found
upon inspection,'thu inspector will
collect at least one sample per
symptomatic plent. and one sample per
regulated article of nursery stock that is
in cloee proximity to, or that has had
physical contact with a symptomatic
plant.
(3) Samples will be labeled and ••nt
far testing to o laboratory approved by
APHIS, end must be found free of
Phytophthoro romorum prior to the
interstata movement of any regulated
anicleti contained in the shipment.
(4) If •nY plants intended for
interstetu movement ere found to be
infected With Phytophrhora romorum,
the nursery from which they originate
will be prohibited from moving
Mgulated articlee lnter:.tata until such as
time as an inspuctor can determine that
the nlll'Sery is free of Phytophtharo
ramorum.
Done in Washington. DC, thls 12th day of
Fabmuy 2002.

W. Kon Dellavon,
Acting Administrator, Animal and Plant
Jlcalth 1n1pt1Cfion Scrvictl.
(FR Doo. 02-37Zl Fil•d 2-13--02; MS
BIWNG CODE JHG-M-P

amJ

7 CFR Parts 911and944
[Dooket No. FV01..a11-2 l'RJ

Limn Grown In Florlda and Imported
Umea; Suspension of Regulation•
"GENCY: Agricultural Marketing Service,
USDA.
.lCTION: Final rule.
SUlilMARY: This rule suspends
regulations for one year for limos grown
in Florida and for limes imported into
tho United State• that are shipped to tho
froeh markat. Thio rule suspends grodo,
size, quality, maturity, pack, in11pection,
assessment collection, reporting. and
other requiremunt• currently prescribed
under tho Florida limo marketing order
(ordar). Thu ardor lo odministemd
locolly by the Florida Umo
Administrative CDmmittee (committee).
Thi1 suspension gives the industry time
to evaluate citrus canker oredlcation
efforts and the markut effects of
suspondtng regulations for one year.
This chenge reducas costs and will help
the industry recover from the effects of
citrus canker. The suspension of the
grade, size, quality, maturity, end
lnopoction requirements opeciflod in tha
import regulation is requited under
section 8e of tho Agricultural Marketing
Agreement Act of 1937.
EFFECTIVE DATE! This final rule becomes
effective Fobrwiry 19, 2002 through
February 24, 2003.
FDR FURTHER IHFDRllATJOlll CONTACT:

Doris Jamieson, Marketing Specialist.
South...! Marketing Field Ofnca,
Marketing Order Administration
Branch, Fruit and Vegutablo Programs,
AMS. USDA, 709 Overlook Drive, Suite
A, Winter Haven. Florida 33884;
talephono: (863) 32~375. Fax: (883)
32:HJ793: or George Kolhert, Technical
Advisor, Marketing Order
Administration Branch. Fruit and
Vegetable Programa, AMS. USDA, 1400
Independence Avenue, SW STOP 0237,
Washington, DC 20250-0237: tolcphone:
(202) 72fl...240l, Fax: (202) 72Cl-ll113B.
Small businesses moy request
infannation 011 complying With this
regulation by conlacting Jay Guerber.
Marketing Ordor Administration
Branch, Fruit and Vogotabla Programs,
AMS, USDA, 1400 !ndependem:a
Avenue, SW STOP 0237, Washington,
DC 20250-0237; telephano: (202) 720,..
2491, Fax: (202) 72CHl938, or E-mail:
Joy.Guerber®u•da.gov.
SUPPUiMElllTARY INFORMATION: This final
rule is iss11ed under Markot!na

t-'.1.:S

13560
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(8) 7 CFR port 3052. "Audits of Sllltee.
Local Government•. and Non-Profit
Organizatlone.'"
§ 2$.623

Progr11mm:attc ch*noa•.

Prior approval from USDA is required
for all changes to the scope or objectives
of an approved. atre.tugi.c plan or
benchmark activity. Failure to obtain
prior approval of changes to the
atratogic plan or benchmarke. including
changes to the scope of work or • project
budget may result in suspension,
termination. end recovery of USDA F.Z/
EC grant funde.
§525.62445.999 (RHa.-vud)

Dated: Mtu'ch 18, zooz.
Ann M. Veneman.,
Secmtmy.
[PRDoc. 02-7023 Filed 3-2.2-02; 8:4S SlD)
BILUNG

cant: M1H1-P

DEPARTMENT OF ~GRICULTURE
Anlm•I an(! Plant Health
Service

lnspt1c~on

(§§ 301.92 through 301.92-10. referred
to below as the regul•tions). The
•egulations quarantine portions of tho
Stat•• of California and Or.gon becouoo
of Phytaphthoro ramorum and restrict
the interstate movement of regulated
and re&trictr1d e.1ticles from quarantined

areas.
P. ramorum is • harmful fungus that
has been found in several hosts.

Including manzanita (.Arotostcphy/os
manznnita). In the Supplemontery
Information section and the rule portion
oftha interim rule, we incorrectly listed
all species of Arctostaphylos os
rogulated and ""'tr!cted articles by
identifying mllilZllI\Jta as Arctostaphy/as
spp. Therefore, in order for the
roguletions to accurately identify this
specific host, we are c:orrecting the
ei:ror11 in the rule portion of the interim
rule by roplocing An:tai:taphylo. •pp.
with Arctostaphylos manzanita.
In FR Doc. 02-3721, published on
February 14. 2002 (67 FR 8827-6837),
me.l::e tha following corrections:
PART 301-[CORRECTED)

is specified undor the Fodera! marbling
order for Californlo raiains (order). Tho
order regulates the hendling of raisins
produced from sraa!~:own in
California end i3 e · 'sten>d locslly
by the Raisin Adminisb:etivo CDIIllllittoe
(RAC). This action gave producer•
additloxud time to sail their certificates
to handlers and thus bo compensated for
diverting their 2001 production, which
is tho intent of the RDP.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Effec!!ve April 24, 2002.
FOR FURIMER INFORMATKlN CONTACT:

Maureen T. Pelle, Senior Markellng
Specialist. California Markotlng Field
Office. Marketing Order Administration
Bronch. Fruit end Vegeteble Prograin9.
AMS, USDA, 220~ Monterey Street,
euito 102B. Fresno, Califomio 93721;
telephono: (559) 487-5901, Fax: (559)
487-5906; or Goorge Kelhart, Technical
Advisor, Motketing Order
Administrutlon Branch, Fruit and
Vegetable Programs. AMS. USDA, 1400
Independence Avenue. SW STOP 0237.
Washington, DC 2025o--0237; telepbnne:
(202) 72Cl-2491. Fax: (W2) 720-S698.

Small businesses may request
information
on complying with this
7 CFR Part 301
regulation by contacting Joy Guerber,
[Docke1No.01-G54-,2]
Marketing Order Adminiotrution
Bllll\cb, Fruit end Vegetable Progroms.
Phytophthora Ramol'\lmi Quarantine
AMS, USDA, 1400 lndependonce
and Regulatlons
Avenue, SW STOP 0237, Wnshmgton.
"'(AretastaphyloHpp.)." to read
DC 2025Cl-0237; telephone: (202) 720AGENCY: Animal and Plant Health
"(Arctastaphylas manzanita),''.
2491, Fax: (202) 720-5698. or E-mail:
Irupection Service, USDA.
/ay.Guerbei@usdo.gov.
Done in Washiagton, DC, this 19lh de.y of
ACTION: Interim l'Uie and notico of publ!c
Mareh, 2002.
hearings; correcUon.
8UPPLEllENTARY INFORMATION: This rule
W. Ron DeHawn,
is issued undo• Mad::etlng Agreement
SUllllllRY: Jn an interim rule publiohod
Acring Adminiatmtor, Animal and Pltint
and Order No. 969 (7 CFR port 989),
in the Federal Regioler and effective on Health Inspection S•rvic11.
both BS emended. regulating the
February 14. 2002. wo amended tho
(FR Doc. DZ-7110 Filed 3-22-02: 8:46 atnJ
hendling of rei.lllns produced from
domestic qual"ontine regulations by
BAJ.ING CODE MtO-U...U
grapas grown in California, hereinafter
qulll'BJltining 10 counties in the State of
referred to as the 11 order... The order is
California and a portion of 1 county in
effective undor the Agriculture!
the State of Oregon beca11eo of the
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Marketing Agroemont Act of 1937, as
presonce of Phytoph!hora romorum and
amended (7 U.S.C. 6014174), hereinafter
by rogulat!.ng tha interstate movement of Agrlcultural Markotlng Sarvlco
referred to as the .. Act."
regulated and "eotricted articles from tho
The USDA i3 iosulng this rule in
qulll'lllllined area. Tho interim rule
7 CFR Part 989
conformanco
with Executive Order
contained errors in the Supplementary
(Dook1t No. FV02~Bll-3 FIRJ
12886.
Information section and in the rule
This rule has been reviewed under
portion. Thia document corrects those
Raisins Produced From Grapas Grown Executive Order 12988, Civil Juaticv
errors.
In California; Extension ol RadampUon Raform. This rule ccntinuee 111 effect en
Date for Unsold 2001 Dl•arslon
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 14, 2002.
interim final rule that extended the
Cortificabls
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr.
deadline fot handlers to redeem
Jonathm Jone.s 1 Operations Officer,
AGENCY: Agriculturlli Marketing Service, diversion certtficatea: issued under the
In.vuive Species and Peen Management, USDA.
2001 RDP for Noturlli (sun-dried)
PPQ, APl-lIS. 4700 River Rood Unit 134, ACTION: Final rule.
Seed.leas (NSJ raisins. The deadline was
Rivordllio, MD 20737; (301) 734-8247.
extended from Decaro.bur 17, 2001, to
SUPPLElllENTARV INFORMATION; In an
SUlllllARY: The Depanmont of
January 18. 2002, and •pplied only to
interim rule published In the federal
AgrtcultU?e (USDA) is adopting. as e
cortifiQa!Ge unoold by producer& lo
final rule, without chango, en interim
handlers es ofDecembor 18, 2001. This
Register on February 14, 2002 (67 FR
6827-6637, Docket No. 01-054-1), we
final rule that extended the deadline for rule will not preempt any State o• loco\
ra..iein handlers to radaam dive?sion
laws, regulations, or policies, wtlsss
amended tho domestic qumaotino
rogulatlons in 7 CFR part 301 by adding certificates isaued under the 2001 rai11in they praaent an llreconcilnble eonllict
asubpart, "Phytophtliora Ramorum""
diversion program (RDP). The deadline with this rule.
1. On page 6835, in the first column,
in§ 301 92-2, in paragraphs (a)(l) and
(b)(l), conect '"(Arctostaphylas spp.),'"
to read 11 (Arctostapltylos manzanita) 1" .
2. On page 683 7, in the first column.
in § 301.92-10, in parogreph (b), correct

TOTAL P.13

Definition of Prime Ag Land in the Williamson Act, Section 5120l(c) of the Government Code
(c) "Prime agricultural land" means any of the following:
(I) All land that qualifies for rating as class I or class II in the Natural Resource Conservation
Service land use capability classifications.
(2) Land which qualifies for rating 80 through I 00 in the Storie Index Rating.
(3) Land which supports livestock used for the production of food and fiber and which has an
annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by the United
States Department of Agriculture.
( 4) Land planted with fruit- or nut-bearing trees, vines, bushes or crops which have a
nonbearing period of less than five years and which will normally return during the commercial
bearing period on an annual basis from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant
production not less than two hundred dollars ($200) per acre.
(5) Land which has returned from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant products an
annual gross value of not less than two hundred dollars ($200) per acre for three of the previous
five years.

Definition of Prime Ag Land in Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act
in the Government Code [Note the higher economic threshold.]
56064. "Prime agricultural land" means an area ofland, whether a single parcel or contiguous
parcels, that has not been developed for a use other than an agricultural use and that meets any of
the following qualifications:
(a) Land that qualifies, if irrigated, for rating as class I or class II in the USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service land use capability classification, whether or not land is actually
irrigated, provided that irrigation is feasible.
(b) Land that qualifies for rating 80 through 100 Storie Index Rating.
(c) Lanu that supports livestock used for the production of food and fiber and that has an
annual carrying capacity equivalent to at least one animal unit per acre as defined by the United
States Department of Agriculture in the National Handbook on Range and Related Grazing
Lands, July, 1967, developed pursuant to Public Law 46, December 1935.
(d) Land planted with fruit or nut-bearing trees, vines, bushes, or crops that have a nonbearing
period of less than five years and that will return during the commercial bearing period on an
annual basis from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant production not less than four
hundred dollars ($400) per acre.
(e) Land that has returned from the production of unprocessed agricultural plant products an
annual gross value of not less than four hundred dollars ($400) per acre for three of the previous
five calendar years.
Definition of Prime Ag Land from the Coastal Act in the Public Resources Code [Note this Act
dropped the economic threshold for unprocessed agricultural plant products.]

30113. "Prime agricultural land" means those lands defined in paragraph (1), (2), (3), or (4) of
subdivision (c) of Section 51201 of the Government Code.
Definition of Prime Farmland from the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
(Government Code Section 65570) that utilizes the USDA land inventory and monitoring
criteria, as modified for California
PRIME FARMLAND: Farmland with the best combination of physical and chemical features
able to sustain long-term production of agricultural crops. This land has the soil quality, growing
season, and moisture supply needed to produce sustained high yields. The land must have been
used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during the two update cycles prior to the
mapping date.
FARMLAND OF STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE: Farmland similar to Prime Farmland but with
minor shortcomings, such as greater slopes or with less ability to hold and store moisture. The
land must have been used for the production of irrigated crops at some time during the two
update cycles prior to the mapping date. the extent of grazing activities. The minimum mapping
unit for Grazing Land is 40 acres.

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
Inter-Departmental Correspondence
Health Services Agency

DATE: August I, 2002
BOARD MEETING DATE:

August 20, 2002

~

TO:

Honorable Board of Supervisors

FROM·

Margaret Taylor, Director ofHealth Services
Brian Zamora, Director of Public Health and Environmental Protection
Scott Morrow, M.D., M.P.H., Health Officer

---t,<'-4"n

California Department of Health Services Bioterrorism Agreement
Recommendation
1. Receive· and accept the Report from the Health Officer regarding Public Health
Preparedness for Biological or Chemical Terrorist Events.
2.

Adopt a Resolution:
1) Authorizing the President of the Board of Supervisors to sign an agreement with
the State of California Department of Health Services Emergency Preparedness
Office to address emergency response to local bioterrorism activities.
2) Authorizing the Presi.dent of the Board of Supervisors to sign the subsequent
agreements for the remaining 2002-03 funding for Bioterrorism Preparation and
defense planning, allocations and other related documents.

3.

Adopt a Salary Ordinance Amendment adding staffing for Public Health infrastructure
as required for the State Agreement for bioterrorism activities

Background
At the federal, state and local levels, a.number of activities supporting our disaster and
terrorism preparedness have occurred since our nation was attacked last September and
October. Our vulnerabilities were made clear .as a result of these terrorist acts. While no
actual attack occurred here, our collective resources were pushed to their limits. We have
been attempting to aggressively address these vulnerabilities in the months since the attacks.

RESOLUTION NO. - - - - - BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF SAN MATEO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

* * * * * *
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF AN AGREEMENT WITH STATE OF
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A
BIOTERRORISM PREPAREDNESS PLAN
RESOLVED, by the Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo, State of
California, that

WHEREAS, there has been presented to this Board of Supervisors for its
consideration and acceptance an agreement, reference to which is hereby made for further
particulars, whereby the State of California Department of Health Services will provide
$189, 111 for two fiscal years, FY 2002-03 and FY 2003-04 for development of a
Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan; and

WHEREAS, this Board has been presented with a form of the Agreement and has
examined and approved it as to both form and content and desires to enter into the
Agreement:

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY DETERMINED AND ORDERED that the
Board hereby authorizes the President ofthis Board of Supervisors to execute said
Agreement for and on behalf of the County of San Mateo and execute subsequent agreements
for the remaining funding for FY 2002c03, and the Clerk of this Board shall attest the
President's signature thereto.

******

4.

Item E416S, Medical Office Assistant series, is increased by 1 position for a new total
of 8 positions.

5.

Item F122S, Physician series, is increased by 1 position for a new total of 3 positions.

6.

Item F065S, Public Health Microbiologist series, is increased by 1 position for a new
total of 6 positions.

7.

Item F040, Public Health Nurse, 1s increased by 1 position for a new total of 48
positions.

SECTION 2. This ordinance is effective at the start of the first pay period 30 days following
adoption.

ORDINANCE NO. - - - - - - -

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUNTY OF SAN MATEO,
STATE OF CALJFORNIA

* * * .• *

:t

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TIIE MASTER SALARY
ORDINANCE ADOPTED ON JULY 30, 2002
The Board of Sup.ervisors of the County of San Mateo, State of California, ordains as
follows:
SECTION 1. Part 12 of the Ordinance is amended as indicated:

ORGANIZATION 18000 INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT
1.

Item V23 5, Information Technology Analyst, is increased by I position for a new total
of 18 positions.

ORGANIZATION 56000 EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
I.

Item B182S, Community Program Specialist - unclassified series, is decreased by 1
position for a new total of 0 positions.

2.

Item G226S, Community Program Specialist series, is increased by 1 position for a new
total of 2 positions.

ORGANIZATION 59000 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1.

Item J003S, Hazardous Materials Specialist series, is increased by 1 position for a new
total of 18 positions.

ORGANIZATION 62000 PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT
1.

Item G226S, Community Program Specialist series, is increased by I position for a new
total of 23 positions.

2.

Item F002, Epidemiologist, is increased by 1 position for a new total .of 4 positions.

3.

Item E337, Office Specialist, is increased by 1 position for a new total of 5 positions.

Exhibit A
Scope of Work
1.

Contractor agrees to provide to the Department of Health Services (DHS) the services
described herein.
Contractor shall:
• Develop and submit a Work Plan to address emergency response to local bioterrorism
activities (90% of the total contract amount); and
• Submit a proposed Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan, proposed budge!, and budget
justification. The proposed budget may include reimbursement of costs associated with
addressing local bioterrorism activities that have occurred between September 11, 2001 and
February 19, 2002 resulting from the September 11, 2001 attack on the United States (10%
of the total contract amount).

2.

The services shall be performed at applicable facilities in the County of San Mateo.

3,

The services shall be provided during normal County working hours and days, as well as other
hours and days the County deems appropriate.

4.

The project representatives during the term of this agreement will be:
Department of Health Services

Contractor

Lynnette Freitag
Telephone: (916) 324-4003
Fax: (916) 324-7806

John Conley
Telephone: (650) 573-2757
Fax: (650) 573-2397
.

.

.Jr

Direct all inquiries to:
Department of Health Services
Emergency Preparedness Office
Attention: Lynnette Freitag
601 North 7'" Street, MS 244
P.O. Box Number 942732
·Sacramento, CA 94234-7320

Contractor
Public Health
Attention: John Conley
225 37th Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403

Telephone: (650) 573-2757
Fax: (650) 573-2397

Telephone: (916) 324-4003
Fax: (916) 324-7806

Either party may make changes to the information above by giving written notice to the other
party. Said changes shall not require an amendment to this agreement.
·

5.

Allowable Informal Scope of Work Changes
A. The Contractor or the State may propose informal changes or revisions to the activities,
tasks, deliverables and/or performance time frames specified in the Scope of.Work, provided
such changes do not alter the overall goals and basic purpose of the agreement.
B. Informal SOW changes may include the substitution of specified activities or tasks; the
alteration or substitution of agreement deliverables and modifications to anticipated
completion/target dates.
C. Informal SOW changes, processed hereunder, shall not require a formal agreement
amendment, provided the Contractor's annual budget does not increase or decrease as a
result of the informal SOW Change.
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AGREEMENT NUMBER

01-16569

1. This Agreement is entered into between the State Agency and the Contractor named below:
STATE AGENCY'S NAME

California Department of Health Services
CONTRACTOR'S NAME

County of San Mateo
2.

The term of this
Agreement is:

3. The maximum amount
of this Agreement is:

(Health Services Agency)
February 15, 2002

through

August 31, 2003

$ 189, 111
One hundred eighty nine thousand, one hundred eleven

4. The parties agree to comply with the terms and conditions of the following exhibits which are by this reference made a
part of the Agreement.
Exhibit A- Scope of Work
Exhibit 8 - Budget Detail and Payment Provisions
Exhibit C* - General Terms and Conditions
Exhibit D (F) Special Terms and Conditions (Attached hereto as part of this agreement)
Exhibit E -Additional Provisions
Exhibit F - Contractor's Release

4 pages
2 pages
GTC 201 dated 02120101
26 pages
1 page
1 page

Items shown with an Asterisk('), are hereby incof1Jorated by reference and made part of this agreement as if attached hereto.
These documents can be viewed atwww.dgs.ca.gov/oontnicits

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed by the parties hereto.
California Department of General
Services Use Only

CONTRACTOR
CON.TRACTOR'S NAME (if other than an individual, stale whether a corpoiation, parlnership, etc.)

CountyofSanMateo Health Services Agency, Public Health Divisior:
BY (Authorized Signature)

Jerty Hill, Presiden

DATE s1GNED/Zlona11Yp•J

Board of Supervisors
PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON SIGNING

Clerk of Said Board

ATIBST:
ADDRESS

225 37th Avenue, San Mateo, California 94403
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
AGENCY NAME

California Department of Health Services
BY (Authorized Sjgnature)

DAT:. SIGNED(Do not type)

PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF PERSON SIGNING

Edward Stahlberg, Chief, Program Support Branch
ADDRESS

1800 3•d Street, Rm. 455, P. P. Box 942732, Sacramento, CA 94234-7320

0

Exempt pee

County of San Mateo
01-16569
Exhibit A
Scope of Work
Go::il /Task #1: Submit a Work Plan that will result in the submission of a bioterrorism plan ·
. Major Objectives
·-

Submit a Work Plan to
address bioterrorism
t11reats.

Reimbursement for this task
.shall not exceed 90% of the
total contract amount.

Timeline

Performance Measure
and/or Deliverable
1. The work plan must clearly demonstrate the critical capacities and Within 30
Submission and acceptance
calendar
of a Work Plan that complies
benchmarks established by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) for the Focus Areas'described below.
with the cited federal
days after
A. Preparedness Planning and Readiness Assessment
execution of · guidelines.
B. Surveillance and Epidemiology Capacity
the contract
C. Laboratory Capacity - Biologic Agents
Submit 6 copies of the work
(i.e. final
0. Laboratory Capacity - Chemical Agents (not funded)
approvals
plan to OHS' designated
E. Health Alert Network/Communications and Information
obtained.
representative identified in
Technology
from all
Provision 4 on page 1 of this
F. Risk Communication and Hea.lth Information Dissemination
parties.)
document.
(Public Information and Communication)
G. Education and Training

Major Functions, Tasks, and Activities

2. Each Focus Area includes Critical Capacities, which consist of
core requirements that should be implemented as soon as
possible to enable a local public health system to prepare for and
respond to bioterrorism, Infectious disease outbreaks, and other
public health threats and emergencies.

3. The Work Plan must comply with the CDC's "Guidance for Fiscal
Year 2002 Supplemental Funds for Public Health Preparedness
and Response for Bioterrorism', which is incorporated herein by
this reference. This document and its attachments may be
accessed at the following Internet site:
htte://www.bt.cdc.gov/Planning/CooeAgreementAward/index.asl?

Pai,~
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Exhibit A
Scope of Work
D. Unless otherwise stipulated in this agreement, all informal SOW changes and revisions are
subject to prior written approval by the State.

E. In implementing this provision, the State may provide a format for the Contractor's use to
request informal SOW changes. If no format is provided by the State, the Contractor may
devise its own format for this purpose.

6.

Progress Reports

A Coniractor shall submit progress reports or attend meetings with state personnel at intervals
determined by OHS to determine if the Contractor is on the right track, whether the project is
on schedule, provide communication of interim findings, and afford occasions for airing
difficulties or special problems encountered so that remedies can be developed quickly.

7.

See the following pages for a detailed description of the services to be performed.
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Exhibit B
Budget Detail and Payment Provisions

1.

Invoicing and Payment
A. For services satisfactorily rendered, and upon receipt and approval of the invoices, the State
agrees to compens;;ite the Contractor for actual expenditures incurred in accordance with
the rates specified herein.
B. Invoices shall inciude the Agreement Number and shall be submitted in triplicate to:
Department of Health Seriiices
Emergency Preparedness Office
Attn: Lynnette Freitag
601 North 71n Street, MS 244
P.O. Box 942732
Sacramento, CA 94234-7320
C. Invoices shall:

1)
2)
3)
4) ·
5)

Be prepared on the Contractor's letterhead
Use the Contractor's name as shown on the agreement
Identify the billing and/or performance period covered by the invoice
Itemize allowable costs for the billing period ·
Be signed by an authorized official, employee or agent certifying that the expenditures
claimed represent actual expenses for the service performed under this contract.

D. This is fixed price agreement. Payments shall be made incrementally upon receipt of an
invoice following completion of the following tasks:
·

1) Submissio.n and acceptance of a Work Plan that results in a Bioterrorism Preparedness
Plan. Up to 90% of the total contract amount can be invoiced upon completion of this
task.
2) Submission and acceptance of a proposed Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan, budget and
budget justification by DHS.
Unless advance written approval is obtained from OHS, no more than 10% of the total
contract amount can be allocated to county/city public health bioterrorism related costs
incurred between 9-11-01 and 2-19-02. Contractor shall maintain on file for audit
purposes adequate substantiation to show that each cost claimed was indeed incurred
for bioterrorism activities and the expense was incurred in the wake of September 11,

2001.
E. Future Funding
OHS cannot assure the Contractor a set amount of funding or funding at a level that will fully
cover all expenses associated with implement9tion of the Contractor's DHS approved
Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan.

2.

Budget Contingency Clause
A. It is mutually agreed that if the Budget Act of the current year and/or any subsequent years
covered under this Agreement does not appropriate sufficient funds for the program, this
Agreement sliaH be of no further force and effect. In this event, the State shal.1 have no
Page 1 of 2
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Exhibit A
Scope of Work

Goal I Task #2: Submit a proposed Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan
Major Objectives

Major Functions, Tasks, and Activities

Timeline

1. The Bioterrorism Preparedness Plan must clearly include detail:>
for implementation along with proposed timelines and anticipated
funding needs.

Submittal
by 9-15-02

.

Develop comprehensive,
strategic Bioterrorism
Preparedness Plan that
outlines the specific core
<ictivities, interventions, and
collaborations that are
planned.

.

2. Identify implementation priorities, specific proposed timelines for
completing the actions indicated for each critical capacity and
include measurable milestones that will trigger completion of each
of the proposed actions and/or functions.

3. Include a proposed budget by funded focus area that will show
Reimbursement for this
task shall not exceed 10%
of the total contract
amount.

how you propose to allocate costs associated with the
development and implementation of the Bioterrorism
Preparedness Plan.
The proposed budget may include reimbursement of costs
associated with addressing local bioterro.rism activities that have
occurred between September 11, 2001 and February 19, 2002 ·
resulting from the September 11, 2001 attac.k on the United
States.
Unless advance written approved is obtained from OHS, no more
than 10% of the total contract amount can be allocated to
county/city public health bioterrorism related costs incurred
between 9-11-01and2-19-02.

4. Include a narrative budget justification for all major expenditures
within each focus area.

..

r"'I---

.I

-E

~

Performance Measure
and/or Deliverable
Submission of a Bioterroris1
Preparedness Plan that will
address capacities and
benchmarks as identified in
the previously submitted
Work Plan.
• The Bioterrorism
Preparedness Plan will be
evaluated by OHS for
compliance with applicabl e
federal guidelines and the
State's plan submitted to
the CDC.
Submission of a proposed
budget for future funding ar d
a narrative budget
justification.
• The proposed budget anc
budget justification will be
evaluated by OHS for
compliance with applicabl e
OM B circulars, federal
guidelines, and OHS
directives.

Special Terms and Conditions
(For federally funded service contracts and grant awards)
The use of headings or titles throughout this exhibit is for convenience only and shall not be used to
interpret or to govern the meaning of any specific term or condition. The terms "contract", "Contractor"
and "Subcontracto~· shall also mean "grant", "Grantee" and "Subgrantee" respectively.
Index of Special Terms and Conditions

1.

Federal Equal Employment Opportunity
Requirements

2.

Travel and Per"Diem Reimbursement

3.

Procurement Rules

4.

Equipment Ownership/ Inventory I
Disposition

5.

Subcontract Requirements

6.

Income Restrictions

7.

Audit and Record Retention

8.

Site Inspection

9.

Federal Contract Funds

10.

Intellectual Property Rights

11.

Air or Water Pollution Requirements

12.

Prior Approval of Training Seminars,
- Workshops or Conferences

13.

Confidentiality of Information

14.

Documents, Publications, and Written
Reports

15.

Dispute Resolution Process

16.

Financial and Compliance Audit
Requirements

17.

Human Subjects Use Requirements

CMS 02 (02/02)

18.

Novation Requirements

19.

Debarment and Suspension Certification

20.

Smoke-Free Workplace Certification

21.

Covenant Against Contingent Fees

22.

Payment Withholds

23.

Performance Evaluation

24.

Officials Not to Benefit

25.

Year2000 Compliance

26.

Prohibited Use of State Funds for Software

27.

University of California Mutual
Indemnification

28.

Use of Small, Minority Owned and Women's
Businesses

29.

Alien Ineligibility Certification

30.

Union Organizing

31.

Contract Uniformity (Fringe Benefit
Allowability)

32.

Lobbying Restrictions and Disclosure
Certification
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Exhibit B
Budget Detail and Payment Provisions
liability to pay any funds whatsoever to Contractor or to furnish any other considerations
under this Agreement and Contractor shall not be obligated to perform any provisions of this
Agreement.
B. Jf funding for any fiscal year is reduced or deleted by the Budget Act for purposes of this
program, the State shall have the option to either cancel this Agreement with no liability
occurring to the State, or offer an agreement amendment to Contractor to reflect the
reduced amount.

3.

Prompt Payment Clause
Payment will be made in accordance with, and within the time specified in, Government Code
Chapter 4.5, commencing with Section 927.

4.

Timely Submission of Final Invoice
A. A final undisputed invoice shall be submitted for payment no more than thirty (30) calendar
days following the expiration or termination date of this agreement, unless a later or
alternate deadline is agreed to in writing by the program contract manager. Said invoice
should be clearly marked "Final Invoice", thus indicating that all payment obligations of the
State under this agreement have ceased and that no further payments are due or
outstanding.
B. The State may, at its discretion, choose not to honor any delinquent final invoice if the
Contractor fails to obtain prior written· State approval of an alternate final invoice submission
deadline. Written State approval shall be sought from the program contract manager prior
·
to the expiration or termination date of this agreement.
C. The Contractor is hereby advised of its obligation to submit, with the final invoice, a
"Contractor's Release (Exhibit F)" acknowledging submission of the final invoice to the
State and certifying the approximate percentage amount, if any, of recycled products used in
performance of this agreement.
·

.•.
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that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The Contractor will take
such action with respect to any subcontract or purchase order as the Director of the office of
Federal Contract Compliance Programs or OHS may direct as a means of enforcing such
provisions including sanctions for noncompliance provided, however, that in the event the
Contractor becomes involved in, or is. threatened with litigation by a subcontractor or vendor as a
result of such direction by OHS, the Contractor may request in writing to OHS, who, in turn, may
request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the State and of
the United States.
2. Travel and Per Diem Reimbursement
(Applicable if travel and/or per diem expenses are reimbursed with contract funds.)
Reimbursement for travel and per diem expenses from OHS under this agreement shall, unless
otherwise specified in this agreement, be at the rates currently in effect, as established by the
California Department of Personnel Administration (DPA), for nonrepresented state employees. If the
OPA rates change during the term of the agreement, the new rates shall apply upon their effective
date. and no amendment to this agreement shall be necessary. Exceptions to DPA rates may be
approved by OHS upon the submission of a statement by the Contractor indicating that such rates are
not available to the Contractor. No travel outside the State of California shall be reimbursed without
prior written authorization from OHS.
3.

Procurement Rules
(Applicable to all agreements in which equipment, miscellaneous property, ·commodities andior
supplies are furnished by OHS or expenses for said items are reimbursed with state or federal funds.)
a. Equipment definitions
Wherever the term equipment and/or miscellaneous property is used, the following definitions
shall apply:
(1) Major equipment: A tangible or intangible item having a base unit cost of $5,000 or more
with a life expectancy of one (1) year or more and is either furnished by OHS or the cost is
reimbursed through this agreement.· Software and videos are examples of intangible items
that meet this definition.
(2) Minor equipment: A tangible item having a base unit cost of less than $5,00(l with a life
expectancy of one (1) year or more that is listed on the OHS Asset Management Unit's Minor
Equipment List and is either furnished by OHS or the cost is reimbursed through this
agreement. Contractors may obtain a copy of the Minor Equipment List by making a request
through the OHS program contract manager.
(3) Miscellaneous property: A specific tangible item with a life expectancy of one (1) year or
more that is either furnished by OHS or the cost is reimbursed through this agreement.
Examples include, but are not limited to: furniture (excluding modular furniture), cabinets,
typewriters, desktop calculators, portable dictators, non-digital cameras, etc.

CM~

b.

Government and public entities (including state colleges/universities and auxiliary
organizations), whether acting as a contractor and/or subcontractor, may secure all commodities,
supplies, equipment and services related to such purchases that are required in performance of
.this agreement. Said procurements are subject to Paragraphs d through h of Provision 3.
Paragraph c of Provision 3 shall also apply, if equipment purchases are delegated to
subcontractors that are nonprofit organizations or commercial businesses.

c.

Nonprofit organizations and commercial businesses, whether acting as a contractor and/or
subcontractor, may secure commodities, supplies, equipment and services related to such

02 (02/02)
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1. .Federal Equal Upponunity Kequirements
(Applicable to all federally funded agreements.)
a.

The Contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because
of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, physical or mental handicap, disability, age or status
as a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era. The Contractor will take affirmative action to
ensure that qualified applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, national origin, physical or mental
handicap, disability, age or status as a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era. Such
action shall include, but not be limited to the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and career development opportunities and seleciion lot training, including
apprenticeship. The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees
and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the Federal Government or OHS,
setting forth the provisions of the Equal Opportunity clause, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 and the affirmative action clause required by the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment
Assistance Aci 01·1974 (38 U.S.C. 4212). Such notices shall state the Contractor's obligation
under the law to take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified applicants
without discrimination based on their race, color; religion, sex, national origin physical or mental
handicap, disability, age or status as a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era and the
·
rights of applicants and employees.

b.

The Contractor will, in all solicitations or advancements for employees placed by or on behalf of
the. Contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin physical or mental handicap, disability, age or
status as a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam era.

c.

The Contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which it has a
collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding a notice, to be provided by the
Federal Government or the State, advising the labor union or workers' representative of the
Contractor's commitments under the provisions herein and shall post copies of the notice in
conspicuous places available to employees and.applicants for employment.

d. The Contractor will comply with all provisions of and furnish all information and reports required
by Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the Vietnam Era Veterans'
Readjustment Assistance Act of.1974 (38 U.S.C. 4212) and of the Federal Executive Order.No.
11246 as amended, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor.
e.

The Contractor will furnish all ·infonmalion and reports required by Federal Executive Order No.
11246 as amended, and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and by the rules, regulations, and orders
of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access to its books, records, and
accounts by the Stale and its designated representatives and the Secretary of Labor for purposes
of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations, and orders.

f.

In the event of the Contractor's noncompliance with the requirements of the provisions herein or
with any federal rules, regulations, or orders which are referenced herein,. this agreement may be
cancelled, terminated, or suspended in whole or in part and the Contractor may be declared
ineligible for further federal and state contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in
Federal Executive Order No. 11246 as amended and such other sanctions may be imposed and
remedies invoked as provided in Federal Executive Order No. 11246 as amended, or by rule,
regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law.

g.

The Contractor will include the provisions of Paragraphs a through g in every subcontract or
purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the. Secretary of Labor issued
pursuant to Federal Executive Order No. 11246 as amended, or Section 503 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 or (38 U.S.C. 4212) of the Vietnam Era Veteran's Readjustment Assistance·Acl, so

CMS 02 (02102)
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this agreement. The State reserves the right to request a copy of these documents and to inspect '
the purchasing practices of the Contractor and/or subcontractor at any time.
g.

For all purchases, the Contractor and/or subcontractor must maintain copies of all paid vendor
invoices, documents, bids and other information used in vendor selection, for inspection or audit.
Justifications supporting the absence of bidding (ie., sole source purchases) shall also be
maintained on file by the Contractor and/or subcontractor for inspection or audit.

h. · OHS may, with cause (e.g., with reasonable suspicion of unnecessary purchases or use of
inappropriate purchase practices, etc.), withhold, cancel, modify, or retract the delegated
purchase authority granted under Paragraphs b and/or c of Provision 3 by giving the Contractor
no less than 30 calendar days written notice.
4.

Equipment Ownership/ Inventory I Disposition
(Applicable to agreements in which equipment and/or miscellaneous property is furnished by OHS
and/or when said items are purchased or reimbursed with state or federal funds.)
a.

Wherever the term equipment and/or miscellaneous property is used in Provision 4, the
_definitions in Provision 3, Paragraph a shall apply.
All equipment and/or miscellaneous property that are purchased/reimbursed with agreement .
funds or furnished by OHS under the terms of this agreement and not fully consumed in
performance of this agreement shall be considered state equipment and the property of OHS:
(1) OHS requires the reporting, tagging and annual inventorying of all equipment and/or
miscellaneous property that is furnished by OHS or purchased/reimbursed with funds
provided through this agreement.
Upon receipt of equipment and/or miscellaneous property, the Contractor shall report the
receipt to the OHS program contract manager. To report the receipt of said items and to
receive property tags, Contractor shall use a form or format designated by OHS' Asset
Management Unit. If the appropriate.form (i.e., Contractor Equipment Purchased with OHS
Funds) does not accompany this agreement, Contractor shall request a copy from the OHS
program contract manager.
(2) If the Contractor enters into an agreement with a term of more· than twelve months, the
Contractor shall submit an annual inventory of state equipment and/or miscellaneous property
to the OHS program contract manager using a form or format designated by OHS' Asset
Management Unit If an inventory report form (i.e., lnventoiy/Disposition of OHS-Funded
Equipment) does not accompany this agreement, Contractor shall request a copy from the
.OHS program contract manager. Contracto_r shall:
(a) Include in the inventory report, equipment and/or miscellaneous property in the
Contractor's possession and/or in the possession of a subcontractor (including
independent consultants).
(b) Submit the inventory report to OHS according to the instructions appearing on the
inventory form or issued by the OHS program contract manager.
(c) Contact the OHS program contract manager to learn how to remcve, trade-in, sell,
transfer or survey off, from the inventory report, expired equipme~t and/or miscellaneous
property that is no longer wanted, usable or has passed its life expectancy. Instructions
will be supplied by OHS' Asset Management Unit.

b.

Title to state equipment and/or miscellaneous property shall not be affected by its incorporation or
attachment to any property not owned by the State.

CMS 02 (02/02)
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(1) Equipment purchases shall not exceed $50,000 annually.
To secure equipment above the annual maximum limit of $50,000, the Contractor shall make
arrangements through the appropriate DHS program contract manager, to have all remaining
equipment purchased through DHS' Purchasing Unit The cost of equipment purchased by or
through DHS shall be deducted from the funds available in this agreement Contractor shall
submit to the DHS program contract manager list of equipment specifications for those
items that the State must procure. The State may pay the vendor directly for such arranged
equipment purchases and title to the equipment will remain with DHS. The equipment will be
delivered to the Contractor's address, as stated on the face of the agreement, unless the
. Contractor notifies the DHS program contract manager, in writing, of an alternate delivery
address.

a

(2) All equipment purchases are subject to Paragraphs d through h of Provision 3. Paragraph b
of Provision 3 shall also apply, if equipment purchases are delegated to subcontractors that
are either.a government or public entity.
(3) Nonprofit organizations and commercial businesses, shall use a procurement system that
meets the following standards:
(a) Maintain a code or standard.of conduct that shall govern the performance of its officers,
employees, or agents engaged in awarding procurement contracts. No employee, officer,
or agent shall participate in the selection, award, or administration of a procurement
contract in which, to his or her knowledge, ..he or she has a financial interest.
(b) Procurements shall be .conducted in a manner that provides, to the maximum extent
practical, open, and free competition.
(c) Procurements shall be conducted in a manner that provides for all of the ,following:
(1] Avoid purchasing unnecessary or duplicate items.
[2] Equipment solicitations shall be based upon a clear and accurate description of the
technical requirements of the goods to be procured.
(3] Take positive steps to utilize small and veteran owned businesses.
d.

Unless waived or otherwise stipulated in writing by DHS, prior written authorization from the
appropriate DHS program contract manager will be required before the Contractor will be
reimbursed for any purchase of $5,000 or more for commodities, supplies, equipment, and
services related to such purchases. The Contractor must provide in its request for authorization
all particulars necessary, as specified by DHS, for evaluating the necessity or desirabilily of
The term "purchase" excludes the purchase of services from a
incurring such costs.
subcontractor and public utility services at rates established for uniform applicability to the general
public.

e.

In special circumstances, determined by DHS (e.g., when DHS has a need to mon~or certain
purchases, etc.), DHS may require prior written au\horization and/or the submission of paid
vendor receipts for any purchase, regardless of dollar amount. OHS reserves the right to either
deny claims for reimbursement or to request repayment for any Contractor and/or subcontractor
purchase that DHS determines to be unnecessary in carrying out performance under this
agreement.

f.

The Contractor and/or subcontractor must maintain a copy or narrative description of the
procurement system, guidelines, rules, or regulations that will be used to make purchases under
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liability insurance is in effect during the term of this agreement or any period of contract
extension during which any vehicle remains in the Contrac\or's and/or Subcontractor's
possession:
Automobile Liability Insurance
(a) The Contractor, by signing this agreement, hereby certifies that it possesses or will obtain
automobile liability insurance in the amount of $1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury
and property damage combined. Said insurance must be obtained and made effective
upon the delivery date of any motor vehicle, purchased/reimbursed w~h agreement funds
or furnished by OHS under the terms of this agreement, to the Contractor and/or
Subcontractor.
(b) The Contractor and/or Subcontractor shall, as soon as practical, furnish a copy of the
certificate of insurance to the OHS program contract manager.
(c) The Contractor and/or Subcontractor agree that bodily injury and property damage liability
insurance, as required herein, shall remain in effect at all times during the term of this
agreement or until such time as the motor vehicle is returned to OHS_
(d) The Contractor and/or Subcontractor agree to provide, at least thirty (30) days prior to the
expiration date of said insurance coverage, a copy of a new certificate of insurance
evidencing continued coverage, as indicated herein, for not less than the remainder of the
term of this agreement, the term of any extension or continuation thereof, or. for a period
of notless than one (1) year.
·
(e) The Contractor ana/or Subcontractor, if not a self-insured government and/or public
entity, must provide evidence, that any required certificates of insurance contain the
following provisions:
[1] The insurer will not cancel the insured's coverage without giving thirty (30) calendar
days prior written notice to the State (California Department of Health Services).
{2] The ·state of California, its officers, agents, employees, and servants are included as
additional insureds, but only with respect to work performed for the State under this
agreement and any extension or continuation of this agreemenl
·
[3] The insurance carrier shall notify the State of California Department of Health
Services, in writing, of the Contractor's failure to pay premiums; its cancellation of
such policies; or any other substantial change; including, but not limited to, the status,
coverage, or scope of the-required insurance. Such notices shall contain a reference
to the agreement number for which the insurance was obtained.
(f) The· Contractor and/or Subcontractor is hereby advised that copies of certificates of

insurance may be subject to review and approval by the Department of General Services
(DGS), Office of Risk and Insurance Management. The Contractor shall be notified by
DHS, in writing, if this provision is applicable to this· agreement If DGS approval >Qf the
certificate of insurance is required, the Contractor agrees that no work or services shall
be performed prior to obtaini_ng said approval.
·
(g) In the event the Contractor and/or Subcontractor fails to keep insurance coverage, as
required herein, in effect' at all times during vehicle possession, OHS may, in addition to
any other remedies it may have, terminate this agreement upon the occurrence of such
event
5.

Subcontract Requirements

CMS 02 (02/02:
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c.

Unless otherwise stipulated, DHS shall be under no obligation to pay the cost of restoration, or
rehabilitation of the Contractor's and/or Subcontractor's facility which may be affected by the
removal of any state equipment and/or miscellaneous property.

d_ The Contractor and/or Subcontractor shall maintain and administer a sound business program for
ensuring the proper use, maintenance, repair, protection, insurance and preservation of state
equipment and/or miscellaneous property_
(1) In administering this provision, DHS may require the Cqntractor and/or Subcontractor to
repair or replace, to OHS' satisfaction, any damaged, lost or stolen state equipment and/or
miscellaneous property. Contractor andlor Subcontractor shall immediately file a theft report
. with the appropriate police agency or the California Highway Patrol and Contractor shall
promptly submit one copy of the theft report to the OHS program contract manager.
e.

Unless otherwise stipulated by the program funding this agreement, equipment andlor
miscellaneous property purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by OHS under
the terms of this agreement, shall only be used for performance of this agreement or another OHS
agreement

J

Within sixty· (60) calendar days prior to the tennination or end of this agreement, the Contractor
shall provide a final inventory report of equipment and/or miscellaneous property to the OHS
program contract manager and shall, at that time, query OHS ;;is to the requirements, including
the manner and method, of returning state equipment and/or miscellaneous property to OHS_
Final disposition of equipment and/or miscellaneous property shall be at OHS expense and
according to OHS instructions_ Equipment and/or mi.scellaneous property disposition instructions
shall be issued by OHS immediately after receipt of the final inventory report. At the termination
or conclusion of this agreement, OHS may at its discretion, authorize the continued use of state
equipment and/or miscellaneous property for performance of work under a different OHS
agreement.

g.

MotorVehicles
(Applicable only if motor vehicles are purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by
DHS under this agreement)
(1) If motor vehicles.are purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by OHS under
the terms of this agreement, within thirty (30) calendar days prior to the termination or end of
this agreement; the Contractor andlor Subcontractor shall return such vehicles to OHS and
shall deliver all necessary documents of title or registration to enable the proper transfer of a
marketable title to OHS.
(2) If motor vehicles are purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by OHS under
the terms of this agreement, the State .of California shall be the legal owner of said motor
vehicles. and the Contractor shall be the registered owner. The Contractor and/or a
subcontractor may only use said vehicles for performance and under the terms of this
agreement.
(3) The Contractor ahdlor Subcontractor agree that all operators of motor vehicles,
purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by OHS under the terms of this
agreement, shall hold a valid State of California driver's license_ In the event that ten or more
passengers are to be transported in any one vehicle, the operator shall also hold a State of
California Class B driver's license_
(4) If any motor vehicle is purchased/reimbursed with agreement funds or furnished by OHS
under the terms of this agreement, the Contractor and/or Subcontractor, as applicable, shall
provide, maintain; and certify that, at a minimum, the following type and amount of automobile
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g_ The Contractor shall ensure that all subcontracts for services include provision(s) requiring
compliance with applicable terms and conditions specified in this agreement.
h_

The Contractor agrees to include the following clause, relevant to record retention, in all
subcontracts for services:
"(Subcontractor Name) agrees to maintain and preserve, until three years after
termination of (Agreement Number) and final payment from OHS, to pennit OHS or any
duly _authorized representative, to have access to, examine or audit any pertinent books,
documents, papers and records related lo this subcontract and to allow interviews of any
employees who might reasonably have infonnation related to such records." -

6.

L

Unless otherwise stipulated in writing by OHS, the Contractor shall be the subcontractor's sole
point of contact for all matters related to perfonnance and payment under this agreement.

j.

Contractor shall, as applicable, advise all subcontractors of their obligations pursuant to the
following numbered provisions of this Exhibit: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20,
24, and 32.

Income Restrictions
Unless otherwise stipulaied -in this agreemen~ the Contractor agrees that any refunds, rebates,
credits, or other amounts (including any interest thereon) accruing to or received by the Contractor
under this agreement shall be paid by the Contractor to OHS, to the extent that they are properly
allocable to costs for which the Contr<1ctor has been reimbursed by OHS under this agreement.

7. Audit and Record Retention
(Applicable to agreements in excess of $10,000.)
a.

The Contractor and/or Subcontractor shall maintain books, records, documents, and other
evidence, accounting procedures and practices, sufficient to properly reflect all direct and indirect
costs of whatever natur.e claimed to have been incurred in the perionnance of this agreement,
including any matching costs and expenses. The foregoing constitutes "records" for the purpose
of this provision.

b.

Th_e Contractor's and/or subcontractor's facility or office or such part thereof as may be engaged
in the P.erfonnance of this agreement and his/her records shall be subject at all reasonable times
to inspection, audit; and reproduction.

c.

Contractor agrees that DHS, the Department of General Services, the Bureau of State Audits, or
_their designated representatives including the Comptroller General of_ the United States shall have
the right to review and to copy any records and supporting documentation pertaining to the
pertonnance of this agreement. Contractor agrees to allow the auditor(s) access to such records
during normal business hours and to allow interviews of any employees who might reasonably
have information related to such records. Further, the Contractor agrees to include a similar right
of the State to audit records and interview staff in any subcontract related to performance of this
agreement (GC 8546.7, CCR Title 2, Section 1896).

d.

The Contractor and/or Subcontractor shall preserve and make available his/her records (1) for a
period of three years from the date of final payment under this agreement, and (2) for such longer
period, if any, as is required by applicable statute, by any other provision of this agreement, or by
subparagraphs (1) or (2) below.
(1) If this; agreement is completely or partially terminated, the records relating to the work
terminated shall be preserved and made availahle for a period of three years from the date of
any resulting final settlement.
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{Applicable to agreements under which services are to be performed by subcontractors including
'independent consultants.)
a.

Prior written authorization will be required before the Contractor enters into or is reimbursed for
any subcontract for services costing $5,000 or more. Except as indicated in Paragraph a(3)
herein, when securing subcontracts. for services exceeding $5,000, the Contractor shall obtain at
least three bids or justify a sole source award.
(1) The Contractor must provide in its request for authorization, all particulars necessary for.
evaluating the necessity or desirability of incurring such cost.
(2) The State may identify the information needed to fulfill this requirement.
(3) Subcontracts performed by the following entities or for the service types listed below are
exempt from the bidding and sole source justification requirements:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
. (e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

A local governmental entity or the federal government,
A State college or univetsi!y from any State,
A Joint Powers Authority,
An auxiliary organization of a California State University or a California community
college,
A foundation organized to .support the Board of Governors of the California Community
Colleges,
·
·
·
An auxiliary organization of the Student Aid Commission established under Education
Code § 69522,
Entities of any type that will provide subvention aid or direct services to the public,
Entities and/or service types identified as exempt from advertising in State Administrative
Manual Section 1233 subsection· 3. View this publication at the following Internet
address: http:Usam.dgs.ca.gov.

(4) Unless otherwise mandated by the funding agency (i.e., federal govern·ment), DHS may only
pay the Contractor's overhead charges or im;lirecl costs on the first $25,000 of each
subcontract.
b.

DHS reserves the right to approve or disapprove the selection of subcontractors and with
advance written notice, require the substitution of subcontractors and require the Contractor to
terminate subcontracts entered into in support of this agreement
(1) Upon receipt of a written notice from .DHS requiring the substitution and/or termination of a
subcontract, the Contractor shall take steps to ensure the completion of any work in progress
and select a replacement, if applicable, within 30 calendar days, unless a longer period is
agreed to by DHS.

c.

Actual subcontracts (i.e., written agreement between the Contractor and a subcontractor) of
$5,000 or more are subject to the prior review and written approval of DHS. DHS may, at its
discretion, elect to waive this right All such waivers shall be confirmed in writing by DHS.

d.

Contractor shall maintain a copy of each subcontract entered into in support of this agreement
·and shall, upon request by OHS, make said copies ·available for approval, inspection, or audit.

e. Sole responsibility rests with the Contractor to ensure that subcontractors, used in performance of
this agreement, are paid in a timely manner. The timeliness of said payments may be affected by
ihe timeliness of payments issued by DHS to the Contractor.
f.

The Contractor is responsible for all performance requirements under this agreement even though
performance may be carried out through a subcontract.
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are made, conceived, derived from, or reduced to practice by Contractor or OHS and. which
result directly or indirecUy from this agreement.
(2) For the purposes of this agreement, Intellectual Property means recognized protectable rights
and interest such as: patents, {whether or not issued) copyrights, trademarks, service marks,
applications for any of the foregoing, inventions, trade secrets, trade dress, logos, insignia,
color combinations, slogans, moral rights, right of publicity, author's rights, contract and
licensing rights, works, mask works, industrial design rights, rights of priority, know how,
design flows, methodologies, devices, business processes, developments, innovations, good
will and all other legal rights protecting intangible proprietary information as may exist now
and/or here after come into existence, and all renewals and extensions, regardless of whether
those rights arise under the laws of the United States, or any other state, country or
jurisdiction.
(a) For the purposes of the definition of Intellectual Property, 'works' means all literary
works, writings and printed matter including th~ medium by which they are recorded or
reproduced, photographs, art work, pictorial and graphic representations and works of a
similar nature, film, motion pictures, digital images, animation cells, and other audiovisual
works including positives and negatives thereof, sound recordings, tapes, educational
materials, interactive videos and any other materials or products created, produced,
conceptualized and fixed in a tangible medium of expression. It includes preliminary and
final products and any materials and information developed for the purposes of producing
those final products. Works does not include articles submitted to peer review or
reference journals or independent research projects.
(3) In the performance of this agreement, Contractor will exercise and utilize certain of its
Intellectual Property in existence prior to the effective date of this agreement. In addition,
under this agreement, Contractor may access and utilize certain of OHS' Intellectual Property
in existence prior to the effective date of this agreement. Except as otherwise set forth
herein, Contractor shall not use any of OHS' Intellectual Property now existing or hereafter
existing for any purposes without the prior written permission of OHS. Except as otherwise
set forth herein, neither the Contractor nor OHS shall give any ownership interest in or
rights to its Intellectual Property to the other Party. If during the term of this agreement,
Contractor accesses any third-party Intellectual Property that is licensed to OHS, Contractor
agrees to abide by all license and confidentiality restrictions appttcable to OHS in the thirdparty's license agreement.
(4) Contractor agrees to cooperate with OHS in establishing or maintaining OHS' exclusive rights
in the Intellectual Property, and in assuring OHS' sole rights against third parties with respect
to the Intellectual Property. If the Contractor enters into any agreements or subcontracts with
other parties in order to perform this agreement, Contractor shall require the terms of the
agreement(s) to include all Intellectual Property provisions. Such terms must include, but are
not limited to, the subcontractor assigning and agreeing to assign to OHS all rights, title and
interest in Intellectual Property made, conceived, derived from: or reduced to practice by the
subcontractor, Contractor or OHS and which result directly or indirectly from this agreement
or any subcontract.
.··~
(5) Contractor further agrees to assist and cooperate with OHS in all reasonable respects, and
execute all documents and, subject to reasonable availability, give testimony and take all
further acts reasonably necessary to acquire, transfer, maintain, and enforce OHS' Intellectual
·
Property rights and interests.
b. Retained Rights I License Rights
(1) Except for Intellectual Property made, conceived, derived from, or reduced to practice by
. Contractor or OHS and which result directly or indirectly from this agreement, Contractor shall
retain title to all of its Intellectual Property to the extent such Intellectual Property is in
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(2) If any litigation, claim, negotiation, audit, or other action involving the records has been
started before the expiration of the three-year period, the records shall be retained until
completion of the .action and resolution of all issues which arise from it, or until the end of lhe
regular three-year period .. whichever is later.
e.

The Contractor and/or Subcontractor shall comply with the above requirements and be aware of
the penalties for violations of fraud and for obstruction of investigation as set forth in Public
Contract Code§ 10115.10, if applicable.

f.

The Contractor and/or Subcontractor may, at its discretion, following receipt of final payment
under this agreement, reduce its accounts, books and records related to this agreement to
microfilm, computer disk, CD ROM, or other data storage medium. Upon request by an
authorized representative to inspect, audit or obtain copies of said records, the Contractor and/or
Subcontractor must supply or make available applicable devices, hardware, and/or software
necessary to view, copy and/or print said records. Applicable devices may include, but are not
limited to, microfilm readers and microfilm printers, etc.

8. Site Inspection
The State, through any authorized representatives, has the right at all reasonable times lo inspect or
otherwise evaluate the work performed or being performed hereunder including subcontract ·
supported activities and the premises in which it is being performed. If any inspection or evaluation is
made of the premises of the Contractor or Subcontractor, the Contractor shall provide and shall
require Subccntractors to prqvide all reasonable facilities and assistance for. the safety and
convenience of the authorized representatives in the performance of their duties. All inspections and
evaluations shall be performed in such a manner as will not unduly delay the work.
9.

Federal Contract Funds
(Applicable only to that portion of an agreement .funded in part or whole with federal funds.)
a.

It is mutually understood between the parties that this agreement may have been written before
ascertaining the availability of congressional appropriation of funds. for the mutual benefit of both
parties, in order to avoid program and fiscal delays which would occur if the agreement were
executed after that determination was made.

b.

This agreement is valid and enforceable only if sufficient funds are macle available to the State by
the United States Government for the fiscal years covered by the term of this agreement. In
addition, this agreement is subject to any additional restrictions, limitations, or conditions enacted
by the Congress or any statute enacted by the Congress which may affect the provisions, terms
or funding of this agreement in any manner.

c.

It is mutually agreed that if the Congress does not appropriate sufficient funds for the program,
this agreement shall be amended to reflect any reduction in funds.

d.

OHS has the option to void or cancel the agreement with 30-days advance written notice or to
amend the agreement to reflect any reduction in funds.

10. Intellectual Property Rights
a.

Ownership
(1) Except where DHS has agreed in a signed writing to accept a license, OHS shall be and
remain, without additional compensation, the sole owner of any and all rights, title and interest
in all Intellectual Property, from the moment of creation, whether or not jointly conceived, that
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existence prior to the effective date of this agreement. Contractor hereby grants to DHS,
without additional compensation, a permanent, non-exclusive, royalty free, paid-up,
worldwide, irrevocable, perpetual, non-terminable license to use, reproduce, manufacture,
sell, offer to sell, import, export, modify, publicly and privately display/peliorm, distribute, and
dispose Contractor's Intellectual Property with the right to sublicense through multiple layers,
for any purpose whatsoever, to the extent it is incorporated in the Intellectual Property
resulting from this agreement, unless Contractor assigns all rights, title and interest in the
Intellectual Property as set forth herein.
(2) Nothing in this provision shall restric~ limit, or otherwise prevent Contractor from using any
ideas, concepts, know-how, methodology or techniques related to its performance under this
agreement, provided that Contractor's use does not infringe the patent, copyright, trademark
rights, license or other Intellectual Property rights of OHS or third party, or result in a breach
breach of any provisions of law
or default of any provisions of this Exhibit or result in
relating to confidentiality.

a

c.

Copyright
(1) Contractor agrees that"for purposes of copyright law, all ;rvorks [as defined in Section a,
subparagraph (2)(a) of this provision] of authorship made by or on behalf of Contractor in
connection with Contractor's performance of this agreement shall be deemed "works made for
hire". Contractor further agrees that the work of each person utilized by Contractor in
connection with the performance of this agreement will be a ·work made for hire," whether
that person is an employee of Contractor or that person has entered into an agreement with
Contractor to perform the work. Contractor shall enter into a written agreement with any such
person that: (i) _all work pertormed for Contractor shall be deemed a "work made for hire"
under the Copyright Act and (ii} that person shall assign all righ~ title, and interest to DHS to
any work product made, conceived, derived from, or reduced to practice by Contractor or
OHS and which result directly or ind_irectly from this_ agreement.

. (2) All materials, including, but not limited to, visual works or le~ reproduced or distributed
pursuant to this agreement .that include Intellectual Property made, conceived, derived from,
or reduced to practice by Contractor or OHS and which result directly or indirectly from this
agreement, shall include OHS' notice of copyright, which shall read in 3mm or larger typeface:
"© 2001, State of California, Department of Health Services. This material may not be
reproduced or disseminated without prior written permission from the Department of Health
Services." This notice should be placed prominently on the materials and set apart from other
matter on the page where it appears. Audio productions shall contain a similar audio notice of
copyright.

d. Patent Rights
With respect to inventions made by Contractor in the peliormance of this agreement, which did
not result from research and development specifically included in the agreement's scope of work;
Contracto_r hereby grants to DHS a license as described under Section b of this provision for
devices or material incorporating, or made through the use of such inventions. If such inventions
result from research an_d development work specifically included within the agreement's scope of
work, then Contractor agrees to assign to OHS, without additional compensation,. all its right, title
and interest in and to such inventions and to assist OHS in securing. United States and foreign
patents with respect thereto.
e. Third-Party Intellectual Property

Except as provided.herein, Contractor agrees that its peliormance of this agreement shall not be
dependent upon or include any Intellectual Property of Contractor or third party without first {i)
obtaining DHS' prior written approval; and (ii) granting to or obtaining for OHS, without additional
compensation, a license, as described in Section b of this provision, for any of Contractor's or
CMS 02 (021021
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third-party's Intellectual Property in existence prior to the effective date of this agreement. If such
a license upon the these terms is unattainable, and OHS determines that the Intellectual Property
should be included in or is required for Contractor's performance of this agreement, Contractor
shall obtain a license under terms acceptable to OHS.

f.

Warranties
(1) Contractor represents and warrants that:
(a) It is free to enter into and fully perform this agreement.
(b) It has secured and will secure all rights and licenses necessary for its performance of this
agreement.
(c} Neither Contractor's performance of this agreemen~ nor the exercise by eitlier Party of
the rights granted in tliis agreement, nor any use, reproduction, manufacture, sale, offer
to sell, import, export, modification, public and private display/performance, distribution,
and disposition of the Intellectual Property made, conceived, derived from, or reduced to
practice by Contractor or OHS and which result directly or indirectly from this agreement
· will infringe upon or violate any Intellectual Property right, non-disclosure obligation, or
other proprietary right or interest of any third-party or entity now existing under the laws
·qi, or hereafter existing or issued by, any state, the United States, or any foreign country.
There is currently no actual or threatened claim by any such third party based on an
alleged violation of any such right by Contractor.
(d) Neither Contractor's performance nor any part of its performance will violate the rig_ht of
privacy of, or constitute a libel or slander against any person or entity.
(e) It has secured and will secure all rights and licenses necessary for Intellectual Property
including, but not limited to, consents, waivers or releases from all authors of music or
performances used, and talent (radio, television and motion picture talent), owners of any
interest in and to real estate, sites, locations, property or props that may be used or
shown.
(f) It has not granted and shall not grant to any person or entity any right that would or might
derogate, encumber, ·or interfere with any of the rights granted to OHS in this agreement.
. (g) It has appropriate systems and controls in place to ensure that state funds will not be
used in the performance of this -agreement for the acquisition, operation or maintenance
of computer software in violation of copyright laws.
(h) It has no knowledge of any outstanding claims, licenses or other charges, liens, or
encumbrances of any kind or nature whatsoever that could affect in any way Contractor's
performance of this agreement.
(2) OHS MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT THE iNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RESULTING
FROM THIS AGREEMENT DOES NOT INFRINGE UPON ANY PATENT, TRADEMARK,
COPYRIGHT OR THE LIKE, NOW EXISTING OR SUBSEQUENTLY ISSUED.

g. Intellectual Property Indemnity
(1) Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless OHS and its licensees and assignees,
and its officers, directors, employees, agents, representatives, successors, and users of its
products, ("lndemnitees"} from and against all claims, actions, damages, losses, liabilities (or
actions or proceedings with respect to any thereof), whether or not rightful, arising from any
and all actions or claims by any third party or expenses related thereto (including, but not
limited to, all legal expenses, court costs, and attorney's fees incurred in investigating,
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preparing, serving as a witness in, or defending against, any such claim, action, or
proceeding, commenced or ·threatened) to which any of the lndemnitees may be subject,
whether or not Contractor is a party to any pending or threatened litigation, which arise out of
or are related to (i) the incorrectness or breach of any of the representations,_ warranties,
covenants or agreements of Contractor pertaining to Intellectual Property; or (ii) any
Intellectual Property infringement, or any other type of actual or alleged infringement claim,
arising out of OHS' use, reproduction, manufacture, sale, offer to sell,· distribution, import,
export, modification, public and private performance/display, license, and disposition of the
Intellectual Property made, conceived, derived from, or reduced to practice by Contractor or
OHS and which result directly or indirectly from this agreement. This indemnity obligation
shall apply irrespective of whether the infringement claim is based on a paten~ trademark or
copyright registration that issued after the effective date of this agreement. OHS reserves the
right to participate in and/or .control, at Contractor's expense, any such infringement ar:;tion
brought against OHS.
·(2) Should any Intellectual_ Property licensed by the Contractor to OHS under this agreement
become the subject of an Intellectual Property infringement claim, Contraclor will exercise its
authority reasonably and in good faith to preserve OHS' right to use the licensed Intellectual
Property in accordance with this agreement at no expense to OHS. OHS shall have the right
to monitor and appear through its own counsel (at Contractor's expense) in any such claim or
action. Jn the defense or settlement of the claim, Contractor may obtain the right for OHS to
continue using the licensed Intellectual Property; or, replace or modify the licensed
Intellectual Property so that the replaced or modified Intellectual Property becomes noninfringing provided that such replacement or modification is functionally equivalent to the
original licensed Intellectual Property. If such remedies are not reasonably available; OHS
shall be entitled to a refund of all monies paid under this agreement, without restriction or
limitation of any other rights and remedies available at law or in equity.
(3) Contractor agrees that damages alone would be inadequate to compensate OHS for breach
of any term-of this Intellectual Property- Exhibit by Contractor.. Contractor acknowledges· OHS
would suffer irreparable harm in the event of such breach and agrees OHS shall be entitled to
obtain equitable relief, including without limitation an injunction, from 'a court of competent
available. at law or
jurisdiction, without restriction or limitation of any other rights and remedies
.
in equity;

h. Federal Funding
lh any agreement funded in whole or in part by the federal government, OHS may acquire and
maintain the Intellectual Property rights, title, and ownership, which results directly or indirectly
from the agreement; except as provided in 37 Code of Federal Regulations part 401.14; however,
the federal government shall have a non-exclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up license
throughout the world to use, duplicate, or dispose of such Intellectual Property throughourthe
world in any manner for governmental purposes and to have and permit others to do so.

i.

Survival
The provisions set forth herein shall survive any termination or expiration of this agreement or any
project schedule.

11. Air or Water Pollution Requirements
Any federally funded agreement and/or subcontract in excess of $100,000 must comply with the
following provisions unless said agreement is exempt under 40 CFR 15.5. ·
a.

Government contractors agree to comply with all applicable standards, orders, or requirements ·
issued under section 306 of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 1857(h)], section 508 of the Clean Water
Act (33 U.S.C. 1368), Executive Order 11738, and Environmental Protection Agency regulations
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(40 CFR part 15).
b.

Institutions of higher education, hospitals, nonprofit organizations and commercial businesses
agree lo comply with all applicable standards, orders, or requirements issued under the Clean Air
Act (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.), as amended, and the Federql Water Pollution Control Act (33
U.S.C. 1251 et seq.), as amended.

12. Prior Approval of Training Seminars, Workshops or Conferences
Contractor shall obtain prior OHS approval of ·the location, costs, dates, agenda, instructors,
instructional materials, and attendees at any reimbursable training seminar, workshop, or conference
conducted pursuant to this contract and of any reimbursable publicity or educational mat~rials to be
made available for distribution. The.Contractor shall acknowledge the support of the State whenever
publicizing the work under this agreement in any media. This provision does not apply to necessary
staff meetings or training sessions held for the staff of the Contractor or Subcontractor to conduct
· routine business matters.
13. Confidentiality of Information
.a.

The Contractor and its employees, agents, or subcontractors shall protect from unauthorized
disclosure names and other identifying information concerning persons either receiving services
pursuant to this .agreement or persons whose names or identifying information become available
or are disclosed to the Contractor, its employees, agents, or subcontractors as a result of services
performed under this agreement, except for statistical information not identifying any such person.

b.

The Contractor and its employees, agents, or subcontractors shall not use such identifying
information for any purpose other than carrying out the Contractor's ·obligations under this
agreement

c.

The Contractor and its employees, agents, orsubcontractors shall promptly .transmit to the OHS
program contract manager all requests for disclosure of such identifying information not
emanating from the client or person.

d.

The Contractor shall not disclose, except as otherwise specifically permitted by this agreement or
authorized by the client, any such identifying information to anyone other than OHS without prior
written authorization from th_e OHS program contract manager.

e.

For purposes of this provision, identity shall include, but not be .limited to name, identifying
number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individual, such as finger or voice
print or a photograph.

14. Documents, Publications and Written Reports
(Applicable to agreements over $5, 000 under which publications, written reports and documents are
developed or produced. Government Code Section 7550.)
Any docu.ment, publication or written· report (excluding progress reports, financial reports and normal
contract communications) prepared as a requirement of this agreement shaU contain, in a separate
section preceding the main body_ of the document, the number and dollar amounts of all contracts and
subcontracts relating to the prll_paralion of such ·document or report, if the total cost for work by
nonemployees of the Stale exceeds $5,000.
15. Dispute Resolution Process
a.

A Contractor grievance exists whenever the Contract believes there is a dispute arising from
OHS' action in the administration of an agreement. If the Contractor believes there is a dispute or
grievance between the Contractor and OHS, both parties shall follow the procedure outlined
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below.
(1) The Contractor should first discuss the problem informally with the OHS program contract
manager. If the problem cannot be resolved at this stage, the Contractor shall .direct its
grievance together with any evidence, in writing, to the program Branch Chief. The grievance
shall state the issues in dispute, the legal authority or other basis for the Contractor's position
and the remedy sought The Branch Chief shall make a determination on the problem within
ten (10) working days after receipt of the written communication from the Contractor. The
Branch Chief shall respond in writing to the Contractor indicating the decision and reasons
therefore. Should the Contractor disagree with the Branch Chiefs decision, the Contractor
·
may appeal to the second level.
(2) The Contractor must prepare a letter indicating the reasons for disagreement with Branch
Chiefs decision. The Contractor shall include with the letter a copy of the Contractor's
original statement of dispute with any supporting documents and a copy of the Branch Chiefs
response. This letter shall be sent to the Deputy· Director of the division in which the branch
is organized within ten (10) working days from receipt of the Branch Chiefs decision. The
Deputy Director of the dil(ision funding this agreement or his/her designee shall meet with the
Contractor to review the .issues raised. A written d_ecision signed by the Deputy Director of
the division funding this agreement or his/her designee shall be returned to the Contractor
within twenty (20) working days of receipt of the Contractor's letter.
b.

If the Contractor wishes to appeal the decision of the Deputy Director of the division funding this
agreement or his/her designee, the Contractor shall follow the procedures set forth in Division
25.1 (commencing with Section 38050) of the Health and Safety Code and the regulations
adopted thereunder. (Title 1, Subchapter 2.5, commencing with Section 251, California Code of
Regulations.)

c.

Disputes arising out of an audit, examination of an agreement or other action not covered by
sub.division (a) of Section 20204, of Chapter 2.1, Title 22, of the California Code of Regulations,
and for which no procedures for appeal are provided in statute, regulation or thE! agreement, shall
be handled in accordance with the procedures identified in Sections 51016 through 51047, Title
·· 22, California Code of Regulations.

d.

Unless otherwise stipulated by OHS,' dispute, grievance and/or appeal correspondence shall be
directed to the OHS program contract manager.
·

16. Financial and Compliance Audit Requirements
a.

The definitions used in this provision are contained in Section 38040 of the Health and Safety
Code, which by this reference is made a part hereof.
·
·

b.

Direct service contract means a contract for services contained in local assistance or subvention
programs or both (see Health and Safety [H&S] Code section 38020). Direct service contracts
shall not include contracts, grants, or subventions to other governmental agencies or units of
government nor contracts with regional centers or area agencies on aging (H&S Code section
38030).

c.

The Contractor, as indicated below, agrees to obtain one of the following audits:
(1) If the Contractor is a nonprofit organization (as defined in H&S Code section 38040) and
receives $25,000. or more from any State agency under a direct service contract; the
Contractor agrees to obtain an annual single, organizatiof) wide, financial and compliance
audit. Said audit shall be conducted according to Generally Accepted Auditing Standards.
This audit does not fulfill the audit requirements of Paragraph c(3) below. The audit shall be
completed by the 15th day of the fifth month following the end of the Contractor's fiscal year,
and/or
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(2) If the Contractor is a nonprofit organization (as defined in H&S Code section 38040) and
receives less than $25,000 per year from any State agency under a direct service contract,
the Contractor agrees to obtain a biennial single, organization wide financial and compliance
audit, unless there is evidence of fraud or other violation of state law in connection with this
agreement. This audit does not fulfill the audit requirements of Paragraph c(3) below. The
audit shall be completed by the 15th day of the fifth month following the end of the
Contractor's fiscal year, and/or
(3) If the Contractor is a State or Local Government entity or Nonprofit organization (as defined
by the Federal Office of Management ·and Budget [OMB] Circular A-133) and expends
$300,000 or mc:ire in Federal awards, the Contractor agrees to obtain an annual single,
organization wide, financial and compliance audit according to the requirements specified in
OMB Circular A-133 entitled "Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit
An audit conducted pursuant to this provision will fulfill the audit
Organizations".
reql!irements outlined in Paragraphs c(1) and c(2) above. The audit shall be completed by
the end of the ·ninth month following the end of the audit period. The requirements of this
·provision apply_if:
·
· (a) The Contrac.tor is a recipient expending Federal awards received directly from Federal
awarding agencies, or
(b) The Contractor is a subrecipient expend.ing Federal awards received from a pass-through
entity such as the State; County or community based organization.
(4) If the Contractor submits to OHS a report of an audit other than an OMB A-133 audit, the
Contractor ·must also submit a certification indicating the Contractor has not expended
$300,000 or more in federal funds for the year covered by the audit report.
d.

Two copies of the audit report shall be delivered to the OHS program funding this agreement.
The audit report must identify the Contractor's legal name and the number assigned to this
agreement. The audit report shall be due within 30 days after the completion of the audit. Upon
receipt of said audit report, the OHS program contract manager shall forward the audit report to
OHS' Audits and Investigations Unit.
·

e.

The cost of the audits described herein may be included in· the funding for this agreement up to
the proportionate amount this agreement repre.sents of the Contractor's total revenue. The OHS
program funding this agreement must provide advance written approval of the specific amount
allowed for said audit expenses.

f.

rhe State or its authonzed designee, including the Bureau of State Audits, is responsible for
conducting agreement performance audits which are not fin01ncial and compliance audits.
Performance audits are defined by Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards. ·

g.

Nothing in this agreement limits the State's responsibility or authority to enforce State law or
regulations, procedures, or reporting requirements arising thereto.

h.

Nothing in this provision limits the authority of the State to make audits of this agreement,
provided however, that if independent audits arranged for by the Contractor meet Generally
Accepted Governmental Auditing Standards, the State shall rely on those audits and any
additional audit work and shall build upon the work already done.

i.

The State may, at its option, direct its own auditors to perform either of the audits described
above. The Contractor will be given advance written notification, if the State chooses to exercise
its option to perform said audits.

j.

The Contractor shall include a clause in any agreement the Contractor enters into with the audit
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firm doing the single organization · wide audit to provide access by the State or Federal
Government to the working papers of the independent auditor who prepares the single
organization wide audit for the Contractor. .
k.

Federal or state auditors shall have "expanded scope auditing" authority to conduct specific
program audits during the same period in which a single organization wide audit is being
performed, but the audit report has not been issued. The federal or state auditors shall review and
have access to the current audit work being conducted and will not apply any testing or review
procedures which have not been satisfied by previous audit work that has been completed.
The term "expanded scope auditing" is applied and defined in the U.S. General Acccunting Office
{GAO) issued Standards for Audit of Government Organizations, Programs, Activities and
Functions, better known as the "yellow book".

17. Human Subjects Use Requirements
(Applicable only to federally funded agreements/grants in which performance, directly or through a
subcontract/subaward, includes any tests or examination of materials derived from the human body.)
B{ signing this agreement, Contractor agrees that if any performance under this agreement or any
subcontract or subagreement includes any tests or examination of materials derived from the human
body for the purpose of providing information, diagnosis, prevention, treatment or assessment of
disease, impairmen~ or health of a human being, all locations at which such examinations are
performed sl]all meet the requirements of 42 U.S.C. Section 263a {CUA) and the regulations
thereunder.

18. Novation Requirements
If the Contractor proposes any novation agreement, OHS shall act 'upon the proposal withir:i 60 days
after receipt of the written proposal. OHS may review and consider the proposal, consult and
negotiate with the Contractor, and accept or reject all or part of the proposal. Acceptance or rejection
of the proposal may be made orally within the 60-day period and confirmed in writing within five days
of said decision. Upon written acceptance of the proposal, OHS will initiate an amendment to this
agreement to formally implement the approved proposal.
19. Debarment and Suspension Certification
{Applicable to all agreements funded in part or whole with federal funds.)
a.

By signing this agreement, the Contractor/Grantee agrees to comply with applicable federal
suspension and debarment regulations including, but not limited to 7 CFR Part 3017, 45 CFR 76,
40 CFR 32 or 34 CFR 85.

b.

By signing this agreement, the Contractor certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief, that it
and its principals;
( 1) Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or
voluntarily excluded by any federal department or agency;
·
(2) Have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal/agreement been
convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against them for commission of fraud or a
criminal offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public
(Federal, State or local) transaction or contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal
or State antitrust statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft, forgery, bribery, falsification
or destruction of r_ecords, making false statements, or receiving stolen property;
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(3) Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental
entity (Federal, State or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in
Paragraph b(2) herein; and
(4) Have not within a three-year period preceding this application/proposal/agreement had one or
more public transactions (Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default
(5) Shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier covered transaction with a person who is
proposed for debarment under federal regulations (Le., 48 CFR part 9, subpart 9.4), debarred,
suspended, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in such transaction,
unless authorized by the State.
·
(6) Will include·a clause entitled, "Debanment and Suspension Certification" that essentially sets
forth the provisions herein, in all lower tier covered transactions and in all solicitations for
lower tier covered transactions.
c.

If the Contractor is unable to certify to any of the statements in this certification, the Contractor
shall submit an explanation to the DHS program funding this contract.

d.

The terms and definitions herein have the meanings set out in the Definitions and Coverage
sections of the rules implementing Federal Executive Order 12549.

e.

If the Contractor knowingly violates this certification, in addition to other remedies available to the
Federal Government, the DHS may tenminate this agreement for cause or default.

20. Smoke-Free Workplace Certification
(Applicable to federally funded agreements/grants and subcontracts/subawards, that provide health,
day care, early childhood development services, education or library services to children under 18
directly or through local governments.)
a.

Public.Law 103-227, also known as the Pro-children Act of 1994 (Act), requires that smoking not
be penmitted in any portion of any indoor facil.ity owned or leased or contracted for by an enlity
and used routinely or regularly for the provision of health, day care, early childhood development
services, education or library services to children under the age of ·1 s, if the services are funded
by federal_ programs either directly or through state or local governments, by federal grant,
contract, loan, or loan guarantee. The law also applies to children's services that are provided in
indoor facilities that are constructed, operated, or maintained with such federal funds. The law
does not apply to children's services provided. in" private residences; portions of facilities used for .
inpatient drug or alcohol treatment; service providers whose sole source of applicable federal
funds is Medicare or Medicaid; or facilities where WIC coupons are redeemed.

b.

Failure to cotnply with the provisions of the law may result in the imposition of a civil monetary
penalty of up to $1,000 for each violation and/or the imposition of an administrative compliance
order on the responsible party.

c.

By signing this agreemen~ Contractor or Grantee certifies that it will comply with the requirements
· of the Act and will not allow smoking within any portion· of any indoor facility used for the provision
of services for children as defined by the Act.
The prohibitions herein are effective
December 26, 1994.

d.

Contractor or Grantee further agrees that it will insert this certifica~on into any subawards
(subcontracts or subgrants) entered into that provide for children's services as described in. the
Act.

·21. Covenant Against Contingent Fees
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(Applicable only to federally funded agreements.)
The Contractor warrants that no person or selling agency has been employed or retained to
solicit/secure this agreement upon an agreement of understanding for a commission, percentage,
brokerage, or contingent fee, except bona fide employees or bona fide established commercial or
selling agencies retained by the Contractor for the purpose of securing business. For breach or
violation of this warranty, OHS shall have the right to annul this agreement without liability or in its
discretion to deduct from the agreement price or consideration, or otherwise recover, the full amount
of such commission, percentage, and brokerage or contingent fee.
22. Payment Withholds
(Applicable only if a final report is required by this agreement Not applicable to government entities.)
Unless waived or otherwise stipulated in this contrac~ OHS may, at its discretion, withhold 10 percent
(10%) of the face amount of the agreement, 50 percent (50%) of the final invoice, or $3,000 whichever
is greater, until OHS receives a final report that meets the terms, conditions and/or scope of work
requirements of this agreement
23. Performance Evaluation
(Not applicable to grant agreements.)
OHS may, at its discretion, evaluate the performance of the Contractor at the conclusion of this
agreement. If performance is evaluated, the evaluation shall not be a public record and shall remain
on file with OHS. Negative performance evaluations may be considered by OHS prior to making
future contract awards.
24. Officials Not to Benefit
No members of or delegate of Congress or the State Legislature shall be admitted to any share or
part of this agreement, or to .any benefit that may arise therefrom. This provision shall not be
construed to extend to this aweement if made with a corporation for its general benefits.
25. Year 2000 Compliance
(Applicable to agreements in which Information Technology (IT) services are provided to OHS or if IT
equipment is procured.)
The Contractor warrants and represents that the goods or services sold, leased, or licensed to the
State of California, its agencies, or itS political subdivisions, pursuant to this agreement are "Year
2000 Compliant· For the purposes of this agreement, a good or services is Year 2000 compliant if ii
will continue to fully function before, at, and after the Year 2000 without interruption and, if applicable,
with full ability to accurately and unambiguously process, display, compare, calculate, manipulate,
and otherwise utilize date information. This warranty and representation supersedes all warranty
disclaimers and limitations and all limitations on liability provided by or through the Contractor.
26. Prohibited Use of State Funds for Software
(Applicable to agreements in which computer software is used in performance of the work.)
Contractor certifies that it has appropriate systems and control_s in place to ensure that state funds will
not be· used in the performance of this. agreement for the acquisition, operation or maintenance of
computer software in violation of copyright laws.
27. University of California Mutual Indemnification
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(Applicable only to agreements entered with the Regents of the University of California or a University
. of California campus under its jurisdiction.)
a.

The State and the Regents of the University of California shall mutually defend, indemnify and
hold each other and their respective agencies, officers, employees, and agents harmless from
and against any and all liability, loss, expense, attorneys' fees, or claims for injury or damages
arising out of the performance of this contract but only in proportion to and to the extent such
liability, loss, expense, attorneys' fees, or claims for injury or damages are caused by or result·
from the negligent or intentional acts or omissions of either the State or the Regents of the
University of California ..

b.

It should be expressly understood that the obligations hereunder shall be conditioned upon this ·
contract being one that falls within the purview of Section 895 of the Government Code.

28. Use of Small, Minority Owned and Women's Businesses
(Applicable to that portion of an agreement that is federally funded and entered into with institutions of
higher education, hospitals, nonprofit organizations or commercial businesses.)
· Positive efforts shall be made to use small businesses, minority-owned firms and women's business
enterprises, whenever possible (i.e., procurement of goods and/or services). Contractors shall take
all of the following steps to further this goal.
(1) Ensure that small businesses, minority-owned firms, and women's business enterprises are used
to ihe fullest extent practicable.

(2) Make information on forthcoming purchasing and contracting opportunities available and arrange
time frames for purchases and contracts to encourage and facilitate participation by small
businesses, minority-owned firms, ancl women's business enterprises.

(3) Consider in the contract process whether firms competing for larger contracts intend to
subcontract with small businesses, minority-owned firms, and women's business enterprises.
(4) Encourage contracting with consortiums of small businesses, minority-owned firms and women's
business enterprises when a contract is too large for one of these firms to handle individually.

(5) Use. the services and assistance, as appropriate, of such organizations as the· Federal Small
Business Administration and the U.S. Department of Commerce's Minority Business Development
Agency in the solicitation and utilization of small businesses, minority.,owned firms and women's
business enterprises.
·
·

29; Alien Ineligibility Certification
(Applicable to sole proprietors entering federally funded agreements.)

By signing this agreement, the Contractor certifies that he/she is not an alien that is ineligible for state·
and local benefits, as defined in Subtitle _B of the. Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act.
(8 U.S.C. 1601, et seq.)
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30. Union Organizing
(Applicable only to grant agreements.)
Grantee, by signing this agreement, hereby acknowledges the applicability of Government Code_
16645 through 16649 to this agreement Furthermore, Grantee, by signing this agreement, hereby
certifies that:
a.

No state funds disbursed by this grant will be used to assist, promote or deter union organizing.

b.

Grantee shall account for state funds disbursed for a specific expenditure by this grant, to show
those funds were allocated to that expenditure.

c.

Grantee shall, where state funds are not designated as described in b herein, allocate, on a prorata basis, all disbursements that support the grant program.

d.

If Grantee makes expenditures to assist, promote or deter union organizing, Grantee will maintain
records sufficient to show that no state funds were used for those expenditures, and that Grantee
shall provide those records to the Attorney General upon request.

31. Contract Uniformity (Fringe Benefit Allowability)
(Applicable only to nonprofit organizations.)
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 7 (commencing with Section 100525) of Chapter 3 of Part 1.of
Division 101 olthe Health and Safety Code .. OHS sets forth the following policies, procedures, and
guidelines regarding the reimbursement of fringe benefits.
a.

As used herein fringe benefits shall mean ~n employment benefit given by one's employer to an
employee in addition to one's regular or normal wages or salary.

b.

As used herein, frinQe benefits do not include:
(1) Compensation for personal services paid currently or accrued by_the Contractor for services
of employees rendered during the term of this agreement, which is identified as regular or
· normal salaries and wages, annual leave, vacation, sick leave, holidays, jury duty and/or
military leave/training.
(2) Director's and executive committee members fees.
(3) Incentive awards and/or bonus incentive pay.
(4) Allowances for off-site pay.
(5) Location allowances.
(6) Hardship pay. ·
(7) Cost-of-fiving differentials

c.

Specific allowable fringe benefits include:
(1} Fringe benefits in the form of employer contributions for the employer's. portion of payroll
taxes (i.e., FICA, SUI, SDI}, employee health plans (i.e., health, dental and vision),
unemployment insurance, worker's compensation insurance, and the employer's share of
pension/retiri;ment plans, provided they are granted in accordance with_ established written
organization policies and meet all legal and Internal Revenue Service requirements.

d.

To be an allowable fringe benefit, the cost must meet the following criteria:
(1) Be necessary and reasonable for the performance of the agreement
(2) Be determined in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
(3) Be consistent with policies that apply uniformly io all activities of the Contractor.
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e.

Contractor agrees that all fringe benefits shall be at actual cost.

f.

Earned/Accrued Compensation
( 1) Compensation for vacation, sick leave and holidays is limited to that amount earned/accrued
within the agreement term. Unusea vacation, sick leave and holidays earned from periods
prior to the agreement term cannot be claimed as allowable costs. See Provision f (3){a) for
an example.
(2) For multiple year contracts, vacation and sick leave compensation, which is earned/accrued
but not paid, due to employee(s} not taking time off may be carried over and claimed within
the overall term_of the multiple years of the agreement Holidays cannot be carried over from
one contract year to the next See Provision f (3)(b} for an example.
(3) For single year agreements, vacation, sick leave and holiday compensation that is
earned/accrued but not paid, due to employee(s} not taking time off within the term of the
agreement, cannot be claimed as an allowable cost See Provision f (3}(c} for an example.

(a) Example No. 1:
If an employee, John Doe, earns/accrues three weeks of vacation and twelve days of sick
leave each year, then that is the maximum amount that may be claimed during a contract
period of one year. If John Doe has five weeks of vacation and eighteen days of sick
leave at the beginning of the agreement, .the Contractor during a ·one-year agreement
term may only claim up to three weeks of vacation and twelve days of sick leave actually
used by the employee. Amounts earned/accrued in periods prior to the beginning of lhe ·
agreement are not an allowable cost

(b) Example No. 2:
If during a three-year (multiple year) agreement, John Doe does not use his three weeks
of vacation in year one, or his three weeks in year two, but he does actually use nine
Weeks in .year three; the Contractor would be allowed to claim all nine weeks paid for in
year three. The total compensation over the three-year period cannot exceed 156 weeks
(3 x 52 weeks).
·
·

(c) Example No. 3:
· ff during a single year agreement, john Doe works fifty weeks and used one week of
vacation and one week of sick leave and all fifty-two weeks have been billed to OHS, the
remaining unused two weeks of vacation and seven days of sick leave may not be
claimed as an.allowable cost.
32. Lobbying Restrictions and Disclosure ·certification
(Applicable lo federally funded contracts in excess of $100,000 per Section 1352 of the 31, U.S. Cc)
a.

Certification and Disclosure Requirem_ents
(1) Each person (or recipient) who requests or receives a contract, subcontract, grant, or
subgrant, which is subject to Section 1352 of the 31, U.S.C., and which exceeds $100,000 at
any tier, shall file a certification (in the form set forth in Attachment 1, consisting of one page,
entitled "Certification Regarding Lobbying") that the recipient has not made, and Will not
make, any payment prohibited by Paragraph b of this provision.
(2) Each recipient shall file a disclosure (in the form set forth in Attach.men\ 2, entitled "Standard
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Form-LLL 'disclosure of Lobbying Activities'") if such recipient has made or has agreed to
make any payment using nonappropriated funds-(to include profits from any covered federal
action) in connection with a contract or grant or any extension or amendment of that contract
or grant, which would be prohibited under Paragraph b of this provision if paid for with
appropriated funds.
(3) Each recipient shall file a disclosure form at the end of each calendar quarter in which there
occurs any ·event that requires disclosure or that materially affect the accuracy of the
information contain·ed in any disclosure form previously filed by such person under Paragraph
a(2) herein. An event that materially affects the accuracy of the information reported
includes:
. (a) A cumulative increase of $25,000 or more in the amount paid or expected to be paid for
influencing or attempting to influence a covered federal action;
(b) A change in the person(s) or individuals(s} influencing or attempting to influence a
covered federal action; or .
(c) A change in the officer(s), employee(s), or member(s) contacted for the purpose of
influencing or attempting to influence a covered federal action.
(4)_ Each person (qr recipient) who requests or receives from a person referred to in Paragraph
a(1) of this provision a contract, subcontract, grant or subgrant exceeding $100,000 at any tier
under a contract or grant shall file a certification, and a disclosure form, if required, to the next
tier above.
(5) All disclosure forms (but not certifications) shall be forwarded from tier to lier until received by
the person referred to in Paragraph a(1) of this provision. That person shall forward all
·disclosure forms to DHS program contract manager.
·
·
·
·
b.

Prohibition
Section 1352 of Title 31, U.S.C., provides in part that no appropriated funds may be expended by
the recipient of a federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement to pay any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer. or employee of any· agency, a Member of
Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
connection with any of the following covered federal actions: the awarding of any. federal contract,
the making of any federal grant, the making of any federal loan, entering into of any cooperative
agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal,_ameridmelit,_or modification of any federal
. contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.

,.

.,
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Attachment 1
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DE-PARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING
The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:
(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the
undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of an agency,
a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in
connection with the making, awarding or entering "into ·of this Federal contract Federal grant,
cooperative agreement and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification of this
·Federal contract, grant, or cooperative agreement

or

(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any
person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency of the United States
Government ·a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of
Congress in connection with this Federal contract grant or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall
complete and submit Standard Form LLL, "Disclosure of Lobbying Activities" in accordance with its
instructions.

(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award
documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontractors, subgrants, and contracts under. grants
and cooperative agreements) of $100,000 or more, and that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose
accordingly.
This certification is a material representation. of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this
transaction imposed by Section 1352, Title 31, U.S.C., any person who fails to file the required
certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,DDO and not more than $100,000 for
each such failure.

Name or Contractor

Printed Name of Person Signing for Contrador

Contract I Gra_nt Number

Signature or Person Signing for Contractor

Date .

Title

After execution by or on behalf of Contractor, please retam to:
Department of Health Services
(Name of the OHS program providing the fu(lds)
P.O. Box 942732
714 P Street
Sacramento, CA 94234-7320 ·
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Attachment 2
,,

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING
Comple1e this form lo disclose lobbying activities pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 1352
(See reverse for public burden disclosure)
1.

Type of Federal Action:

0

a.

e.
f.

Joan insurance

b.

c.
d.

4.

2.

contract
grant
cooperative agreement
loan
loan guarantee

0

a.
b.

c.

bid/offer/application
initial award
post-award

Report Type:

0

a. initial filing
b.
malarial change
For Material Change Onty:
Year _ _ quarter_ __
date of last report

5.

Name and A.ddress of Reporting Entity:
0Prime

3.

Status of Federal Action:

0

If Reporting Entity in No. 4 is Subawardee, Enter Name
and Address of Prime:

Subawardee
Tier _ _ _ _ _~ if known:

Congressional District, If known:

Congressional District, If known:

6.

Federal DepartmenVAgency:

7.

Federal Program Name/Description:

8.

Federal Action Number, if known:

9.

Award Amount, if known:

10.

a.

b.

Name and Address of Lobbying Entity
(If individual, last name, first name, Ml):

CDFA Number, if applicable:

Name and Address of lobbying Entity
(If individual, last name, firsl name, Ml}:

(attach Continuation Sheets(s) SF-LLL-A, If necessary)
13. Type of Payment·(check all that apply):

11. Amount of Payment (check all that apply):

$

D

actual

D planned

D. a. retainer

12. Form of Paymenl (c_heck all that apply):

O a. cash.
O b. in-kind, specify:

D

Nature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Value

14.

b. one-lime fee
commission
contingent fee
deferred
other, specify:

D c.
D d.
D e.
D f.

Brief Description of Services Performed or to be Perfonned and Oates(S) of Service, inclUdiri~fOfficer(s}, Emptoyee(s},
or Mem~er,.s} Contr~cted for Payment i~dic.ated in it~m 1_1:
·.·

•.

~

..

(Attach Continuation Sheet(s) SF-LLL-A, If necessary)

15. Continualian Sheet(s) SF-Lll-AA!tached:
O Yes · O No
16. Information requested through lhls form is aUthorized byTJile 31,
U;S_.c .• Section 1352. This disclosure of lo~~yiiig adivities_-is a
~ign~ture:
material representation of fact upon which. rel~ailce -~aS
•·

-;i

placed by the lier above when this transactiQn was "made or

entered into. This disClosure is required puts·~anf lo Tit1.e':31,
U.S.C., Section 1352.

This information wili

be

Print Name:

rej>Oited to· the

Congress semi~nnually and will be available for pUbiiC

·

An'{ peison who fails to file the required disclosure
shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $19,000 and
not more lhan $100,000 for each such fail~re.

Title:

inspection.

Telephone No.:

Date:
Authorized for Local Reproduction
Standard fOITTI-LLL
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'

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF SF-LLL, DISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES
This disciosu~ form shaD be completed by lhe reporting entity ... whet~ subawardee or prime federal recipients at the initialion or receipt of a co~ei
federal acti~n. or a material change to a previous filing, pursuant to Tftle 31, U.S.C., Seclion 1352. The filing of a form is required for each paymenl
agreement to make payment lo any lobbying entity for infl~ncing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of r.ongre
an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of. a Member of Congress in connection with a covered -federal action. Use lhe
.LL·
Continuation Sheet for additional information if the space on the form is fnadequate. Complete all _items that apply for both the initial filing
iate
change report. Refer to the implementing guidance pubnshed -by the Office of Management and Budget for additional information.

covererl federal actit

1.

Identify the type or .covered federal action for which lobbying aciivity !s and/or has been secured to influence the outcome of a

2.

Identify the status of the covered federal action.

3.

Identify the appropriate classification of this report. If this is a follow-up report caused by a material change lo the infonnation previously report1
enter lhe year and quarter in which the change occurred. Enter the dale of the last previously submitted report by trus reporting entity for t
covered federal action.

4.

Enter the fuff name, address, city, slate, and ZIP code of !he reporting entity. Include_ Congressional District, if known. Check the appropri:
classification of the reporting enHty lhal designates if it is. or expects to be, a prime or subaward recipient Identify.the lier of the subawardee, e
the firsl subawardee of ttie prime is the 1st tier.. Subawards include but are '?ot limited to subcontracts, subgranls, and contrad awards under gran1

.5.

If \he organization filing the report in Item 4 checks ""Subawardee: then enter lhe full name, address, city, stale, and ZIP code of the prime fede
recipient. Include Congressional District, if known.

6.

Enter the name of the federal agency making the award or Joan commllment. Include at leasl one organizational level below agency name, if know
For example, Department ofTranspor1aUon United States Coast Guard.

7.

Enter the federal program name or deSaiplion for the covered federal action (Item _1). If known,
Assistance {COFA) number for granls, cooperative agreemenls, loans, aind Joan commitments.

8.

Enter lhe most appropriate federal idenllfying number available for the federal action identified in Item i {e.g., Requesl for Proposal {RFP) numbe
Invitation for Bid {IFB) number; grant announcement number; the conlraci grant, or loan award number; the appijcationlproposal control numb1
assigned by !he federal agency). lnclude·preftxes, e.g., ·RFP-DE-90401:

g_

For a covered federal action where there has been an award or loan commitment by the federal agency, enter the! federal amount of the awardnoc
commitment for the prime enlity idenlified in Item 4 or 5.

10.

(a)

Enter_ lhe tun name, address, city, state, and ZIP code of the lobbying entity engaged by the rePorting entity identified in Item 4 lo influerice ti
covered federal action.

io.

(b)

Enter lhe full names of the lndividual(S) performing services and indude full address if different from 10.(a). Enter last name. first
middle inffial (Ml).

11.

Enter lhe amount of compens~tion paid or reasonably expected tO be paid by the reporting i?ntlty (llem 4} to the Jobbying entity (Item 10). 1odlca
whether lhe payment has been made (actual) or wm be made (planned). Check all boxes that apply. If lhis is a malerial change report. enter tt
cumulative amount of payment made Or planned to be made.

12. Check the appropriate box(e~). Check all boxes lhat apply.
~-kind Payment.

enter the

if paymenl is made lhrQ.ugh an ln-~ind cOntnDution,

tun Catalog

of

Federal Domes!

specify lhe nature and value
·

'. ar

oft~

13.

Check the appropriate boX{es). Che'ck all boxes that apply._ If other, Specify nature:

14.

Provide a specific and detailed. deSaiption of the.sen.iiceS that the lobbyfst has performed, or will be expected to pt!rform; and the date(s} of ar
services rendered: lrldude all preparatory and related activity, not jusl time spent In actual contact wilh federal officials, identify the federal official(.
or employee{s) contacled or lhe officer(S), empl6yee{s), or Memb~r(s) of Congress}hal were contap:ed.

15. Chei.:k whether of not a SF-LLL.-A ContinUation Sheet(s) is attached.
16.

The certifying official shall sign and dale the form, print his/her name, title, and telephone number.
Public repor1ing burden for this coflection of information is estimated to average 30 minutes per response, including
ttme for reviewing inslruction, searching existing dala sources, gathering and maintaining the dala needed, 'and
compleling and renewing the ·ctillection of information. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any oth~
aspect of lhis collection of infbrmalion, including suggestions for reduc;:ing this burden to the Office of Managemen
and Budget, P"aperwork Reduction Project, (0348-0046), Washin9ton, DC 20503.

•\
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Exhibit E
Budget Detail and Payment Provisions

1.

Contract Amendments
Should either party, during the term of this agreement, desire a change or amendment to the
terms of this Agreement, such changes or amendments shall be proposed in writing to the other
party, who will respond in writing as to whether the proposed changes/amendments are
accepted or rejected. If accepted and after negotiations are concluded, the ·agreed upon
changes shall be made through the State's official agreement amendment process. No
amendment will be considered binding on either party until it is formally approved by the State.

2.

Cancellation I Termination

A. This agreement may be cancelled or terminated without cause by either party by giving thirty
· (30) calendar days advance written notice to the other party. Such notification shall state
the effective date of termination or cancellation and include any final Performance and/o~
payment/invoicing instructions/requirements.
··
B. Upon receipt of a notice of termination or cancellation from OHS, Contractor shall take
immediate steps to stop performance and to cancel or reduce subsequent contract costs.
C. Contractor shall be entitled to payment for all allowable costs authorized under this
agreement, including authorized non-cancelable obligations incurred up to the date of
termination or cancellatjon, provided such expenses do not exceed the slated maximum
·
··
amounts payable.
3.

Priority Hiring Considerations
A. Contractor agrees that it shall give priority considera\ic;m in filling v.acancies in positions
funded by this agreemerit to, qualified recipients of aid under·Ctiapter 2 (commencing with ..
. Section 11200) of Part39ftlivision 9 oftheWelfare arid lnstitlitions(W&l}Code, in
. .
accordance with Article .3:.9,(commencing with $ection !' 134Q). Chapter; ·z.of:Part 3 of
· Division 9c\tthe \N&I cciBg:,.\< :'' · ·. :·,
,. j ., : ·:
'.{<:·/~';-/{; \- .• : -...,,·:.······

>>or

B. This provision shall not be construed to do any of the following:
. 1) . Interfere with or create a violation of the terms of valid collective bargaining agreements·
. _.,

I

."'

~. ~.-.

;

. •

.2) Require the Contractor:to hire an unqualified recipient ofaJd >'' ·.1;(..'"•"Y··\:·: .·... " . ;. ·
· ·

~r. cre~i~

affi~~at;ve a~ti~~ ~~f;~:~i~~:;Q{~ .:'. :

3) Interfere with,
;'violation of, any federal
contractor for hiring di5_iibled veterans or veterans of the Vietnam era

.
0

4) Interfere with,,or create a violation of, the requirements of Section 12990 of the
Government Code implementing the St;;ite of California's nondiscrimination laws.
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Exhibit

Contractor's Release
Instructions to contractor:

With final invoice(s) submit one (1) original and· two (2) copies. The original must bear the original signature of a person
authorized to bind the Contractor. The additional copies may bear photocopied signatures.
Submission of Final Invoice
· Pursuant to contract number .
entered into between the State of California Department of Health Services
(OHS) arid the ConfraCtor (identified below), the Contractor does acknowledge that final payment has been requested via
Invoice riumber(s)
, in the amount(s). of.$
·
·and dated
· 1f necessary,· enter ·see Attached" in the appropriate blocks arid attach a list of invoice numbers, dollar amounts and invoice
·
·
·
dates. -·

:
Release of all Obligations .

·ay signing this fonti: and uJion· reci!ipt of the amount specified in the invoice rmmber(s) referenced above, the Contractor does
hereby release and disCharge the State, tts officers, agents and employees of and. from any and all liabilities, obligations,
daims, and demands whatsoever arising from the above referenced contract.
'Repayments

Due_.~o Audit ~ceptions I Record Retention
-

.

.

-

'

By signing this form, Contractor acknowledges that.expenses authorized for reimbursement does not guarantee final
. allowabillty of said expensesc Contractor agrees that the am.ount of any sustained audit ex.ceptions resulting from any
" subsequent audit mad.e after final payment, will be refunded to the State ..

P.11 .;;pense and aceounung records. related to the above relerenced ~ntract must be maintained for audit purposes for no
Jes~ than three years ~eyond the date of.frrial payment, unless a longerterm is stated in said contracl .

.

.

.

· Recycled Product Use Certifica_tion·

.

.

-

·

·'·

6

.·

-

.

. By signing this form, Contractor certifies under penaltY of pe~ury that a p.ercentage (0% to 100%) of the materials, good~.
supplies or products offered or.used in the perfonnance otihe above referenced contract meets or exceeds the minimum
·percentage of recyded mat.erial, as d.efined in Public Contract Code Sec:iions 12161 and 12200.

...

- .

~

-

.

Relnincter t~- Returristate Eq~ipmenUP~operty (lfAp~iii:able)
.·
.
(~pli9s
bJ!iy -if 0qy)p~hl
,Vas provided
by OHS .or- purchased
with
by .dontract funds)
.,; :
- ,.. .or ~imbutsed
- -- .

.

'

.

U~le~ OHS has appnived the ~ntinued us~ and' poss.:..siori of'State equipment (as defined in the above referenced

'eo~ct) for use!~ c:On.riectiori with. another DHS ag~rrlli.nt,. t;:ontra,~o,r.~gree~ to prompfly !nitiate arrangements to. account
. for and return said eqiJrpri'lent to DHS~ at QHS'.s expense;.1ha1d equrpmenthas n(lt passed its usefullife expectancy as .
·deffne<J. jn'the abO~e refereni:ed contract,, : ·· · · · ·· · · · · " ·: . "
·
·
·
· · ·

..

..:.

.

Patents I Other Issues
By signing this form,.Contractor:further agrees, in connection with patent matters and with any daims that are not spectfi'cally
· release_~_as set forth ;<boy~. that it v;ill compl)'. with all the provisions contained in the above referenced contract, inc;Juding,
but not limited to, those provision.s r.elating to notification I~ the State and related to the defense or prosecution of litig'!lkm- .

of

-- .. -

. ·"_,

Contractor's Legal Name (AS on contract): .· ·

,'

Date:

Signature.of Contractor or Official.
Designee:
.
.

.,..._-

·~.' P;inted Name/Title of Perso~ Signing'·
.. D,HS Distri0 ution: . 11&:oupti~g {!) ri\Ji!ISI)

. . . P!o.9~")

G,MUcon.tract,file

'
·.

....

·. ,,

~

..

·.'.i~··.

·-

-

;

'

.

~.--.

·. - ...-

·- - '.....:..·· -- .,.,_ ~..:-\~~.-::<>,.<:;jf'i·'":--,!r'···· ='-1

~

0HS·2~:z-:9f.1g·.· .. ,,.:.<:.:··/!-~ -~~:~:~.~~.~.~~~-,.':'iii:;.:=::-~\--::::-;r~.t--~:··
·.·

. ·•.

·: '.- .

·~

F.

Office of Legal Service Contractor Certmcatton Clause :.w I

·rage

I

or

J

CCC201
.RTIFICATION
I, the official named below, CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY that I am duly authorized to legally bind the prospective Contractor to the clause
(s) isted below, This certification is made under the laws of the State of California.

I

Contractor/Bidder Firm Name (Printed)

Federal ID Number

I
I

I
I

I

I

By (Authorized Signah,ra)

Printed Name and Title of Person Signmg

Data Executed

II Executed in the County of

I
CONTRACTOR CERTIFICATION CLAUSES

1. STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE: Contractor has, unless exempted, .complied with the nondiscrimination program requirements. (GC 12990 (a,.f) and
CCR, Title 2, Section 8103) (Not applicable to pubUc entities.)
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE REQUIREMENTS: Contractor will comply with the requirements of the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1990 and will
. , ovide a drug-free workplace by laking the following actions:

a. Publish a statement notifying employees that unlawful manufacture, disbibution, dispensation, possession or use of a controlled substance is
prohibited and specifying actio"s to be taken against employees for violations.
b. Establish a Drug-Free Awareness Program to inform employees about
1) the dangers of drug abuse in the workplace;
2) the person's or organization's policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace;
3) any available counse1ing, rehabilitation and employee assistance programs; and,
4) penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations.

c. Every employee who works on the proposed Agreement WiU:
1) receive a copy of the company's drug-free workplace policy statement; and,
2) agree to abide by the terms of the company's statement as a condition of employment on tlieAgreement

Failure to comply with these requirements may result in suspension of paymentS under the Agreement or termination of the Agreement or both and
Contractor may be ineligible for award of any future 5 - agreements if the department determines that any of the following has occurred: (1) the
Contractor has made false certification, or violated the certification by failing to carr)' out the requ~ements as noted above. (GC 8350 et seq.)
3. NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD CERTIFICATION: Contractor certifies that no more than one (1) final unappealable finding of contempt of
court by a Federal court has been issued against Contractor within the immediately preceding tw.ryear period because of Contractor's failure to comply
·•"111 an order of a Federal court which orders Contractor to comply with an order of the National Labor Relations Board. {PCC 10296) {Not applicable to
Jblic entities.)
.
4. UNION ORGANIZING Contractor hereby certifies that no request for reimbursement, or payment under this agreement, wiU seek reimbursement for
costs incurred to assist, promote or deter unton organizing.

Ltt:-.://vrv,'w.ols.dgs.ca.gov/St3ndard+Lan§!Uagei.Archive/ccc201.htm
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DOING BUSINESS WITH THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
ie following laws apply to persons or entities doing business with the State of California.

1. CONFLICT OF INTEREST: Contractor needs to be aware of 1he following provisions regarding current or former slate employees. If Contractor has
any questions on the status of any person rendering -services or involved with the Agreement, thE! awarding agency must be contacted immediately for
clarification.
·
Current State Employees (PCC 10410):
1). No officer or employee shall engage in any employment, activity or enterprise from which the officer or employee receives compensation or has a
financial interest and which is sponsored or funded by any stale agency, unless the employment, activity or enterprise is required as a condition of
regular s - employment
2). No officer or employee shaU contract on his or her own behaW as an independent contractor with any state agency to provide goods or services.
Former State Employees (PCC 10411):
1). For the two-year period from the date he or she left slate employment, no former slate officer or employee may enter into a contract in which he or
she engaged in any of the negotiations, transactions, planning, arrangements or any part of the decision-making process relevant to the contract while
employed in any capacity by any state agency.
2). For the lwelve-month period from the date he or she left state employment, no former slate officer or employee mey enter into a contract with any
state agency if he or she was employed by 1hat state agency in a policy-making position in the same general subject area as the proposed contract
within the 12-month period prior to his or her leaving s - service.

WContractor violates any provisions of above paragraphs, such action by Contractor shall render this Agreement void. (PCC 10420)
"embers of boards and commissions are exempt from this section if they do not receive payment other than payment of each meeting of the board or
mmission, payment for preparatory time and payment for per diem. (PCC 10430 {e))
2. LABOR CODE/WORKERS' COMPENSATION: Contractor needs to be aware of the provisions which require every employer to be insured against
liability for Worker's Compensation or to undertake self-insurance in accordance with the provisions, and Contractor affirms to comply with such
provisions before commencing the performance of 1he work of this Agreement. (Labor Code Section 3700)
3. AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT: Contractor assll"es the S - that ii complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act {ADA) of 1990, which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability, as well as all applicable regulations and guidelines issued pursuant to the ADA (42 U.S.C. 12101 et
seq.)
.
4. CONTRACTOR NAME CHANGE: M amendment is required to change the Contractor's name as listed on this Agreement Upon receipt of legal
documentation of the nqme change Ula State will process the amendment Payment of invoices presented with a new name cannot be paid prior to
approval of said amendment
5. CORPORATE QUALIFICATIONS TO DO BUSINESS IN CALIFORNIA:
a. When agreements are to be performed in the state by corporations, the contracting agencies will be verifying that the contractor is currenUy qualilied
·

io do business in California in order to ensure that all obligations due to 1he state are fulfilled.

b. "Doing business" is defined in R&TC Section 23101 as actively engaging in any transaction for the purpose of financial or pecuniary gain or profit
Although 1here are some statutory exceptions to taxation, rarely will a corporate contractor performing within the slate not be subject to the franchise tax.
C. Both domestic and foreign corporations (those incorporated outside of cantoinia) must be in good standing in order to be qualified to do business in
Caiifomia. Agencies will determine whether a corporation is in good standing by calling the Office of the Secretary of State.

6. RESOLUTION: A county, city, district, or other local public body must provide the State with a copy of a resolution, order, motion, or ordinance of the
local governing body which by law has authority to enter into an agreement, authorizing execution of the agreement
AIR OR WATER POLLUTION VIOLATION: Under the State laws, the Contractor shall not be: (1) in violation of any order or resolution not subject to
review promulgated by the State Air Resources Board or an air pollution control district; (2) subject to cease and desist order not subject to review
issued pursuant to Section 13301 of the Water Code for violation of waste discharge requirements or discharge prohibitions; or (3) finally determined to

http ://www.ols.dgs.ca.gov/Standard+Language/Archive! c<:c20 l .htm
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be in violation of provisions of federal law relating to air or water polution.
' PAYEE DATA RECORD FORM STD. 204: This form must be completed by all contractors that are not another state agency or oti1ar government
.lily.
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County of San Mateo
Report to the Board of Supervisors on
Public Health Preparedness
For a
Biological or Chemical Terrorist Event

Scott Morrow, MD, MPH
Health Officer

Report on Public Health Preparedness for a Biological or
Chemical Terrorist Event
Background
The attacks of last September and October made both our national and local
vulnerabilities clear. The October anthrax attacks were particularly illuminating as to our
inadequate response capacity. While no actual attack occurred here, our collective
resources were pushed to their limits. At that time we were only facing a perceived threat
and our response system almost collapsed. While we have been aggressively attempting
to address these vulnerabilities and gaps in capacity over the last year, much more needs
to be done. The federal government has recognized that the Public Health infrastructure
throughout the nation has badly deteriorated over the last 30 years and that this
deterioration has caused a national security risk. In an attempt to remedy this situation,
homeland security funds have been made available to begin to build up an adequate
Public Health infrastructure. The federal government has made it clear that these funds
related to Public Health infrastructure are only to be used to enhance capacity and cannot
be used to supplant existing local or state funding. This report provides context to the
Board and general public as to the state of our Public Health preparedness by describing:
• the Public Health role and responsibilities in disaster response;
• some key findings from the State's Little Hoover Commission;
• the unique aspects ofbioterrorism preparedness and how it differs from other
disaster preparedness activities;
• requirements of the federal funding for public health capacity-building; and,
• local accomplishments in the last year.

Public Health's Role
The Health Services Agency is responsible for planning for and responding to the
medical/health aspects of natural and man-made (chemical, biological, or nuclear, also
known ~s Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)) disasters. These medical/health
responses can be divided into three categories: Pre-event response, immediate response,
and sustained response.
Pre-event activities include maintaining disaster readiness in Health Services Agency
divisions, planning and maintaining a relationship with the local Office of Emergency
Services, local law enforcement, fire services, and local medical providers, exercising the
plan, and providing training and education in medical/health disaster activities to
community physicians, hospital personnel, and first responders (law, fire, and ambulance
personnel).
Immediate response activities include fire service and ambulance paramedic response to
provide emergency medical care at the emergency scene and to transport victims to
hospitals and alternative treatment sites, coordination of emergency care provided at
hospitals and alternative treatment sites, protection of water and food supplies, and

protection of the environment by identification, contairunent, decontamination, and
disposal of hazardous materials.
Our most difficult task relates to the need for a sustained response. This is particularly
critical in a biological event. The sustained response consists of coordination of
sustained medical response at hospital facilities and alternative treatment sites including
acquiring medical mutual aid resources, provision of health care services at shelters,
provision of accurate public information related to preventing illness and injury in
relationship to the specific disaster incident, prevention and treatment of communicable
diseases, providing information and resources for managing mental health needs related
to the disaster, and addressing our clients' needs relative.to the specific disaster.

Findings from the Little Hoover Commission
California's Little Hoover Commission initiated a review of our state of readiness with a
belief that the events of September 2001; in the context of the security threats ·
emerging in a global economy and a post-cold war world, fundamentally alter the role of
state and local governments in the area of homeland defense.
Much of what the Commission heard during their review supported the assertion that
state and local officials must think differently than in the past. Local officials must think
differently about the resources that should be dedicated to emergency response and the
expertise that must be engaged in preparing organizations and individuals for that
response. Local officials also must think differently about the time they have available to
respond. It is likely that swift decisions, based on thorough preparation, can reduce the
multiple potential consequences of a single act.
What follows are two major findings of the Commission.

Finding: California has not verified the ability of local agencies to respond
adequately to multiple, large-scale disasters, particularly attacks engineered to
caus.e massive casualties, destruction and chaos. While some counties are more
ready than others, there is no baseline level of readiness and there is no way of
knowing who is really ready.
It is frequently said that all disasters, like all politics, are local. It is recognized that first
responders will always be local, and that even the best mutual aid system will take time
to deliver assistance. A federal response to bioterrorism, for instance, might be strong, but
it will not be immediate. Local agencies need to be capable of sustaining their own
response for many hours or even for many days. Emergency response officials reported
they were as well prepared as they could be, but none felt they were as well prepared as
they should be. The actual level of preparedness varies markedly from county to county.

Finding: The State has not adequately maintained its public health assets to meet
the needs of a growing population.
Perhaps the largest single weakness revealed by the terrorist attacks is our Public Health
system. What was once characterized by a robust commitment to public health
monitoring, early detection and containment of diseases has largely been supplanted
by reliance on health maintenance organizations and insurance-based health care. Local
health departments receive far less state money today for disease surveillance than they
did 50 years ago, especially after accounting for inflation. Local funds, which are the
major source of funds available for these activities, are inadequate. While there are many
adverse consequences due to the decline of the Public Health system, one of the more
significant is that the relationship between medical providers and local health
departments has deteriorated substantially during this time. This particular public policy
experiment has failed.

The Unique Aspects ofBioterrorism
San Mateo County and most of California now follow the "all-hazard" approach to
disaster planning. The basic planning activities are similar for natural disasters and
manrnade WMD disasters, but there are distinct differences for WMD and particularly for
biological events that need to be taken into account in planning.
Scale of the emergency-Much of the planning, prior to September 11th, was based upon
what has happened in the past, with emergency officials slowly increasing their
capabilities to respond to benchmark disasters. But unlike fires, floods, and
earthquakes, terrorist attacks are designed to produce maximum levels of chaos,
destruction and fear. Most experts concede that our planning to date has been based
upon what has occurred, and not upon what reasonably can occur. The scale of this
type of disaster can be unimaginable. This is best illustrated with a biological agent such
as smallpox, which killed over 300 million people in the last century. Granted, the
probability of a smallpox attack is low, but the potential consequences are so great that
we cannot ignore the threat. A high-ranking federal official has stated that a coordinated
attack with smallpox could take the nation "beyond the point of recovery".
Timing-Traditional disasters have more distinct beginnings and ends. In an earthquake,
or an explosion, the event which causes the disturbance is over in a short period of time.
In a biological event, there would be no distinct beginning and no distinct end. The
action that would release the organisms would probably not be noticed for at least several
days. Our first indication would be that people would be getting sick, each at his or her
own rate, and it would take awhile to understand what was occurring. If the organism is
communicable (i.e., can be spread from person to person), a type of chaos could arise
whereby other people, even friends and neighbors, are viewed as threats. Everyone,
including emergency responders, would feel ongoing vulnerability. Unlike physical
damage that occurs, it is almost impossible to quantify the damage from this type of
scenario:

Damage to Infrastructure-Most disasters result typically in massive physical
infrastructure damage and relatively few human casualties. In a biological event, there
would be little, if any, physical damage, but the result could be massive human casualties.
Intensity of Response-Most disaster response is very intense but usually very shortlived. Injured people get to where they need to go and are taken care of. There is usually
a large initial need for law enforcement, fire, and health resources that rapidly diminishes
to baseline. In a biological event, the response will need to very intense and will need to
be sustained for a long period of time. This will cause physical, emotional, and
psychological fatigue in the public and responders.
Self-sufficiency-Like with many disasters, we are incapable of fully responding to a
biological event on our own. We are dependent on outside resources to assist us. Our
reliance on this mutual aid system is fine, because it is highly unlikely for a natural
disaster to devastate or paralyze large portions of the country. However, if a biological
attack were particularly well coordinated, it could impact the entire country or even the
entire world. In that situation there would be no outside help and we would have to get
by on our internal resources. This requires us to be self-sufficient at a much higher level
than we have been in the past.
Coordination-Response to a WMD event requires unprecedented cooperation and
coordination between systems that currently are not well coordinated now and to a degree
that is not yet well appreciated by the vast majority. While there are some natural links,
and while we have a history of cooperation in San Mateo County, the health, fire, and law
enforcement linl(s must be strengthened immensely.
Public Health as a first responder-Typically Public Health has dealt with the later
aspects of a disaster. In WMD, Public Health will become a first responder. This is a
cultural and worldview change that both within and outside local health departments, will
need to be accommodated.
Public fear-People are rightly frightened by invisible organisms that cause disease and
death. The likelihood of mass hysteria and public panic is high and will need to be dealt
with by accurate and timely communication, strong leadership, the appearance of equity,
and the perception of the availability of treatment.
Training-Willful release of lethal organisms is not typically what fire and law
enforcement personnel or even health providers have to deal with. There are huge
training needs for health, fire, and law enforcement.
Security-Security is always important in a disaster. However, in a WMD event, law
enforcement will be asked to protect and secure things like antibiotics, vaccines,
healthcare facilities, and alternative treatment sites. The demands for security at many
non-traditional facilities will likely create conflicts and require rigorous triage.
Communication of those needs and agreements ahead of time will be important.

Surveillance-Biological attacks will most likely be covert. That means that mechanisms
and systems that do not currently exist will need to be developed to try to identify attacks
as soon as possible. Since the impact of most biological agents can be modified with
antibiotics or vaccines, early detection is critical.
Laboratory and Pharmacy- While these ancillary health services play a vital role in
disaster response in a natural disaster, they play a central role in a WMD event. Most
chemical and biological agents can be treated with either antibiotics or antidotes. Having
these pharmaceuticals available and in amounts large enough to respond is critical.
Laboratories will not only be used to diagnose individual patients but will be used to
track the spread of biological agents and measure the level of contamination in the
environment.
Civil Liberties-Just as security needs will change, security teams may have to protect
people from each other and keep some people forcibly separated from others. It is very
likely that the imposition of restrictions of civil liberties such as travel restrictions both
by air and motor vehicle, isolation and quarantine of people, facilities, and other places
will be implemented. Under particular scenarios, there is a very real likelihood of
imposition of martial law.
Simultaneity of events-Natural disasters have allowed us to neatly contain our
activities into a three-stage time frame: preparation, response and recovery. The
recent attacks demonstrated the chaos which may result when public agencies and the
public must respond to an emergency while simultaneously recovering from another
and preparing for a third. The uncertainty of terrorism alone increases demands on the
system. For example, not knowing whether an attack is over could seriously undermine
tl1e willingness of local agencies to share resources under a mutual aid system fuat has
proven to work well in discrete and isolated events.
Multiplicity of threats-Different types of events pose unique management
challenges The layering of multiple and different events impose more daunting
challenges fuan emergency response systems have experienced. The challenges of
responding to weapons of mass destruction that may involve chemicals, explosives and
diseases impose considerable complexity on decision-makers and on responders.

Requirements of the federal funding
These differences, along with the central role Public Health plays in disease control and
surveillance, have caused a major emphasis of the homeland security initiative to be
placed on improving Public Health capacity. The federal funding is directed at local and
state jurisdictions solely and expressly for the purpose of building Public Health response
capacity. We will be receiving a little over $1 million annually from the federal
government for this purpose. While this funding is necessary to achieve a capacity
increase, it is insufficient to allow us to fully meet the critical capacities required. The
CDC has required a base level of capacity be developed in the following areas over the

next several years. We do not have this base level of Public Health capacity in San
Mateo County. The following describes what are being called the critical capacities.
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Establish and maintain a process for strategic leadership, direction, coordination,
and assessment of activities to ensure local readiness, interagency collaboration,
and preparedness for bioterrorism, infectious disease outbreaks and other Public
Health threats and emergencies. This critical capacity has 7 major tasks to
accomplish.
Conduct integrated assessments of Public Health system capacities related to
bioterrorism, other infectious disease outbreaks, and Public Health threats and
emergencies to aid and improve planning, coordination, and implementation.
This critical capacity has 3 major tasks to accomplish.
Develop and exercise a comprehensive Public Health emergency preparedness
and response plan for emergencies caused by bioterrorism, other infectious
disease outbreaks, Public Health threats and emergencies. This critical capacity
has 6 major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure that local preparedness for and response to bioterrorism, and other
infectious disease outbreaks, Public Health threats and emergencies are
effectively coordinated with State response assets. This critical capacity has 3
major tasks to accomplish.
Plan for the receipt, management, and distribution of the National Pharmaceutical
Stockpile. TI:iis critical capacity has 5 major tasks to accomplish.
Rapidly detect a terrorist event through a highly functioning, mandatory
reportable disease surveillance system, especially monitoring illnesses and
conditions possibly resulting from bioterrorism, other infectious disease
outbreaks, and other Public Health threats and emergencies. This critical capacity
has 7 major tasks to accomplish.
Rapidly and effectively investigate and respond to a potential terrorist event as
evidenced by a comprehensive and exercised epidemiologic response plan that
addresses surge capacity, delivery of mass prophylaxis and immunizations, and
pre-event development of a specific epidemiologic investigation and response
needs. TI:iis critical capacity has 6 major tasks to accomplish.
Rapidly and effectively investigate and respond to a potential terrorist event, as
evidenced by ongoing effective local response to naturally occurring individual
cases of urgent Public Health importance, outbreaks of disease, and emergency
Public Health interventions such as emergency chemoprophylaxis or
immunization activities. This critical capacity has 3 major tasks to accomplish.
Develop and implement a local program to ensure rapid and effective laboratory
services in support of the response to bioterrorism, and other infectious disease
outbreaks, Public Health threats and emergencies. This critical capacity has 5
major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure adequate and secure laboratory facilities, reagents, and equipment to
rapidly detect and correctly identify biological agents likely to be used in a
bioterrorist incident. This critical capacity has 5 major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure effective communications connectivity between the local Public Health
department, the California Department of Health Services, healthcare

•

•

•

•

•

organizations, law enforcement organizations, public officials, and others as
evidenced by: a) continuous high-speed connectivity to the internet, b) routine use
of e-mail for notification of alerts and other critical communications, and c) a
directory of Public Health participants, their roles, and contact information. This
critical capacity has 4 major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure a method of emergency communication for participants in Public Health
emergency response that is fully redundant with e-mail. This critical capacity has
2 major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure the ongoing protection of critical data and information systems and
capabilities for continuity of operations. This critical capacity has 2 major tasks
to accomplish.
Ensure secure electronic exchange of clinical, laboratory, environmental, and
other Public Health information in standard formats between the computer
systems of Public Health partners. Achieve this capacity according to the relevant
IT Functions and Specifications. This critical capacity has 3 major tasks to
accomplish.
Provide needed health/risk information to the public and key partners during a
terrorism event by establishing critical baseline information about the current
communication needs and barriers within individual communities, and identifying
effective channels of communication for reaching the general public and special
populations during Public Health threats and emergencies. This critical capacity
has 5 major tasks to accomplish.
Ensure the delivery of appropriate education and training to key Public Health
professionals, infectious disease specialists, emergency department personnel, and
other healthcare providers in preparedness for and response to bioterrorism, other
infectious disease outbreaks, and other Public Health threats and emergencies.
This critical capacity has 5 major tasks to accomplish.

As you can see, each of these critical capacities is associated with 2 to 7 major tasks that
need to be accomplished. The completion of each major task will require many steps by
dedicated staff. The purpose of the planning is to begin to identify those steps, the staff
who will carry them out, and how to coordinate the entire process both internally and
externally. A number of staff from Public Health, Emergency Medical Services, and the
Information Services Department have been temporarily reassigned to assist with
developing the action plan that will submitted to the State by October 14, 2002. The
private medical community, AMR, and the Office of Emergency Services are assisting
with the task of completing the plan. We implemented a draft work plan to allow us to
·
complete the much more complex state plan.
We will add 9.5 staff to enhance public health capacity with the homeland defense
funding. They will indude: a disaster response planner who will assist with the
development of and ensure completion of the plan; a physician who will work to improve
our relationships with the local medical community; a Hazardous Materials specialist
who will work to improve coordination between Public Health and local fire and law
enforcement; an epidemiologist who will work on enhancing our surveillance capacity; a

public health nurse who will provide added capacity in communicable disease control; a
microbiologist who will work to enhance lab capacity; a health educator to assist with
risk communication efforts; two clerical positions to assist in all the areas; and an ISD
analyst to improve and provide for redundant communication and connectivity.
Because of the complexity of the entire project, a lack of adequate existing resources that
can be dedicated to developing the work plan, and the very short time frame for
completion, the final state plan that will be submitted will not be ready until just prior to
the October deadline.

Local Activities
Over the last year we have made some progress on several of these areas without federal
or state support. Due to the wisdom and the foresight of the County Manager, after last
Fall's attacks a special fund was set up, that was used to improve our readiness. These
county funds were used to safeguard the community. In addition, our local partners (law
enforcement, fire, ambulance and hospitals) have worked very well together, enabling us
to make progress in several priority areas.
During the last year we have made significant progress on the development of a local
stockpile of pharmaceuticals. The stockpile, as a local and immediately available asset, is
now in place. We were able to establish the stockpile because of the very strong
cooperation, collaboration, and fiscal commitment of the Hospital Consortium, all the
hospitals located within the county, and the Health Services Agency.
We are currently engaged in developing a full field exercise to test respo.iise to a potential
WMD event. To accomplish this, we have received training and technical assistance
from the Bechtel Corporation. The field exercise is planned for November 2003. In the
interim, there will be joint table-top exercises with OES, law enforcement, fire, the
ambulance provider, and the hospitals in November 2002 and April 2003 to test our
capacity and ready ourselves for the 2003 exercise.
We are actively planning to deploy enhanced surveillance systems to rapidly detect
biological threats. We will be testing a system, called RSVP, that was developed by
Sandia National Labs in New Mexico. The pilot will take place at local Kaiser facilities.
With the assistance of city governments and OES, we have now identified alternative
treatment sites in each city. These sites would be used if the need for treatment or
prophylaxis overwhelms traditional health care delivery sites. According to the level of
emergency need, the county has between 20 and 127 pre-designated alternative treatment
sites.
By working with the County's Information Services Department we have considerably
increased our ability with communicate to local health care providers and the public. We
have upgraded our phone system to be able to handle large volumes of incoming calls.
Medical alerts will be dispatched through an enhanced broadcast fax capability. Staff

have been trained to be able to post updated public information quickly on the County's
Public Health web site.
We have done some initial development of training material and some initial training of
local medical providers, local law enforcement and fire personnel. These trainings have
given these responders the basic information they need to identify and respond to a
biological or chemical event. Most of these occurred in the late Fall of2001. More
training sessions are planned.

Conclusion
This report has attempted to provide context about the state of our Public Health
preparedness by describing the Public Health role and responsibilities in disaster
response, the unique aspects ofbioterrorism preparedness, the means by which federal
funds will support needed capacity enhancements, and local accomplishments in these
areas during the past year.
Since September 11th, we have found ourselves in new circumstances which demand our
full and immediate attention. We cannot afford to be blithely ignorant of these new
threats. Public Health has been moved into the role of first responder in addition to all of
its other tasks. Public Health, and the systems with which it interacts, must adapt to that
new role. In addition, because of the nature of the threat, I believe that we must become
more self-reliant than we ever thought necessary. We have a lot of work to do.
Education and training are large parts of our task. We have to ensure appropriate
education and training for key Public Health professionals, and medical, fire, and law
enforcement personnel. Planning is another large part. Response to a WMD event
requires unprecedented cooperation and coordination between systems that aren't
properly coordinated now and to a degree that is not yet well appreciated by the vast
majority. Joint planning, at a level never before envisioned, will have to take place and
all systems that provide emergency response resources must become cognizant of the
differences WMD events --- particularly biological attacks -- entail, and incorporate this
information into overall planning efforts.
San Mateo County currently does not have the basic Public Health capacity required by
the CDC. Fortunately, we have a rare opportunity to improve the state of Public Health
infrastructure and the capacity of Public Health to respond with homeland defense funds.
This funding allows us to achieve a significant capacity increase, but it is insufficient to
allow us to fully meet the critical capacities. The federal money, spent appropriately, will
assist us in becoming better prepared to deal with a WMD event, and it will provide an
enhanced level of safety and security for our community. Unfortunately, it will not take
us to the level of preparedness that we need to reach. As we move through the planning
and assessment process, our current weaknesses will become clear. A complete updated
preparedness report will be presented to the Board nei..'t summer. That report will more
fully quantify gaps and make recommendations on addressing them.

·esponds
to terrorism
In the wake of September 11. California
was better able than most states to protect
itself from terrorism. But even a
government prepared for fires. floods and
earthquakes had to gear up to meet this
formidable new threat.
By Bill Ainsworth
apitol visitors no longer

glide right into the historic
government building. Now, they stop, show identification and submit to a
search. Truckers no longer cruise past dosed inspection stations. Now, the
15 stations scattered across the state are almost always open, keeping a
watchful eye on trucks. Highway patrol officers don't just relax and read on
in-st
nymore. Many of them serve as a new flying plain clothes security force. And the
increased hassles of air travel has made 38 percent of Californians more likely to consider driving
vacations, according to a survey commissioned by the California Travel and Tourism Commission.
These are just some of the subtle changes experienced by Californians since September 11,
2001, when four California bound planes were hijacked and turned into deadly weapons that killed
more than 3,000 people and created a far more frightful world for Americans.
Most Californians have noticed only small differences since those attacks. But officials in key
state agencies like the California Highway Patrol, the state Department of Justice and the Office
ofEmergency Services have seen a dramatic shift in their mission toward preventing and preparing
for terrorist attacks. The change in job descriptions also has reached into the governor's office,
where Governor Gray Davis has hired a new security coordinator - former FBI agent George
Vinson - and set up an information center to help local law enforcement officials investigate
terrorist threats. (For a profile of Vinson, see page 33.) Davis, who now gets updates from Vinson
nearly every day, says preventing terrorism Is a new, time-consuming duty for state government.
"We have to provide the leadership, the direction and the reassurance that Californians are
looking for," the governor said earlier this year. "By doing that, other issues take a back seat."
It also is expensive. Six months after the attacks, the state had spent $50 million in extra costs,
including S17 .5 million fornew security systems for bridges, S2. l million to pay the National Guard
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to protect bridges and $20.7 million in overtime for
the California Highway Patrol.

Defining a role
California has struggled with defining its role in
the war against terrorism, which is fought largely by
federal agencies like the FBI and the new federal
Department of Homeland Security. In November,
Davis tried to take on the role of the state's safety
guardian, warning about threats to the four major
California bridges, including the Golden Gate and
San Diego's Coronado bridge. The Flll subsequently
determined that the reports weren't credible, a finding that made Davis look opportunistic to some
critics. The governor had more success creating the
Safe Skies program that allows specially trained CHP
officers to serve as an armed security force on state
flights.
In the rush to seem relevan~ lawmakers introduced 100 terrorism-related bills this year. Most of
them are now dead, judged by the Legislature's
Democratic leadership to be either irrelevant or unnecessarily duplicating federal functions. For instance,
Davis wanted to expand the state's wiretapping laws
to allow so-called roving wiretaps that allow lawenforcement officers to tap all the phones of a suspect, while Republicans pushed to expand the death
penalty to include terror crimes. lloth proposals stalled
after legislators decided that virtually all terrorist acts
would be prosecuted under strict federal laws and
penalties.
Even a supporterof increasing state penalties for
terrorism, state Senator Bruce McPherson (R-Santa
Cruz), acknowledged that these bills failed to reach
the heart of the matter. "Penalty enhancements
aren't the core of the problem," he said. "The best
thing is to prevent something from happening."
An effort to overhaul of the state's public-health
Jaws to deal with the threat of bio-terrorism met a
similar fate when legislators determined that publichealth officials already had many of the broad powNollonol Guard patrollng the Vincent Thoma ot lhe Port ol La. In
San Pedro after terroriat alerts last Nowmber 200f. Frlld Prouser, Reuters 2001.
ers needed to confront an epidemic. McPherson,
chair of the Senate Select Committee on Anti-Terrorism, argued that the state should concentrate on areas
tion on training procedures the most comprehensive sugwhere it can make a difference.
gestion the federal government has received from any
"Obviously, the federal government is the main body
state, McPherson said.
that has to fight the waron terrorism," he said. "llut we can
play a role. We can be a leader in cooperation with the
Protecting the Capitol
federal government.•
The terrorist attacks also reignited a debate about
Two of the most significant terrorism-related bills deal
building a security fence around the Capitol's perimeterwith increasing and improving training for the firefighters,
especially after a suicidal trucker with a history of mental
paramedics and police officers who first respond to any
illness slammed his rig into the Capitol earlier in 2001.
terrorism attack and helping upgrade their ability to talk
After passionate debates, lawmakers opted instead for new
to each other through compatible radio systems. The bills
screening for visitors and a series of thick planters designed
would allow California to tap into the new $3.5 billion in
to deter cars and trucks from crashing into the building.
federal money available for training, equipment and comSome Capitol staffers and legislators said that the new
munication compatibility. In a March meeting, U.S. Homesecurity measures were long overdue, even without the
land Security chief Tom Ridge called California's legislaSeptember 11 attacks.
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Govwnor o.vl• with the National Guard at a pren conference at l.oti Angeles
I n - I Airport, October 2001. Frwd - · Rauta'" 2001.

As a result of the governor's new focus on terrorism,
Davis' security advisor Vinson has emerged as one of the
brightest stars in the administration. Vinson provides regular briefings to Davis, gathering information about new
threats, coordinating the state's anti-terrorism activities
and working with federal and local law enforcement officials.
"California Is in really good shape on preparedness
and planning,'' he said. "We're working very hard on
training firefighters, police and public health workers."
Israeli anti-terrorism experts are scheduled to provide
some training to police authorities in California this summer. They will explain how the Israeli government responds to suicide bombers by cleaning up the devastation
as quickly as possible, Vinson said. They are also likely to

Mililary Derartment $2, 168

talk about preventing suicide bombings. Training
local law enforcement officers is of critical importance, he said, because the September 11 hijackers
had numerous small collisions with the law, but
none of the authorities conducted a deeper investigation that might have prevented the attack.
"We look at our 100,000 police officers as
listening posts and sentries," he said. lttakes a long
time to train local officials aboutwhat information
to report, Vinson added, but without proper training the state will suffer from information overload.
As a state prone to disasters of biblical proportions-floods, fires and earthquakes- California
has experience coordinating responses to emergencies through its Office of Emergency Services.
Now much of that office is focused on responding
to a terrorist attack.
"California has definitely been a leader. The
state has had ample opportunity to deal with
disasters," said Kae Warnock, research analyst for
the National Conference of State Legislatures in Denver.
Right after the September attack, California law enforcement officials decided that the state could lead the
way by filling an information gap between the often
secretive federal agencies and local law enforcement. They
transformed a database and intelligence facility formerly
used in the war on drugs into the new California antiterrorism information center or CATIC. Located in Sacramento, the center produces bulletins that go out to law
enforcement officials across the state and monitors investigations from new state terrorist task forces.
"We're the middle man between local agencies and
the FBI," said EdManavlan, who oversees the center for the
state Department of Justice.
According to Vinson, the center has helped local offi-

- - - - - - Office of Emergenty Services
$1,412
- - - - - Depl. of Food and Agriculture
$878
. - - - - - - Dept. of Justice
$617
Parks and Recreation
$452
Emergency Medical Services Aulhorily
$1 59
Dept. of Heallh Services
$5,377
Dept. of Developmental Services
$148
Dept. of Communily Services and Development $32
Dept. of Social Services
$21
Franchise Tax Soard
$250

TOTAL

$49,761

Source: California Department of Finance
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"When it first happened
we were shocked. then
we were scared. then we
were angry. then we were
confused. Now. we're
alert."
- San Diego County
Sheriff Bill Kolender.
dais conduct deeper Investigations that have unearthed
fake documents, money laundering operations and credit
card scams. Sometimes it handles lower-level Investigations that aren't a priority for the FBI but cause worries
among local officials.
Earlierthisyear, forlnstance, the center helped Redding
police, who were investigating a caller asking suspicious
questions to officials of the Redding Air Show. The caller,
who had a Middle Eastern last name, wanted to know
about security fortheshow, lnduding the number and type
of planes and the number of officers who would be there.
"It seemed very, very suspicious," said Bob Blankenship,
Redding chief of police.
Officials from the anti-terrorism center dispatched a
team in Southern California to interview the caller. It
turned out that he was merely a curious air show fan, not
a potential terrorist. Local officials breathed a sigh ofrelief
and the show went on as planned. Blankenship said the
center served a valuable purpose by reassuring local officials.
Unlike the FBI, investigators at the California center
can keep loc'll officials apprised of investigations that
come from local tips. "The federal government, either by
law or by choice, would not share information with locals,
or even in some cases among themselves," said Blankenship.

Sharing information
Federal legislation would allow the FBI to share more
information with local officials. Vinson is trying to get
security clearance for key state law enforcement officers so
they could view the classified information.
"Everybody is working hard to share information,"
said Vinson, "but it's harder than we thought."
Usually, Vinson said, the FBI classifies information
that might compromise the source. But he has been attempting to persuade his former employer to tell local
officials about threats in their area without disclosing the
source, so they can prepare for a potential attack.
The new focus on terrorism at the California Department of Justice has some officials worried that work on
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stopping gangs and drug dealers will suffer. Many of the 75
agents and analysts who staff the center came from antidrug uni.ts.
•Our focus is now on terrorism,• said Allen Benitez,
assistant chief of the newly formed California Criminal
Intelligence Bureau. "There's been a reduction in intelligence work in other areas." He hopes that the new budget
will allow the Department of Justice to replace the agents
and analysts who were reassigned.
Similarly, the California Highway Patrol expects to be
among the few agencies in state government to add officers
and employees during this difficult budget deficit year. Of
all the state agencies, the CHP probably has taken on the
most new responsibilities. Since the terrorist attacks, officers have put in thousands of hours of overtime guarding
the state's power plants, bridges, dams q.nd aqueducts.
CHP planes and helicopters now fly virtually around the
clock to monitor activities across the state. Truck inspection
stations once open only part-time now operate nearly 24
hours a day, said Anne Da Vigo, spokeswoman for the
CHP.
"This has taxed our folks quite a bit," she said.
In next year's budget, the CHP has requested five new
helicopters and 300 new officers, including 150 to handle
truck safety. The agency also is seeking $2.3 million to give
all 7,000 officers a terrorism kit that includes a breathing
filter, rubber gloves and protective clothing.
Ultimately, the state's chief responsibility will be to
coordinate local and federal efforts. "It's important that
the state help glue these things together," said San Diego
County Sheriff Bill Kolender, who has noticed a variety of
changes in officials and residents throughout California
since September 11.
"When it first happened we were shocked, then we
were scared, then we were angry, then we were confused,"
he said. "Now, we're alert." l!l
Bill Ainsworth ls a Capitol reporter for the San Diego
Union Tribune. Comments on this story may be sent to
edit@statenet.com.
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Enhanting Communication with Produeers

~Disease?

The Cattle Producer Update is intended to give producers
current infonnation about California's on-going bovine TB
investigation. For more comprehensive infonnation, contact
the CDFA Headquarters Office at (916) 654-1447, a CDFA
fieldoffice listed on the next page or check our web page at
www.cdfacagov.

ine. The cattle are
l those testing
:ted herd to be
where enhanced
' not infected

Current Status
California currently has one dairy herd affected with bovine
TB. More than 26,000 cattle in California have been tested for
exposure to TB since this investigation began. To date, there
is no evidence to suggest that infection has spread from this
herd.

•

•
•

All cattle sold from or associated with the affected herd
over the last five years are being traced and tested
Efforts to purchase and slaughter all cattle that left the
affected herd are underway
Calves from the affected herd are raised away from the
adult cattle and are fed only pasteurized products
Areas on the affected premises that may be contaminated
with TB bacteria are cleaned and disinfected

As a precaution and to protect other states, all dairy breeding
animals leaving California that are more than six months of
age require a negative TB test within 30 days of movement.
At this time, this requirement does not apply to beef cattle.

Investigation Plans
High-risk herds traced out from the affected herd will be
tested by late July 2002. Most heifers traced out of the herd
will be slaughtered and examined by late July 2002. The
USDA will use the information collected from these trace outs
to begin conducting a full review.
It will take several months to complete the process of tracing
and testing all possible cattle from the affected herd and the
herds they entered.

In May 2002, bovine TB was confirmed in a Tulare County
dairy herd. The CDFA, USDA and the industry established a
task force and worked together with the herd owner and his
veterinarian to control and eradicate the disease from the herd.
The work is ongoing.

Potential Impact for California's TB-free status
California's current bovine TB-free status has not changed at
this time. There are various status levels that can be assigned
to a state under the USDA tuberculosis eradication program:
accredited free, modified accredited advanced, modified
accredited, accreditation preparatory or non-accredited.

The California Department of Health Services and Tulare
County Health Department representatives addressed public
heal th issues and coordinated TB testing for the dairy's
employees.

For California to maintain its accredited-free TB status, the
USDA currently requires that the affected herd be depopulated
and that CDFA complete a full review showing that there is no
evidence of TB spread in California

Background

CDFA Animal Health Branch Offices

CDFA Milk and Dairy Foods Control Offices

Sacramento (HQ)916-654-1447

Stockton

209-466-7186

Modesto

209-491-9350

Oakland

510-622-48 JO

Ontario

909-947-4462

Fresno

Redding

530-225-2140

Ontario

Tulare

559-445-5506
909-9'.>..3-9929

559-685-3500

United States Department of Agriculture
916-857-6170 or 877-741-3690

California Department of Food and Agriculture

William (Bill) J. Lyons, Jr., Secretary
Richard E. Breitmeyer, DVM, MPVM. State Veterinarian

If the state is unable to satisfy these requirements, California's
status could be changed to a modified aocredi ted-free status
which would require that all California breeding cattle have
official identification and a negative TB test within 60 days of
interstate movement QR originate from a TB aocredited free
herd (mandatory annual TB testing) OR move directly to
slaughter.
Should more than three infected herds be found in a year, the
status could be designated as modified aocredited.
If the USDA recommends a change in California's status, it
may occur later this year or early next year.
What ean producers do?

Your veterinarian is an excellent source of information on
bovine TB. In addition:

•

•

•

•

Practice good biosecurity
Follow animal import regulations
Know the TB status of the herd where you purchase
animals If you share grazing land with other cattle, know
their TB status; grazing animals with or adjacent to
Mexican-origin cattle is a potential risk for exposure to
TB
Maintain the permanent identification of your animals and
keep records of animal movement into and out of your
herd

Public Health
The risk of people getting bovine TB from animals jn the U.S.
today is extremely remote. All carcasses are carefully
inspected and, if infected, are rejected from the human food
chain. The bacterium causing TB is killed when meat is
cooked and milk is pasteurized, hence these products are safe
to eat. It is also very unlikely that a person would become
infected with bovine TB from an infected carcass. People that
drink raw milk from infected cattle, and workers who are in
close contact with infected animals are at most risk. People
who come in close contact with TB-infected animals are
encouraged to take extra precautions, and may wish to contact
the Department of Health Services at (916) 327-0332.
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Managing Animals During Emergencies
~"!,_California Department™
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8;30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.

Date;

Tuesday July 9, 2002

Loeation;

Provided by City of Menlo Perk • Council Chambers

Hosts:

Santa Clara County Emergency Managers Association
Peninsula Emergency Services Association

Planners:

SCCEMA President Russ Patterson, Capt. - Campbell Police Department

PESA President, Matt Lucett, Program Coordinator San Mateo County EMS

RSVP Brian Molver by e-maH bmolver@co.sanmateo.ca.us or by phone 650.363.4448
Aaenda as of June 5. 2002
Welcome and /nrtoduction

By Matt Lucett, PESA President and Russ Patterson, SCCEMA President

Animal Rupo11s• Emer;eney System
By Rita M. Witucki, Program Manager with CA Department of Food and Agrteullure Animal Health Branch
Foreign Animal DiMase Threat
By Annette Whiteford, OVM - CA Department of Food and Agriculture Animal Health Branch

Local Planning Guidance and b:erciae
Annette Whiteford, OVM and Rila Wrtuci<i

The Santa Clara County Emergency Manager's Association and the Peninsula Emergency Seivkes Association
of San Mateo County are teamin11 up to coordinate this workshop. The worlahop will give you the tools you
need to update and/or further ~lop your exilting comprehensive disaster prcpaTedness and response plan.
The workshop is presented by The California Department of Food and Agriculture's (CDFA) California Animal
Response Emergency System (CARES) unit, who will also facilitate the woxlcshop. When an animal related
emergency or disaster strikes, it is likely that some jurisdictions iu both counties will intinct in suppon,
response and coordination as mutual aid.
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Dlrcctlens "' Menlo l!!k City Coll!!dl Cl!aml!sn
701 Laurel Str-.
From IOI (Nonh or south) t:alcc the Willow Road exit heading West. Once you're heading West on Willow 11.ood,
continue put Middlefield Road urdil you reach Laurel Street. Tum right onto Laurel Su..ct and proceed 2.5 blocks. The
Cowicil Chambers is close to the duck pond, which is across from the Adminillralion Building.
Or, Take CAL Train to the Menlo Parle Stalion wl1ich is located at Santa Cruz Avenue&: Metrill Street. Walk Easton
Ravenswood and tum right on Elm and contmue to tM City Government Center.
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P-2
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<GGaliher@aol.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Thursday, June 27, 2002 10:49 PM
EIR

I am writing to let you know that I think it is a wonderful idea to protect the coastline from Pacifica to Santa Cruz
from development! Once it is developed, there is no going back for the wildlife or the human life. I believe that
it is very important to preserve the beautiful coastline as it is.

IP-2-1

L. Galiher

71112002

P-3

P-3-1

P-3-2

P-4
July 18, 2002
MROSD
3 3 0 Dis tel Circle
Los Altos CA 94022-1404
Attn: Cathy Woodbury
Re: Expansion to Coastside
Attending the hearing on July 17 in Half Moon Bay, I heard several people there
speak about the lack of coastside people on the board when the expansion takes place.
It reminded me of the situation Skyline residents faced until Larry Hassett joined the
MROSD board. Here in the Skyline area where MROSD occupies more than half the
land, we did not have a representative on the board. Betsy Crowder was a wonderful
Director, serving us well, but she was not a local. We are very pleased to have Larry
Hassett on the MROSD board.
Appendix C Draft Service Plan clearly states that by law MROSDis limited to a
maximum of seven wards. At present the seven existing wards contain a polulation of
P-4-1
100,000 each. Population within the Coastal Annexation Area is less that 100,000
therefore a separate ward is no anticipated. The District can include the Coastal
Annexation Area within one or more wards.
Representation of the coastside remains a problem. I can well understand the
feelings of the coastside residents wanting a local to represent them. I trust you will
find a way.
Despite some questions, I support the expansion to the coastside by MROSD.

Ruth Waldhauer
22400 Skyline Blvd. Box 35
La Honda CA 94020
waldhauer@batnet.com
CC:

Larry Hassett

P-5
July 18, 2002
MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos CA 94022-1404
Attn: Cathy Woodbury
Although at this point in time comments on the draft EIR are being sought, 1 urge
you to look a bit further and consider a policy for acquisition, lease-backs, and
conservation easements that will be attractive and fair to farmers and ranchers. At
present farmers and ranchers, particularly in the Pescadero area, are very hostile to
the coastside expansion. Perhaps is some information about just how farmers and
ranchers could benefit would win a few converts. One model to consider is that of
Marin Agricultural Land Trust. See www.MALT.org. MALT has been in existence for
22 years, and many farmers and ranchers have placed their lands in conservation
easements to permanently protect the lands from development and to keep the lands
in agriiculture.
In Appendix C, Table 1: Basic Service Plan very little land acquisition by
conservat6ion easements is proposed: year 1 to 5 - 130 to 240 acres; years 6 to 10 - 60
to 110 acres; yeaars 11 to 15 - 8 to 10 acres. Why is this? One would think that more of
the agricultural and ranching land protected from future development, the better.
Please response to my question if at all possible.
Despite certain questions, I support the coastside expansion of MROSD.

Ruth Waldhauer
22400 Skyline Blvd. Box 35
La Honda CA 94020
waldhauer@batnet.com
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Carol Simon <carolfsimon@earthlink.net>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Thursday, July 18, 2002 2:49 PM
Comments on the Draft EIR

July 18, 2002
Cathy Woodbury
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distal Circle
Los Altos CA 94022
Ms. Woodbury:
I am writing to comment on several aspects of the Draft EIR relating to the annexation of the Coastside.
As a resident of the Southcoast area, I am insulted by the dismissive conclusion in the report that all items
noted are "less than significant". Several of the analyses are specious and narrow-sighted and illustrate a clear
lack of understanding of the conditions and circumstances that affect our day-to-day life on the Southcoast.

P-6-1

Land use:
Excerpt from the Overview, Page IV A-1
"Implementation of the proposed annexation project would be a benefit to preserving the existing rural quality
of life and would provide more preservation, recreation, and stewardship opportunities in the Coastal
Annexation Area."
According to the tabular analysis of Map 9, 42% of the land by area in the southern portion of the annexation
area is already owned by state, county, or private land trust designated for open space use. This is more than
sufficient for the preservation of open space and to protect and restore the natural environment, preserve the
rural character, and to provide recreation, public education and enjoyment. 13.8% of the land is already
designated for public recreation. 81 % is currently designated as agricultural land. How much more rural does
the area need to be? There are many forces already in place (LCP, Williamson Act, etc.) to maintain and
preserve agricultural land. Annexation and acquisition of land by MROSD would likely remove land from active
agricultural use, not promote it.
In the northern area, only about 20% of the land is now protected. Emphasis for the annexation should be on
that area where there is, indeed, the possibility of increased growth and loss of open space and agricultural
productivity.
Housing:
From the EIR LU-7 would the project displace existing housing, necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere? This is rated as "Less Than Significant Impact."
The EIR states: The project could displace existing residents on parcels that the District may acquire as open
space preserves. However, the Draft Service Plan states that "Should the District acquire lands that contain

P-6-2
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existing structures, these structures may be maintained and improved for uses such as staff or caretaker
housing or for rental to others (such as farm laborers). Rental preference would be provided to other open
space or recreation providers, such as the San Mateo County Parks and Recreation Department, where use of
such facilities would benefit public recreation or open space programs. Existing residents may also continue to
live on the land through life estates. Structures may or may not be retained depending on their condition and
potential for compatible use. If retained, structures would likely not be expanded."
This is really a hot button for our community. Because of the extreme stress the community is under from the
FEMA restrictions, the LCP, and the general difficulty with getting permits to build or remodel, the removal of
even a single housing unit in our community is a tragedy. What's more, giving preferences to District staff or
other recreation providers after displacing a local resident is adding further insult to injury. The follow-on
statements do not show that the District would be committed to maintaining or improving any housing units that
are land that they may acquire. This shows a clear lack of understanding of the housing crisis in the
Southcoast area.

P-6-3

Public Services:
The EIR completely downplays the impacts of increased number of visitors that new Open Space Preserves
could bring into the area. The EIR only addresses the actual preserves. Visitors must travel to and from the
preserves before and after their visits, through our community.
From the EIR: "The proposed annexation and subsequent acquisition of land would not result in an increased
demand on public services ... Development of a field office, infrastructure and low intensity recreation has the
potential to create police and fire protection service calls from the District lands. The additional demand for
these services would not be significant. Opening up areas to the public could cause a slight increase in fire
risk. Any fires would likely receive response from California Department of Forestry (CDF). The County
Sheriff's Department also anticipates a need for additional responses to preserves. Both agencies require
access to future preserves. The lack of adequate emergency access would be a significant impact. This
section recommends adding an Implementation Action to the Service Plan to ensure adequate emergency
access. Compliance with the proposed Draft Service Plan Guidelines, Policies and Implementation Actions and
with mitigation measures proposed in this section would ensure that District actions within the proposed
Coastal Annexation Area would not result in significant impacts to public services and infrastructure. "

P-6-4

I am particularly concerned with increased traffic, parking problems, and the strain on emergency services.
The EIR used bogus logic in analyzing the amount of traffic that would be generated. The monitoring team
monitored two of the preserves on Skyline for the number of vehicles entering and exiting the parking areas.
They then extrapolated the number of vehicles that would be generated over a period of time based on the
NUMBER OF ACRES in the preserves, i.e. so many vehicles per acre. This is ridiculous. Visitors chose to
come to a preserve not because of its size but because of the attractiveness of the area and the special
features of the preserve. A small preserve of 10 acres is just as likely to generate x number of visitors as a
preserve with 1000 acres. Witness the 55,000 visitors that come to Ano Nuevo every year to visit a very tiny
area because of the elephant seals or the thousands that came to the lighthouse every year, which is a
miniscule area. This section completely does not address the issues that visitors will likely come into
Pescadero village after visiting a preserve to get something to eat or to buy gas, aggravating the amount of
traffic that will clog the already congested town streets on the weekends. From my experience as a docent as
both state park sites, I can testify that one of the most frequently asked questions by visitors is where is a good
place to get something to eat around here.
·
The treatment of parking impact is also questionable. The report states that there will be sufficient parking at all
of the trailheads for the preserves. That's not the issue. The issue is the same as noted above. Visitors will
likely come into Pescadero either before or after a visit to a preserve straining already scarce parking
resources.
The EIR states that opening areas to the public could cause a slight increase in fire risk. Living where I do, I
accept the fact that it will take GDF about 15 minutes to arrive for both response to fire and medical
emergencies. I don't like it but I accept it. Having more visitors in the area can only aggravate that situation. It
could mean that CDF might then take 20-25 minutes to respond to my neighbors and me because they have
more demands on their services. Access to the preserves for emergency services is not the issue. The issue
is the strain on the resources of the emergency responders.

7 /15V?llll?
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I feel that this whole section is way off base and shows a callous attitude toward our community.
While I can also offer several emotional objections to the report and the proposed annexation, I will limit my
comments to those stated herein. I am totally opposed to the annexation of the Southcoast into MROSD and
will work towards stopping it.
Sincerely,
Carol F. Simon
721 Madrone Ave., Pescadero CA 94060
Butano/Gazos representative to the
Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council

7/18/2002
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<spilker@stanford.edu>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Thursday, July 18, 2002 5:03 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name = Prof. Jam es
last name = Spilker
email = §pilk;_~r_@filanford.edu
street address = Stanford University, EE
city= Stanford
state= CA
Zip=

home phone=
office phone =
message= We strongly object to any encroachment on our lands by the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District. We are perfectly capable of managining our lands without your interference. Please
make sure that our objections are properly recorded. Our property is on the coast in San Gregorio.
Submit= Send

*************

7/18/2002
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Cathy Woodbury
From:

General Account

Sent:

Thursday, July 25, 2002 12:41 PM

To:

John Escobar; Cathy Woodbury; Stephanie Jensen

Subject: Fw: proposed coastal annexation

Comment Re: Coast
Gloria

----- Original Message ----From: Roberts
To: Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Cc: Richard S. Gordon
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2002 11 :36 AM
Subject: proposed coastal annexation

Midpeninsula Open Space District:
We have lived in La Honda for twenty years and are life-time residents of the Bay Area. We
moved to La Honda because of its natural beauty.
Offering people the option to freely sell their property to an agency that will properly
maintain it and make it available for public use seems an outstanding opportunity to
preserve the scenic rural nature of this beautiful area for future generations, and provide
willing sellers fair compensation.
We therefore strongly support the Midpeninsula Open Space District's efforts to extend its
boundaries to include the proposed areas on the coast of San Mateo County.
Dr. Raymond J. Roberts
Mrs. Lynn H. Roberts
La Honda

91612002
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1831 Pescadero Road
Pescadero, CA 94060
July 29, 2002

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404
Re:

Draft Environmental Impact Report re San Mateo Coastal Annexation

Dear Sir or Madam:
I write to express my concern regarding the adequacy of the above-referenced
report. My concern is narrowly focused upon the failure of this report to adequately take
into account the impact of additional traffic in the town of Pescadero as a result of the
coastal annexation.
It is my understanding that under the coastal annexation MROSD intends to obtain
ownership and management of POST properties near Pescadero and to open them to
recreational uses by members of the public. While I believe this is a laudable goal, I am
concerned about the impact of additional traffic in the town of Pescadero as a result.
Over the past decade, Pescadero has become an ever more popular weekend
tourist destination. Consequently, the roads in the town of Pescadero have become
increasingly more dangerous, with heavy traffic and out-of-town speeders. Increasing
the number of recreational opportunities in the Pescadero area will only increase the
amount of traffic in town.
This will have a significant effect on the quality of life in the town of Pescadero
which is completely unaddressed in the environmental impact report. I believe that once
this problem is examined there will be a need for substantial mitigation measures,
including increased enforcement, improved signage and ultimately some type of redesign
to the road system to carry this heavy weekend traffic.
Please consider my comments when you evaluate your environmental impact
report.
Sincerely

/
Ch stopher Brancart

P-10-1

P-11
July 31, 2002
Board of Directors
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022
Greetings Board Members,
I wish to make comments on the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). After reading much of the material I
am in support of the effort to expand the boundaries of the M.R.O.S.D.
As demonstrated in the Financial Analysis, by using the current funding
structure, and taking full advantage of conservation partners such as
Peninsula Open Space Trust t (P.O.S.T.) about 12,000 acres could fall
under management and protection during the next 15 years.
The provisions for agricultural easements will help to preserve the
coastside economy and it's rural character. The Draft Service Plan
outlines how the District will achieve this goal in the annexation area.
Solutions to issues such as planning, trail construction, maintenance of
existing structures and agricultural use are defined. A District presence
will bring active management--planning, patrol, fire protection-- to District
lands without changing current land use regulations.
One area of concern has been the issue of eminent domain. I believe that
the District has shown its sensitivity to these concerns. The issue is
addressed throughout the study and accompanying documents. The
summary of the Draft EIR clearly states:

... However, the properties or easements within the Coastal
Annexation Area will be purchased by the District from willing
sellers only. The District will not exercise its power of eminent
domain in the coastal area. This policy is set out in the Service
Plan, in this EIR, and will be adopted as an ordinance of the
District. It will therefore be an integral part of the Districts Service
Plan and annexation application presented to LAFCO for approval.

P-11-1

The Draft EIR presents a clear and workable plan expand the M.R.O.S.D.
to the coast. This is a unique chance for you, Memmbers of the Board, to
help preserve a vital regional resource. I fully support your efforts.
Respectfully,

Richard J. Barnes
5239 Shelter Creek Lane
San Bruno, CA 94066
rickyb@igc.org

P-11-2
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P-14
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:

Cc:
Sent:
Subject:

<GStigall@aol.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
<GStigall@aol.com>
Wednesday, July 31, 2002 2:25 PM
Input to Coastside Expansion Public Comment

July 31, 2002.
To: MROSD via email to coast-eir@openspace.org
Fm: Georgia Stigall, west of Skyline Blvd, southern San Mateo County (see contact information below)
Re: Input to Coastside Expansion for Public Comment Per"1od Ending Friday, August 2, 2002

This letter is written to state my support for expansion of the MROSD to the San Mateo County coast.
I write as a landowner adjacent to MROSD preserves in the South Skyline region.
My land is not currently within the District; however I will be in the District if the expansion occurs.
My reasons in support of the expansion include:

P-14-1
1) Landowners directly benefit from the beauty and quietude of the surrounding open space preserves. This
contributes to everyday quality of life, as well as property values.

2) MROSD is a good neighbor, and is a vital part of our community. The presence of rangers in our region
includes their help (often first on scene) in accidents, fires and other problems. The resident rangers in this
region are friendly and helpful and care about the surrounding neighbors.
They also concern themselves with issues regarding wildlife, oak mortality syndrome and other topics affecting
our natural environment.
I feel that their presence is also an additional deterrent to crime, because of their visibility.
Sincerely,
Georgia Stigall
(intentionally excluding physical home address)
mailing address:
17287 Skyline Blvd #102
Woodside CA 94062-3780
phone: 650-941-1068
email: gstigall@aol.com
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<Capitolakid@aol.com>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Wednesday, July 31, 2002 8:42 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name =Roger
last name = Wyant
email = !:;apitQLakici~Lc;om
street address = 2117 Francesco Circle
city= Capitola
state= CA
zip= 95010
home phone=
office phone =
message= I'm against the Mid Peninsula Regional Open Space District annexing the San Mateo Co.
coastside. The private property owners have proven their ability to be the only true stewarts of the
land. This stewardship as well as love for the land has been past on, for generations on the San Mateo P-15-1
county coastside. Ending private property ownership is ruining dreams, and ending a way of life for
many.
Submit= Send

*************

7111nnm

P-16
MROSD Draft EIR
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos Ca
Attn: Cathy Woodbury
RE: Draft EIR

8/1/02

I would like to object to the annexation because the votes from an urban
area were used to manipulate the votes in a rural area to gain a majority.
Mid Pen has no plans to provide services North of Half Moon Bay, yet the
votes of the Northcoast were used to create the illusion of "Majority" in
the advisory vote to annex the Southcoast.

P-16-1

The Draft EIR doesn't explore the "No annexation Option". The Rural Lands
are better protected with private ownership, because it limits the
availability and impact from people on the lands. An example of this is
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve on the Northcoast. The negative impact from
access to people has had a large negative impact. Recreation=wreck
creation.

P-16-2

There is no mention of Sudden Oak Death, or any other disease, or insects
in the EIR. The farm lands and agribusiness are at great risk from insects
and diseases transported to the area by people, either in their cars or on
their clothes. In an era when "The Nile Virus" "Mad Cow Disease", "Glassy
Winged Sharpshooters", and other diseases and pathogens can arrive here
on an airplane from anywhere in the world in a matter of hours, there is
no way to guarantee the pathogens and insects won't be imported here.
Twenty ,years ago we had the Medfly invasion. The state of California
spent millions of dollars, and had helicopters flying over our homes and
land spraying malathion for weeks, to eradicate the medflies. Many
P-16-3
farmers and growers on the coast have already experienced problems
from being adjacent to open space lands that do not spray when
infestations occur. In the nursery business when we sterilize soil to kill
pathogens like the ones that spread Sudden Oak Death, we steam the soil
till it reaches 21 2 degrees. Will people who have been to areas with
Sudden Oak Death be required to steam their shoes, clothes, picnic
blanket, picnic baskets, dogs, kids, and anything else that has come into
contact with the air or earth in infected areas, prior to being allowed
onto lands on the rural Southcoast?
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

H & P Hamor <hph@neteze.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Thursday, August 15, 2002 8:31 AM
Fw: San Mateo County Annexation Project Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Aug 15, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
When I first sent my concerns about the Coastal Annexation EIR listed in the email below of Aug I, 2002, I forgot to ask
for a written response.
I am at this time asking for a written response.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Herb Hamor----- Original Message ----From: H & P Hamor
To: mrosd@op~nspace.org
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2002 10:42 AM
Subject: San Mateo County Annexation Project Draft Program Environmental Impact Report

Attention: Cathy Woodbury
MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022

Subject: MROSD San Mateo Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dr Ms. Woodbury,

Attached is a copy of an email that I sent Supervisor Rich Gordon after the public meeting held in Pescadero on July 9,
2002 that expressed my feelings about the Annexation and what I said to the panel representing MROSD at that meeting.

This letter to you is to express what I believe to be shortfalls of the EIR Report.

8/19/2002
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This report is designed like many of the financial statements that have put our Country into a financial spiral. Example: "
Appendix D, Fiscal Analysis, Impact on Property taxes" where the statement is made that the tax loss will be minimal
because the properties acquired has already been removed from the tax roles because they are non-profit or public lands.
How does this fit with the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Act by asking the State of California for more funds to offset the
County tax revenue loss? The theory presented here is that the tax increase because of inflation will offset the loss but
there is not specific information given about inflation of costs and the additional services required by more visitors
entering the area. The term" slight increase" is not good enough to calculate an actual impact. Vague policy and facts
can be used as one pleases but should not be used in good management practices. In this section the concern by the La
Honda Pescadero School District Superintendent " that the schools may have to close because of " Open Space "
acquisitions does not seem to be an impact. There is also not a mention of contacting CSA 11.

P-17-1

Under the MROSD's General Managers Recommendation, Agenda Item 1 of June 12, 2002 it is mentioned that the
MROSD's District Board wants a" very thorough analysis" from and for this EIR process. The Board also asks the
public to look at the EIR and make comments.

l'm aware that" The act of annexation is a legal and administrative change to the District's boundary and does not itself
produce an environmental effect " but it is the related intention to do so that causes effect.

Acting in the" Public Participation Process" I cannot use this EIR report to evaluate an environmental impact on the
proposed annexation area.

P-17-2

it reads iike a" projection sheet for future development" but it has really very littie information about the existing
conditions of the area that it wants to develop and manage.

How do I know by reading this document that the area will withstand any future impact if I don't have information about
its current integrity. Where is that information?

I believe it is necessary to audit the condition of the existing" proposed annexation area, at the very least the public part
to see if it can sustain more use.
I do not see facts in the EIR about the current condition of the following public areas:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

County road serviceability
County Parks [location and affect on environs, water, sewage, trails, parking, forest management including fuel
load and fire protection, emergency plans etc]
Public Service areas [EIR conflicts with current" county policies of no growth"]
Schools [enrollment numbers, budgets, teacher housing shortages etc]
Other rural County properties [location and affect on environs [service faculties located in wetlands], forest
management including fuel load and fire protection]
Environmental Problems [non-native plants, feral pigs, diseased trees, clogged tributaries etc]

P-17-3
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These are just a few of the facts that would be required of" private property owner" if they wanted to develop anything
on the coast.
In the book published by the Sierra Club in 1974 "A Separate Place" Charles Jones writes about the time in the San

~ P-17-9
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Mateo's South Coast history when a battle against putting dams on the Pescadero Creek and the development that would
follow was threatening a chosen lifestyle. He seems to want things left alone because he likes it the way it is.
On page 112 he talks about the tax burden, being a part of the" last of the space "in the county, the end of the farms and
redwoods, and even about the esthetics of our homes.

Things are not so different now that the "special interest advocates" are misdirecting you and our government.

P-17-9

They propose opening the " tourism/recreational " floodgate that protects the " last of the space ".

County services command extra fees [more taxes], farming is on its last leg, special interest groups are misdirecting our
elected officials to control the esthetics and viability of our communities. To the greater degree our public assets are
mismanaged and are in disrepair.

If the San Mateo County wants to preserve this historical part of the county and make it a more viable asset to the State of
California then they should spend more money on it.

Sincerely,

Herb Hamor
PO Box 733
Pescadero, CA 94060

Dear Rich,
You probably have received a overview of the meeting in Pescadero last night.
Once again this community made it clear that what is unique about the Southcoast is simply how the people who live here
value it. That value system has for the most part preserved what you see here today.
No one person, group or government agency has always done the very best thing for this area but together they have
preserved what is so desirable to others now.

What San Mateo County is allowing in this area in the name of" Preservation" is a vicious way of promoting recreation
for the " wide population ". As Aurey Rust puts it " an unparalleled recreation experience for the whole world ".
I asked the MROSD board members to consider the thought that maybe there is already enough or even too much
recreation in this area. I'm also asking you to consider that thought along with a serious consideration of what that will
happen to the lifestyle chosen by those of us who live here, if more people are invited by the County to visit the coastal
area.

0 ,, r\ ,,....,,,...,..,
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In the MROSD EIR a statement leaped off the page at me under San Mateo County, The General Plan" Parks and
Recreation Element " page III-9. " The County role is defined as providing parks that cities cannot provide due to spatial
and fiscal limitations and serving the needs of the County-wide population ".
If that need exists then wouldn't be better for the wildlife and environment to have those parks as close as possible to the
wide population?

Have you considered how the additional people will get to the coast, how many creatures [ including humans ] will be
killed or maimed by those vehicles and how many tons of hazardous waste will be left along the roadside? These concerns
are not mentioned in the EIR and if they were I would bet they would be termed" Less than Significant".
You and the other Board of Supervisors are treating this community as" LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT" by promoting the
needs of the" wide population". You have seized the opportunity to use non-profit organizations to purchase open space

[ in the name of Preservation] in order to implement the goals and objectives of the County's Parks and Recreation Master
Plan for the coastside which would be managed by MROSD.
In my opinion your actions will be the very thing that destroys the diversity that makes this area unique.

In your impotence as the Board of Supervisors towards resolving the Southcoast communities Creek/Marsh and flooding
issues you have lost the trust needed between people and government to solve problems. You can mandate without feeling
but there are better ways to live together.
We only ask for your cooperation in allowing us to improve our community and protect it from those elements that will
destroy what we cherish.
Sincerely, Herb Hamor
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<ddi:yer@menlopark.org>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Friday, August 02, 2002 11 :15 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name = Dianne
last name = Dryer
email = ddryer@menloQark.org
street address = 212 Lassen Ave
city= Mtn. View
state= CA
zip= 94043
home phone=
office phone= 650-858-3411
message= I urge the Board of Directors to approve the extension ofMROSD boundaries to the San
P-19-1
Mateo County coastal areas as proposed.
Submit= Send

I

*************

8/2/2002
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The last two questions, at th2 currert tim-?, ~:av2 an obvious
N0~'
answer~ I have seen no newspaper cov0rag0 about these
two questions, nor TV nevs stories a~aut tb2n~. You cl2im to
try to be good neighbors~ Pow about being good rep~ssent
atives and lE~tti·ng l~,LL of your ccnstitllents Knc1,1 211 t.l1e
facts about this annexation through newspapar adds, news
interviews ~it}• parties from ~oth si~esf and real pl1blic
11

1

relaticn1s?

I
,/ , I
liJC L1., 1._, /r,/V{t(f /l{l- (,
Harry HJHaeussler, Jr.
1094 Highlands Circle
Los Altos, CA 94024-7016
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P-22
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

H & P Hamor <hph@neteze.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Thursday, August 15, 2002 8:34 AM
Fw: MROSD San Mateo Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

Aug 15, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
When I first sent my concerns about the Coastal Annexation EIR listed in the email below of Aug I 1, 2002, I forgot to ask
for a written response.
I am at this time asking for a written response.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor----- Original Message ----From: H & P Hamor
To: mrosd@openspace.org
Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2002 11: 11 AM
Subject: MROSD San Mateo Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report
August 11, 2002
Attention: Cathy Woodbury
MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022

Subject: MROSD San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

Dr Ms. Woodbury,
I appreciate the extension period for comment about the Coastal Annexation EIR Report.
In my previous comment I was concerned about the Traffic Data presented.

Focusing on that concern has brought to mind more issues with the information presented in the EIR.
Once again I would like to mention that most of the developed and undeveloped recreational lands are only accessible by
County roads. I agree that the two main ways to the coast are the State highways.
On this fact I would like to question the information presented in the EIR about State Hwy 84 and its' ability to handle
2800 cars per hour. It is located in much narrower canyons then State Hwy 92 and is a very crooked road. It also traffics

8/1 ()/?()()?

P-22-1

Page 2 of2

through the City of Woodside which has a 25-35 mph speed limit
Aside from the fact that the traffic counts for State Hwy 84 do not include the area East of Hwy 35 to State Hwyl, a much
larger scale of concern is that State highway 84 has been a one lane " Emergency Controlled Traffic " highway since the
major earthquake in 1998. State Hwy 84 is located in a" unstable geological" area. San Mateo County Public Works
and San Mateo County Building and Planning Departments have maps that show multiple areas of this type that bisect
State Hwy 84. Many of the potential slipdowns above State Hwy 84 come close to the Skyline State Hwy 35 and
represem great masses of" unstable material " above Hwy 84. The maps are rated for potential movement by rainfall in a
given time period. Even in the dry seasons State Hwy 84 is being sheared and rearranged by the pressures exerted by
these " slipdowns/landslides ".
Before you continue to reference State Hwy 84 in your EIR as a way to the coast you might want to ask the experts at
CalTrans how much it will cost to make this a safe two lane highway that will handle 2800 cars per hour.
I hope someone has considered the resulting" environmental impact " improving State Hwy 84 would cause and how
CalTrans would have to use " Eminent Domain " in the process.
Many of us travel" at risk" State Hwy 84 to avoid the traffic on State Hwy 92. It is also the shortest distance to the
County Seat and many of the " work sites " for Coastal residents.
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060

8/19/2002
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(5) sudden oak death syndrome threatens to create major economic and environmental problems in
California, the Pacific Northwest, and other regions, including--

(A) the increased threat of fire and fallen trees;
(B) the cost of tree removal and a reduction in property values; and
(C) loss of revenue due to-(i) restrictions on imports of oak products and nursery stock; and
(ii) the impact on the commercial rhododendron, blueberry, and cranberry
industries; and
In addition to all of the potential environmental impacts the issues of economic impacts must also be

addressed.
The omission of any discussion about Sudden Oak Death syndrome in the Environmental Impact Report
and what the spread of the disease to the Coastside could mean is very disturbing.

P-23-2
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P-25
Cathy Woodbury
From:

H & P Hamor [hph@neteze.com]

Sent:

Monday, August 19, 2002 1:03 PM

To:

Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Repo11

Subject: San Mateo County Coastal Annexation EIR Draft Report

August 19, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
I would appreciate a written response to the following concern about the application of the word

11

Urban" used in the " List

of Maps " section of the EIR Draft Report:
1. Several maps are color coded showing " Rural " areas as
2. Analysis pages for the maps showing" Rural

11

11

Urban " areas.

areas as" lJrban" describe " Rural" areas as "Urban

11

areas.

P-25-1
As one of the members of the Pescadero Municipal Advisory Council to the San Mateo County Board of Supervisors I was
informed by Supervisor Rich Gordon, member of the San Ma1teo County Board of Supervisors, that the only " Urban " area in
the proposed Annexation is the City of Half Moon Bay and that the rest of the area is described as" Rural".
Why are " Rural " areas plotted and analyzed as " Urban " are.as?

Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060

91312002
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P-27
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<dsch@best.com>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, August 20, 2002 10:55 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name = david
last name = schorr
email = dsch@ill:st_gom
street address =po box 295
city = Ia honda 1
state= CA
zip= 94020
home phone= 650 747 0753
office phone =
message = I strongly support your annexation of the coastal regions. no eminent domain, adequate
representation is good.

P-27-1
Go and buy every scrap of land oyu can before it is gone,and thne open it to the public as fast as you
can.
Submit= Send

*************

8171 /?()0?
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P-28
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<dougw@southcoast.net>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, August 20, 2002 8:14 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name =Douglas
last name = Woods
email = dougw@southcoast.net
street address= P.O. Box 284
city= La Honda
state= CA
zip= 94020
home phone= 650-747-0838
office phone= 650-747-0838
message = EIR Comments
While I welcome MROSD to acquire lands on the south coast I am against any annexation as a
method to acclomplish this goal.
At least do not annex the Skyline Upper and Southern Watershed areas.

P-28-1
A suggestion is NOT to annex the same area as the La Honda-Pescadero Unified School District.
Roughly everything south of La Honda Road (84) to Skyline then south to the County line but does
not most of include Skyline Blvd itself.
thank you
Submit = Send

*************

8/21 /?.007
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P-29
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<phylisgj@southcoast.net>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace .org <paroxysm@pacbell .net>
Tuesday, August 20, 2002 9:43 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name = phylis
last name = j aureguy
email = JlliyJi§gj_@ 0guthcoast.nie.t
street address = rt 3 box 07
city= la honda
state= CA
zip= 94020
home phone= 650 879-0421
office phone =
message= I am against the annexation of the coast.
In my life time I have seen many grabs by agencies to take an area where folks have lived for
generations for the amusement and recreation of folks that have chosen by their families to live in
metroplitan areas.

P-29-1
We fought back the golden gate recreational area. The damning of Pescadero Creek and will now do
so against the Mid Penninsual's Open Space move to grab our land

Submit= Send

*************
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P-30
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<billd@southcoast.net>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Wednesday, August 21, 2002 2:41 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name= William
last name= Domitilli
email = ]Jillg@southcoast._net
street address = 305 Canyon View Dr.
city= La Honda
state= CA
zip= 94020
home phone= 650-747-0911
office phone= 408-719-9977
message= I oppose any annexation of the south coast. There are enough laws and agencies involved
in our lives already.
However good its intentions may be, history has shown that once a beuracracy exists, its main goal is
self-preservation at all costs. I didn't vote for this agency, and I sure as hell don't want them telling me P-30-1
what I can
or can't do with my own land. Private property rights are the basis of Common Law. GO AWA Y! !
Submit= Send

*************

8/21/2002
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P-31
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

<mark@markgrafl.com>
Openspace.org <coast-eir@openspace.org>; Openspace.org <paroxysm@pacbell.net>
Wednesday, August 21, 2002 6:34 PM
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject= Coastside Comments
first name = Mark
last name = Graff
email = marl<:_@mar]cgraffcom
street address = Star Route 3, Box 27
city=LA Honda
state= CA
zip= 94020
home phone=
office phone =
message = Stay away.
Your help is not needed. Your presence is not wanted. The taxes you would inevitably impose, and
the influence over land use you crave, might in time successfully derange the economic forces in
balance here so much that outside intervention would in fact be justified. But a better plan is to honor
the status quo.
Really, we are managing pretty well. And while you are welcome to come fill your lungs and lower
your blood pressure here whenever you like, please remember that the Coastside is not a sandbox to
which you may repair to play out your save-the-world urges, but rather a vibrant community
populated by successful stewards of the land they live on:
You may wonder why you are receiving relatively few comments in opposition. I suggest it is because
your arguments are so disingenuous, so arrogant, so laced with the world-view of the city dweller, as
to defy discourse. We gape and stammer; we don't know where to begin.
Attend carefully now: Nothing here needs mending. Go home.

Submit= Send

*************

8/23/2002
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P-32
MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, Ca. 94022
Subject: MROSD Coastal Annexation EIR
Dear Deane Little;
I have the following comments regarding the EIR for the proposed annexation and I will
appreciate you response.
My comments are in three areas: (1) The reported resolution of potential impacts identified
in the EIR, (2) The reasonableness of estimated tax losses to SMC on properties acquired
by MROSD and (3) The need for MROSD expansion to the coast.
1. About 30 pages of the EIR are listings of identified environmental impacts anticipated
during the 15 years of the project. ( I wonder how many more were not identified?). All of
the identified impacts are reported as mitigated to "less than significant".However, little is
mentioned about potential impacts on owners of properties adjacent to properties the
District might acquire within the CAA And there is little recognition of the District's liability for
damages or injuries.
Questions:What process (tests, historial reviews) was used to determine that all of the
identified impacts arising during the 15 years of the project will be insignificant? Why does
the EIR not more fully recognize the District's potential liabilities and related costs for
damages within the acquired and adjacent properties? Why is there no mention of the
impact the acquisitions will have on property values?

P-32-1

2. The projected tax loss of only $86, 123 to SMC over 15 years resulting from MROSD
acquisitions of over 11,800 acres is difficult to believe!! And whatever the true loss might
be, it will not be limited to the 15 years of this project---but will cotinue indefinitely.
The EIR states that: "80% of the lands acquired by the District will already have been
removed from the tax rolls because the District will be acquiring the lands from other nonprofits or public agencies". However, the table in the EIR on Ownership Status indicates up
to 100,000 of the 140,000 acres subject to CAA are privately owned and there is an
additional 15,000 acres owned by Private Trusts.
Questions: What is the basis for the assumption that 80% of the acreage will have been
removed from the tax rolls before being acquired by MROSD? Would there not be a tax
loss to SMC from parcels acquired in CAA by other non-profits and later transferred to
MROSD? What percentage of properties acquired by the District since the District's
inception (30 years ago) were from non-profits or public agencies and removed from the
tax rolls before acquired by the District? If the District intends to acquire 80% of the CAA
lands from non-profits, why not specify in the EIR that the District must do so?
The EIR states" ERA randomly selected parcels within the Coastal Annexation Area that
are representative of the type of properties that might be acquired by the District". The EIR
also states :" District staff had no input in the selection of these parcels other than
establishing the original criteria by which they were selected".

P-32-2

P-32-3

Questions: Was the criteria established by District staff to identify properties that "might be
acquired"confirrned by statistical analysis of the District's prior acquisitions to eliminate
potential bias? Why did ERA use a "minimum size of 100 acres" in their criteria to select
P-32-3
parcels when the Service Plan in the EIR states "parcels of 40 or more acres will typically
be considered for purchase,(and) some smaller parcels maybe sought for acquisition"?
What is the difference in the per acre value of parcels 40 acres or smaller in the CAA
compared to parcels of 100 acres and larger? (Can we assume the smaller parcels will
have a greater per acre value?)
What is the statistical basis for selecting the final group of 15 parcels for the sample parcels
"based on their geographic distribution within the CAA to get a representative mix of the
entire area"? Would not a random statistical sample from the total selected parcels minimize
potential bias?

P-32-4

The average value of the 15 sample parcels is reported to be $460 per acre wheras the
current market value is reported to be $8000 per acre. Both of these estrnates seem very
low.Should these estimates be confirrnred by another sample that includes all eligible
parcels in CAA and a comparison of the sample values to values/prices paid by other nonprofits for parcels acquired recently in the CAA?
3. In my opinion there is no need for another outside organization to further monitor and
control development of our coastal communities. We already have an abundance of help
from County, State, and Federal governmental organizations as well as from many self appointed protectors. To name a few: Coastal Commission, Mid-Coast Council, Parks and
Recreation staffs, Coastal Conservancy, Committee for Green Foothills, POST, HOST,
Trust for Public Lands, Sierra Club, Save the Coast, Save the Redwoods, Coastal
Alliance, etc., etc.,------!!
More and more people who live on the coast are corning to the same conclusion after
seeing what MROSD is proposing. And the Coastal Annexationproposal would be
defeated if it were re-submitted to a vote by the coast side residents!!!
Repectful~,

:5\t~t~~
R.E. Irwin
P 0 Box 566
Moss Beach, Ca. 94038
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P-35
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

H & P Hamor <hph@neteze.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Friday, August 23, 2002 6:24 AM
San Mateo Coastal Annexation EIR Draft Report

August 23, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
Would you please respond in writing as to why the Pescadero Marsh/ Wetlands is not listed on page III-11 as being owned
and operated by California State Parks and Recreation?
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060

8/23/2002
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P-36
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

H & P Hamor <hph@neteze.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Friday, August 23, 2002 7:10 AM
San Mateo Coastal Annexation EIR Draft Report

August 23, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
Would you explain in writing why on page IV-A-3 and IV-A-4 under" Description of Rural Service Centers":
I. Why are La Honda and Loma Mar lumped together? They each have a post office and grocery store but are some
distance apart. Lorna Mar services more private and public camping facilities plus its communities needs then La Honda
and also sells gasoline.

rural service boundary " information given for the other Service Centers " like it is for San Gregorio?
How can you analyze impact without this information?

2. Why isn't the

11

11

P-36-1

I P-36-2

3. How do you know that the " rich soils in the alluvial plain" attracted the first house in Pescadero?

P-36-3

The historical infonnation is nice but shouldn't this topic have more population infonnation? Populations vary with crop
production and recreational seasons. Shouldn't there be more information about schools, banks, gas stations etc. in this
report as references or markers to evaluate future impacts?

P-36-4

Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060

8/23/2002

P-37
Cathy Woodbury
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

H & P Hamor <hph@neteze.com>
<coast-eir@openspace.org>
Friday, August 23, 2002 7:22 AM
San Mateo Coastal Annexation EIR Draft Report

August 23, 2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,

I have found additional references using the term Urban " for unincorporated rural areas in the Coastal Annexation EIR
Draft Report.
11

Please respond in writing as to why the term " Urban " is used in the following texts or references for rural unincorporated
areas:

1. Section 1. Introduction page I- I " urban areas to the north ".
2. Section II, C. Area Proposed for Annexation page II-5 "a collection of small urban communities".
3. Section IV, A., Land Use l.b. page IV-A-2 "roughly 4,300 acres (3%] are in urban land uses,".
4. Table IV-A-I, page IV-A-2 lists urban acreage in Skyline and Southern Watersheds.
5. Table IV-A-2 titled Existing Rural Land Use Categories uses the word" [urban]" under words
Residential/Commercial.
6. Table !V-A-3 on page IV-A-5 shows" Urban/Small Parcels for Skyline and Southern Watersheds.
7. Table IV-B-1, page IV-B-3 "Urban/Water [no productive soils]" listed as 4,023 acres.

P-37-1

Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero,CA 94060

8/23/2002
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P-39
Cathy Woodbury
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

steveo@southcoast.net
Saturday, August 24, 2002 4:52 PM
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report; Openspace.org
Coastside Update Question

Form information follows
*************Subject = Coastside Comments
first name = Steve
last name = Oku
email = steveo@southcoast.net
street address = 4525 Cloverdale Rd
city = Pescadero
state = CA
zip = 94060
home phone =
office phone = 650 245 6754
message =
I do not believe it is in the best interest of Agriculture for you to be involved in the
Southern Coastal area of San Mateo County.
I have first hand expierience of how
conservation type organizations who say they want to protect agricultural operations end
up destroying what they promise to protect.
I've seen our 86 acres of agricultural lands lose its only water source because the
California Coastal Conservancy engaged in an "Agricultural Protection Plan" and purchasec
the 220 acres of ag. land belonging to our partner in a water delivery system.
They came
to us a promised that they would do everything to enhance agriculture and invest money to
improve the water system with off stream storage.
Because they did not want to spend the money to develope ponds to store winter water on
their land.
They decided to unilaterally shut down the water delivery system that
provided water to our 86 acres as well.
They wanted to insure that these properties could
never again pump water from the Wadel creek so they gave up the water rights. In doing so
they destroyed the agricultural capacity of these 300 plus acres for time! A few fish will
now have more water in the summer.
However if they kept their promise and built off
stream wa·ter storage for the farms to draw upon during the summer the farms and the fish
would have gained. That solution cannot happen because they lost the water right and have
destroyed the system.
The problem lies is with the fact that conservation agencies cannot serve all masters.
There are many times when agricultural needs are in conflict with the purest forms of
environmental goals.
And when this happens it is agriculture that will suffer.
On the
whole we on the coast who toil the land have been good stewards of the land.
We provide
open space at no cost to the public.
However the reverse is not true.
The goals of open
spacer have had a tremendus cost to agriculture.
Agriculture has suffered great setbacks
because of decisions made by open space and conservation organizations.
As ag. lands are
taken out of production, agricultural infastructure is lost.
As they give in to every
demand made by anyone trying to protect this or that, it makes it very difficult for the
rest us who do not have the luxury to says it ok --- let 1 s just shut our farms and
nurserys down. An open space district can say that--no big deal.
However for real
farmers, Agricultural land use policies dictate that our lands stay in ·agricultrue. We
are married to our land as never before.
Public policy virtually says we must continue to
farm or just shut down the operation and let it go to brush and waste. We need neighbors 1
who have a vested interest in keeping agriculture viable.
Expierience tells us open space)
districts and conservation agencies and not the neighbors we need.
Sincerely,
Steve Oku
Submit = Send
*************
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

H & P Hamor [hph@neteze.com]
Tuesday, August 27, 2002 9:57 AM
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report
San Mateo County Coastal Annexation EIR Draft Report

August27,2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
Would please send a written response to me about my concerns:
1. Why aren't the two San Mateo County detention facilities mentioned under A. Land Use, page IV-A-1?
Shouldn't the operation of these facilities and the service connection to the judicial facilities located in Redwood City be a
factor in this EIR report?
2. Why on page IV-A-2, the" Private Recreation" column in Table IV-A-1 is there no record of the acreage for the [3]
I three private camps in the Skyline area that operate Recreational and "Outdoor Education Programs ", one of which is
j San Mateo County funded? Hundreds of people reside at these camps and are subject to the current emergency services
3. Why are references such as the Association of Bay Area Governments [ABAG, 1995], located on Page IV-A-2,
Southern Watersheds, b. Current Land Uses Within the Coastal Annexation Area used if they are [7] years old?
Why haven't you gathered more current information for this report?
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero,CA 94060

P-42-1

P-42-2
P-42-3

P-43
CHARLES

&

GWENDOLYN HALTERMAN

185 REEF POINT ROAD
MOSS BEACH, CA 94038

August 27, 2002

MROSD
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022
RE: Coastal Annexation--EIR and specifically related subjects
To whom it may concern:
Please answer the following questions:
1. You stated "No taxation would accompany annexation". You stated that presently
state law requires 2/3 majority of the voters in order to assess for new taxation.
a. Are there any other means for the District to assess the coastal annexation area?

P-43-1

b. Who would the voters be that approved an assessment? Could it be the hold
District or could it necessarily be just specific areas (i.e.: Pescadero)?
2. How much money did it cost for the District to propose the Coastal Annexation
Program (i.e.: all meetings, all reports, all material, all personnel involved, etc.)?

P-43-2

3. We believe that the coastal population needs to vote to approve the annexation and
the EIR. What are the means that the coastal population can approve or deny the

P-43-3

annexation and the EIR?
If the people want the annexation, let them vote. That is the American way!
Sinctere '.. /

li{,'

,JJ-

(~l-1:~

,;?,~~../ ~~~-·
Charles Halterman
Gwendolyn Halterman

RECEIVED

MJDPENNSULA REG!ONAL OPEN
SPACE OISTR:CT

P-44

P-44-1

• Page 2

August 27, 2002

I also would like to thank the District for the responsible maintenance of its trails, such
as the fine erosion control work that recently was performed on .the Harkins Ridge Trail
in Purisima Creek Redwoods O.S.P. This work will lessen the erosion and trail damage
caused by the predicted El Nino rains next winter. Responsible management such as this
recommends the MROSD for the job of securing and managing open space and
agricultural preserves on the Coastside.
Thank you, and best wishes for the District's Coastal San Mateo County Annexation plan.
Sincerely,

P-44-1

Date:

August 27, 2002

To:

MROSD via email to coast-eir@openspace.org

From:

Bill Prince

Re:

Coast side expansion

P-45

I would like to state my support for expansion of the MROSD to the San Mateo County coast.
I have been a property owner in the South Skyline region for several years. My property is west of Skyline Blvd.
(within the proposed expansion area), but is also adjacent to existing MROSD property (Skyline Ridge Open Space).
I support the expansion for the following reasons:
I.

MROSD has been a good neighbor, and is a vital part of our community. The presence of rangers in our
region includes their help (often first on scene) in accidents, fires and other problems. There are times I
feel they are the only law enforcement in the area, though I know that is not their duty.

2.

I am certain that open space areas such as Russian Ridge, Skyline Ranch, and Long Ridge would have long
been developed, and covered with homes if not for MROSD.

3.

I visit the coastal areas north and south of Half Moon Bay frequently, and it is my impression that this sort
of development (housing) is imminent there in the not so distant future.

4.

P-45-1

I understand that the coast side "open space" is different in significant ways from the Skyline area; it is
more of a rural/agricultural area than pure open space.

If the MROSD expansion incorporates these issues, the expansion of the district could be beneficial to coast side

residents in terms of increasing their property values, while not increasing development density.
It is my understanding that lands in the coast side area are already subject to potential acquisition/management by
MROSD (except by current policy). This proposal (to me) merely provides the opportunity for fair representation.
I urge the board to revise the proposal so that coast side residents are fairly represented on the MROSD board.
Sincerely,

,

_

r"·-t' Ct,1,11
Bill Prince
(mailing address)
17287 Skyline Blvd # 102
Woodside CA 94062-3780
Phone: 650-917-9279
Email: bill_prince@yahoo.com

P-45-2
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:

JP A TRJICKA ROMA
.r\ttorney at

La.w

745 Mill Street 0 P.O. Box 644 0 Half ~loon Bay, CA 94019 0 (650) 726-5575 O Fax (650) 726-2214 0 E-Mail promaesq@aol.com

August 26,2002

PETER MARCHI
P 0 Box 13
San Gregorio, CA 94074
Re: Draft Ordin::nce re Eminent Domain
Dear Peter:
You have asked me to review the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District and Coastside
Residents Cooperation Agreement and the Draft Ordinance regarding eminent domain to determine
whether the Ordinance is consistent with the Cooperation Agreement that you signed.
Fallowing my review of these documents I have determined that the proposed Ordinance is not
consistent with the Cooperation Agreement. The Cooperation Agreement clearly states that the
people signing tl:e agreement would pledge its support to assist the District though the annexation
process only ift!:e District Board would permanen.tly remove eminent domain from its policies.
It is clear from a rei!ding of the proposed ordinance that no such permanent removal is contemplated.
In fact the worl~ "per:nanently" does not appear anywhere in the proposed Ordinance. The third
paragraph on page one of the proposed Ordinance refers to "a policy prohibiting the use of eminent
domain to acquire property ... ". In Section 2 on page two of the proposed Ordinance the Board has
ordained that t:e District "shall not exercise the power of eminent domain to acquire any real
property ... ", but. 2g:iir: the word "permanently" is glaringly absent.
Because the District ras not committed ro permanently remove eminent domain from its policies, it
could later ame::d the proposed ordinance to include the use of eminent domain. Therefore, the
Board in drafting tr:e proposed Ordinance did not follow the clear mandate of the people who signed
the Cooperation Agreement.

If you have any ''.l!Lher questions do not hesitate to contact me.

PR/je

:
~Ylidpeniruula

Region:i.l Open Space District and
Coastside Reside1. ts Coo perntic n Agreement

··~./e, l~e: tmJersig-ncd, ag:·::e tbrrr the District <>nd coasts~ic residents have the potenrial to be excelie:it

pa."tners m chaoing and securing the furnre of '.he coastsiCe are:i.
We acknowledge tbru we share many common g0als. tllilt the District could bring significant benefits
to the coastsidc:, and that coustside residents cnuld offer significant benefits to the District.

We Jbo :ecognize t!Bt conflict over the poteut;a] use of emim,nt domain on the coastside by the
DisLnct is j.:·c po.:deng t2e success of the propJ:;ed annexation and we further recognize thnt our
corru nun go2-Ls ;,;2..r. lie :-nore efftct[vely ac[U.,;vcd -Mthout the use of eirJnent domain.
We thcret'ore :;;ree, :ha: should till: Dixrict Board pledge to pe:cmanently remove eminent domain
from its pou,·ies in roe proposed anne·ration area in a manner that is secur~ and acceptable to both
the residrnts :end the Distnct (Jlosshly in the LAFCO process), that we, the undersigned, will
irmm·di"te> "! ,Jge our fall support and besi efforts 10 assist the District through the annexation
proc.:ss anc :f"'t we well :Jso pldgc our foil sup~ort for a re.iSOnable tax to assist the District with its
work on the c,··.:stside.

?~intcJ
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Address
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Address
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Sw: Pastorino
12491 Sui: 'vlateo Road
Half Moon BG;, C.'. 94019
~ax 650-726-4057
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

H & P Hamor [hph@neteze.com]
Wednesday, August 28, 2002 8:01 AM
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report
San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report

August28,2002
Dear Ms. Woodbury,
I am requesting a written response to my concerns about the following:
" Mitigation of LU-3, Would the project physically divide an established community?"
1. Why on page IV-A-11 do you rate Mitigation LU-3" Less Than Significant Impact· on the premise that only land you
might acquire is located near" mostly open spaces", when the largest established community in the purposed annexation
area is obviously surrounded by large acreage private properties that • open space non-profits " want to buy?
2. Are you saying that the MROSD will not be a participant in the review process for any changes in these" established
communities "?
3. Are you saying MROSD will not own or manage land adjacent to "established communities "?
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060
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P-49
This letter is in reference to the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft
Environmental Impact Report June 2002 for the Mid Peninsula regional open space
district.
The south coast presently provides low intensity uses at the many parks San
Mateo provides. There are private lands that ilso provide public use at low and moderate
levels of use.
I do not believe that the district will accommodate working landowners when trial
systems are in place .rather they will with there influence mandate working ranches,
logging, or farms, to create larger setbacks to accommodate their needs putting a burden
on the landowner.
The power of public necessity is a huge concern, being that the south coast has
limited votes. The peninsula will eventually dictate what happens on the coast linkage
with properties (if you get stuck in the middle), or a sphere of influence are very open
ended terms that leave a property owner at M:d Peninsula mercy.
The agreement concerning preservation seems to insult the counties policy. There
has and will remain slow if any growth in the south coast. The land use policies of San
Mateo, although viewed to be restrictive by rr.any, have maintained the rural culture on
the San Mateo coast. I do not understand why Mid Peninsula has not adopted and
promoted a policy of purchase of development rights and promote the development of
agricultural lands for food production. Insteac Mid Peninsula promotes and limits the use
ofland for the consumers of power bars and those who hike. This report suggests that all
lands would be used for a select culture. The fit hiker. All others have been forgotten
especially the elderly who could only view th:s magnificent coast from hwy one if that
remains accessible.
A better master plan is needed, not just a plan for open space issues, but a master
plan that speaks to the cultural change that would take place 10-20 years from now.
Home sites, schools, ranches, farms, and Ag Jse will all be affected. As of this date
Pescadero school district suffers from lack of enrollment, acquiring teachers, and a
. housing shortage, yet without any considerations for the Pescadero area, Post buys land
' and removes some 40 dincitirty credits from our area.
Land preservation is Mid Peninsulas primary objective like Posts the culture of
this coast side is to be changed forever. For 50 years the general public has traveled the
coast side because of its ranches farms fresh produce and rural communities. There are
more than enough hiking trails on our coast side.
It is reported that hwy 84 and other roads to our parks have low usage inferring
that public land hiking areas have low usage. [s there a demand on our coast for more
trails? It would seem to me that food production is a greater issue.
Posts accusation of land has left a sour taste in the mouths of many landowners
and
farmers.
I would be happy to provide names for interviews with people that now
1
have to lease the lands back from Post. I do not believe any of the statements concerning
Mid Peninsulas intentions of defending or encouraging Ag production. The primary
objective of these Mid Peninsulas is open space visual corridors possibly a rural
cleansing.
I believe this annexation would also become a new regulatory group to contend
with a group of newly elected elitists working to deny the use of the land to the general
public.
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Cathy Woodbury
From:

General Information

Sent:

Wednesday, August 28, 2002 5:05 PM

To:

Cathy Woodbury

Subject: Fw: Question

Hi Cathy, Could you please respond to this email?
Gloria
---- Original Message From: RobertLMarx@aol.com
To: info@opensoace.org
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2002 6:04 PM
Subject: Question
Your current quqarterly report seems to state that you will use neither your right to eminent domain nor your right
to tax in the new coastal areas into which you are moving.
Am I correct in understanding that you will continue to exercise these rights in the 'old' area while absolving the
new areas? If so, why?
I have lived in the'old' area since 1964, voted for the formation of the special district, but am puzzled by this
'united but unequal' treatment.
Bob Marx
robertlmarx@aol.com
T: 408-245-9030 F: 408-245-9030
1077 Ticonderoga Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94087
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August 29, 2002
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distel Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022
Re: San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft EIR

P-53

REC1..1"1-1..1
.'.LG 3 C

MillPENNSUlA REGIONAL OPEN
SPACE DISTRICT

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above-referenced Draft EIR. On
behalf of the Committee for Green Foothills, a membership organization with over
1200 family members, I am submitting the following comments.
It is commendable that the District is preparing an EIR for what is not a typical

"project" under CEQA. Permanently protecting coastal resources and open space
through acquisition from willing sellers, providing for limited public access, and
restoring areas are all environmentally beneficial activities that are currently being
carried out within the District's existing Preserves, and are anticipated in the
annexation area.

P-53-1

In eliciting public response to the DEIR, the District has gone beyond the minimum
required by CEQA in having three public hearings on the Draft document, two of
which were within the proposed coastal annexation area, and in conducting a major
outreach effort to explain the Districts programs and policies.
As we have commented orally at the public meetings, we believe that a map showing
the Skyline Ridge and the existing Preserves that are located in the upper coastal
watersheds would be helpful. The District's existing boundaries and I or existing
Preserves include significant areas that are west of the Skyline Ridge, and therefore
physically part of the coastal watersheds. The District already has a number of
Preserves that are protecting lands in the upper watersheds of Pescadero, San
Gregorio, Purissima, and Pilarcitos Creeks, among others. The acquisition and
management of these lands as open space, as opposed to development or resource
extractive activities such as timber harvesting, have already had beneficial effects on
downstream resources and properties. Pescadero/Butano, and San Gregorio Creeks
have been designated as impaired for sediment by the State. Both streams area also
salmonid streams, and providing for the recovery of Coho salmon and steelhead trout
is a high priority for these listed species. Avoiding such activities as timber h;uvesting
and development of houses which would involve land clearing, grading, and
permanent installation of impervious surfaces, will reduce the impacts of accelerated
erosion, sedimentation, and turbidity in these critical coastal streams.
The DEIR does not appear to include reference to the District's Resource Management
Five Year Strategic Plan. Actions to protect and restore the natural environment, a key
component of the District's mission statement, are outlined in the Plan. The DEIR
should describe the components of this important program.

P-53-2

P-53-3

The discussion of Agricultural Resources makes reference to the Important Farmlands
Map. The categories of agricultural lands used with the map are more limiting than
the Coastal Act and Local Coastal Program's definitions of Prime Agricultural Lands.
P-53-4
For land to be Prime Farmland, water availability is a key factor, whereas in the: LCf'
and Coastal Act, the definition of Prime Agricultural Lands does not include wat<'r
availability. The EIR should include the definitions Ltnder the Coastal Act and LCP !or
the proposed Coastal Annexation areas that are within the Coastal Zone, and should

include a more extensive analysis of the Agricultural Component and PAD policies of
the LCP.

P-53-4

The discussion of Hazards and Hazardous Materials identifies potential hazards on
lands that may be acquired, such as petroleum products, fertilizers and pesticides that
have been used in agricultural operations, or soil contamination from agricultural
activities. This section of the DEIR should be expanded to include additional hazards.
Coastal streams, wetlands, and riparian areas have traditionally been used as
dumping grounds for construction debris, auto bodies, containers of hazardous
materials, nursery waste, other green waste,
horse manure, and household debris that should be disposed of at approved sites.
It has been the practice, historically and even currently, for some landowners to
illegally dispose of agricultural and other hazardous materials by burying them on
their land. Currently one new landowner is proposing to remove thousands of tires
that were buried by a former owner to (unsuccessfully) repair a major gully. We have
documented on private coastai lands iocations where multiple old vehicles have been
abandoned, exposing the adjacent land and streams to runoff from oil, gasoline,
batteries, and clutch and brake fluids. There have been two highly publicized
locations of methamphetamine laboratories within the annexation area within the last
few years, which involve extremely hazardous byproducts that can contaminate soil
and water. There are undoubtedly others.

P-53-5

The DETR states that a "Phase I" real estate report would be conducted on land
proposed for acquisition, to survey and remediate hazards. VVe believe that a t!1ore
rigorous in·vec,tigation process would be appropriate, in order to avoid extra costs end
,11\wr burdens to the public for cleanup.
On page VI-5 regarding Regional Growth, the statement is made that there are
political and legal means to manage growth within the coastal annexation area.
Although the portion of the annexation area within the Coastal Zone requires voter
approval of any amendments that would weaken or eliminate key existing voterapproved LCP policies, a significant area of the proposed annexation is not within lhe
Coastal Zone. The Skyline area does not have the equivalent strict limits on growth, or
equivalent hurdles for amending those limits. This is a minor but important
distinction.
Thank you again tor the opporrunity to comment, and we iook forward to the Final
EIR and the next steps of the annexation process.
Sincerely,
Lennie Roberts, Legislative Advocate
Committee for Green Foothills
339 La Cuesta
Portola Valley, CA 94028

P-53-6
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Schweikert Wassail [wondercat9@yahoo.com]
Thursday, August 29, 2002 2:48 F'M
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report
A TIN: Kathy Woodbury

After examining the pending MROSD, we believe that it is defective, contains errors and
omissions, contains known falsehoods, and is rrtisleading and biased.
For these reasons we
demand that it be rejected.

Richard D. wassall II & Alyce B. Wassall
P. 0. Box 370443/1385 Le Conte Avenue
Montara, CA 94037-0443

Do You Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Finance - Get real-time stock quotes
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Ron• Stllrgeqn,)\i);Box •. 3(\, . . San··Gt@oriq, CA ..94074
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August 30, 2002
Ms. Cathy Woodbury
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distal Circle
Los Altos, CA 94022-1404
Re: Comments on the "San Mateo Coastal Annexation 'Draft Environmental Impact
Report"' (initial circulation begining 6/13/02; State Clearinghouse No. __2__)
Dear Ms. Woodbury:
"Brief" general comments on the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
compliance process will be followed by a discussion of the nature and level of analysis
required under this Act of the conceivable significant environmental impacts of the proposed
project (MROSD's annexation of Coastal San Mateo County; "the project"). This discussion
will be followed by examination of the project's 'Draft Environmental Impact Report'
(hereafter "the/this EIR") which will specify its errors and deficiencies with particular focus
on the inadequacy of the project description and noncompliance with procedural aspects of
CEQA resulting in less than adequate disclosure and complete analysis of foreseeable
environmental impacts relating to the project. Comment on the "Fiscal Analysis" of the
project circulated along with the EIR is deferred; comments on the circulated draft "Willing
Seller Ordinance" and related matters are not deferred as this ordinance is incorporated into
the EIR "as an agricultural impact mitigation measure".
The "Headnote" of the Appellate Court decision (Planning & Conservation League v.
Dept. of Water Resources; 83 Cal App.4th 892 [2000]) affirming a challenge to the certification
of an EIR states regarding the contents and sufficiency of an adequate EIR: Both the mandate
and the mechanism of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21000 et seq.) are carefully crafted and well ingrained into the law of this state. The
environmental impact report {EIR), with all its specificity and complexity, is the mechanism
prescribed by CEQA to force informed decision making and to expose the decisiomnaking
process to public scrutiny The EIR is the heart of CEQA, an environmental alarm bell, and
a document of accountability.
Whenever a project may have a significant and adverse
physical effect on the environment, an EIR must be prepared and certified (Pub. Resources
Code, § 21100, subd. (aJ). An EIR provides the public and responsible government agencies
with detailed information on the potential environmental consequences on an ageniy's
proposed decision. The ultimate decision of whether to approve a project, be that decision
right or wrong, is a nullity (emphasis added) if based upon an EIR that does not provide the
decision makers, and the public, with the information about the project that is required by
CEQA.
The error is prejudicial if the failure to include relevant information precludes
informed decisionmaking and informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory
goals of the EIR process.
CEQA 's EIR process protects not only the environment but also
informed self-government. CEQA assigns primacy to the protection of the environment;
EIRs not only inform decision makers and the public of projects' significant environmental
effects and ways to reduce them but they also inform the citizenry as to whether the
environment is actually being protected and may provide basses for political accountability
through disclosing the environmental priorities and values held by elected and appointed
officials associated with their crafting, certification or implied acceptance.
The EIR prepared for MROSD's annexation establishes abuses of discretion resulting
from not proceeding in a manner required by CEQA and by not engaging in a good faith
effort to fully disclose/describe the proposed project and/or disclose relevant information
relating to its significant individual and cumulative environmental impact( s) that may not be
mitigable. That a/the project has unmitigable significant environmental impacts/effects does

not in itself preclude its approval; under CEQA what is sought to be precluded is ignorance
of the environmental consequences when planning and approving an action or a project of any
nature. Although CEQA allows a fair amount of latitude, dictated by reason, in just how the
environmental impact(s) assessment for any particular project is accomplished; there are,
however, certain procedural and substantive process requirements designed to insure
unbiased and full disclosure that must be fulfilled for a "Lead Agency" to insulate an EIR
from being deemed a "nullity" (uncertifiable under CEQA) upon review by the Judiciary.
PROCEDURAL ERROR AND INADEQUACIES OF THE EJR:
o

Lead Agency Determnation:

MROSD ("the District") under CEQA requirements is the/a "responsible agency" and
is inappropriately designated as the "lead agency" for the project; LAFCo is the "lead agency"
and as such is the agency that is required to oversee the preparation and certify the EIR as
complete The District argues that it is the "lead agency" for the project since "its' decision
as to whether to request LAFCo's approval of annexation is the first decision to be made
regarding the project". "Lead agency" is not determined by which agency first envisions or
delineates a project; "'Lead Agency' means the public agency which has the principal
responsibilitv for carrying out or approving a project which may have a significant effect
upon the envvironment" (Public Resources Code Section 21067; emphasis added). If, as the
District is wont to claim, the annexation project "is just about moving a line on a map" then
it should be clear that the District does not have the authority to change its own service
boundaries otherwise there would be no need for its Application to LAFCo for this purpose;
in this instance the San Mateo LAFCo alone has this authority and is therefore under CEQA
the appropriately designated "lead agency". The "lead agency" is that agency which has the
ultimate responsibility and power to say if the project happens or not; although the District
is the proponent and eventual "constructor" of the project and would be in fact the "lead
agency" for other/ensuing projects in the annexation area if the proposed project is approved
by LAFCo, it bas not been properly designated or bas improperly designated itself the "lead
agency" for the project of the subject EIR.
LAFCo can not delegate its "lead agency" responsibilities under CEQA. The District
as the project's proponent may be designated the actual preparer of the EIR for the project,
but LAFCo has the responsibility and as the lead agency the only authority to certify it as
complete and adequate and is required to be involved in its preparation. Proper designation
of "lead a3ency" is necessary to insure that a proposed project is subjected to unbiased,
independent analysis of its environmental setting and impacts; the EIR (the current draft) for
the project is a case in point. The District's assuming the role of the "lead agency" has
resulted in the EIR containing prejudicial error, with previously identified significant
mitigable and unmitigable impacts being omitted leading to inadequate analyses of alternatives
(including the no project alternative) and skirting a principle purpose of a "Program EIR" the opportunity for timely and credible cumulative impact analyses. Given that, to an all to
large part, the project is vaguely described by broad "guiding" policies/"principles" that may
shape the District's activities in the annexation area if LAFCo approves its application; given
that LAFCo's expertise is in existing local plans and policies: LAFCo is also the logical lead
agency to determine/know if the Districts project/policies are in fact compatible with in place
policies and plans directed at protecting this County's deliberatively determined environmental
values and priorities. What may be viewed as mere technical procedural violation becomes
problematic with respect to CEQA compliance when it results in a skewed environmental
analysis lacking objectivity and a "good faith effort at full disclosure" of the project''
impacts. (Planning & Conservation League F. Dept. of Water Resources, 83 Cal.App.4th 892 [Sept. 2000)
o Misrepresentation (misleading characterization) of the nature and scope of a "Program
EIR":
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Contrary to that which is implied in your and Ms. Schectman's "written
recommendations" to the District's Board on 6/12/02 and also intimated throughout the EIR:
Under a "Program EIR" the environmental analysis of specific components of the project are
not as a matter of course put off until such time as the actual development of site-specific
projects are considered. In the "recommendations" of 6/12/02 it is stated: "Analysis of the
potential for environmental impact takes into account the guiding principles of the Draft
Service Plan that would govern site-specific planning and implementation. These policies and
guidelines, along with the mitigation measures in the Program EIR, would avoid or minimize
the environmental effects associated with future implementation of projects that could
potentially result from the annexation. Under CEQA, the District will still be required to
undertake an environmental evaluation of subsequent site-specific projects as they are
proposed, and determine what additional environmental documentation and review are
necessary." (emphasis added) For those who are critical of the project's (as "described" in
the Draft Service Plan) lack of conservation coherence and specificity (like how much of the
proposed 11, 800 acres will be acquired for the preservation of agriculture and how much for
"low intensity" recreation) and find it therefore difficult to assay the project for environmental benefits or impacts these words may be comforting - they should not be. A project
(and this project even with all its conceivable permutations resulting in various and vast
consequences to the environment is under CEQA "a project") that is found appropriately
considered and certified under a "Program EIR" is actl:ially insulated/exempted by CEQA from
further environmental review unless it is determined that the project has changed
substantially or there are significant environmental impacts that site-specific projects would
have that were not addressed in "Program EIR" (Public Resources Code, § 21166). In the
above "recommendation" to the District where it states "Under CEQA, the District will still
be required to undertake an environmental evaluation
" given that the project has been
scrutinized via a "Program ElR", the further scrutiny that is in fact required is only that
required by the insertion of 'may' where 'will' occurs.
The selection and use by the District of a "Program EIR" for analysis of the
environmental impacts of the project in effect, once the EIR is certified, essentially gives the
District something very close to environmental carte blanch regarding its operations within
the annexation area - it can do whatever it wants, via Negative Declaration(s) without
anymore extensive environmental review as "site-specific projects are proposed". The only
recourse anyone would have with objection to any perceived impacts resulting from this
environmental free reign may be limited to the courts - whether there is further good faith
environmental assessment is otherwise at the sole discretion of the District. The District's
remarks rPgarding the nature and scope of both the project and the environmental assessment
involved in a "Program EIR" and the ElR to the extent that they mislead and disarm(ed)
timely and exhaustive environmental assessment (particularly of cumulative effects) and the
consideration of alternatives undermines any finding of the adequacy and sufficiency of the
EIR.
For the EIR to obtain the above indicated procedural benefits CEQA accorded to a
"Program EIR" it must before certification identify all the major components of the project
and seriously engage in the analysis of their environmental impacts including within reason
their secondary and long range environmental impacts associated with implementation of the
project. The cumulative and alternatives analysis can not be put off to a later date. That the
EIR dismisses such analysis with, paraphrasing: "We have demonstrated that the conceivable
environmental impacts from implementing the separate components of the project (of those
we have considered significant) all can be mitigated to less than significance; since there is
absolutely no identified environmental impact that has not been reduced to insignificance
there would be no (couldn't be any) cumulative impact and we have no obligation to inquire
into alternatives that would reduce environmental impacts of the project since there aren't
any - we would just be wasting everyone's time " The argument is of coarse fatuous if only
those impacts that are in fact mitigable are identified and the cumulative impact( s) of the
implementation of the project's various identified components is/are ignored The EIR asserts
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that trails can be constructed so that the agricultural potential of lands they traverse are
protected (more on this subject below) and that trail impacts on biological resources can be
mitigated to insignificance; however, there is no analysis of the short term or cumulative
impacts on agriculture of the combined project's trail and natural resources protection
components. What are the cumulative consequences of superimposing a recreational trail
grid over a planned agricultural district not just over this or that land but over the whole
area?
What are the consequences to agriculture of superimposing this grid and the
implementation of "Implementation Action G.3.A.(i); On a case-by-case basis, the District
shall determine how best to continue agricultural uses consistent with protection of rare and
endangered plant and animal species and their habitat"? Are the combined cumulative effects
of the conservation antinomies embedded in the project description going to have the same
cumulative effect on agriculture within the annexation area as their resolution in the Districts
current polices have had on agriculture within its present boundary (i.e.; for all intents and
purposes, liquidation in favor of "natural resource protection" and availability of recreational
opportunities)? What mitigation measure( s) in the EIR address this potentially significant
cumulative impact of the project? The one relating to eminent domain (Mitigation AGR-lc)?
How? The cumulative impact(s) to a project along with credible analysis of alternatives or
mitigation that avoid or reduce them can not be avoided in a "Program EIR" for a project
that could conceivably have area wide environmental consequences - it must be embraced.
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A program EIR is designed to "(I) Provide an occasion for a more exhaustive
consideration of effects and alternatives than would be practical in an EIR on an
individual action, [11) (2) Ensure consideration of cumulative impacts that might be
slighted in a case-by-case analysis, [11) (3) Avoid duplicative reconsideration of basic
policy considerations, [11) (4) Allow the lead agency to consider broad policy
alternatives and program wide mitigation measures at an early time when the agency
has greater flexibility to deal with basic problems or cumulative impacts, [and} [11)
(5) Allow reduction in paperwork." (CEQA Guidelines, § 15168, subd. (b}.} Friends
of :tv1ammoth

i'

To?ln of Mamn1oth Lakes Redevelopment Agency; 82 Cal.App.4th 511 (p. 531)

COMMENTS ON THE SUBSTANTIVE JUDGMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE EIR:
o

Multiple and inadequate description of the project:

Mr. Miller, of 2M Associates, was the first to assert that "annexation itself has no
environmental impacts". In your communication to the District's Board on 6/12/02 you and
Ms.Schectman state: "The act of annexation is a legal and administrative change to the
District's boundary and does not itself produce an environmental effect." Subsequently the
District's Public Affairs spokesperson is reported in the Half Moon Bay Review to have
opined that annexation was just a "metaphysical" act of moving lines on a map and this was
repeated by the District's General Manager at its Board Meeting on 7/31/02. These are
damaging comments not only to full CEQA analysis and its prescribed informed public
participation, but may in themselves be sufficient to overturn a certification of the EIR by the
District acting as the "lead agency". There can be no question that LAFCo would not have
the same opinion of the consequence of its approval of the District's proposed Application.
The District can not have it both ways: It can not both say that annexation is really
about nothing but if it happens it'll be able to bring "benefits" to the coast such as "lowintensity recreation opportunities--regional hiking trail links, such as Skyline to the Sea
Trail". The District's characterization of annexation as nothing but a mapping exercise
exacerbates its CEQA difficulties not only through hijacking informed public participation but
by reinforcing the charge that the project is inadequately described thus not allowing full
environmental disclosure.
The first paragraphs of both the EIR's Summary and Introduction states "The District
proposes to extend its boundaries to include the majority of the San Mateo Count coastside
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in order to acquire and manage land and easements for the preservation of open space and
agriculture, and the protection of sensitive resources". A preponderance of the impacts
analyzed in the EIR relate to the District's proposed recreational developments within the
Annexation Area following annexation. The District has recently reported that its expectation
that 80% of its land acquisitions after annexation "will come from POST". These comments,
along with the overriding impact focus of the EIR, reinforce the nebulousness of the project
in that POST's President wrote the District's Board, towards the end of the Coastal Advisory
Committee meetings, on Nov. 8, 1999: Speaking of POST; "Most of the rural land we acquire
will not become either parks or open space preserves. Instead we plan to protect these lands
with conservation easements, and resell them once permanently protected, to private owners,
carving out where appropriate, trail corridors, beach accessways, and other low intensity
recreational uses. A simple example of this type of project is the former Cowell Ranch, now
owned and farmed by Aldo Giusti. We also see POST as continuing to hold, monitor and
enforce the conservation easements on protected lands. What we hop for is that the Open
Space District would manage recreational uses on these private lands, and take title to lands
that belong in public ownership to be operated as open space preserves. (all emphases added)
We have not and do not advocate ownership by the District, or any other governmental
agency, of lands which will be kept in private use. We also do not advocate ownership by
the District of conservation easements over these lands." If this communication continues to
reflect POST's intentions vis-a-vis the District ·regarding conveyance of its holdings it reveals
that the District may be essentially limited to delivering the same services in the Annexation
Area that it currently provides within its service boundary - recreation and natural preserve
management not "agricultural preservation services" as indicated in a District's recent mailer
entitled "COASTAL ANNEXATION PROGRAM: KEY FACTS".
The problem that the vague and free floating description of the project poses for the
District under CEQA is that the reassurance that anything close to full disclosure of actual
environmental impacts is unattainable. If the project encompasses the removal of 80% of the
targeted 11,800 acres of predominately agriculturally designated lands into "nature preserves"
and recreational uses that is one project; if it is going to primarily preserve these acquisitions
for agriculture that is another and the environmental/agricultural impacts are conceivably
cumulatively as different as night and day. Ultimately for conservation/environmental
assessment and CEQA compliance this is the EIR's biggest weakness and greatest
vulnerability. That the project's description, couched in "guiding principles'', allows for (is)
the implementation of either of these environmentally disparate scenarios (or/and countless
others) demonstrates both an inadequate project description for CEQA analysis as well as for
competent land planning decision making.
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o Agricultural impact assessment:
The District asserts that the project and "the annexation process" is "governed" by
Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg, the Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000. This is the
project's basic weakness - it reveals that the District's actual regard for agriculture and
agricultural land preservation is no greater than that of a sewer district. The EIR asserts
(page III- I) that the changes enacted in this Act actually "strengthened" LAFCo policies to
protect agriculture. This is false. This Act actually removed "(f) Land which is used to
maintain livestock for commercial purposes" from that which was designated as "prime
agricultural land" under its predecessor Cortese-Knox of 1985 - the 2000 changes removed
45,000± acres, 80-85% of the agricultural acreage within the proposed Coastal Annexation
Area from that which was previously considered "prime" for urban planning purposes. This
did not effect the District's "Service Plan" definition of 'Prime Agricultural Land' in that its
definition was taken from the Williamson Act which was identical to that Cortese-Knox
( 1985) except it did not include this ranchland acreage under "prime land"; and the current
Draft Service Plan has adopted the new Act's definition which now not only excludes this
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45,000 acres but other acreage that was previously considered as prime but for which
irrigation is no longer feasible.
The first versions of the "Service Plans" regard for
agricultural relating to urban planning purposes was actually initially less than that required
of a sewer district.
The District's Service Plan's definition of 'prime agricultural land' is important in that
in the EIR the measures proposed to mitigate the identified significant impacts of trails on
agricultural lands apply only to those designated as "prime"; trail impacts to other
agricultural lands, by omission are deemed insignificant in the EIR [Actually if land is not in
current use "for the purpose of producing an agriculture commodity for commercial
purposes, land left fallow under a crop rotational program, or land enrolled in an agricultural
subsidy or set-aside program", under the Service Plan's definition, it is not even considered
'agricultural land'. The District's Staff was asked if land enrolled under the Williamson Act
was considered "enrolled in an agricultural subsidy or set-aside program" and after some
hesitation it was "thought it might be so considered". Given that Williamson Act is actually
a "subsidization" of urbans desire to prevent sprawl and prevent the conversion of open
space lands to residential uses and it is not generally considered an "agriculture/farm subsidy
program"; the extent of District's true regard as expressed in the Service Pian on close
reading for agricultural land preservation shrinks even further and is very limited indeed. J
There is no question that the District's regard for the impact of trails to agricultural lands is
aberrantly limited.
The impact( s) of the trails component of the project receive truncated analysis and
inadequate mitigation in the EIR. Conceivable impacts to biological resources are fairly
comprehensively assayed and addressed - proposed mitigations of these resources dance all
around the "Design Guide" admonition (included in the 2001 San Mateo County Trails Pian)
which is recommended for inclusion as an explicit Mitigation Measure in the EIR: "Conflicts
between trail alignment and resource protection shall be decided in favor of resource
protection". This is also the principle incorporated in the Trails Plan's Program EIR (State
Clearinghouse No. 9505371) Mitigation Measure that was submitted to the Planning Commission as to how to address conflict/impacts (specific and cumulative) arising form trail
construction across all agricultural lands within a "Planned Agricultural District". That
Mitigation Measure states: Proposed trails shall either be located to avoid prime agricultural
lands and lands designated as suitable for agriculture in a manner that does not result in
interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the agricultural potential of
these lands.
Operators of active agricultural activities shall be consulted to identify
appropriate routes on lands they cultivate. The agricultural activities and the agricultural
potential of traversed lands shall be protected and buffered from trail user impact by means
of distance, physical barriers (sturdy fences) or other non-disruptive methods (emphasis
added). [This language was constricted however subsequently within the actual Trail Plan's
policy crafted to capture the intent of this mitigation measure so as to apply only to "prime
lands designated as suitable for agriculture emphasis added".
If you don't think you
understand the difference or degree of constriction you might consider an inquiry of 2M
Associates - the head of your annexation team and presumably your 'author'ity on impacts
of trails on agriculture; also an author of the Service Plan (2000); co-author of its/the EIR
(2002); and contemporaneously co-author of both the 2001 San Mateo County Trails Plan
[within which this constricted and aberrant regard for breakfast, lunch and dinner now
resides) and its EIR (1999).
The above Mitigation Measure language allows for public access across agricultural
lands such as the Cowell Ranch Access which takes the pressure off agricultural. What Mr.
Kozak in his remarks on the Trails Plan Draft E!R found of concern ("! have concern about
the potential problems in interfacing public trails and Agricultural areas - Health Hazards
would be just one aspect of this issue. ('Ii) .
Increased vehicle, pedestrian, horse and
bicycle traffic in agricultural areas could be disruptive to certain farming operations and .
('Ii) The EIR should establish a set of guidelines for the trail-agricultural relationship possibly
by working with the County Agricultural Advisory Committee and/or the SMCo Farm
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1
Bureau") was alarmingly unaddressed in the final circulated Draft and the matter was taken
up with the Planning Commission in particular to address the cumulative environmental
impact of superimposing a recreational grid over a planned agricultural district. Leaving
aside the arguments, the Commission received and approved (with it subsequently also
receiving specific approval by the County Board of Supervisors and is incorporated in the
certified Count Trails Plan EIR). The above Mitigation Measure language was intended to keep
recreational associated pressures/activities from being unnecessarily or recklessly foisted onto
agricultural lands/operations with indifference to consequences to agricultural viability,
security, and productivity; and to conform with the County's Local Coastal Plan Polices
relating to agriculture protection and recreational compatibility.
Some of this language is now found in Mitigation AGL-3c that seeks to address only
specific impacts to lands that are of utmost concern under CEQA Under CEQA it is also
necessary to be concerned with the cumulative impacts of trails or any other aspect of a
proposed project on local plans and policies it is therefore recommended that the following
language be substituted for AGL-3c: Trajls shall either be located to avoid prime agricultural

lands and lands designated as suitable for agriculture or traverse such lands in a manner that
does not result in interference with agricultural activities or substantially reduce the
agrkultural potential of these lands. The routes over all agriculturally designated lands shall
be developed in consultation with and the approval of the SMCo Agricultural Adviso1y
Commjttee. Operators of active agricultural activities on lands owned by or under easement
to the Djstrjct shall be consulted to identify appropriate routes that protect agricultural
resource use, utihty and value; operators of active agricultural activj6es on lands adjacent to
Disnjct lands used for non-agrjcultural purposes shall be consulted to identify routes that
wjll avojd adverse effects on thefr land's agricultural resource value, use, or u6lity. The
agrjcultural actfrities and the agricultural potentjal of traversed lands shall be protected and
buffered from trail user impacts by means of distance, physical bar6ers (sturdy fences) or
other non-djsruptive methods. Mitigation Measure AGR-1 b should be revised accordingly. I
Mitigation Measure AGR- lc relating to eminent domain should be deleted. An EIR is
not the place to resolve public controversy; an EIR focuses, by law, on assessment of the
physical effects of a project on the environment. Mitigation measures are appropriate when a
significant adverse effect can be by addressed by the implementation of certain remedial
action(s). Since the use of eminent domain is not a part of the project no significant physical
impact of the project is actually mitigated by AGR-lc. If this impact mitigation measure is
not deleted than the significant effect(s) it is mitigating must be indicated otherwise it can be
concluded that there is/are significant undisclosed impact(s) of the project to agriculture that
are not disclosed (and consequently there is no way of knowing if the impact has been fully
mitigated).
The Notice Of Preparation indicated that, as then scoped, the project would have no
significant impacts on agriculture. Your agricultural impact consultant should be referenced
in that the EIR now asserts that there are potentially multiple significant impacts which are all
mitigable below significance.
Further, what is the basis for the conclusion found in
Mitigation AGL-3a that appropriately fenced trails do not fragment grazing lands both
agriculturally and as a natural resource. On what authority does the EIR's implied conclusion
that fragmentation of agricultural land is the only conceivable impact from trail exposure? ls
the Planning Dept. of San Fransico (in comments relating to proposed trail plan routing
through their watershed management area) out to lunch when they suggest that the potential
for off trail use, trespassing, increased risk for fire, vandalism should be considered - they
didn't mention dogs, hoof and mouth disease, hardware poisoning, etc ..
The EIR is conclusionary and not persuasive that agriculture is more compatible with
adjacent "nature preserves" than adjacent residential development. It is conclusionary that
natural resource protection is better accomplished through "nature preserves" with lowimpact recreation rather than low-impact residential development. The EIR is not persuasive
that the impact on agriculture of multiple nature preserves removing lands suitable for
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agriculture permanently from agricultural into recreational production does not have as great
an impact environmentally as residential development would if not a great deal more - the
loss of critical mass, vital agricultural economy, is the same (maybe a lot less) the impacts to P-58-10
agriculturally adjacent may be more (maybe a lot more), more traffic.
o Regarding the "Willing Seller Ordinance":
I do not hold that any policy, ordinance. law relating to use of eminent domain can be
made permanent - the dead can not govern the living. All that the current Board can do is
state and fix/codify as firmly as possible the District's intention not to use it should
annexation occur within the annexation area. The Constitution itself (clearly the basic law of
the land is) not permanent; in the words of Jefferson: "The idea that the earth belongs to the
dead, and not the living, is most absurd." I do think that the proposed ordinance can go a
bit further in establishing and solidifying/hardening the District's resolve by a few changes
and adding the conservation rationale that instructs future Boards and generations as to why
you are relinquishing this power of dubious and counter-productive merit. I therefore urge
the insertion of the following recital into the Ordinance:
WHEREAS, the District recognizes and holds it to be self evident: In order to
advance the highest level of environmental stewardship and preservation of the
open space resources within the Coastal Annexation Area that the District must
collaborate to that end on a free and equitable basis with its resident and their
respective communities; further, given the vastness of the Coastal Annexation
Area, its widely dispersed population and the complexity of the task, any Area
wide effort to conserve resources requires that the District must necessarily
The District
participate in and engender a sense of collective responsibility.
recognizes the counter-productivity, the manifest and potential divisiveness
generated by its having and exercising the power of eminent domain within the
Coastal Annexation Area; the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District does
hereby agree (and through the approval of its LAFCo application to extend its
service boundaries to include the Coastal Annexation Area) and does covenant with
the residents of the Coastal Annexation Area singularly and collectively to never
utilize or seek the right to use the power of eminent domain within the Coastal P-58-11
Annexation Area.

urge the additional changes in the Ordinance (word additions/changes indicated in bold type
and language urged to be struck lined):

WHEREAS, it was the recommendation of the District's Coastal Advisory Committee
that the District adopt a policy permanently prohibiting the use of eminent domain to
acqwre .
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Board of Directors to further demonstrate its
commitment to a prohibition of the use of eminent domain to acquire property .
.,
imif-~D<Jmrriiiiic by adoption and publication . . . setting out its intent that this
be a permanent @]¢ of r;9ii1Jili;"-fi policy and ordinance of the Midpeninsula Regional
Open Space District.
I urge Section 2. be changed to read:
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District shall not exercise the power of
eminent domain to acquire any real property or any interest in real property within
the territory described in Section I; further, the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District shall not acquire any real property or any interest in real property or extend
any management or other services to real property that has been so acquired bay any
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Cathy Woodbury
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

fogline [fogline@southcoast.net]
Friday, August 30, 2002 9:25 AM
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report
fogline@southcoast.net
•.
eir atten kathywoodbury

I find your Draft Eir lacking in depth and decails. Please answer these questions
1. Would MROSD acquire property through the use of someone else 1 s power of Eminent Domain
2. Will MROSD continue to ignore hazardous waste problems on MROSD property, and wait for
someone else's money and efforts to solve the problem ( like Mount Umunham)
, .

.

IP-60-1

IP-60-2

.....

3. Will MROSD continue to ignore the advisory vote in the rural area south of Half Moon
Bay, and proceed with annexation against the wishes of the South Coast voters

IP-60-3

4. Is there a legal/ethical question to MROSD making deals to purchase property outside ofl
it 1 s boundaries prior to any annexation
-I
5. What property does MROSD plan to acquire/rr.anage North of Hiway 92
6. According to Craig Britton, MROSD currently has over 1,000,000 visitors a year to
existing preserves, would adding 11,800 acres in the rural Southcoast add visito.rs in the
same pr6portions, to the Southcoasts already overloaded roads. My forecast, using Craig
Brittan's numbers is that the Southcoast could expect another 250,000 to 300,000 visitors
a year. This hardly seems 11 less than Significant".

Please reply in writing with answers to these questions and acknowledge receipt of this
communication.
Thank you, Geoff Allen
P.O. Box 2
Pescadero, Ca, 94060
fogline@southcoast.net
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Dear Ms. Woodbury,

Thank-you for the opportunity to respond to the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report. I wish
to identify myself at the outset as an environmentalist. Not by profession but by choice.
Allowing that the EIR is after all a" draft", I suppose some slack should be allowed that it is not a particularly impressive
document except for its' bulk. Much of it seems to be a compilation of information that has been in use for a long time
leaving the impression of having been put hastily together.
With all due respect for those of your association who are sincere environmentalists, I am of the opinion that we have
reached here a stage of" corporate environmentalism "where concepts that" sound good "to the masses may end up "
doing harm." Let me tell you that the draft EIR already reads and feels threatening to this resident of the purposed
Annexation area.
The use of the term "willing seller" is an odd term given that there are myriad ways to make landowners willing to sell. To
me it sounds more ominous than" eminent domain."
Jn the EIR Draft" Significance Criteria" has been responded to repeatedly with" less than significant impact." It has
never been " anything less than significant" when the fiavor and originality of small communities are altered. It is fiction to
·think that these close knit small communities will retain their character!
am concerned that there may be a large existing faction of voters who wishes all these changes in order to bring more
IIpeople
to the coastside for commercial reasons.
It is more than insulting to assume that another agency needs to take over the stewardship of our coastside lands.
Especially an agency that has no agricultural experience amd wants to partner with existing mis-managed, under staffed
and poorly funded National, State and County Government Park and Recreational Agencies.
At the very least could it be expected that these agencies put their lands in order before attempting to take over more
areas?
Rural America is loosing it's identity! Are we really going to amaze the world with our stupidity by erasing all that is unique?
Should agencies be in control?
Given the protection presently in place to implement that the coastside remain undeveloped in perpetuity, it is curious that
you are in such haste to grab it.
The South coast area has remained for generations a place of wide open spaces, agriculture, public and private recreation,
Environmental Education and un-crowded public beaches.

,it has cor:nmunities of persons who cherish the rural character and_ hav_e a great l~nging to remain self-determining. This
I,community of diverse human 1nd1v1duals should not be stripped of its' nght to continue to preserve the bountiful natural
resources.
Please do not ignore that this Coastal Annexation is simply another type of development.
Please enter my voice clearly in opposition to the land takeover of the San Mateo Coastal Annexation by MROSD.

Thank-you,

Petrea Hamor, PO Box733, Pescadero, CA 94060
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Ovet· the years that I have been aware of and worked with MROSD,

I have been
impressed with the cautionary approach to acquiring lands either to
purchase or to manage.
This approach is even more important with coastal
lands.
The priority should be to establish the current biological value
and the potential for enhancing and restoring such amenities as wildlife
corridors, watershed systems, and viable biological connections.
Many critics of this annexation have expressed the concern for inviting th
public at large to our coastal lands.
I admit to having the same concerns
but for different reasons.
If lands, by mandate, must be opened to the
public, it should only be after acceptable and appropriate management plan
have been developed and implemented; plans which protect the biological
resources.
It is my view that some lands should never be accessible by public traffic
other than to monitor and restore them.
It is vexing therefore that in
Section IV of the Draft EIR all of the discussion is centered around
mitigation for trails, landings, parking lots, and either trail alignment,
fencing or widening. Even "limited improvements 11 can have a significant
effect when taken cumulatively.
The Draft EIR has made very valuable notations regarding Mitigations,
especially Mitigation BI0-2 (Page IV-1-22) and the monitoring recommended
in other Mitigations. These recommendations require great attention to
continued oversight and constant re-assessment.
It is incumbent upon the
District to retain and acquire biological staff, as well as contract out
for services to maintain this level of stewardship. These costs and
obligations must be thoroughly and thoughtfully calculated when considering
a property for ownership or easement and for the life of the property.
Again I thank you for the opportunity to comment and look forward to the
presence of MROSD on the coast.
Sincerely,

Toni Danzig
Restoration Ecologist
P o. Box 100, Pescadero, CA 94060
Fhone/Fax: (650) 879-1232; email tonid@southcoast.net
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Cathy Woodbury
H & P Hamor [hph@neteze.com]
Friday, August 30, 2002 12:14 PM
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

August30,2002

Cathy Woodbury
Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distal Circle
Los Altos CA 94022

Dear Ms. Woodbury,
Would you respond in writing to the following concerns that I have about Map 11 and its relationship to the term " Less
than Significant lmr;act to mitigate" Significance Criteria" related to the safety of the purposed Coastal Annexation area,
Residents[year round and seasonal], Visitors and natural resources:
h

1. Why on map 11 are the CDF and Volunteer firehouses given the same distinction in the Skyline and Southern
watersheds? Are they rated the same as response facilities?
2. Why aren't more details given about the firehouses? How many firemen and how much equipment is at each firehouse
24 hours a day, 7 days a week?
3. What are the details of the " contract for emergency services " between CDF and the County of San Mateo?
4. Is it true that only 24 hour 7 days a week primary coverage for the area south of Tunitas Creek to the Santa Cruz/San
Mateo County Line of the purposed annexation is at the Pescadero CDF Station?
5. Is it true that a 24 hour, ?day a week, year round staff of only [3) three full time fireman at the Pescadero CDF Station
[contracted by San Mateo County] are responsible for over 100,000 acres of watershed which contains [pockets of Ancient
Coastal Redwoods and endangered species], thousands of residents [located in permanent residential communities with
public service facilities], hundreds of seasonal residents [agriculture, Outdoor Education, Private Recreation and County
detention facilities] along with millions of visitors?
5
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6. Is it true that it requires [4] firemen by OSHA's standards to enter a structure?
7. Are the Volunteer Firehouses on Map 11 considered to be reliable by CDF and what are the details of that judgment?
If it is true that only three firemen 24 hours a day, 7 days a week are protecting the area represented by the Skyline and
Southern Subareas on Map 17 then it is obvious to me that San Mateo County does not place much value on this part of
its' resources, so why is the annexation necessary?
Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero, CA 94060
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Cathy Woodbury

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

•
H & P Hamor [hph@neteze.com]
Friday, August 30, 2002 1:03 PM
Coastal Annex Environmental Impact Report
San Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report
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August30,2002

Cathy Woodbury
Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District
330 Distal Circle
Los Altos CA 94022

Dear Ms. Woodbury,
Would you send in writing a response that would substantiate the following statements about Ranger duties and roads
found on page IV-C-6, PSl-3, Less Than Significant Impact, Impact PSl-3?

I

1. Do you have a map showing the roads mentioned in the following statement: " The Coastal Annexation is covered by an
extensive system of roads that would provide access by fire protection vehicles to most areas. "?
2. It is mentioned in paragraph three that District Rangers "would also routinely patrol any newly acquired parcels as a part
of this project an average of once a day on weekdays and twice a day on weekends." Can you provide me with copies of
records or logs that show this being done on properties presently managed by MROSD?
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I

P-64-2

Additional questions about the above duties:

1. How would this patrolling effect the sedimentation problems of the Coastal Watersheds?

I

P-64-3

2. If the Rangers respond to emergencies 24 hours a day, [mentioned in paragraph three] and" The proposed project
would not generate any residents directly or indirectly because the District is a public ag~ncy that acquires and ma~ages
open space preserves."(mentioned in paragraph five] where would the Rangers be coming from? How long would rt take
for them to get there?
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Sincerely,
Herb Hamor, PO Box 733, Pescadero,CA 94060
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Four comments:
When over 11,000 acres will be purchased, the tax basis will decrease. If the county
decides not to have the Williamson Act any longer, then taxes will be increased for those
landowners who own 50 acres or more and taxes will also be increased because the
county will have lost over 11000 acres in taxes.
Acquisition of this amount of land will make land costs skyrocket even further. Land that
has been in families for generations will be lost because of inheritance taxes. This
community (West of the Skyline) will become a very exclusive community, which will
hurt the economic viability. Or, acquisition of some lands may make neighboring pieces
of land fairly worthless if access is affected.
The area south of Half Moon Bay should have been handled as a different area. There
are already regulations in place that keep the area pretty much as open space.
The owners of the lands are intimately involved and knowledgeable about the
management of their lands. If MRS OD purchases vast amounts of acres and are
responsible for the stewardship of the land believe two possibilities may occur:
There will not be enough funding for the management and the land will be overtaken by
flora that will make the lands virtually inaccessible and it will create a huge fire hazard.
(Land is not restored or conserved by just leaving it alone)
The second concern is that all this "open space" will be managed by one agency and will
be subject to the latest trends in conservation. Many times, unforeseen consequences
have occurred even though the intentions have been good.
The last comment is related to the above. The people living in the area south of Half
moon Bay and whose land and lives are affected are the "victims" of a imperfect
democratic process, therefore, I strongly urge to put this matter to the residents of the
area of west of Skyline and south of Half Moon Bay only.
Thank you,
Marina Stariha
PO Box 28,
San Gregorio, Ca
650-726-4284
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How does MROSD intend to manage the lands that it already owns with regard to
noxious weeds and feral pigs?
Why would the annexation of more lands cause "less than significant impact" when
MROSD cannot effectively manage the lands it already owns? How can MROSD
expect to be a "good neighbor" to productive agricultural land which at present is
clear of noxious weeds and vermin?
The potential environmental effects of annexation are very significant and MROSD
has shown itself to be unable to mitigate the problems it has now. What specific
policies for "rural" areas does MROSD have in place?
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It is interesting to note that the worst noxious weeds are to be found on publicly
held or open space lands and feral pigs are already impacting privately held lands
adjacent to open space or public lands. MROSD current feral pig program has shown
itself to be expensive and ineffective. What changes ore to be made, if any. to this
program.'
Visitor impact. How many additional employees are to be hired to clean up after
the "visitors"?
Where are the public restrooms and facilities going to be on the "rural" lands? If
there are to be public restrooms and facilities however low impact, is that not
development?

P-69-5

What mitigation measures are in place or going to be in place to address trash, soil
corrpaction. fencing, trail building and the sheer impact of extra humanity on the
roads and services already on the coast?
The EIR is either flawed and these points have not been carefully considered or
MROSD hos paid to have a report that finds the annexation of the coast has little
or no significance. On both counts we are presented with a document that is
inaccurate and yet we are being asked to accept that flowed information and believe
that MROSD will be good for the coast. How will you address these issues and
correct these mistakes? How will you apply mitigation measures and what exactly
are these m1t19otion measures if you ore looking at maps that have rural areas zoned
as urban?

P-69-6
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Appendix B

Proposed Willing Seller Ordinance

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
May 2003

DRAFT
ORDINANCE NO.___
ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF THE MIDPENINSULA REGIONAL OPEN SPACE DISTRICT
PROHIBITING THE ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY
BY EMINENT DOMAIN WITHIN SPECIFIED AREAS
ADOPTED

, 2002 2003

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Board of Directors of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District to submit a Resolution of Application to the San Mateo County Local Agency Formation
Commission for the expansion of the District’s boundaries to include the San Mateo County
Coast in order to preserve open space and agricultural lands; and
WHEREAS, it was the recommendation of the District’s Coastal Advisory Committee that the
District adopt a policy prohibiting the use of eminent domain to acquire property on the San
Mateo County Coast and that property be acquired from willing sellers only; and
WHEREAS, the District’s Board of Directors agrees with the recommendation of the Coastal
Advisory Committee and desires to adopt such a policy prohibiting the use of eminent domain on
the San Mateo County Coast; and
WHEREAS, some Coastside residents have signed a petition asking the Board of Directors to “pledge to
permanently remove eminent domain from its policies in the proposed annexation area in a manner that is
secure and acceptable to both the residents and the District (possibly in the LAFCo process),” and
pledging their full support for the annexation proposal should the board do so; and
WHEREAS, the District’s Board of Directors has approved a Service Plan as required by
Government Code Section 56653 in conjunction with its Resolution of Application to the Local
Agency Formation Commission for annexation of the Coastal Annexation Area as defined
therein, which contains Permanent Policy P.1 prohibiting the use of eminent domain in the area
to be annexed; and
WHEREAS, the District has approved the environmental document for this annexation required
by the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA Document”) which contains Mitigation
Measure No. AGR-1c prohibiting the use of eminent domain in the area to be annexed; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Board of Directors to further demonstrate its commitment to a
prohibition of the use of eminent domain to acquire property in the area to be annexed pursuant
to the Resolution of Application, Service Plan, and CEQA Document by adoption and
publication of an ordinance of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District setting out its
intent that this be a permanent rule of conduct of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED AS FOLLOWS:
Be it ordained by the Board of Directors of the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District as
follows:

SECTION 1. On _________, 20022003, the Board of Directors of the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District approved a Resolution of Application for Annexation (“Resolution of Application for
Annexation”), Service Plan, and CEQA Document for submission to the San Mateo County Local
Agency Formation Commission to annex the following territory: That area bounded on the north by the
southern boundary of the City of Pacifica; on the south by the San Mateo County/Santa Cruz County
boundary; on the west by the Pacific Ocean; and on the east by the boundary of the Midpeninsula
Regional Open Space District existing on June 12, 2002 and the lands of the San Francisco Watershed
owned by the City and County of San Francisco.
SECTION 2. The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District shall not exercise the power of
eminent domain to acquire any real property or any interest in real property within any territory
annexed to the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District pursuant to said Resolution of
Application for Annexation.
SECTION 3: This Ordinance shall be a permanent rule of conduct of the Midpeninsula Regional Open
Space District.
SECTION 34. The Board of Directors shall publish this Ordinance once within thirty (30) days
after adoption in a newspaper of general circulation printed, published and circulated in the
District.
SECTION 45. This Ordinance shall take effect from and after the Effective Date of the
annexation pursuant to the Resolution of Application for Annexation, as set out in Government
Code Section 57202, and shall be effective within all territory annexed pursuant to such
Resolution of Application for Annexation.
SECTION 6: This ordinance shall be broadly construed in order to achieve the purposes stated in this
Ordinance. Each section, paragraph, sentence, clause and phrase of this Ordinance is intended to be so
broadly construed, and, in addition, is severable and independent of every other section, paragraph,
sentence, clause and phrase of this Ordinance. If any section, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase of this
Ordinance is held invalid, the Board of Directors declares that it would have adopted the remaining
provisions of this Ordinance irrespective of the portion held invalid, and further declares its express intent
that the remaining portions of this Ordinance should remain in effect after the invalid portion has been
eliminated.
The foregoing ordinance was adopted at the Regular or Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District held on the ____ day of _______, 20022003, by the
following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Deane LittleNonette Hanko, President, Board of Directors
Attest:

Attest:

District Clerk

Kenneth C. Nitz, Secretary
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Appendix C

Response to Agricultural Comments, by
Strong Associates, May 14, 2003

Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
May 2003
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May 14, 2003
To:

Cathy Woodbury, Planning Manager
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District

From: David Strong, Principal
Madge Strong, Associate
Strong Associates
Re:

Response to Comments, San Mateo County Coastal Area

This letter will address issues raised by public comments received on the Draft
EIR relevant to agricultural and timber economics.
First, Strong Associates’ qualifications include extensive experience in
agricultural economics. David Strong has over 20 years of background as
principal of Strong Associates, as well as 14 years as an analyst with the
University of California’s Cooperative Extension Service. Madge Strong has
been associate principal of Strong Associates for 20 years and served for 7 years
as a planner with the California Coastal Commission. Strong Associates has
conducted dozens of agricultural economic studies throughout California, many
of them specifically focussed on coastal areas. For further information on our
background and experience, please refer to our website www.thestrong1.com.
The agriculture-related public comments on the Draft EIR addressed in this
report fall into the following subject areas:
• Economic viability of agriculture and compatibility of recreational uses with
agriculture;
• Farm worker housing;
• Timberland conversion; and
• Potential bio-terrorism.
1. Economic Viability of Agriculture
A comment from the Farm Bureau raised a concern that data on San Mateo
County farm trends and issues in the Draft EIR were out-of-date. The EIR
reported that loss of productive agricultural lands to urbanization is an ongoing
statewide problem and that agricultural lands are affected both by direct
conversion to non-agricultural uses, such as housing development, and by
indirect pressures, such as loss of service providers to the agricultural
community, urban demands for water, and complaints from residential neighbors.
The EIR noted that according to the San Mateo County Agricultural Economic
Viability Project (UCCE 1989), although the total number of commercial farm
units in San Mateo County declined and total agricultural acreage
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decreased from 1961 to 1986, acreage in intensive crop production and
production values increased during that time. It reported that nursery crops are
the most economically viable crops within the Coastal Annexation Area
and make the greatest dollar contribution towards total agricultural sales, with
livestock contributing the least.
Strong Associates has reviewed Ag Commissioner’s reports from 1989 through
2001 and has confirmed the assessment set forth in the EIR. As summarized in
the attached table, over this 12 year period:
•

•
•

Vegetable acreage has decreased approximately 12%, from 2,900 acres in
1989 to 2,500 acres in 2001. Artichokes, snap beans, and peas are losing
acreage; Brussel sprouts are holding steady; while pumpkins and
miscellaneous vegetables have been gaining,.
Field crops have decreased about 7%, with hay as the biggest loser.
Floraculture and nursery acreage has also diminished, but land remaining in
these crops will not be impacted by the MROSD acquisitions.

Overall, agriculture is continuing the trend toward higher value vegetable crops.
This is consistent with trends throughout the state as farmers work to respond to
changing market conditions. Key factors posing a challenge to the agricultural
production industry include:
•
•
•
•
•

foreign competition;
elimination of protective tariffs under NAFTA and other free trade
agreements;
crop values not keeping pace with inflation;
water availability concerns; and
urban or suburban encroachment and rising land costs of farmlands.

The EIR described the conclusion of the 1989 San Mateo County Agricultural
Economic Viability Project (UCCE 1989), that in order to promote the viability of
agriculture in San Mateo County, public agencies may need to acquire
agricultural lands or easements. This remains an effective tool and has been
used on an increasing basis throughout the State since the 1989 report
referenced in the EIR. The policies in the District’s Draft Service Plan would
enhance the viability of agricultural production in the San Mateo County coastal
region by:
• Providing public support to keeping farmlands dedicated to agricultural
production in perpetuity;
• Acquiring land from willing sellers only in order to eliminate the risk
associated with potential condemnation;
• Limiting urban or suburban encroachment that creates land use conflicts with
farm uses; and
• Implementing programs to address economic conditions that might otherwise
makes agricultural lands unaffordable to farmers.
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Notwithstanding these benefits, it is important that the MROSD acquisition plan
not exacerbate the challenges facing Coastside farmers. It is important that the
District make lands it acquires available for agricultural production and manage
lands retained for habitat and recreational purposes in a manner that does not
interfere with agricultural production on adjoining lands.
A. Supporting Agricultural Production
The District’s proposed program includes the acquisition and/or management of
approximately 11,800 acres of land on the San Mateo County coast in 15 years.
Specific parcels have not been identified but the District anticipates that out of
the 11,800 acre total, 1,800 acres would be in the form of easements over land
that would continue to be owned and managed by a private operator, 2,500 acres
would be managed for another open space provider and 7,500 acres would be
purchased in fee. The Service Plan states that agricultural lands purchased in
fee and not needed for the protection and vital functioning of a sensitive
habitat would be protected for economically viable agriculture. It is important that
the District have a workable program for agricultural easements and leases to
implement this part of the plan.
Ag conservation easements and leases have advantages for maintaining
agricultural use. An easement keeps the land in private ownership but with a
public agency purchasing a use restriction over part or all of the property.
According to the American Farmland Trust, conservation easements offer
numerous benefits to farmers and ranchers:
•
•
•
•
•

Farmland is permanently protected while keeping the land in private
ownership;
Revenue is provided to continue agricultural operation, including needed
farm capital improvements;
Easements can provide tax benefits including income, estate and property
tax reductions;
They help farmers and ranchers transfer their operations to the next
generation; and
Lands under easements continue to be eligible for state and federal farm
programs.

An excellent model for such agricultural easements has been successfully
operated in Marin County for over 20 years. Marin Agricultural Land Trust
(MALT) was the first land trust in the United States to focus on farmland
preservation. Founded in 1980 by a coalition of ranchers and environmentalists
to preserve farmland in Marin County, California, MALT acquires agricultural
conservation easements on farmland in voluntary transactions with landowners.
MALT has so far permanently protected 32,000 acres of land on 47 family farms
and ranches. It includes limited recreational programs on some of its lands. For
more information, contact: http://www.malt.org/ (The MALT website includes a
sample easement at: http://www.malt.org/about/easements.html.) Another
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resource is Sonoma County’s extensive agricultural easement and trails
program.
The lease option is also an effective tool for maintaining farms in operation. In
this case, the public agency acquires the fee title to the land and then enters into
a lease with the farm operator. The East Bay Regional Park District is
successfully using leases for grazing lands, including policies and a standard
lease contract. Another good source of information on agricultural lease
provisions is http://extension.aers.psu.edu/LAW/AgriculturalLeases.pdf .
Given the District’s mission to preserve agricultural land and open space in rural
San Mateo County and to encourage viable agricultural operations, the District
should adopt a policy setting standards for conservation easements and
agricultural leases. All agricultural easements and leases should:
•
•
•
•
•
•

be tailored to meet individual farmers and ranchers needs while
respecting the unique characteristics of the property;
specify uses that are unconditionally permitted pursuant to the
easement or lease to provide certainty to the farmer or rancher
entering the lease or easement with the District;
include terms that allow farmers and ranchers to adapt and expand
their operations and farming practices to adjust to changing economic
conditions;
include terms that ensure farmers or ranchers may provide farm labor
housing as defined and approved by San Mateo County;
ensure compatibility of resource protection and management, lowintensity public recreation and viable agricultural operations; and
in the case of leases, be for a sufficient period of time to gain a return
on the investment in the agricultural operation.

The District can also support agricultural production in the San Mateo County
coastal region by partnering with agricultural operators on District lands to obtain
grant funding for agricultural protection efforts. The Legislature has established
grant programs for the preservation of agriculture through the purchase of
agricultural easements and the provision of grant funds for other agricultural
projects. The District is a public agency eligible to participate in these programs
and is authorized to contribute any required matching funds.
The California Farmland Conservancy Program administered by the Department
of Conservation provides funds for acquisition of agricultural easements, fee title,
land improvement projects, and other assistance. Fee title projects must be
either placed under a Department approved agricultural easement or sold within
three years to a private agricultural operator. The Rangeland, Grazing Land, and
Grassland Protection Act established a program to provide grant funds for the
acquisition of agricultural easements to protect and restore grazing lands. The
District, as an open space and park district, is expressly eligible to seek such
grant funds under both of these programs.
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B.

Maintaining Compatibility with Agricultural Production

Concerns were raised regarding potential land use conflicts between recreation
and farm uses. The District’s EIR described these potential conflicts and proposed
several measures to reduce the likelihood of incompatible adjacent uses. While
the EIR is correct that recreational uses can be incompatible with agriculture, there
are a number of tools available to ensure that all incompatibilities can be avoided.
The Pt. Reyes National Seashore and the East Bay Regional Park District are
examples of two local areas where recreational uses and active agricultural
production occur on adjoining and in some cases the same lands.
The primary tool in ensuring compatibility between lands used for agricultural
production and adjoining recreational or other uses is an appropriate buffer.
Buffers are best developed on a case by case basis following careful consideration
of the nature of the lands in question and the uses expected on those lands.
Buffers should be designed in close consultation with not only the affected
landowner but also the operator of the agricultural lands if not operated by the
landowner.
Factors affecting the size and management of the buffer can include:
•
•
•

•
•

The nature of the proposed public access (e.g., a staging area may require
a different type of buffer than a remote trail).
The nature of the adjoining land use and potential land uses (e.g., grazing
land requires a different buffering strategy than would row crops which in
turn could require a different sort of buffer than greenhouses).
The topography and other physical characteristics of the buffer area (e.g.,
land that is substantially higher in elevation than an adjoining agricultural
use would require a different buffer than land that is lower; similarly, land
that is separated by a ravine or solid fence will require a different buffer than
land where the uses have no physical separation).
Biological site conditions (e.g. to reduce potential spread of non-native
invasive species or pathogens onto adjacent agricultural lands).
Likeliehood and extent of potential pesticide drift.

In addition, it is important that all lands used for buffers should be on land or
interests in land owned by the District. Adjoining landowners shall not be required
to provide land to buffer new uses proposed by the District. The District should be
responsible for the management and maintenance of all lands used as buffers.
Finally, if a specific buffer fails to resolve conflicts between a recreational use and
adjacent agricultural uses the recreational use shall be moved to a different
location. This will ensure that the use does not interfere with the productivity of the
adjoining land.
The various factors affecting effective buffer design and other tools to promote
compatibility are discussed in the following reference materials:
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•

The Art of Rural Trail Deal, by Don Coppock (a Coastal Conservancy
program manager for agriculture), http://apgar.net/ridgetrailRuralTrailDeal.html

•

A Guide to Developing Trails in Farm & Ranch Areas, British Columbia
Ministry of Agriculture, www.agf.gov.bc.ca/trail_guide/agtrail.pdf

•

“Conflicts and Solutions: When Agricultural Land Meets Urban Development”
Mary Handl’s 1994 M.S. Thesis. Department of Community Development,
U.C. Davis.

•

Can City and Farm Coexist? The Agricultural Buffer Experience in California,
Great Valley Center Modesto, California (2002).

C.

Promoting Agricultural Production

Many of the public comments on the Draft EIR requested additional information
on specific actions that the District would take to promote agricultural use of
agricultural lands. Because the Service Plan sets policies applicable to land
management throughout the annexation area it is not possible to define specific
actions at this time. As with buffers, specific land management actions can be
most effectively determined with consideration of the specific characteristics of
the land in question. In light of the Service Plan’s fundamental policy objective of
maintaining long term opportunities for economically viable agriculture, however,
it would be appropriate for the Service Plan to include specific policies to ensure
that District planning efforts for specific properties are carried out in a manner
that protects and promotes agricultural production on and adjacent to District
lands in the annexation area.
Based on my experience working with agricultural operations in the vicinity of
recreation and open space lands I recommend that following each specific
acquisition, the District planning efforts include preparation of a specific plan for
promoting agricultural production on District-owned agricultural lands and for
protecting agricultural production on lands adjoining District property from any
interference from District activities. Such an “Agricultural Production Plan” could
be a part of the use and management plan prepared for each District
landholding.
The Agricultural Production Plan should incorporate such components as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Defining the crops or livestock potential of the land and adjoining lands;
Availability of labor, including farm labor housing;
Availability of farm support services and goods;
Necessary capital improvements (e.g. water storage, fencing, land leveling)
Farm operations, including erosion control, the season(s) and times of
pesticide or herbicide usage, manure and waste management;
Water use and availability; and
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•

Access to transportation and markets.

For land that is already in production, this plan should be developed with input
from the operator/lessee. For agricultural land that is not in production, the
District should either work with the former owner (for District owned lands) or
owner (for non-District owned lands). The recreation component of the District’s
use and management plans on in the annexation area should consider the
information in the Agricultural Production Plan component and should establish
any operating conditions necessary to avoid interference with agricultural
operations.
In addition to consulting the affected landowners and agricultural operators, the
use and management plans should be prepared with full public consultation. The
planning process and public participation process in the Draft Service Plan will
satisfy this aspect of the planning process. The Service Plan includes the
following among iuts public participation policies:
•
•
•

•

2.

Implementation Action G.3.B(i) calls for review of access plans with local
agricultural interests and the public;
Guideline G.6.3 states that site-specific resource management and public access
plans will include opportunities for public involvement.
Implementation Action G.6.A(i) requires public hearings which “shall address, at a
minimum, the following topics: public participation; resource management; public
access; recreational use; public safety; cultural resources; agriculture and timber
production; inter-agency relationships; and public information.”
Implementation Action G.6.C(i) states that “a District staff liaison will be assigned
to the Coastal Annexation Area to work with local residents, property owners,
government, and interest groups in developing recommendations to the District
Board of Directors.”

Farm Worker Housing

Housing for farm workers is an important component of the County’s agricultural
economy. The County has guidelines that allow farm worker housing based on
identifiable needs and necessary support infrastructure. Land under District
ownership leased for agriculture would be subject to the same guidelines.
Nothing in the Service Plan would require removal of farmworker housing. In
order to maintain the agricultural productivity of agricultural lands as called for in
the Service Plan I recommend that the District allow agricultural operators on
District lands to maintain farmworker housing consistent with County and state
laws. Because these laws can be complex I also recommend that District staff,
with its knowledge and experience in land use processing, assist operators of
District owned lands or lands where the District holds an agricultural easement in
preparing applications and related materials to develop additional farm worker
housing.
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Throughout the state, farm worker housing that is dangerous and dilapidated
beyond the point of repair is generally removed. Similar circumstances may
arise on District owned agricultural lands. In that event I recommend that the
District work with the operator to facilitate replacement of the housing. If
expanded housing is important to support agricultural operations on District lands
the District could work with operators to allow such expansion consistent with
County regulations and other requirements.
3.

Timberland Issues

Public comments also raised the concern that District annexation could take
timberland out of production, adversely impacting the economics of the local
timber industry that depends on this finite resource. This concern would be
warranted if the District buys current productive timberlands and eliminates them
from future production.
However, the Draft Service Plan for the Coastal Annexation Area does not
preclude harvesting timber on District-owned land. Although the District is not in
the commercial forestry business, the Draft Service Plan recognizes that in
limited circumstances the removal of trees is in the best interest of managing the
ecological health and public safety conditions of the site. The Draft Service Plan
provides specific guidelines for commercially harvesting timber.
Three models of forestry management compatible with recreational uses are
discussed below:
•

The MROSD:
The District has acquired properties within its existing boundaries that have been
logged under a Timber Harvest Plan (THP). The District has on several
occasions acquired properties that were the subject of an on-going timber
harvest operation, as was the case with the acquisition of the Bear Creek
Redwoods Open Space Preserve in Santa Clara County, and Purisima Creek
Redwoods and El Corte de Madera Open Space Preserves in San Mateo
County. In those cases the District worked collaboratively with the landowner
and the timber operator to ensure that the THP was consistent with the District’s
resource management goals. District staff also worked very closely with the
timber operator to ensure public safety. Sites under harvest remain closed to the
public until the operation is complete and the site has been planned to
accommodate public access.

•

The Quincy Library Group Guidelines/Pilot Project:
There are management techniques that may enable timber harvesting to proceed
compatible with recreational uses and with preservation of natural qualities. The
Quincy Library Group (http://www.qlg.org/) has developed guidelines for dual-use
that are now being applied to 2.4 million acres in Lassen, Plumas and Tahoe
National Forest areas and were embodied in legislation HR858 and S1028 in
1997.
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The Hungry Creek Project is a pilot project of the Quincy Library Group approach
(http://www.qlg.org/pub/act_acp/fhp/Projects/hungry/hungry.htm.). Developed by
Michael De Lasaux, Natural Resources Advisor for Plumas and Sierra Counties
U.C. Cooperative Extension, this project demonstrated a combination of
harvesting and restoration designed to: reduce cumulative watershed impacts;
decrease impacts on wildlife; reduce fire risk; and protect scenic qualities. It may
be possible to develop site-specific plans that could enable regulated harvesting
on timberlands considered for District acquisition.

•

The State Department of Forestry Demonstration Forests:
The State Department of Forestry has 71,000 acres of demonstration forests in
seven counties that promote timber harvesting compatible with recreational and
educational uses. Almost 2,700 acres of these demonstration forests are in
Santa Cruz County.
The programs vary from area to area depending on the desired balance between
recreation, timber production, and preserving a natural state. Each
Demonstration Forest is guided by an environmental stewardship plan that
establishes a desired future condition, balancing between issues such as fire
protection, plant and animal life, desired tree cover. The Forest Management
Plan then carries out those objectives.
Most of the Demonstration State Forests include an educational program, with
trails, campsites, and learning centers. The timber harvest revenues help
underwrite the costs of educational programs and also contribute to local and
state taxes with a timber yield tax.
These programs are monitored and administered by professional State-employed
foresters. The foresters would be a resource for assisting MROSD in the event
of future timberland acquisitions. Refer to: www.fire.ca.gov

These examples indicate that District-acquired timberlands could still
accommodate some carefully managed harvesting operations.
4.

Bio-Terrorism

The possibility that San Mateo Coast agricultural lands would be a target of bioterrorism is very small. The “Database of Incidents Involving Sub-National Actors
and Chemical, Biological, Radiological, or Nuclear Materials,” maintained by the
Center for Nonproliferation Studies at the Monterey Institute of International
Studies, lists all terrorist incidents in the last century. It includes 21 incidents that
might be classified as examples of sub-state attacks against agriculture. Most of
the 21 incidents were unsophisticated and ineffective, lacking significant impact.
Only five occurred in the United States, and almost all attacks were very small
scale, involving mostly chemical rather than biological materials. Five attacks
were criminal rather than political in nature, and several of the others were purely
personal (motivated mainly by revenge). The majority of these incidents might
more appropriately be described as product tampering rather than agricultural
terrorism. (http://www.thebulletin.org/issues/2001/so01/so01vogel.html)
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The risks are higher now than in the past century. However, anyone planning for
high-impact bio-terrorism would be much more likely to seek a concentrated
target, for example food processing or distribution centers, rather than the diffuse
and localized impact of farmlands. Recent USDA guidelines on keeping
America’s food and agriculture safe are directed almost entirely toward such ag
industrial centers.
The State’s role in dealing with any bio-terrorism is primarily to support local first
responders. Four recent pieces of legislation outline the State’s guidelines and
resources. (“Responding to Bioterrorism: Assessing California’s Preparedness.”
by Raymond A. Zilinskas, Ph.D. and Jason Pate, MPM, EMT-1.) San Mateo
County has an agreement with the State of California that addresses its
emergency preparedness plans. As a matter of policy, MROSD Park Rangers
would be part of the integrated County program as needed to respond to any
emergency.
The available data do not show any relationship between recreational use and
increased risk of bio-terrorism. While recreational uses could theoretically allow
terrorists access to farmlands, it also would increase public surveillance on any
such activity. It appears that District annexation would have virtually no effect on
an already remote risk.
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FIRE HAZARD AND IGNITION RISK APPRAISAL
for
MROSD SAN MATEO COASTAL ANNEXATION
PURPOSE
Moritz Arboricultural Consulting and Landscape FIRES were asked to provide opinions
on the proposed change in land use connected with the MROSD’s San Mateo Coastal
Annexation program relative to fire hazard and ignition risk.
QUALIFICATIONS
Ray Moritz is a Certified Urban Forester and fire ecologist. He has been a consultant to
federal, state, county and local agencies on fire hazard in California for more than 24 years. In
that capacity he has studied the issues of land use and fire risk throughout the Bay Area. He was
a wildland fire fighter and Fire Safety Officer for 14 years. He is one of the founders of FireSafe
MARIN, the first California, nonprofit, public/private sector fire safe council in the state. He has
given seminars on fuel/fire management for FireSafe MARIN from 1992 to the present. He is
the author of the Pine Restoration Project - Itasca State Park, the first plan to reintroduce the
ecological factor of wild fire as a vegetation management tool for the headwaters of the
Mississippi River (1976). He is the author of numerous publications on fire prevention and
hazard assessment (Pyrophytic vs. Fire Resistant Plants (U.C. Cooperative Extension), Fire
Resistant Trees and Shrubs (FireSafe MARIN), Defensible Space Works - Do it safely (U.C.
Cooperative Extension) and Defensible Space - Do It or Lose It! (International Master
Gardeners). He was a Fire Ecology consultant of the Mount Tamalpais Area Vegetation
Management Plan, 1991-1992. He has been the principle instructor in fire hazard inspection and
fire hazard mitigation for the Marin Conservation Corp, the California Conservation Corps and
numerous other Conservation Corps and fire departments. He has served on the Scientific Advisory
Panel on the Urban/Wildland Interface Fire Problem at the California State Assembly - Natural Resources
Committee (1997). He has been a speaker at the California Fire Instructors Workshop, California Fire
Training Officers Association. He has presented fire management papers for the Society of

American Foresters, the American Society of Consulting Arborists and the International Society
of Arboriculture - Western Chapter. He is on the Executive Board and the Board of Directors of
the California Oak Mortality Task Force (COMTF). He has lectured on SODS and its
implications for fire behavior and tree failure hazards for more than four years. Mr. Moritz has
designed fire hazard assessment systems and fire management plans for the U.S Department of
Interior, National Park Service, Wildland/Urban Interface Initiative (WUII).
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Change of use and the risk of wildland fire:
The level of Fire hazard is based on weather, topography and fuels. Ignition risk is based
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on the type and level of use. The annexation area is dominated by a maritime climate with
generally high relative humidity and relatively low temperatures. Wind is typically off the
ocean, particularly at the top of the fire day, 12:00pm to 3:00pm. This climatic zone is not
conducive to ignition, initial spread or severe wildland fire behavior, except under extreme,
Santa Anna type weather conditions. The most comprehensive study of the relationship between
trail use and ignition risk had concluded that fire occurrence in regional parks is not significantly
related to public use of open space for hiking. The increased risk of ignition connected with the
proposed annexation can be mitigated to an insignificant level.
The epidemiology of SODS and experimental burns of SODS infested forests
demonstrate that SODS does not have a significant effect on fire behavior.
BACKGROUND
Fire Hazard and Public Access:
The level of fire hazard is based on weather, topography and vegetation fuels. The
annexation is not expected to have any significant effect on vegetation fuels and therefore no
significant effect on fire hazard. Ignition risk is the risk of a sustained fire being ignited and is
based on the type and level of use.
While agricultural lands generally have relatively low fire hazards, some areas of the
proposed annexation have significant fire hazards. These areas may have steep slopes, south to
west aspects (the most hazardous direction of slope) and relatively high prevailing winds out of
the west-northwest. Some areas have limited emergency access.
The combination of exacerbating weather, fuels, topographic conditions, limited
emergency water supply, poor equipment access and slow response time could lead to a
significant uncontrolled fire on these rural areas.
The risk of ignition and fire hazard attached to a given public access area not only
depends on the type and level of use of the property but on the type and level of use of adjacent
properties in the area. The use of the adjacent properties and the general area for ranching and
farming historically had a significant level of ignition risk and fire hazard. As urban
development increases, the risk of ignition will increase. Also, to some extent the fuel hazard
may increase because the extent and intensity of grazing could be expected to decline due to
development. To the extent the annexation reduces future development, future increase in
ignition risk will be reduced. The known causes of ignition: construction, equipment operation,
vehicle use, power lines, children playing, etc. will be dampened to the extent that future
increases in these activities are reduced by annexation.
Ignition Risk:
Ignition risk is a critical factor in fire hazard assessment. Any type of development of the
annexation area from increased agriculture to home construction is likely to increase ignition
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risk. The type, density or intensity of development and the level of use affect ignition risk.
The levels of ignition risk and fire hazard are relative and can only be estimated in broad
terms. Many counter-balancing land use practices, vegetation change, fire prevention actions,
and suppression capabilities affect the level of risk and hazard.
Recent fire history shows that the number of wildland fire has been effectively reduced
through public education and the consequent reduction in ignitions. As Fire Codes were
adopted, and became stricter and enforced, the risk of ignition declined. Prevention of ignitions
is the best approach to fire prevention (Rice and Montegue, 1990).
Public access and visitor use of the annexation area will increase the risk of ignition to
some extent. The level of that increase can be mitigated to an insignificant level of risk
depending on the development and management of the access points as set out in the EIR (See
Mitigation Measure Haz-2b), and this report. The level of risk may be estimated from a Sonoma
County study.
The Sonoma County Study, Sonoma County Regional Parks Fire Incident History:
In 1997 the Sonoma County Regional Parks (SCRP) convened a committee on Solutions
to Fire and Security Issues on Sonoma County Public Lands. This committee was composed of
Parks, Fire and Law Enforcement authorities. The SCRP Committee reviewed emergency
service problems on parklands and recommended solutions.
Paul Curfman of Sonoma County Regional Parks compiled a Fire Incident History for
Regional Parks from 1990 to 1996. This history indicates that most of the fires that have
occurred in Regional Parks have been connected with picnic areas and campground use.
The ignition and fire history for the SCRP study was based on site investigations,
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF) Emergency Activity Reports for
Sonoma County, interviews with CDF, Sonoma County and local fire authorities, and the Paul
Curfman report on Sonoma County Regional Parks Fire Incident History 1990-1996.
Cause and Origin:
The cause and origin of fire in Sonoma County in general and in the Regional Parks
specifically were investigated in the ignition risk assessment. The causes of ignitions are
typically classified as Equipment Use, Vehicles, Miscellaneous, Electric Power, Undetermined,
Debris Burning, Campfires, Arson, Smoking and Playing with Fire. For example:
CDF statistics for the Sonoma County fires in 1996 (a total of 214) break down the causes as
follows:
Numbers of Fires
%
Equipment Use: 49
22.9
Debris Burning: 19
8.9
Vehicles: 38
17.7
Campfires: 12
5.6
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Miscellaneous: 30
Electric Power: 22
Undetermined: 21
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14.0
10.3
9.8

Arson: 9
Smoking: 8
Playing with Fire: 6

4.2
3.7
2.8

SCRP Findings:
In the regional parks 30 fires occurred in the six-year period (1990 - 1996). Only two of
those fires were associated with trail use. Both were near high population centers and one was
suspected arson (1/4 acre) and the other was smoking related (6 sq. ft.). Fourteen (14) of the fire
Incidents were not actually working fires but included such evidence as scorch marks on picnic
tables, a burning cigarette in an iron ranger, wood assembled for a fire and cold fire rings.
Most (57%) of the Regional Park fire incidents were associated with picnic and camping
areas. Of the picnic/camping associated fires most were small and insignificant. Descriptions
such as a burned part of a picnic table leg, a garbage can fire, a small fire 5' x 5' in picnic area,
and burn marks on picnic table were given. There were no incidents related to children playing
with fire on trails.
A Regional Parks review of all Sonoma County fires since 1960, over 100 acres,
concluded there was no identifiable relationship to public land.
The SCRP also reviewed and mapped 1995 and 1996 incidents of trespass onto private
property and found no relationship to public lands, except possibly an inverse relationship,
where trespass reports seemed to be fewer near many parks.
Curfman concluded that fire occurrence in Regional Parks is not significantly related to
public use of open space for hiking.
Solutions/conclusions of the SCRP Committee relevant to the MROSD annexation are:
• Parks and trails do not necessarily cause additional problems for fire protection.
•

Multiple agency cooperation is essential, both during operations and reporting.

•

Construction should accommodate fire equipment in fire prone areas.

•

Paved or gravel surfaces in parking areas & initial trail segments will reduce ignitions.

•

Wider trail widths near trial heads, narrower in more remote areas will reduce ignitions.

•
•

Permanent signs should describe and warn against fire hazards.
Prescribed burning reduces fuel volume as does cattle grazing.

•
•

Fire breaks are helpful.
Outreach to Neighbors: Establish a grid mapping system for effective fire reporting.
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•

Establish barbeque and fire bans. If closures are necessary, broadcast periods of closure over
radio.

•

Use CDF response levels or burn index to dictate trail closures.

•

Newly opened facilities need more patrols. Problems generally decline after initial opening.

•

Establish zones of risk; trail heads should have more patrols.

Fire Authority Concerns:
In projects such as this type, fire authorities have expressed concerns about the increased
potential for ignitions with increased public use of the annexation area. They were particularly
concerned about camping, picnicking, partying, fireworks, off road vehicle use and road
shoulder vehicle use ignitions but also ignitions from visitor use for hiking (mainly smoking
related ignitions). These uses will not be permitted in the annexation areas.
Some authorities feel that fire prevention signing and park closures in the evening and on
high fire danger days alone would not be adequate to prevent ignitions and that patrol and
enforcement is key to fire hazard mitigation.
They were concerned that the area would be used by area teenagers for partying. Others
felt that proper control of parking and the installation of non-flammable surfaces in the parking
areas and at trail head(s) would prevent ninety percent of the potential ignitions.
The potential for arson on the annexation area is very low due to access and location.
Most arson fires occur near population centers and public high use areas. The area is not
located adjacent to major population centers for a serious threat of casual, unpremeditated arson.
Consultant Recommended Mitigations:
The Service Plan for the Annexation limits public use to low fire hazard activities such
as, hiking horseback riding and bicycling. These low intensity uses have a minimal level of
ignition risk. Implementation of mitigation measures set forth in the EIR and recommended in
this report will reduce the ignition risk to an insignificant level.
1.

A fire prevention signing program for the entrance and trail head(s) should be adopted.

2.

Trail use should be limited to hiking, bird watching, bicycling, equestrian use,
environmental education and other similar low hazard uses.

3.

Off road vehicle use, camping, picnicking, fireworks, partying and other hazardous uses
should be prohibited.

4.

Smoking on the trails should be prohibited.
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5.

Trails near population centers, schools or other areas where youths are known to
congregate should be closed daily at or about 5:00 pm. The trail access points should be
closed on all predicted high fire response level days (Burn index of 41 or higher).

6.

The parking areas should be fenced and paved with gravel or blacktop. They should be
shaped to discourage irresponsible vehicle use (narrow).

7.

Trails should have a ten foot radius of gravel pavement at the trail head.

8.

The entrance and proximal road shoulders should be designed to discourage parking to
facilitate emergency access.

9.

Any gates should be at least twelve feet wide and constructed of heavy materials with a
protected locking system for both District and fire service access.

10.

The area should be periodically patrolled by District staff.

11.

The light ignition fuels adjacent to parking and trailhead areas should be mowed annually
as soon as 30 percent of the light ground fuel is cured.

12.

MROSD should post closings on their web site.
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Expert Opinions and Wildland Fire Analysis
For the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
San Mateo Coastal Annexation – Draft Environmental Impact Report
1.0 INTRODUCTION:
FIREWISE 2000, Inc. was requested by the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District to
review and assist the District to evaluate and respond to comments on environmental issues
regarding the wildland fire and emergency response comments received as a result of the San
Mateo Coastal Annexation Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) dated June 2002, and also
to analyze and respond specifically to the comments by County of San Mateo Environmental
Services Agency dated August 29, 2002 and the La Honda Fire Brigade dated August 9, 2002.
1.1 Qualifications. FIREWISE 2000, Inc. has prepared our recommendations for the
aforementioned areas of concern based upon our personal wildland firefighting experiences in
areas and conditions very similar to the proposed San Mateo Coastal Annexation Area. In fact,
FIREWISE 2000, Inc. has prepared wildland fire and fuels management plans for Los Altos Hills
Byrne Preserve Open Space Area, East Bay Municipal Utility District (Seven Watersheds) Open
Space Lands and participated in the development of the Fuel Treatment Guidelines for the San
Mateo County Fire Chief’s Association. We have a thorough knowledge of the Northern
California Coastal Range wildland fire weather and fuels conditions.
Richard E. Montague (author) has 50+ years of wildland firefighting experience from firefighter,
engine captain, helitack manager, Fire Chief to Regional Director for Fire and Aviation
Management for all National Forest lands within the Pacific Southwest (California) Region. He
is recognized as an international and national leader in the field of wildland urban interface fire
protection and fuels management programs.

2.0

SAN MATEO COASTAL ANNEXATION DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT:

2.1 County of San Mateo Environmental Services Agency Comments in Letter dated
August 29, 2002. The County of San Mateo Environmental Services Agency addressed a
variety of concerns in their August 29, 2002 letter. For the purpose of this analysis, only item 3.
Public Services (Fire) related comments will be addressed.
2.2 La Honda Fire Brigade Comments in Letter dated August 9, 2002. The La Honda Fire
Brigade’s comments are very similar to the Environmental Services Agency’s letter, and appear
to be incorporated into the County’s comments. Whenever the Brigade’s comments were more
specific in nature, we plan to address these issues of concern further in this section. La Honda
Fire Brigade provides services to the unincorporated town of La Honda and counts 250 local
households as members of their association. The Brigade is a Volunteer “Multi-Risk” Fire
Company providing first due For the reasons discussed in this report, any potential increase in
demand for EMS services will be minimal and will not result in the need for new or expanded
government facilities.
Structure and Wildland Fire suppression, Rescue, Hazard Materials and Basic Life Support
(BLS) Emergency Medical response to an approximately 58 square-mile area of San Mateo
county. The Brigade’s area of response includes Highway 84, from Highway 35 to Highway 1
and Alpine Road to Portola State Park Road. There are approximately 1,583 permanent
residents living here as well as several government institutions.

2.3 Other Comments. Other comments on environmental issues regarding wildland fire and
emergency response were received from the public and a Fire Safe Council that is independent
of San Mateo County.
3.0 WILDLAND FIRE ANALYSIS AND EXPERT OPINIONS REGARDING PUBLIC
COMMENTS
These comments regarding wildland fire and emergency response can be addressed in seven
separate categories:
1.

Loss of fire protection tax dollars as a result of private lands being purchased for
open space annexation.

2.

Escalated wildfire threat due to increased open space recreational use.

3.

Need for additional County Fire and La Honda Fire Brigade resources.

4.

Need for a District Fuels Management Program.

5. Need for additional water supply in the more remote areas within the proposed
annexation.
6.

Escalated volume and complexity of emergency medical and rescue calls.

7.

Need for increased communications facilities.

3.1 Loss of fire protection tax dollars as a result of private lands being purchased for
open space annexation. The County Environmental Services Agency and La Honda
Volunteer Fire Brigade have stated concerns about the loss of tax revenue when private lands
become public (non-taxable) lands. However, the potential fiscal impact of the project on the
tax revenues and the appropriateness of the methodology used has been analyzed in the Fiscal
Impact Analysis of the proposed annexation and is beyond the scope of this evaluation.
3.2 Escalated wildfire threat due to increased open space recreational use. The Sonoma
County Study Sonoma County Regional Parks Fire Incident History already addressed in the
Fire Hazard and Ignition Risk Appraisal by Moritz Arboricultural Consulting and Landscape
FIRES (“Moritz”) validates the experiences found by other Regional Parks and Open Space
Districts throughout Northern California. Increased hiking and other non-fire related recreational
activities do not substantially increase wildland fire ignitions. Recreational usage such as
overnight camping with camp or warming fires, motorcycle or off-road vehicle use are the
leading fire risks (causes) associated with open space recreational use. Based on the
professional experience of FIREWISE 2000, Inc., these conclusions are accurate.
The Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District lands are closed to motorcycle and off-road
vehicle use, and overnight camping is currently limited to one designated site (Black Mountain
Ridge). No open fires and no smoking are allowed on District lands. Only propane-stove-type
fires are allowed within the Black Mountain Ridge fire safe triangle area (a cleared area
surrounded by logs to designate where only self-contained, propane stoves fires are allowed).
Permits must be obtained from the District prior to use of this site. Campsites are not planned
as part of the Coastal Annexation project; therefore, fire risk due to campfires will not be an
issue.
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Based on FIREWISE 2000’s professional experience, it is our opinion that increased
recreational use within the San Mateo Coastal Annexation Area will not create a significant
increase in fire ignitions. District law enforcement patrols and fire prevention signing will more
than mitigate against any potential recreational use-caused ignitions. This report describes the
additional District fire patrols that will occur, and the prevention signing at trailheads and along
the well-used trails that should be required. During periods of very high or higher fire danger
periods, the District should close trails as discussed by Moritz. These closures and/or restriction
should be posted at all trailheads during the times they are in effect. Enforcement of these
closures and/or restrictions will require more foot and vehicle patrols by volunteer or District
personnel. The additional recreational use and related patrols will also reduce the possibility of
arson-related fires.
3.3 Need for additional County Fire and La Honda Fire Brigade resources. County Fire
and La Honda Fire Brigade stated they will be negatively impacted as a result of the San Mateo
County Coastal Annexation. As mitigation for this potential public service impact, they
requested that the District purchase two additional Type 3 wildland fire engines, stationing one
at La Honda and one at Pescadero (yearlong) to meet the anticipated increase in wildland fire
impacts, EMS, and Rescue volume of business due to the Annexation.
What was not taken into consideration in these comments was the amount of personnel, fire,
and other emergency apparatus the District currently has available to supplement the existing
County and Fire Brigade resources. Guideline G.2 of the Service Plan requires that additional
facilities and equipment be available within the annexation area as lands are opened for public
access. Management cost projections in the Fiscal Analysis for the Coastal Annexation Area
take into account these additional
facilities, equipment and staff.
During the summer and fall fire season,
sixteen District ranger vehicles are
equipped with brush patrol units. The
Skyline and Foothills Field Offices have
four new model brush patrol units with
foam capability and equipment to
qualify as brush patrols within the state
and federal Incident Command System
(ICS). By summer of 2003, each field
office is scheduled to acquire two
additional brush patrol unit with foam
capability.
Photo 1: Example of the District's 4-wheel drive brush
patrol unit

The District is also planning to purchase
a 1,500 to 2,000 gallon water tender for
road maintenance. This water tender
would be a valuable water source for
any agency of fire emergency on District
lands or as an off-District mutual aid fire
resource. Water supply is always a
critical element on any wildland fire
occurring within the rural areas of the
Santa Cruz Mountains.
Photo 2: A 2,000-gallon Water Tender with a 300-GPM pump 3

In addition, this water tender with four Brush Patrol Units would make a good “Rapid Response”
Task Force Group. A Task Force is slightly different than a Strike Team. Task Force is defined
as a group of unlike (while a Strike Team is all the same type of engines) resources with
common communications and a leader. The Task Force may be pre-established and sent to an
incident, or formed at an incident. The District’s Task Force should consist of four Brush Patrol
Units and the water tender. A 2,000 gallon water tender would be able to refill the four 120gallon capacity Brush Patrol Units 4.2 times each before refilling.
The water tender would serve the District as a dual-purpose resource, as needed for fire
suppression and as a mobile water source for road maintenance (yearlong). A good road and
trail maintenance program throughout District lands in the proposed Annexation Area would also
assist in quicker fire and emergency vehicle access.
The District fire and emergency resources are currently located within the District near the highuse areas. By the District working closely with the County Fire and La Honda Fire Brigade in
mutually supporting projects and operational procedures, the workload could be reduced and
supplemented with trained and equipped District staff.
The District’s role can supplement the County Fire and La Honda Fire Brigade emergency
services responsibilities in any future annexation. Each agency has a vital role to play in the
protection of life, property, and natural resources within and adjacent to District lands.
The District has in the past, and does intend to continue, to mutually assist in providing
emergency services personnel and equipment for the protection of their users and neighboring
communities. By becoming a partner in both San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties’ and the
State of California’s Master Mutual Aid Program, the District can also broaden its mutual
assistance resources.
In conclusion, due to the low wildland fire risk, as well as existing and anticipated District staff
and equipment; there will be no significant impact on the resources of the fire service agencies
in the Coastal Annexation Area. The District will be providing additional equipment and staff
sufficient to mitigate the low wildland fire risk.
3.4 Need for a District Fuels Management Program.
The District has a fuel management program that includes grazing, prescribed fire, discing and
brushing as described below. The EIR describes the District’s fuel management practices and
its cooperative relationship with CDF and the County at pages IV-C-6 and 7, and IV-D-5 and 6.
Historic grazing has played a major role in reducing fuel volumes within the area proposed for
Annexation. The District intends to continue animal grazing within the San Mateo Coastal
Annexation lands. The degree and amount of grazing will be determined as specific lands are
acquired.
Fuel treatments are needed to prevent overall natural resource damage from wildland fire and to
form a buffer between the vegetation and the wildland urban intermix communities to contain all
wildland fires to within District lands and to keep natural and cultural resource damage to a
minimum.
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3.4.1 Grazing. Cattle, horse, sheep and goat grazing is a viable form of fuel management and
can be a low-cost form of fuel reduction in both grassland and shrub-lands, as well as an
income-producing technique. Goat grazing is most effective in low shrub-lands where the shrub
is less than 5 feet tall and where ground and aerial fuels can be maintained by selective goat
grazing. This technique would be suitable
for many lands in the annexation area.
The District has used goat grazing on an
experimental basis as a resource
management tool and for fuel load
reduction. This vegetation management
tool can be used in strategic areas along
the District boundaries to aid in keeping
any wildland fire occurring on District
lands from leaving District property.
Cattle, horse and sheep grazing can be
most effective in reducing fuel loading in
grassland areas. In addition to traditional
Photo 3: Active goat grazing on District lands
grazing, strategic grazing areas can be
pre-determined and permits or leases
issued for the purpose of fuel reduction and cost effective meat production. The permitee(s)
can use selective fencing, salt placement, and water storage to confine the animals to the
strategic grazing areas. This method of fuel reduction will require the educated permittee(s) to
become familiar with the selected grazing method. In some cases, additional funds may be
required to supplement the permittee and make the program cost effective. Regardless, animal
grazing can be accomplished at a lesser cost than with hand labor. Selective fencing can be
used to protect sensitive areas (riparian, sensitive species, etc.) and still provide for a costeffective grazing program.
This practice has proven cost effective in other large open space areas very similar to the San
Mateo County Coastal Annexation Area such as, the East Bay Municipal Utilities District
Watersheds lands in Contra Costa County.
3.4.2 Use of Prescribed Fire. The District has demonstrated their ability to use prescribed
fire as a management tool in fuel reduction. While most of this use of fire has centered around
reducing thatch in grasslands, prescribed fire can be used in conjunction with grazing to form a
low fuel volume buffer strip around parcels of District lands within the wildland urban interface
zones. Prescribed fires on District land have also provided critical live fire training opportunities
for District rangers and California Department of Forestry and local fire department firefighters.
3.4.3 Discing and Brushing. Discing and brushing are effective fire management practices.
The District maintains disc lines around the perimeter of District lands with highly flammable
grassland vegetation, and provides “defensible space” and fire safe zones around all structures.
District staff will work with fire agencies to identify critical areas where disc lines will be most
effective.
The District’s current fuel management practices are adequate. The effectiveness in fuel
reduction could be enhanced by coordination with other fire service providers such as, County
Fire and CDF. It is recommended that mitigation measures in the EIR reflect the importance of
this coordination.
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Photo 4: Thatch burning on District land

Photo 5: Prescribed fire efforts to reduce fuel
loading on District land

3.4 Need for additional water supply in the more remote areas within the proposed San
Mateo County Coastal Annexation. Water supply has been addressed previously in Section
3.3. in the discussion about a water tender. The District’s staff and equipment will ensure
availability of this resource. However, it is important to bear in mind this report’s conclusions
that there is no potential significant increased fire risk from the project.
Despite the low risk of ignition, the District could supplement existing water sources for fighting
wildland fires by constructing dry hydrants throughout the various parcels to be acquired
through annexation. Dry hydrants are defined as
water sources where engines can draft water from
a standpipe connected to a pond, tank, or other
forms of water storage. These can be stock
watering holes, diverted water storage from creeks
and water storage from active wells. The intent is
to establish underground plumbing between the
water storage and to a driveable area where the
engine can back up to and draft water to fill its tank.
The plumbing is usually a 2 ½-inch or 4-inch line
connected to a 2 ½-inch standpipe that is placed
above ground like a typical fire hydrant.
These water sources can also be used as quail
guzzlers and other wildlife drinking facilities.
These sources should not be used in a case where
groundwater supply would be affected.

Photo 6: District resources assisting EMS/Rescue
mission

3.6 Escalated volume and complexity of emergency medical and rescue calls. Increased
recreation will increase the number of EMS responses. To determine the potential increase in
EMS calls that may result from the project, we reviewed the District’s Annual Activity Reports of
EMS incidents on District lands for the last five years. During that time, an average of 56
accidents occurred annually on approximately 45,000 acres of District open space land.
(Included in this count are both accidents and illnesses which required an EMS response by
another EMS service provider, as well as incidents where no EMS response by another service
provider was needed, such as minor injuries to which District Rangers responded and provided
treatment.) Based on this data, a conservative projection is that an EMS response rate of one
incident per year per 800 acres may occur as a result of the annexation. Given a projection of
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11,800 acres of lands that may be acquired, this would result in an annual call volume of 15
calls, or a little more than one per month. In addition, given the relative distance of the
annexation area to urbanized areas as well as limited trail development, accidents rates should
be well below those on existing District lands.
Because District rangers actively patrol District property, they are often first on-the-scene at
District EMS incidents, as well as incidents on nearby public roads and highways. Staff
personnel are trained and equipped to meet the Basic Life Support incidents until the County
Fire Advanced Life Support Unit arrives. All rangers are required to maintain minimum First
Responder and CPR Certificates. In addition, a number of rangers maintain higher Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) certification. ICS trained staff have been integrated into the
leadership structure of wildland fire and search and rescue operations. District staff can
establish procedures for a joint agency rapid EMS response.
The District patrol staff can conduct joint training with La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade, be
equipped and become a vital part of the Brigade’s Fire and Emergency Response resource.
Joint venture training of District staff with these other fire service providers will be helpful in
coordinating fire and EMS response.
If Annexation does take place, given the District’s trained staff and equipment, the District will
have a positive impact on the County and La Honda Volunteer Fire Brigade EMS and Rescue
workload, and on EMS resources in general. Any potential increase in demand for EMS
services will be minimal and will not result in the need for new or expanded government
facilities.
3.7 Need for Increase Communication Facilities. The District’s two-way radio system
includes 24-hour emergency dispatch services, provided under contract by the City of Mountain
View. Each District vehicle is equipped with a two-way radio and all patrol staff carry hand-held
radios. Vehicle and handheld radios have two-way capabilities on 40 different channels, linking
District staff to San Mateo County Public Communications Center, CDF, local fire jurisdictions,
and other emergency service providers. The radio and Remote Repeater System is designed
specifically to meet the District’s needs in a mountainous area, providing two-way radio service
to approximately 95% of District lands. This system will be extended to the Coastal Annexation
Area. The District’s Radio and Remote Repeater System together with staff on call 24-hours
per day will provide effective communication for prompt notification to emergency service
providers in the event of a wildland fire or EMS call.
The District’s Radio and Remote Repeater System, together with staff on call 24 hours per day,
will provide effective communications for prompt notification to emergency service providers in
the event of a wildland fire or EMS call.
4.0 IN SUMMARY. For the reasons discussed in this report, the project will not significantly
increase wildland fire risk and will not significantly affect EMS service provider resources. In
addition, no new or increased public services facilities will be needed as a result of the Coastal
Annexation project.
Submitted By:
_________________________
Richard E. Montague, President
FIREWISE 2000, Inc.
1465 Anoche Glen
Escondido, CA 92026
Tele/Fax: (760) 745-3947
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Annexation Area, by Hexagon Transportation
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Hexagon Transportation Consultants, Inc.
40 South Market Street, Suite 600 • San Jose, California 95113 • (408) 971-6100 • Fax (408) 971-6102

Memorandum
To :

Christine Schneider, Thomas Reid Associates

From : Mike Waller
Jeff Elia
Date : February 10, 2003
Subject : Revised Level of Service Analysis for the Coastal Annexation Area.
This technical memorandum presents the findings of the revised level of service analysis for the proposed Coastal
Annexation Area in San Mateo County, California. The project proposes to expand the existing open space area
boundaries in the western portion of San Mateo County. The purpose of the analysis is to estimate impacts on the
nearest highways if portions of the open space were developed as recreational parks similar to those that currently
exist in the Coastal Area. The revised analysis evaluates impacts on two-lane highways based on the procedures
prescribed in San Mateo County’s Final Congestion Management Program for 2001.
There are four major state highways in the western San Mateo County that could potentially be used by the traffic
from an expended coastal open space area. These are:
•
•
•
•

Route 1
Route 35
Route 84
Route 92

These are the major highways providing access to the annexation area. The trips to the project area potentially could
use any of these facilities. The traffic analysis consisted of the evaluation of traffic conditions on 12 separate
segments of the above State Routes.

Level of Service Methodology and Standards
All of the subject roadway segments were classified as two-lane highways. A two-lane highway is defined as a twolane roadway having one lane for use by traffic in each direction. Passing of slower vehicles requires the use of the
opposing lane where sight distance and gaps in the opposing traffic stream permit. As the volumes and/or geometric
restrictions increase, the ability to pass decreases, resulting in the formation of platoons in the traffic stream. Motorists
in the platoons are subject to delay because of inability to pass.
Traffic conditions on the subject highway segments were evaluated using the two-lane highway level of service
methodology as prescribed by the San Mateo County Congestion Management Program (CMP). Level of service
(LOS) is a qualitative description of a roadways operating condition. Level of service is designated by a letter grade
ranging from A (free-flow conditions with little or no delays) to F (jammed conditions with excessive delays). The

LOS for two-lane highways is based on mobility, or the ability of motorists to pass slower moving vehicles. Thus,
terrain type, two-way traffic volume, and percentage of the highway were passing is not permitted (percentage nopassing zones) are critical parameters for determining two-lane highway LOS. As prescribed in San Mateo County’s
Final Congestion Management Program for 2001, the level of service for two-lane highway segments is determined
by comparing the prevailing volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio for the segment against calculated threshold maximum
V/C ratios for LOS A through LOS E operating conditions. The prevailing V/C ratios are calculated by dividing the
actual measured traffic volume for the segment by the ideal capacity for a two-lane highway (2,800 vehicles per
hour). The San Mateo County CMP methodology is based on the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)
methodology for two-lane highway level of service, which takes into account other factors that affect LOS such as
terrain type and percentage of no-passing zones. The HCM methodology accounts for these factors by adjusting the
ideal capacity of the segment to arrive at a prevailing capacity for each segment. However, the CMP methodology
accounts for these factors by establishing separate V/C thresholds for different combinations of terrain type and
percent no-passing zones, as presented in Table B-3 of the County’s Final Congestion Management Program for
1999 (see Appendix A). Thus, the LOS analysis is carried out by calculating a V/C ratio for each segment by dividing
the traffic volume on the segment by the ideal capacity (2,800 vph), then comparing the calculated V/C to threshold
V/C ratios in Table B-3 to determine the LOS on the segment.
During the development of the 1991 CMP, the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
(C/CAG) selected different LOS standards for different roadway segments in the County based on the location of the
segment and on existing (1990/91) and projected (year 2000) levels of service for each segment. The current LOS
standard for each roadway segment in the County are identified in the County’s Final Congestion Management
Program for 2001 on Table 3-2 and Figure 3-2 (see Appendix A). The LOS standard for each of the study highway
segments is summarized on Table 1.

Projected Traffic Impacts
Weekend traffic counts were obtained from Caltrans for each of the study highway segments. Table 1 shows the
Saturday peak hour traffic volumes, V/C ratios, and LOS under existing conditions. All the highway segments
currently operate within their respective LOS standard.
A background study scenario was identified to account for the residential growth in San Mateo County that is
projected for next the 15 years. The growth in “background” traffic was projected based on the increase in San Mateo
County households (ABAG Projections 2000) over a 15-year period. An average annual growth factor of 0.7% per
year was applied to the existing volumes to obtain ”background” traffic volumes. Table 1 shows that all of the
highway segments would continue to operate within their respective LOS standard with the addition of future
“background” traffic growth.
The potential increases in traffic associated with future preserves within the Coastal Annexation Area was projected
based on traffic counts collected at two of the District’s existing preserves: Windy Hill (1,132 acres) and Purisima
Creek (2,633 acres; see Table IV-C-1). These two preserves were chosen because they are representative of the
predominant land types and staging areas that would be typical of the Coastal Annexation Area. The trip generation
estimates are based on traffic counts conducted at these two preserves on July 7 and 8, August 11 and 25, and
September 9, 2001.
The 1,132 acre Windy Hill Open Space Preserve generated 34 total trips per peak hour (total trips are equal to the sum
of inbound and outbound trips), an average of roughly one trip per 33 acres. The 2,633 acre Purisima Creek Open
Space Preserve generated 83 total trips per peak hour, an average of roughly one trip per 31 acres of preserve space.
Based on these data, the current trip generation for open space preserves was calculated to be one trip per 32 acres of
open space. This project is expected to add approximately 12,000 acres over a 15-year period. Therefore, the total trip
generation for the expected additional acreage would be approximately 383 trips. This analysis assumes that the
project related trips would be distributed over the roadway system within the Coastal Annexation Area in proportion
to the existing traffic volumes on the roadway system.

Project trips were added to the background traffic volumes to obtain project traffic volumes. The results of highway
LOS analysis under project conditions are shown on Table 1. The results of this analysis indicate that all of the study
roadway segments would continue to operate within their respective LOS standard with the addition of project related
traffic. Therefore, the project would not cause any significant impacts to the study roadways.
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PUBLIC USE RAMIFICATIONS FOR SUDDEN OAK DEATH SYNDROME
for
MROSD SAN MATEO COASTAL ANNEXATION
PURPOSE
Moritz Arboricultural Consulting and Landscape FIRES were asked to provide opinions
on the proposed change in land use connected with the MROSD’s San Mateo Coastal
Annexation program relative to fire hazard and ignition risk.
QUALIFICATIONS
Ray Moritz is a certified urban forester and fire ecologist. He has been a consultant to
federal, State, county and local agencies on fire hazard in California for more than 24 years. He
was one of the first to recognize Sudden Oak Death (SOD) as a unique syndrome in October,
1995. He has studied and worked with this disease as a consultant with the University of
California Cooperative Extension on fire hazard and SOD since 1995. He has attended
numerous seminars, discussion groups training programs and meetings on this disease. He was
appointed to the Strategic Oak Management Task Force Steering Committee in 1999 and has
served as Chair of the Education Committee. He is on the Executive Board and on the Board of
Directors of the California Oak Mortality Task Force (COMTF). He has lectured on SOD and its
implications for fire behavior and tree structural failure hazards since 1995.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Change of use and the spread of Sudden Oak Death Syndrome:
Concern about short distance spread by humans is not supported by the pattern of
infection in the hosts, or spread pattern of the syndrome. If SOD proves to be spread in wood
materials or contaminated soil, long distance spread may be successfully limited by the
institution of quarantines and sanitation practices. However, local spread cannot be effectively
contained by such methods because of the large number of potential spread by wind, rain and
animal vectors. Because San Mateo is already a Zone of Infestation for SOD, even if it were
demonstrated that SOD were spread by animal vectors, the potential human contribution would
pale in comparison with the potential contribution by other animal vectors.
The epidemiology of SOD and experimental burns of SOD infested forests
demonstrate that SOD does not have a significant effect on fire behavior.

BACKGROUND
The impact of SOD (Phytophthora ramorum) on a plant community depends on the
presence of inoculum, climatic conditions, and the species composition of the plant community.
Species Composition of Redwood Forests
The dominant tree species present in the redwood forest of coastal San Mateo County are
Coast Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), Tan Oak
(Lithocarpus densiflora), California Bay (Umbellularia californica). All four of these species
are hosts to SODS but it is only known to be a killing disease of Tan Oak. Of the shrub species,
Rhododendrons (Rhododendron spp.), Huckleberry (Vaccinium ovatum) and Toyon
(Heteromeles arbutifolia), all are susceptible to SOD, but it is only known to be a killing disease
of Huckleberry at this time.
Species Composition of “Non-redwood” Oak and Riparian Hardwood Forests
The dominant tree species present in the coast live oak, riparian hardwood of coastal San
Mateo County are: California bay laurel (Umbellularia californica), coast live oak (Quercus
agrifolia), black oak (Quercus kelloggii), Oregon oak (Quercus garryana), valley oak (Quercus
lobata) and California sycamore (Platanus racemosa). Other species found in non-redwood
forest include: blue oak (Quercus douglasii), California buckeye (Aesculus californica), madrone
(Arbutus menziesii) and big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum). Coast live oak and black oak are
susceptible to SOD and typically comprise 30% of the riparian hardwood forest. Bay is the
dominant channel tree.
Upland groves of coast live oak forest have higher percentages, of coast live oak than in
riparian hardwood forest. Most of these groves occur on rocky, droughty substrates. In these
groves a higher percentage of trees are vulnerable to SOD. In the smaller groves (10 trees or
less) coast live oak or blue oak may comprise up to 100% of the tree contribution, while in the
larger groves coast live oak and black oak combined may comprise 50 to 80% of the tree
contribution.
Mixed evergreen forest typically consists of California bay laurel (Umbellularia
californica), coast redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii),
tanbark oak (Lithocarpus densiflora), big leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), coast live oak
(Quercus agrifolia), California buckeye (Aesculus californica), and California sycamore
(Platanus racemosa).
Field Identification of the Syndrome (SOD)
SOD has both early and late stage symptoms that may differ on the affected species. It is
important to inspect all the locally occurring affected species for foliar, branch and trunk
symptoms (suddenoakdeath.org). Bay, Redwood, Madrone and Big leaf Maple exhibit primarily
foliar symptoms. The oak and tanoak hosts to this disease syndrome exhibit both primary and
secondary trunk, branch and foliar symptoms. Early external symptoms include: thinning of the
crown, staining on the bark, “bleeding” or discrete exudation of a dark reddish sap-like fluid
from the bark (on portions of trees where there is heavy moss or lichen growth the dark sap-like
fluid may be less distinct and matted in the moss or lichens.). Beetle entries may be early or late
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in the development of the syndrome but heavy infestations are usually late in the development of
the syndrome. On Tanoak leaf symptoms may appear first. New shoots and foliage may droop
and turn yellow to brown. Mature leaves of tanoak may turn pale green before turning brown. On
tanoak long striations of tan or pinkish discoloration may appear on the bark surface.
Late stage external symptoms include: beetle attack, cracking of the bark, the appearance
of dark reddish brown exudate inside and around these cracks, the appearance of Hypoxylon
fungus fruiting bodies (olive green to black stroma domes) on the bark and in the cracks, and
finally the browning of the canopy and tree death. Dead leaves adhere to the tree. Excavation of
the bark in the areas of the staining and sap-like exudation reveals areas of saturated or wetlooking inner bark and pinkish healthy inner bark separated by dark interface zone of fungal
advance between the dead and living tissue.
The pathogenic fungus-like organism, Phytophthora ramorum, is isolated from a zone of
demarcation in the inner bark. It is thought that this fungus is the primary pathogen of SOD.
Typically samples for culture are taken from the dark zone of demarcation between healthy and
necrotic inner bark. The mode of entry, spread, and much of the biology of this Phytophthora
remains unknown.
Both early and late stage external symptoms (bark staining, fluxing and cracking,
Hypoxylon fruiting bodies, beetle attack and browning of foliage) appear on trees infected by six
other pathogens and decay rots, or due to other stressful conditions. The COMTF science
advisory committee has found that only laboratory culture of the Phytophthora ramorum can
positively identify SOD. Sampling and culture of this pathogen is very difficult, with an
estimated 30 to 85 percent false negatives depending on time of year, weather, host species and
other factors. It should be kept in mind that hosts will continue to die from the other pathogens,
rots and environmental conditions that caused mortality prior to the recognition of SOD.
There are a number of tree and shrub species that are strictly foliar or foliar and twig
hosts. For these species symptoms include irregular necrotic (brown) spots, leaf tip necrosis with
an irregular margin and twig necrosis.
Pattern of Infection
The appearance of symptoms, including the staining of the bark, exudation of dark sap,
cracking of the bark, the appearance of Hypoxylon, separation of the bark, the internal
symptoms, and beetle attack, typically appear in the lower trunk or large procumbent branches of
the infected trees. The majority of these symptoms appear on the lower six feet of the trunk or
procumbent branches. However, these symptoms may also appear both on the trunk and on large
branches as high as 15 feet. Older trees, stressed trees and trees with structural defects such as
abnormally formed trunks, fire scars, large wounds, abnormal bark formation, acute angled
crotches, girdle roots, zones of stress below major scaffold branches, etc. appear to be more
susceptible.
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Spread of Sudden Oak Death Syndrome
Sudden Oak Death Syndrome was first identified as a distinct syndrome by Ken Bovero
of Marin County Arborists, in 1994. At that time the syndrome appeared to be limited to a small
area in Kent Woodlands and Larkspur. In 1995, the syndrome was identified in Corte Madera
and Mill Valley (to the south), well into the Marin Municipal Water District lands (to the west),
farther north into Kent Woodlands, and into the hills of Larkspur. By the year 2002, SOD had
spread throughout Marin County, to Sonoma, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, and five other
Counties. In Spring of 2000 the University of California Berkeley CAMFER program began
monitoring the spread of this syndrome.
SOD is now found in eleven counties of California, in southwest Oregon and on nursery
plants in Europe, principally Rhododendron (and Azalea) and Vaccinium. Symptomatic trees
were found throughout the coastal zone of the Bay Area. It appears that less than one percent of
the trees have died and also display SOD symptoms. I have identified numerous cases of SOD in
both eastern and western portions of the San Mateo County.
In the late spring of 2000, the new species, Phytophthora ramorum, was isolated and
associated with SOD. This fungus-like pathogen has been likened to several other species in the
genus Phytophthora, which are also pathogenic organisms (Phytophthora lateralis,
Phytophthora cinnamomi, etc.). However, there is a distinct difference between the pattern of
spread of SOD and the pattern of spread of Phytophthora lateralis and Phytophthora cinnamomi.
The mode of spread and the possible vectors of this fungus remain unknown.
It has been hypothesized by several recent observers and researchers that this fungus may
be spread by human travel and mechanical devices. These conclusions are based on analogies
drawn from the mode of spread of other species of Phytophthora. There is no direct evidence or
data to support these conclusions with respect to SOD. In fact, repeated sampling of infected
tree roots, have failed to isolate the fungus. The fungus has been found on shoes of hikers, in
rain water and the surrounding soil and/or the duff layer.
Concern about short distance spread by humans and mechanical equipment is not
supported by the pattern of infection of the trees or spread of the syndrome. Also, inspections
have revealed no evidence that the use of arborist equipment has spread this disease. No primary
infections of this fungus have been identified as initiating at trimming wounds.
If SOD proves to be spread in wood materials or contaminated soil, long distance
spread may be successfully limited by the institution of quarantines and sanitation of equipment.
However, local spread cannot be effectively contained by such methods because of the large
number of potential vectors.
Note: To date no proven treatment or containment protocols have been identified.
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Prevention of Sods Spread
The mechanism(s) of SOD spread are not entirely known at this time. If P. ramorum
proves to be dispersed by wind there is little chance of controlling its spread throughout the
annexation lands and the entire county. If SOD is spread by water there is little chance of
control. The steep terrain and therefore the movement of surface runoff is extensive over the
annexation area. If it is demonstrated to be vectored principally by an insect, control of the
insect may mitigate the spread of the disease. Most likely it is spread by more than one means.
The distribution of symptomatic trees does not support the conclusion that SOD is spread
largely by water or insects.
Several researchers have suggested limiting human use of wildlands as a means of
limiting the spread of P. ramorum. However, there is no direct evidence of human spread and
such a conclusion ignores the large and more significant transport of soil particles by other
species such as, birds, reptiles, deer, rodents, squirrels, raccoons, skunks, and feral pigs. Heavy
mammalian use and soil disturbance is apparent throughout the area.
Foraging and excavation by feral pigs is evident in some areas. The pigs do much of
their foraging and excavation under or around oak canopies. If mammalian activity is proven to
spread SOD, feral pigs would be an important potential vector. Feral pig control programs, such
as the program MROSD has implemented, have proven to effectively eradicate feral pigs on Bay
area water sheds (Marin Municipal Water District - feral pig eradication program).
Foraging and excavation by the many species of wild mammals and birds is simply
unavoidable.
Livestock is another major potential vector of contaminated soil. Grazing by sheep and
cattle is a significant land use in the annexation area. If animals prove to be vectors, livestock
would be a more effective vector then humans. However, livestock does not generally forage in
the forest, and relative to soil transport by pigs and other animals, livestock soil transport would
be insignificant in the closed forest environment.
Conclusions:
Spread by human use, assuming this is proven to be a significant means of spread, would
pale in comparison to other possible modes of SODS spread.
Effect of SODS on Fire Hazard
Initial estimates of impacts on fire hazard assumed that the fire hazard resulting from SODS
(Phytophthora ramorum) would be substantial to extreme. Citing studies that show tree loss of
40 to 90 percent, fire experts envisioned large numbers of host trees standing dead in leaf-on
condition within a single fire season. Experts also were concerned about a large increase in
ground fuels that would sustain high intensity crown fires.
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However, experience and research has demonstrated that the severity of the potential change in
hazard caused by SOD varies depending on site-specific conditions. The areas found to have
high infection or mortality rates in the cited studies contain mainly of highly susceptible species.
Typically about 30 percent of the woodland areas contain trees highly susceptible to SOD. It
remains speculative whether all host trees will die given indications that some trees within SODsusceptible species demonstrate significant resistance.
The changes in fuel structure that arise as individual trees succumb to P. ramorum should be the
sole basis for determining changes in potential fire behavior; that is, it is the absolute changes in
fuel structure that determine what kinds of changes in fire behavior are likely under the various
fire scenarios.
While the long-term outcome is unknown, all evidence to date suggests that in redwood and
coast live oak dominated forests, mortality appears to be incremental, and that either individual
trees or small groups of trees appear to be dying.
The structural changes occurring as trees die do increase hazard; however, this change appears to
be both contextual (i.e., depending on adjacent fuel conditions) and temporary. Either the blocks
of forest all dying synchronously need to be fairly large (on the order of 0.5 acres), or the dead
trees need to be adjacent to open fuels sufficient to provide surface intensity above the threshold
required to initiate crown fire.
In Redwood Forest the highly susceptible species, tanbark oak, tends to be scattered and
to have an intermediate canopy status. Thus the canopy is high enough above the sparse ground
fuels to make torching unlikely. Even in cases where torching does occur, it is surrounded by a
forest canopy that is relatively resistant to crown fire spread.
As individual trees die within an intact hardwood forest fuel system, the changes in
canopy fuels in the individual tree are moot – the fire cannot ignite these fuels, regardless of their
changes in fuel moisture. The immediate post mortality period that carries the highest increase
in crown fire potential, while the dead leaves are adhering to the trees, is short lived (usually
only for about one year post-mortem). Further, after the dead leaves have fallen, the live oak,
black oak and tanoak canopy architectures render the standing woody fuels (the stem and branch
wood) extremely unlikely to be ignited from a surface fire – the branch density is simply too low
to provide a continuous canopy fuel system capable of sustained flaming.
The fundamental issue of increased crown fire potential is predicated on a sufficient
surface fire intensity interacting with the crown fuels (pre-heating and ignition) to allow for
crown fire initiation. Only where there are edges (fuel transition zones) with open grass and
brush adjacent to well developed (i.e., extending close to the ground) newly dead foliage do you
have a significant crown fire threat. As a point of comparison, some stands in Marin County
have shown high levels of mid-story canopy dieback in tanoak. Even in these stands there is no
appreciable crown fire threat, because the surface fuel system will not provide enough energy to
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ignite the elevated dead crowns.
My field observations at experimental burns support the conclusion that as long as mature dead
trees within the forest proper continue to die, that with small exception they do not have the
canopy architecture that will result in an increase in crown fire potential during the critical period
of increased fuel availability, namely while the dead leaves are still adhering to the branches.
The longer term dynamics of hazard related to the changes in surface fuels that result as
dead trees fail and fall over, have an implication for increases in surface fire behavior, and if
untreated may provide for isolated areas of increased crown fire potential to the adjacent (live)
forest. The exact level of this increase in hazard is of course dependent on the level of mortality,
the actual fuel arrangement that results at the surface (no doubt differing from tree to tree), and
the spatial fuel arrangement in the vicinity of the failure. The pattern of mortality over space and
time does not support the hypothesis that SOD related mortality will increase fire hazard to any
substantial level.
Scientific understanding of the spread and effects of SOD is still in its early stages and is
constantly evolving. As time goes on, it is possible the disease will spread to other hosts, more
will be known about the methods of disease spread and host susceptibility, and more will be
known about how to possibly control or eliminate the disease. The most recent developments in
this area do not substantially affect my conclusions.
Conclusions:
The District should adopt an adaptive management strategy for the management of SOD
and fire in the Annexation area. An adaptive management approach to dealing with SOD and the
fire hazard caused by SOD is the only possible approach to a disease where the knowledge about
its method of spread, damage caused, and methods of control are continually evolving.
Opening Annexation Area to public use will not result in any greater spread of SOD in
the area than if it were left unopened. As part of the adaptive management approach
recommended here, the District would be responsible for taking appropriate precautionary
measures reflective of the most current understandings about the disease. Presently, such
measures would include posting signs to educate the public to take precautions not to spread
contaminated materials to uninfected areas, and disinfection of shoes and equipment used in
connection with trail and trailhead construction and maintenance.
The spread of SOD in the area will result in tree death that increases the fuel hazard of
the site's woodlands compared to existing conditions. The mitigation measures recommended
herein the will reduce fire hazards and will ensure that SOD will not substantially increase fire
danger in the future.

